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1. INTRODUCTION  

A. General 

1.1 By this decision, of which Annexes A to G form an integral part (the Decision) 
the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has concluded that the 
undertakings and association of undertakings listed at paragraph 1.2 below 
(each a Party, together the Parties) have infringed the prohibition imposed by 
section 2(1) (the Chapter I prohibition) of the Competition Act 1998 (the Act). 
Consequently, the CMA has imposed a penalty on each Party (as set out at 
paragraph 6.64).  

1.2 The Decision is addressed to each Party to which the CMA has attributed 
liability in respect of one or more of the agreements, concerted practices and 
the decision by an association of undertakings, which the CMA has concluded 
constitute an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition (the Infringement), and 
for the resulting penalty in each case, namely: 

 Three Counties Estate Agents Limited,1 trading as Three Counties 
Estate Agents Association (Three Counties) 

 Waterfords (Estate Agents) Limited2 (Waterfords) 

 Castles Property Services Limited3 (Castles) 

 Hamptons Estates Limited,4 trading as Hamptons International 
(Hamptons International), and its ultimate parent companies 
Countrywide Group plc5 and Countrywide plc6 (together referred to as 
Countrywide), and  

 Trinity Mirror Southern Limited7 (TMS), as publisher of the Surrey & 
Hants Star Courier (the Star Courier), and its ultimate parent company 
Trinity Mirror plc8 (Trinity Mirror).  

 

 
1 Company number 5496726. 
2 Company number 3089973. 
3 Company number 5148441. 
4 Company number 2036215. 
5 Company number 4947152. 
6 Company number 8340090. 
7 Company number 1985909. 
8 Company number 82548. 
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B. Summary of the relevant facts 

1.3 The factual scenario to which this case relates is summarised as follows. A 
number of estate and lettings agents9 operating in and around Fleet in 
Hampshire (the Three Counties Area, as defined in Annex C, paragraph C.28) 
agreed with one another that they would bargain collectively with the area’s 
local newspaper, the Star Courier,10 in relation to buying advertising space in 
that publication’s dedicated property supplement, Homes and Property. In 
addition, the agents also agreed with one another not to include, in their 
respective advertisements in the Star Courier, details of their fees or 
commission rates, or make any direct or indirect references to their fees, 
commission rates, promotions, discounts or special offers, or any other value 
proposition.11 In other words, they agreed that they would not use their 
advertising in the Star Courier to compete with one another on price.  

1.4 Three Counties was an association of agents established as a vehicle for the 
negotiation of advertising rates with the Star Courier on behalf of its members. 
The officers of Three Counties were drawn from the members, and Three 
Counties did not have any significant physical, financial or staff resources of 
its own.12 Employees of certain member agencies carried out the tasks of 
developing and enforcing Three Counties’ Terms and Conditions of 
Membership (T&CM). Three Counties’ T&CM expressly included a prohibition 
on members from advertising their fees, in line with the agents’ agreement not 
to advertise their fees outlined above. Three Counties was effectively a 
vehicle utilised by the member agencies for carrying out that agreement. 

1.5 In addition, certain of Three Counties’ members13 used the Star Courier as a 
mechanism to enforce the members’ agreement not to advertise fees. Initially, 
this included putting pressure on the Star Courier to deter member agents 
from advertising their fees by charging them a higher, ‘non-association’ rate, 
or to prevent Three Counties’ members from advertising their fees. 
Subsequently, this was extended to prevent all agents (whether or not 
members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 
Despite initial resistance, the Star Courier ultimately acceded to this pressure, 
and agreed to prevent agents (whether or not members of Three Counties) 
from advertising their fees. 

 

 
9 For ease of presentation, ‘estate and lettings agents’ are collectively referred to simply as agents for the 
remainder of this Decision, unless the context requires otherwise. 
10 See www.gethampshire.co.uk/.  
11 For ease of presentation, these matters are referred to simply as ‘advertising their fees’ for the remainder of 
this Decision, unless the context requires otherwise. 
12 See Chapter 3, section A below. 
13 See Chapter 1, section D below. 

http://www.gethampshire.co.uk/
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C. Summary of the Infringement 

1.6 In light of the facts set out at Chapter 4 below, the CMA has concluded that 
each of the Parties has infringed the Chapter I prohibition. Specifically, the 
CMA has concluded that, between 20 July 2005 (at the latest) and 31 January 
2014 (the Relevant Period), certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International,14 entered into one or more 
agreements or concerted practices that: 

1.6.1 they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier, and 

1.6.2 they would deter or prevent members of Three Counties from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

1.7 The CMA has concluded that certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International,15 monitored compliance with 
and enforced the agreement(s) or concerted practice(s) not to advertise fees, 
in order to deter or prevent members of Three Counties from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier. 

1.8 The CMA has also concluded that from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) 
TMS, as the publisher of the Star Courier, became a party to the agreement(s) 
or concerted practice(s) with certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International,16 to prevent agents (whether 
members or non-members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier. 

1.9 Further, the CMA has concluded that the subject matter of the agreement or 
concerted practice not to advertise fees in the Star Courier (as set out at 
paragraph 1.6.1 above) was reflected by Rule 21 of Three Counties’ T&CM; 
and accordingly, Rule 21 of the T&CM constituted a decision by an 
association of undertakings to prevent its members from advertising their fees 
in the Star Courier. 

1.10 The CMA has also concluded that compliance with Rule 21 was facilitated by 
Rule 6(d) of Three Counties’ Committee Rules17 and Rule 27(xi) and (xii) of 

 

 
14 As set out in more detail in Chapter 5, Section C, the CMA has concluded that at least Waterfords, Castles and 
Hamptons International were each a party to the Infringement. The CMA also has reasonable grounds for 
suspecting that other undertakings, including the agents stated to be a member of Three Counties as at 20 
December 2013 (see CMA Document Reference 3C 15.5) (the Current Members, as set out at Annex D), would 
have participated in the arrangement in question. However, for reasons of administrative prioritisation, the CMA 
has not made any finding that such other undertakings thereby committed an infringement of the Chapter I 
prohibition. 
15 See footnote 14 above. 
16 See footnote 14 above. 
17 See paragraphs 4.14 and 4.19 below. 
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Three Counties’ T&CM,18 which empowered Three Counties (via Three 
Counties’ Management Committee (the Committee)) to monitor compliance 
with and enforce Rule 21 of the T&CM. 

1.11 The duration of participation in the Infringement differs for each Party, but 
each Party’s participation in the Infringement covers some or all of the 
Relevant Period.19 

D. Summary of the relevant market, economic context and the CMA’s 
competition concerns 

Summary of the relevant market20 

1.12 The members of Three Counties are all agencies active in the supply of 
residential sales and/or lettings services. Since its formation, the vast majority 
of Three Counties’ members have been ‘traditional’ estate or lettings agents; 
that is, agents operating with a high street presence.21 

1.13 The CMA considers that residential sales and lettings services may comprise 
two separate relevant product markets of residential sales services and 
residential lettings services.22 However, given that the CMA has found that the 
Infringement covered both residential sales and lettings services it is not 
necessary to reach a final conclusion on this.23 

1.14 The CMA also considers that the relevant product market may consist of the 
residential sales and lettings services offered by traditional estate or lettings 
agents, as opposed to including services offered by online estate or lettings 
agents. However, the CMA has determined that it is not necessary to reach a 
final conclusion on this as, in any event, the potential effects of the 
Infringement are likely to be appreciable even if the market comprised online 
agents as well as traditional agents.24 

1.15 The CMA has concluded that the geographic scope of the residential sales 
and lettings services market is local, ie within an approximately five mile 
radius from Fleet. This broadly equates to the readership of the Star Courier 
which includes the towns of Aldershot, Camberley, Farnborough, Fleet, 

 

 
18 See paragraph 4.74 below. 
19 See Annex B. 
20 See Annex C, section A for further detail. 
21 See Annex C, paragraph C.9. 
22 See Annex C, paragraphs C.8 to C.25. 
23 See Annex C, paragraphs C.8 to C.25. 
24 See Annex C, paragraphs C.8 to C.25. 
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Frimley, Sandhurst and Yateley, located in the three counties of Hampshire, 
Surrey and Berkshire in South-East England.25  

Summary of the economic context26 

1.16 Estate and lettings agents active in the supply of residential sales and lettings 
services offer similar services.27 Barriers to entry to the market(s) for 
residential sales and lettings services are relatively low, with marketing and 
advertising being the only significant sunk costs.28 However, marketing and 
advertising are particularly important elements of competition,29 and the local 
nature of residential sales and lettings services30 means that establishing a 
brand in the local area is very important. In particular, local newspapers are a 
key medium for advertising agents’ services to potential vendors and lessors, 
as well as to prospective purchasers and tenants.31  

1.17 Whilst previous research has shown that price competition is weak in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services,32 fees are identified as 
one of the most important factors in deciding which agent to instruct to sell or 
let a property (along with other factors such as reputation and 
professionalism).33 The CMA considers that advertising of fees is likely to be a 
driver of competition because it provides information to customers that is not 
otherwise easily available.34 It is also likely to prompt consumers to seek out 
better deals and negotiate on price. Further, advertising of fees provides a 
reference price for potential vendors or lessors when selecting an agent. The 
CMA considers this is significant in a market where many customers will be 
first time or infrequent purchasers of residential sales or lettings services,35 
who may lack a good understanding of the price and quality offerings of 
different agents. 

1.18 Membership of Three Counties ranged from around 20 to 40 agents during 
the Relevant Period.36 The aggregate market share in the relevant market37 of 
the members ranged from 50%-95%,38 or almost all agents that advertised in 

 

 
25 See Annex C, paragraphs C.26 to C.28. 
26 See Annex C, section B for further detail. 
27 See Annex C, paragraphs C.14 and C.33. 
28 See Annex C, paragraph C.33. 
29 See Annex C, paragraph C.34. 
30 See paragraph 1.15 above and Annex C, paragraphs C.26 to C.28 and C.35. 
31 See Annex C, paragraphs C.35 to C.38. 
32 See Annex C, paragraph C.42. 
33 See Annex C, paragraph C.43, in particular footnote 951. 
34 See Annex C, paragraph C.43.  
35 See Annex C, paragraph C.43, in particular footnote 952. 
36 See paragraph 3.3. 
37 See Annex C, Section A 
38 Particularly at formation, the CMA understands that up to 95% of local agents were listed as members – see 
paragraph 3.3 and Annex C, paragraph C.41. 
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the Star Courier.39 In light of this, the CMA considers that deterring or 
preventing agents from advertising their fees significantly reduced vendors’ 
and lessors’ ability to compare prices across a large number of agents, or to 
be sure that they included a ‘low cost’ agent in their search, if they wished to 
do so.40 

Summary of the CMA’s competition concerns41 

1.19 In a well-functioning market for residential sales and lettings services, the 
CMA would expect agents to compete on price (ie their fees), as well as on 
other aspects of their offering, such as reputation or local presence, thus 
creating better choice for consumers who are thereby able to weigh cost 
against service.42 The CMA would also expect agents, in competing with one 
another, to use advertising to attract customers, and to use price as a key 
feature on which to differentiate their service offering. 

1.20 The CMA considers that transparent and readily accessible pricing information 
or references to value propositions such as discounts or promotions can: 

1.20.1 make it easier and less time consuming for vendors and lessors of 
property to understand what offerings are available in the market, 
compare those offerings, and determine which agent offers the best 
price in relation to the service offered, and potentially increase their 
motivation for ‘shopping around’ (ie reduces their ‘search costs’) 

1.20.2 make it easier for prospective vendors and lessors to benchmark and 
compare quotations, and therefore to negotiate on price 

1.20.3 facilitate entry or expansion by new businesses, by allowing them to 
use price to attract new customers and thereby to establish a brand 
and good reputation in the local area, and 

1.20.4 facilitate innovative pricing structures and services, by allowing 
businesses to advertise different pricing structures to attract new 
customers away from established models. 

1.21 The CMA considers that the clear, upfront advertising of prices within the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services is therefore beneficial to 
competition and consumers.43  

 

 
39 See Annex C, paragraph C.41. 
40 See Annex C, paragraph C.43. 
41 See Annex C, section C. 
42 See Annex C, paragraphs C.45 to C.49. 
43 See Annex C, paragraphs C.45 to C.49. 
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1.22 In light of this, the CMA is concerned that deterring or preventing agents from 
advertising their prices in the Star Courier would have the following 
consequences on competition within such market(s): 

1.22.1 it would reduce price competition between agents, and thus reduce 
downward pressure on the prevailing level of agents’ fees or 
commission rates in relation to properties to sell or let in the Three 
Counties Area (as defined in Annex C, paragraph C.28) (the Market 
Price), and/or 

1.22.2 it would reduce price competition from potential competitors, or 
innovative pricing structures or business models. 

1.23 As a result, agents would have fewer incentives to engage in price 
competition with other agents, ultimately leading to vendors or lessors paying 
higher prices, and/or facing less choice.  
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2. GLOSSARY 

Glossary of terms 

Term  Definition 
2008 Contract  An agreement to offer advertising rates between Three 

Counties and [the previous owner of the Star Courier] 
dated 1 November 2007  

2008 Complaint A complaint received by the OFT in March 2008 about 
potentially restrictive practices by Three Counties and 
other estate agents associations in the area 

2013 Complaint A complaint received by the OFT in January 2013 from 
a lettings agent, [Complainant], about potentially 
restrictive practices by Three Counties 

Act Competition Act 1998 
Advertising Waiver  An amendment to the original T&CM to permit estate or 

lettings agents operating without a high street premises 
to advertise their sales commission (at the discretion of 
the Committee)  

Article 101 Article 101 Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union 

Article 102 Article 102 Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union 

Arrangements The agreements, concerted practices and decision as 
described in Chapter 5, section C 

CAT Competition Appeal Tribunal 
Castles  Castles Property Services Limited  
Chapter I prohibition  The prohibition imposed by section 2(1) of the Act 
CJ  The Court of Justice of the European Union (formerly 

the European Court of Justice) 
CMA Competition and Markets Authority  
Committee Three Counties’ Management Committee 
Committee Rules Three Counties Property Association: Selection of 

Members and Advertisement Committee Constitution 
and Rules 

Countrywide Countrywide plc and Countrywide Group plc, the 
ultimate parent companies of Hamptons International  

Current Members The members of Three Counties as at 18 December 
2013, as set out at Annex D 

Decision This Decision, dated 8 May 2015 
EU  European Union 
European Courts Includes the CJ and the GC 
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GC  The General Court of the European Union (formerly the 
Court of First Instance). 

[] [] 
Hamptons International  Hamptons Estates Limited  
Infringement The infringement of the Chapter I prohibition 

particularised at Chapter 5 of the Decision 
Market Price The prevailing level of agents’ fees or commission rates 

in the Three Counties Area, as defined in paragraph 
1.22.1 

OFT Office of Fair Trading  
Parties The addressees of the Decision, as listed at paragraph 

1.2 (each a Party)  
Penalties Guidance Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty 

(OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA 
Board. 

Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees 

The agreement or concerted practice that certain of 
Three Counties’ members would not advertise their fees 
in the Star Courier 

Relevant Period The duration of the Infringement as defined at 
paragraph 1.6  

Rule 21 A prohibition on the members of Three Counties from 
directly or indirectly advertising their fees or commission 
rates within the property paper included as Rule 21 of 
each version of the T&CM, as amended from time to 
time. 

Rule 21 Prohibition The decision by an association of undertakings, as set 
out in Rule 21 of the T&CM  

[] [] 
Star Courier  The Surrey & Hants Star Courier, a free weekly 

publication distributed in Fleet and the surrounding 
areas and owned by TMS since 28 March 2010 (and 
[the previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] prior to 
this date) 

Statement of Objections  The Statement of Objections dated 10 December 2014 
TFEU Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 
The 2000 Order Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for 

Penalties) Order 2000 
Three Counties Three Counties Estate Agents Limited, trading as Three 

Counties Estate Agents Association  
Three Counties Area The geographic scope of the relevant market, as 

defined in Annex C, section A 
TMS Trinity Mirror Southern Limited  
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Trinity Mirror  Trinity Mirror plc, the ultimate owner of TMS  
T&CM Three Counties’ Terms and Conditions of Membership 

as amended over time  
Waterfords Waterfords (Estate Agents) Limited  

Key individuals 

[] Managing Director, Waterfords 
Committee member, Three Counties (2 November 2004 
to 4 August 2014) 
Chairman, Three Counties (2 November 2004 to 1 April 
2008) 

[] [Senior Manager], Hamptons International – [] 
Committee member, Three Counties (13 May 2009 to 4 
August 2014) 
Chairman, Three Counties (1 April 2010 to 4 August 
2014) 

[] Managing Director, Castles 
Committee member, Three Counties (2 November 2004 
to 5 November 2008) 

[] Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager, 
TMS 

[For ease of reference, the following additional abbreviations have been used in this 
Decision following redactions for confidentiality:  

[Current Member] An estate or lettings agent active within the Three 
Counties Area or advertising within the Star Courier, 
which was a member of Three Counties as at 18 
December 2013 

[Former Member] An estate or lettings agent active within the Three 
Counties Area or advertising within the Star Courier, 
which has been a member of Three Counties but was not 
a Current Member as at 18 December 2013 

[Non Member] An estate or lettings agent active within the Three 
Counties Area or advertising within the Star Courier, 
which has not been a member of Three Counties  

[The previous owner of 
the Star Courier] 

The previous owner of the Star Courier and a company 
ultimately owned by the previous ultimate owner of the 
Star Courier 

[The previous ultimate 
owner of the Star 
Courier]  

The previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier 
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[Trade Association] An association of estate and lettings agents, unrelated to 
Three Counties 
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3. BACKGROUND 

A. Three Counties  

3.1 Three Counties is an association of estate and letting agents in Hampshire, 
Surrey and Berkshire, principally based in and around Fleet in Hampshire.44 
Three Counties was formed as an unincorporated association by 2 November 
2004 (at the latest).45 Three Counties was registered as a limited liability 
company at Companies House on 1 July 2005 under the name Three 
Counties Estate Agents Limited.46 The original subscribers to the limited 
company were [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing Director] 
of [Former Member 1], [the Managing Director] of Castles and [an Employee] 
of [Former Member 22].47 As at the date of the Decision, the shareholders of 
the company are [the Managing Director of Waterfords] (50%) and [the 
Managing Director]48 of [Current Member K] (50%). 

3.2 As at the date of the Decision, the company’s directors are [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords and [a Director] of [Current Member O].49 [A Director] 
of [Current Member O] is also the company secretary. Three Counties’ current 
Chairman is [a Senior Manager] of Hamptons International.50  

3.3 Three Counties’ members include local independent agents and local 
branches of national and international chains. Nineteen agents, together 
referred to as the Current Members and listed in full at Annex D, were stated 
to be members of Three Counties as at 18 December 2013.51 Since its 
establishment in 2004, the CMA understands that between 20 and 40 local 
agents (at least) have been members of Three Counties.52 

 

 
44 See Annex D.  
45 See paragraph 4.2. 
46 Company number 5496726. 
47 Memorandum and Articles of Association dated 20 May 2005 (CMA Document Reference 3C 15.1). 
48 Referred to throughout this Decision as [the Managing Director]. 
49 Previous directors through the Relevant Period include []  
50 ‘Chairman’ in this context is chairing the voluntary committee not the board of directors of the limited company. 
51 In other words, as at the date the OFT opened a formal investigation into Three Counties, its members and 
TMS. See letter dated 17 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to OFT (CMA Document Reference r_3C 15) and 
enclosed membership list (CMA Document Reference 3C 15.5).  
52 See, for example, (i) membership list dated 20 July 2005 (40 members) ([CMA Document Reference Current 
Member B] 14.6), and (ii) membership list dated 1 March 2007 (49 members) (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.159, page 4).  
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B. Waterfords  

3.4 Waterfords is a residential estate agency offering residential property services 
within a five mile radius of each of its five offices in Fleet, Yateley, Camberley, 
Chobham and Sunningdale.53 

3.5 Waterfords is a limited liability company, registered at Companies House on 
10 August 1995.54 Waterfords’ principal activity during the period of the 
Infringement55 was, and continues to be estate agency services, including 
sales and lettings.  

3.6 As at the date of the Decision, Waterfords’ directors are [the Managing 
Director], [Director] and [Director]. All current directors were company 
directors during the period of the Infringement.56 

C. Castles  

3.7 Castles is a residential estate agency offering residential property sales 
services within Hampshire from offices in Farnham and Aldershot.57  

3.8 Castles is a limited liability company, registered at Companies House on 8 
June 2004.58 Castles’ principal activity during the period of the Infringement59 
was, and continues to be, residential sales services. 

3.9 As at the date of the Decision, Castles’ directors are [the Managing Director], 
[Director] and [Director]. [Director] is also Castles’ company secretary. All 
current directors were also directors during the period of the Infringement. 

D. Hamptons International and Countrywide  

3.10 Hamptons International is an international chain of estate and lettings agents 
providing property services in the form of residential estate agency, residential 
lettings and land and new homes.60 Hamptons International has around 86 
offices operating throughout the UK, including a branch in Fleet, Hampshire.61  

 

 
53 See letter dated 6 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to OFT (CMA Document 
Reference r_WAT 2). 
54 Company number 3089973; registered address: 90 Park Street, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3NY. 
55 As set out in relation to Waterfords at Annex B, paragraph B.10. 
56 Other directors appointed during the Relevant Period include: [] 
57 Statement dated 24 January 2014 by [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3). 
58 Company number 5148441; registered address: Turnpike House, 1208-1210 London Road, Leigh-on-sea, 
Essex, SS9 2UA. 
59 As set out in relation to Castles at Annex B, paragraph B.12. 
60 Letter dated 21 January 2014 from Countrywide Legal to OFT (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 6.2). 
61 Letter dated 21 January 2014 from Countrywide Legal to OFT (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 6.2). 
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3.11 Hamptons International is a limited liability company registered at Companies 
House on 11 July 1986.62 Hamptons International’s principal activity during the 
period of the Infringement63 was, and continues to be the provision of estate 
agency services, including lettings and management.  

3.12 As at the date of the Decision, the company’s current directors are [Director], 
[Director], [Director] and [Director].64 

3.13 From 2 August 2006 to 17 June 2010, Hamptons International was ultimately 
owned and controlled by [].  

3.14 Since 18 June 2010, Hamptons International has formed part of the 
Countrywide group of companies, the UK's largest estate agency and property 
services group, ultimately owned and controlled by Countrywide plc.  

3.15 Countrywide plc is a public limited company registered at Companies House 
on 21 December 2012. Countrywide’s principal activity during the period of the 
Infringement65 was, and continues to be property management and property 
solutions. 

3.16 Prior to the incorporation of Countrywide plc, Hamptons International was 
ultimately owned and controlled by Countrywide Group plc, a public limited 
company registered at Companies House on 29 October 2003.66 
Countrywide’s principal activity during the period of the Infringement67 was, 
and continues to be property management and property solutions. For the 
avoidance of doubt, the CMA has concluded that Hamptons International, 
Countrywide Group plc and Countrywide plc form an indivisible part of a single 
economic undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition.68 

E. The Trinity Mirror group and the Star Courier  

3.17 TMS is a limited liability company registered at Companies House on 
5 February 1986.69 TMS’ principal activity during the period of the 
Infringement70 was, and continues to be the publishing of newspapers.  

3.18 As at the date of the Decision, the company’s current directors are [Director], 
[Director], [Limited company] and [Limited company].  

 

 
62 Company number 2036215; registered address: 32 Grosvenor Square, Mayfair, London, W1K 2HJ. 
63 As set out at Annex B, paragraph B.14. 
64 Other directors appointed during the Relevant Period are: [] 
65 As set out in relation to Hamptons International/Countrywide at Annex B, section B.14. 
66 Company number 4947152; registered address: 17 Duke Street, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 1HP. 
67 As set out at Annex B, paragraph B.14. 
68 See Annex B, paragraphs B.10 to B.20. 
69 Company number 1985909; registered address: One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5AP 
70 As set out at Annex B, paragraph B.21. 
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3.19 TMS is part of the Trinity Mirror group of companies, one of the UK's largest 
multimedia companies. Trinity Mirror publishes around 130 physical 
newspaper titles and over 260 titles overall, including national, regional and 
sports papers, websites and digital products. 

3.20 Trinity Mirror is a public limited company registered at Companies House on 
11 November 1904.71 Trinity Mirror was the ultimate holding company for the 
Trinity Mirror group’s multimedia activities throughout the period of the 
Infringement.72  

3.21 The Star Courier is a free weekly publication distributed in Fleet and the 
surrounding areas.73 According to public sources, it was founded in 1977 as 
the Surrey & Hants Star, but merged in 2008 with three other local weekly 
publications – the Aldershot and Farnborough Courier, Camberley and 
Yateley Courier and Fleet and Hart Courier – to form the Star Courier.74  

3.22 There are three newspaper titles distributed in Fleet, all published by Trinity 
Mirror/TMS (the Star Courier, the Aldershot News and Mail Series and the 
Surrey Advertiser).75 The Star Courier has, by a significant margin, the highest 
circulation figures and penetration levels in the local area, 76 with a total 
circulation of 56,615 and a readership of 89,504.77 Moreover, it is the only free 
title in the area.78 

3.23 The Star Courier has a significant property advertising supplement called 
Homes and Property. Since 2008 the Homes and Property supplement has 
also appeared in the weekly Aldershot News and Mail.79 

 

 
71 Company number 82548; registered address: One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5AP 
72 As set out at Annex B, paragraph B.21. 
73 Distributed to Aldershot, Camberley, Farnborough, Fleet, Frimley, Sandhurst and Yateley. Source: JICREG 
data for the Surrey & Hants Star Courier (as at 1 April 2014) (CMA Document Reference CMA 2). 
74 See www.britishpapers.co.uk/england-se/surrey-hants-star-courier/ (for ease of presentation information 
extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 62). See also letter dated 4 September 2008 from [the 
Head of Advertising] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier], which notes that ‘From week commencing 
Monday 15th September, issue dated Thursday 18th September, the group is merging the titles The Surrey & 
Hants Star and The Courier…The new publication will be known as The Star Courier…The Star Courier is 
anticipated to be printed in virtually identical quantities and geographical sectors’ (letter attached to email dated 4 
September 2008 from [an Employee] of the [previous owner of the Star Courier] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.257)). 
75 See CMA Document Reference TM 18.1. The Aldershot News and Mail and the Surrey Advertiser are both 
paid-for daily titles. 
76 Source: JICREG data for Fleet (CMA Document Reference CMA 2.1) (as at 1 April 2014): the Star Courier’s 
average readership in the area represented 47.56% of the total adult population, with the Aldershot News and 
Mail reaching 12.12% and the Surrey Advertiser reaching 0.07%.  
77 Source: JICREG data for the Surrey & Hants Star Courier (as at 1 April 2014) (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 2).   
78 Source: JICREG data for Fleet (as at 1 April 2014) (CMA Document Reference CMA 2.1). 
79 See letter dated 4 September 2008 from [the Head of Advertising] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier 
(attached to email dated 4 September 2008 from [an Employee] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.257)), which notes that ‘The property section 
will remain, as it is at present, within the paid for title, The Aldershot News, as a tabloid stitched and trimmed 
product’.  

http://www.britishpapers.co.uk/england-se/surrey-hants-star-courier/
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3.24 Since 28 March 2010, the Star Courier has been owned by TMS,80 which is in 
turn a wholly owned subsidiary of Trinity Mirror.81 Prior to 28 March 2010, the 
Star Courier was owned and published by [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier]).82 [The previous owner of the Star Courier] was and remains 100% 
indirectly owned by [the previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] and 
[].83   

3.25 References to actions or decisions taken by the Star Courier in the Decision 
should be read as actions or decisions taken by its relevant owner at the time 
([the previous owner of the Star Courier] or TMS). 

F. Summary of the OFT/CMA’s formal investigation 

3.26 As set out in more detail at Annex E, in January 2013, the Office of Fair 
Trading (OFT) received a complaint from a lettings agent based in Fleet, [the 
Complainant] (the 2013 Complaint). The 2013 Complaint raised a number of 
concerns about Three Counties’ T&CM and its relationship with the Star 
Courier. Following internal investigation and consideration, on 18 December 
2013 the OFT launched a formal investigation under section 25 of the Act, 
having established reasonable grounds for suspecting a breach of the 
Chapter I prohibition in relation to the Infringement. 

3.27 On 1 April 2014, the CMA assumed responsibility for the investigation on the 
transfer of the OFT’s relevant functions to the CMA. 

3.28 For reasons of administrative prioritisation, the CMA carried out a scoping 
process to determine which of the Current Members should be prioritised or 
de-prioritised from the scope of the investigation (see Annex E for further 
details). As a result of that scoping process, the CMA decided to exclude from 
the investigation each of the Current Members, with the exception of the 
Parties, namely Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International, along with 
TMS and Three Counties.  

3.29 On 10 December 2014, the CMA issued a Statement of Objections to the 
Parties, in which it proposed to make a decision that the Parties had infringed 
the Chapter I prohibition of the Act. The purpose of the Statement of 

 

 
80 Company number 1985909. See section 26 response dated 20 January 2014 from Trinity Mirror (CMA 
Document Reference TM 18.1) and Trinity Mirror structure chart, received 20 January 2014 (CMA Document 
Reference TM 18.2). 
81 See Annex B (Parties’ Liability).  
82 Company number []. On 29 March 2010 its name was changed to [] but for clarity this Decision refers 
throughout to [the previous owner of the Star Courier], as its name prior to the sale of the Star Courier to TMS 
during the Relevant Period. Previous names include [] and references in the documents to [] ] are 
understood to be references to this company. 
83 Section 26 response dated 25 April 2014 from [the previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] ([CMA 
Document Reference [the previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] 4.1). 
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Objections was to give each Party an opportunity to make representations on 
the CMA’s proposed decision.  

3.30 Following receipt of the Statement of Objections, each of the Parties indicated 
its willingness to enter into settlement discussions with the CMA in relation to 
the case.  

3.31 Following such discussions, over the course of 5 and 6 March 2015 each 
Party offered to settle the case.84 Each Party voluntarily, clearly and 
unequivocally admitted the facts and allegations of infringement as set out in 
the Statement of Objections (subject to limited representations on manifest 
factual inaccuracies contained therein), which are now reflected in the 
Decision. As part of settlement, each Party agreed to co-operate in expediting 
the process for concluding the case. On 11 March 2015, the CMA confirmed 
that it would settle the case with each of the Parties and that it intended to 
proceed to issue an infringement decision.85 

  

 

 
84 In April 2015, the CMA became aware that relevant turnover information provided by one of the Parties to the 
case had been provided in relation to an incorrect reference year. The CMA was satisfied that that this error was 
genuine, and the figure originally submitted was provided in good faith. Following provision of the correct 
information, the relevant Party re-submitted its offer to settle the case on 6 May 2015, which was accepted by the 
CMA on 7 May 2015. 
85 This was publicly announced by the CMA on 19 March 2015. 
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4. Relevant facts 

A. The formation of Three Counties and its relationship with the Star 
Courier  

4.1 The CMA understands that the Star Courier86 has historically published the 
only dedicated local property paper in the Fleet area.87 Prior to the formation 
of Three Counties, local agents considered prices for advertising properties 
for sale or to let in the Star Courier to be ‘prohibitively expensive’,88 
particularly when compared to the perceived rates charged by publications in 
other local areas.89 In addition, agents were frustrated at a lack of 
transparency in the rates being charged and perceived preferential treatment 
of a particular advertiser.90 

4.2 In late 2004, certain of the agents in the Fleet area decided to try to address 
these concerns and held a meeting on 9 September 2004 to discuss a 
proposal to create an estate agents’ association.91 A further meeting was held 
on 2 November 2004 with representatives from 16 agents, 14 of which agreed 
to form an association, with a further 11 agents reported to have offered their 
full support.92 The first Committee (referred to as the Steering Committee at 
that time) was elected at that meeting, consisting of [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of Castles, [an Employee] of [Current 

 

 
86 Known then as The Courier but for consistency referred to as the Star Courier throughout this Decision. See 
footnote 82 above for details.  
87 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, page 11, lines 5-6 (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 47.1). 
88 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, page 10, line 15 (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 47.1). 
89 See draft letter dated 15 September 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.5). The CMA does not have a full version of this letter but the reference on page 1 ‘[]’ 
suggests that it was prepared on behalf of [the Managing Director of Waterfords] by [his Personal Assistant].    
90 See draft letter dated 15 September 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.5).The CMA does not have a full version of this letter but the reference on page 1 ‘[]’ 
suggests that it was prepared on behalf of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords by [his Personal Assistant]; 
presentation from meeting on 2 March 2005 held at the [] Hotel, slide 5 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.105); and letter dated 6 May 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[a Partner] of [accountant firm 1] which notes: ‘the Association was formed primarily to bring down the rates of 
newspaper advertising which had been historically one of the biggest overheads Estate Agents were burdened 
with each year.’ (letter attached to email dated 6 May 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director 
of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.70)).  
91 See draft letter dated 15 September 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.5). This letter details the following agents as present at this initial meeting: [Non Member Agent 
1]; [Current Member C]; [Former Member 13]; [Former Member 26]; Waterfords; [Current Member J]; [Former 
Member 5]. The following companies were stated to have expressed an interest in joining the association: 
[Former Member 10]; [Former Member 33]; [Former Member 37]; [Current Member M]; [Former Member 15]; and 
[Current Member R].  
92 Letter dated 3 November 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.4). The CMA does not have a full version of this letter but the reference on page 1 ‘[]’ suggests that it was 
prepared on behalf of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords by [his Personal Assistant].  
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Member C],93 [an Employee] of [Former Member 22], [the Managing Director] 
of [Former Member 26] and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1].94  

4.3 In late 2004 and early 2005, the Committee of the newly formed association, 
Three Counties, held discussions with a number of publishing companies in 
relation to setting up a new property paper for the purpose of advertising 
member agents’ properties.95 The CMA understands that the principal 
motivation for these discussions was to ensure Three Counties’ members had 
a credible threat of moving all of its member agents to a new publication, 
thereby strengthening its negotiating position against the Star Courier.96 

4.4 On 14 February 2005,97 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords informed [the 
Managing Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier],98 that a number 
of local agents had ‘formed “The Three Counties Estate Agents Association” 
to help control the interests of all the members in various aspects of our 
businesses, including the future of local paper advertising’.99 The letter invited 
the Star Courier to tender for Three Counties’ members’ future property 
advertising business at a meeting on 8 March 2005. 

4.5 Following correspondence between Three Counties and [the previous owner 
of the Star Courier] in relation to Three Counties’ compatibility with 
competition law,100 [the Managing Director] and [an Employee] of [the 

 

 
93 [Current Member C], company number ‘[]’. [An Employee] of [Current Member C] was replaced on the 
Committee by [an Employee] of [Current Member C] on 8 February 2005 (minutes of meeting dated 8 February 
2005, attached to email dated 13 February 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.123).    
94 Letter dated 3 November 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.4). The CMA does not have a full version of this letter but the reference on page 1 ‘[]’ suggests that it was 
prepared on behalf of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords by [his Personal Assistant].   
95 See, for example, minutes of meeting on 12 January 2005 discussing presentations by [magazine 1], [the  
magazine representative] and Trinity Mirror (attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.132)) and minutes of meeting on 25 January 2005 discussing a further presentation by Trinity Mirror (attached 
to email dated 26 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.130). See also email dated 25 January 2005 from [the Director of Business  
Development] of [magazine 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.131); email dated 26 
January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.130); and email dated 27 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] 
to [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] and Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.128).   
96 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, page 14, line 16 and 
following: ‘I always wanted to stay with The Courier…I really wanted to get to the point where another paper was 
ready to go before we started having those quite meaningful discussions with The Courier’ (CMA Document 
Reference r_3C 47.1).  
97 Draft letter dated 9 February 2005 (attached to email dated 10 February 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to 
the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.125)) but the 
letter dated 17 February 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA 
Document Reference 3C 24.93) refers to a letter dated 14 February 2005.   
98 See footnote 82 above.  
99 Draft letter dated 9 February 2005 (attached to email dated 10 February 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to 
the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.125). See 
footnote 97 above.  
100 See letter dated 17 February 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] to 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.93), which asked for confirmation that 
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previous owner of the Star Courier] attended a meeting with the Committee on 
8 March 2005.101 The minutes of the meeting stated that a number of points 
were confirmed with Star Courier, including that there would be one agreed 
advertising rate for Three Counties’ members.102  

4.6 A further meeting was held with [the previous owner of the Star Courier] on 16 
March 2005.103 The Committee confirmed the terms of the proposed 
agreement by letter on 17 March 2005. The letter set out advertising rates to 
be applied to Three Counties’ members up to the end of 2006. It also set out 
the rates applicable to non-members, specifying that non-members should 
pay ‘…a rate above that of members…’.104 [the Managing Director] of [the 
previous owner of the Star Courier] reportedly confirmed ‘all points in the 
letter’ in a telephone call with [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] 
on 29 March 2005.105  

B. The development of the T&CM and the inclusion of the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees 

4.7 At the same time as Three Counties was negotiating an agreement with [the 
previous owner of the Star Courier] in relation to advertising in the Star 
Courier, it was formulating the internal rules and procedures that would apply 
to its members.  

 

 
the formation of Three Counties had received approval from the OFT. [The Managing Director of Waterfords] 
circulated this letter by facsimile to Committee members on 18 February 2005) (see email from [the Managing 
Director] of [Former Member 1] dated 18 February 2005 to Committee members (CMA Document Reference 
r_CAS 3.117)). [The Managing Director of Waterfords] responded to [the Managing Director] of [the previous 
owner of the Star Courier] on 22 February 2005, noting that ‘We are however aware that our Constitution and 
Rules of the Association must allow an open invitation for all agents to join and cannot be too restrictive in certain 
areas and with the advice of both our Solicitors and the Office of Fair Trading we have taken this into 
consideration. We will of course, be more than happy to let you have a copy of this assuming the Association can 
agree our advertising requirements with your paper’ (email dated 22 February 2005 from [the Personal Assistant 
to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members attaching a draft letter from [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords to [the Managing Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.114)). By e-mail dated 22 February 2005, [the Managing Director] of Castles responded to the 
email from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to state that the letter was ‘spot on’ 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.113). By e-mail dated 22 February 2005, [an Employee] of [Former Member 
22] added ‘my sentiments exactly’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.113). By e-mail dated 22 February 2005, 
[the Managing Director] of [Former Member] 1 said ‘looks good and hits the spot’ (CMA Document Reference 
CAS 3.112).   
101 Minutes of meeting on 8 March 2005 with [the Managing Director and an Employee of the previous owner of 
the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.98).  
102 Minutes of meeting on 8 March 2005 with [the Managing Director and an Employee of the previous owner of 
the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.98).   
103 Minutes of meeting on 16 March 2005 (attached to email dated 10 March 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to 
the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.96)).  
104 Letter dated 17 March 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Managing Director of 
the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.94).  
105 Email dated 29 March 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.84).  
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4.8 Three Counties’ constitution, rules of membership and internal regulations are 
contained within various documents, consisting of:  

 Three Counties Property Association: Terms and Conditions of 
Membership (T&CM)106 

 Three Counties Property Association: Selection of Members and 
Advertisement Committee Constitution and Rules107 (Committee Rules) 

 Three Counties Estate Agents Association: Appeals Tribunal108  

 Memorandum and Articles of Association of Three Counties Estate 
Agents Limited pursuant to the Companies Act 1985 and 1989.109 

4.9 The CMA understands that Three Counties’ original T&CM were largely based 
on the rules of another association of local estate and letting agents.110 
According to Three Counties, it engaged the services of [law firm 2] to review 
the proposed T&CM and confirm their legality.111  

4.10 Each version of the T&CM contains at Rule 21, as amended from time to time, 
a prohibition on the members of Three Counties from directly or indirectly 
advertising their fees or commission rates within the property paper (Rule 
21).112 In addition, Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules, as amended from time 
to time, obliged the Committee to monitor advertisements placed within the 
property paper and to ensure that members did not advertise their 

 

 
106 Undated, (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.151) Three Counties has informed the CMA that three versions 
of the T&CM were prepared in 2005, 2006 and 2008 – see letter dated 17 January 2014 from [law firm 1] (CMA 
Document Reference 3C 15).  
107 Undated, CMA Document Reference [Current Member K] 11.12.  
108 Undated, CMA Document Reference 3C 24.149. 
109 Undated, CMA Document Reference 3C 15.1.  
110 It is not clear which association’s rules were used as a base. An email dated 11 November 2004 from [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] – 
intended for [the Managing Director] of Waterfords), [an Employee] of [Current Member C], [an Employee] of 
[Former Member 22] (although addressed to ‘[]’, so this may not have been received by [an Employee of 
Former Member 22]), [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 26] and [the Managing Director] of Castles 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.143) attaches the rules of [Trade Association 2] (registered as a private 
company limited by guarantee with no share capital under the name [Trade Association 2] (company number 
[])). However, a later email dated 15 December 2004 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.141) states that the initial version of the ‘Constitution, Rules and Agreement’ were ‘a 
copy of the [] agreement, understood to be the [Trade Association 3] (registered as a private limited company 
under the name [Trade Association 3] (company number []), dissolved on 31 May 2011). This was confirmed 
during interview by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (witness interview on 5 March 2014, page 17, line 11 
and following (CMA Document Reference r_3C 47.1)) and [the Managing Director] of Castles (witness interview 
on 4 June 2014, page 16 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 23.3)) See also CMA Document Reference r_3C 
77.1.    
111 Letter dated 25 August 2014 from [law firm 1] on behalf of Three Counties to CMA (CMA Document 
Reference r_3C 77.1)    
112 The term property paper is undefined in any of the constitutional or governance documents (as set out at 
paragraph 4.8 above), but is understood to refer to the Homes and Property section of the Star Courier given the 
various communications with that publication and the terms of the agreement reached between Three Counties 
and [the previous owner of the Star Courier] as described at Chapter 4, section A above.  
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commission rates, whether directly or indirectly (Rule 6(d)).113 The table 
included at Annex F summarises the CMA’s understanding of the 
development of Rule 21 and Rule 6(d). 

4.11 As demonstrated below, the Committee114 was principally responsible both for 
agreeing to include Rule 21 in the T&CM, and the subsequent amendments to 
its wording to expand the operation and scope of the prohibition.115 

4.12 For ease of presentation, the evidence in the CMA’s possession around the 
development of Rule 21 is addressed in the sections below, reflecting the 
various iterations of the T&CM and the discussions that led to each 
amendment of Rule 21. 

November 2004 to July 2005: The original T&CM  

4.13 The original version116 of the T&CM (undated) included the following 
prohibition at Rule 21: 

‘Members shall not advertise sales commission rates whether directly or 
indirectly in the property paper’.117 

4.14 In addition, what the CMA understands to be the original version of the 
Committee Rules (which appears to date back at least to 2005) stated at Rule 
6(d): 

‘The Secretary shall monitor and ensure that Members do not advertise any 
sales commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the Members Property 
Paper118 and shall make decisions on whether or not an advert should be 
permitted which in any way contains or refers to a promotion, reduction, fee, 
special offer or discount’.119 

4.15 Shortly after Three Counties had been established, the Committee discussed 
whether or not to include Rule 21 of the T&CM and 6(d) of the Committee 
Rules, as set out above, as part of the conditions for membership of Three 

 

 
113 The Committee Rules (CMA Document Reference [Current Member K] 11.12).  
114 Consisting of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [an Employee] of [Current Member C] (until 8 February 
2005, at which point he was replaced by [an Employee] of [Current Member C]), [the Managing Director] of 
Castles, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 26] and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1]. 
115 See paragraphs 4.13 to 4.42 below. 
116 Provided by Castles on 24 January 2014 as part of the section 26 response. It is not clear whether this version 
was in fact the original version or merely a draft. For ease of reference in this Decision, it is referred to as the 
original version. 
117 The term ‘property paper’ is not defined in the T&CM (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.16) – see footnote 
112 above.   
118 The term ‘Members’ Property Paper’ is not defined in the Committee Rules (CMA Document Reference 
[Current Member K] 11.12) – see footnote 112 above.  
119 Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules. The CMA does not have a copy of the original Committee Rules but an 
email dated 15 July 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] (CMA Document Reference CAS 
3.66) set out the rule as cited above and stated ‘I believe that these were the original rules as issued’.  
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Counties.120 On 4 January 2005, [an Employee] of [Former Member 22], an 
estate agent operating without a high street presence, emailed the original 
Committee members121 in relation to Rule 21 of the ‘Association committee 
constitution and rules’. He stated: 

‘I know I have already raised the subject of advertising fees at a previous 
meeting but having read part way through the above I stopped at the point it 
mentioned about the restriction of advertising fees and wanted to clarify what 
your thoughts were on the subject. I am keen to support the association but as 
you know, can only do so without such restrictions and would been [sic] keen 
to establish as soon as possible if this is likely to cause a problem’.122  

4.16 [The Managing Director] of Castles responded on 5 January 2005 to say that 
‘My personal view is that the role of the association is not to interfere with how 
individual companies run their businesses – providing it’s ethical and within 
the law’.123 However, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 26] strongly 
supported the inclusion of a prohibition on advertising fees in the T&CM when 
he replied on 6 January 2005:  

‘…I will not support any one advertising cheap fees…If the majority of the 
other advertisers wish to do this, that is up to them and I will abide with a 
democratic majority decision, however, I must say that I do not like it and will 
not support it. If [Trade Association 3] do not allow it, why should we?’. 124 

4.17 This email exchange was followed by a Committee meeting125 on 12 January 
2005. The minutes of that meeting record as follows: 

‘In his absence, [the Managing Director of Former Member 26] had submitted 
a note covering his concerns in quoting fees in advertising.126 The members 
present felt that whilst they are in general agreement with [the Managing 
Director of Former Member 26]’s views on agents offering special offers 
reducing their standard fees, organisations such as [Former Member 22] who 
operate a somewhat different business to the rest of us and are therefore not 

 

 
120 It should be noted that Three Counties was not formally registered as a limited company at Companies House 
until 1 July 2005 (CMA Document Reference CMA 12).  
121 Email dated 4 January 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.137). 
122 Email dated 4 January 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.137).  
123 Email dated 5 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.91).  
124 Email dated 6 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 26] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.92).  
125 Attended by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of Castles, [an Employee] of 
[Former Member 22] and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] – minutes of meeting on 12 January 
2005 attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of 
Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.132)). 
126 Understood to be CMA Document Reference 3C 24.92. See paragraph 4.16 above. 
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seen as direct competition to the general marketplace, could advertise their 
standard rate’.127 

4.18 By 20 July 2005 (at the latest), Three Counties had amended Rule 21 of the 
original T&CM to grant a waiver to companies such as [Former Member 22] 
(the Advertising Waiver):  

‘Members shall not, unless granted a waiver by the Committee in writing, 
advertise any sales commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the 
Property Paper and shall obtain the express approval of the Committee for 
any proposed advert (or alteration or amendment to an existing approved 
advert) which in any way contains reference to a promotion, reduction, fee, 
special offer or discount. A copy of the proof of any such advert shall be 
forwarded to the Committee no less than 21 days prior to the date that the 
member wishes the advert to appear. Any waiver by the Committee permitting 
the advertising of sales commission shall be at the discretion of the 
Committee and will only be granted in exceptional circumstances and only 
where the advertiser has no shop fronted premises at all in the area covered 
by the paper’.128  

4.19 Three Counties also amended Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules to reflect the 
new wording of Rule 21: 

‘The Secretary shall monitor and ensure that Members do not advertise any 
sales commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the Members Property 
Paper and shall make decisions on whether or not an advert should be 
permitted which in any way contains or refers to a promotion, reduction, fee, 
special offer or discount. The Committee shall consider an application in 
writing from a Member whether they should grant a waiver to enable the 
member to advertise their fees. This discretion shall only be used in 
exceptional circumstances and is predominately intended to deal with 
advertisers who have no shop fronted premises at all in the area where the 
paper is distributed’.129 

4.20 On 20 July 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords circulated the T&CM 
to all members, noting that ‘as a member you are respectfully asked to adhere 
to [the T&CM]’.130 

 

 
127 Minutes of meeting dated 12 January 2005 (attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.132).  
128 Clause 21, T&CM (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.151).   
129 Rule 6(d), Committee Rules (CMA Document Reference [Current Member K] 11.12).  
130 Letter dated 20 July 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a 
Director] of [Current Member K] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.99). This letter also notes: ‘Although it is likely 
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August 2005 to November 2005: The extension of Rule 21 to all members 

4.21 Between August 2005 and November 2005, the Committee131 decided to 
amend further the wording of Rule 21, following (a) confusion by certain 
members as to whether Rule 21 prohibited only the advertisement of sales 
commission rates, or also lettings rates and (b) discussions about the 
Advertising Waiver. 

Lettings commission rates  

4.22 On 12 August 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to two 
members of Three Counties, [Current Member M] and [Former Member 30] in 
relation to an advertisement by each agent that breached Rule 21.132 On 16 
August 2005, [a Director] of [Former Member 30] replied to [the Managing 
Director of Waterfords] to query whether Rule 21 extended to rental 
charges.133 [The Managing Director of Waterfords] replied to [a Director] of 
[Former Member 30] on 22 August 2005, accepting that Rule 21 was a little 
‘ambiguous’ but confirming that ‘advertising any rates, whether it be sales 
commission or rental, is prohibited as a member of the Association, I must ask 
you to stop advertising your fees with immediate effect’.134 [A Director] of 
[Former Member 30] replied on 24 August 2005, accepting that ‘if the rules 
are amended to cover lettings and rental charges then I will of course 
comply’.135 

4.23 In light of this issue, on 22 August 2005 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
wrote to [the Managing Director] of Castles and suggested amending Rule 21 
of the T&CM: 

 

 
that you would have seen an initial draft of this, it is very important that you read through carefully the entire 
document to make sure that you are happy to work within the bounds of the agreement…’ 
131 Consisting from 8 February 2005 of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of [Former 
Member 1], [an Employee] of [Current Member C], [the Managing Director] of Castles and [an Employee] of 
[Former Member 22]. [An Employee] of [Current Member C] took over from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] 
on 8 February 2005 (minutes of meeting dated 08 February 2005, attached to email dated 13 February 2005 from 
[the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.123).  
132 Letter dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] of [Current Member M] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.101) and letter dated 12 August 2005 from 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a Director] of [Former Member 30] 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.102). Each letter stated: ‘I have been asked to draw to your attention the fact 
that your current advertising is in breach of Rule Number 21 which does not allow advertising of fees. I have 
enclosed a copy of these Rules and would ask that you change the style of your advert in order to comply and to 
continue benefiting from the reduced advertising rates’. 
133 Letter dated 16 August 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.104): ‘I have no problem in changing our advert but as this is a rentals advert, 
these are not sales commissions. Please advise where the rental charges are mentioned in the rules.’  
134 Letter dated 22 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[Director] of [Former Member 30] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.108).  
135 Letter dated 24 August 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.109). 
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‘…there will be a need to alter the paragraph as it relates to advertising sales 
commissions but does not deal with rental rates. As you know, I was asked by 
the Committee to write to [Former Member 30] and [Current Member M], 
asking them not to advertise their lettings rates and [Former Member 30] have 
challenged the fact that it says “sales commission” only. I therefore propose 
that the following amendment is made and look for the Committee’s approval 
so that this can be circulated to all the Association members. 

“Members shall not, unless granted a waiver by the Committee in writing, 
advertise any sales commission or rental rates whether directly or indirectly…” 

This amendment would go with a covering letter from ourselves drawing the 
Members’ attention to the change’.136 

The Advertising Waiver  

4.24 On 2 August 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords contacted the 
Committee to complain about [Former Member 22]’s advertisements.137 At a 
subsequent meeting held on 11 August 2005,138 the minutes record that ‘The 
Committee reviewed the recent advert as used by [Former Member 22] and 
the owners have agreed to amend the format and submit revised copy to the 
Committee w/c 22.8 for approval.’ In addition, the minutes record that the 
Committee agreed to alter the rules in light of the issues with [Former Member 
22]: ‘In the light of the above, the Committee will establish firm rules for 
advertising copy of all Association Members [sic] adverts in The Courier at the 
next committee meeting…’.139  

4.25 In light of the meeting on 11 August 2005, on 22 August 2005 [an Employee] 
of [Former Member 22] requested the Committee to approve an amended 
advertisement, apparently removing an explicit reference to its fee rates: 

 

 
136 Letter dated 22 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.233).      
137Email dated 2 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.64): ‘Most of you are aware that I have taken issue with [Former Member 22] 
regarding their new advert as I felt it was in breach of our new rules…[I] think we should try & resolve this ASAP 
to avoid further problems, not just on this specific matter but other agents misunderstanding what they can and 
cant [sic] do because the rules aren’t clear!’. The complaint is not expressly stated to be around the inclusion of 
fees, but when viewed in conjunction with later documents (for example, CMA Document Reference CAS 3.58 
where [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] states on 22 August 2005 ‘What I’ll do is send you through the text 
which we propose to use as this is obviously what is being questioned’), the CMA has concluded that it is 
reasonable to infer that this is the issue under discussion.  
138 Attended by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [an Employee] of [Former Member 22], [the Managing 
Director] of Castles and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] – minutes of meeting dated 11 August 
2005 attached to email from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members dated 12 
August 2005 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.62).  
139 Minutes of meeting held on 11 August 2005 (attached to email dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing 
Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.62). 
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‘The plan is to remove the first paragraph of text on the left hand page (‘tired 
and uninspired’) remove the savings table and ‘how is 0.8% possible’ text. We 
plan to put some client testimonials in place of these… 

I trust that this will not cause any further problems’.140 

4.26 On 22 August 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords requested a copy 
of the full advertisement,141 and on the same day [an Employee] of [Former 
Member 22] sent through a list of client quotations that they planned to include 
in the advertisement.142 This included quotations such as ‘The fact you only 
charge 0.8% is an added bonus’ and ‘you have given such good value in 
terms of the low commission rates charged’. On 25 August 2005 [an 
Employee] of [Current Member C] commented: 

‘I am against fees altogether being mentioned, it seems as though by getting 
clients to mention fees in a comment it is squeezing the issue in through the 
backdoor. I would find it quite acceptable for them to say that as they don’t 
have prominent igh [sic] street offices that they discount their fees’.143 

4.27 Following an offer on 6 September 2005 to further amend the 
advertisement,144 on 7 September 2005 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
sent another email to [Former Member 22] on the subject: 

‘Myself, [the Managing Director of Former Member 1] & [the Managing 
Director of Castles] feel that in light of the fact you have tried hard to modify 
your advert from its current format we are willing to accept your changes… 
However I should point out that we all feel we originally accepted you could 
advertise your fees based upon your original advert & had we known of the 
changes you were looking to make we wouldn’t have agreed to any special 
dispensation.  

You should also be aware that I am getting grief from other agents about the 
fact your [sic] allowed to advertise your fees & ‘why can’t we’ comments are 
coming through. 

 

 
140 Email dated 22 August 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.60). 
141 Email dated 22 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.59).    
142 Email dated 22 August 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.56). 
143 Email dated 25 August 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.54). 
144 Email dated 6 September 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.50).  
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I therefore feel this matter needs to be properly addressed & a firm decision 
reached that is in the interest of the majority of our members at the next 
committee meeting on 13th October. Depending upon the decision reached 
this could of course mean that you may be asked again to change your 
advert.’ 145 

4.28 [An Employee] of [Former Member 22] responded to this email on 7 
September 2005 with the following comments: 

‘Firstly, my understanding of the dispensation was that it was based upon the 
manner in which we traded ie from first floor premises and this was the way in 
which we (as the committee) felt that [Former Member 22] could continue 
advertising our fee. The fact that we have chosen to make the fee a more 
prominent part of our advertising should not make any difference…Also where 
do you draw the line on what you can and can’t say…at the end of the day we 
are all wanting to promote our business some use promotional offers such as 
golfing incentives, some use general adatorial [sic] which ever way we look at 
it it’s all the same. 

I’d be interested to know just how many estate agents want to print their fees? 
If there are that many maybe we should go with the majority and allow fees to 
be printed, after all the association is working for its members!’.146 

4.29 Despite these comments and other independent complaints by certain 
members,147 minutes of the next Committee meeting on 13 October 2005 
record the following: 

‘Given all recent issues over member advertising of commission fees in the 
Courier, the committee unanimously agreed that from the near future, no 
member would be allowed to advertise fees. There would be no exception to 
this rule’.148  

 

 
145 Email dated 7 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [an Employee] of [Former 
Member 22] (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.111).  
146 Email dated 7 September 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.47).  
147 See, for example, email dated 7 September 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 36] to [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] which states: ‘…I did not…expect that as a consequence [of 
joining Three Counties] I would have conditions and restrictions imposed on how I run my business. As a small 
firm if I wish to advertise a special fee or perhaps open a new branch with special offers then I can see no reason 
why I should not be aloud [sic] to do so’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.46). This was forwarded from [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords to the Committee, noting that it ‘represents similar sentiments to those 
expressed to me by 3 other agents in last few days’ (email dated 8 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] 
of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.46).  
148 Minutes of meeting dated 13 October 2005, attended by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing 
Director] of Castles, [an Employee] of [Current Member C] and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.219).   
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4.30 Following the meeting on 13 October 2005, the Committee discussed whether 
it would be possible to prevent all members advertising fees as proposed, 
following legal advice from [law firm 2].149 [The Managing Director] of 
Waterfords confirmed on 26 October 2005 that he felt the rule should be 
amended regardless of concerns apparently raised by the advising solicitor:  

‘I still firmly believe we should go ahead with changing the rules to exclude all 
mention of fees…[the solicitor] is rightly covering himself by pointing out there 
is always a possibility that [Former Member 22] could seek independent 
advice & fight their corner…My view is lets [sic] go ahead with the proposals & 
see what reaction we get, if we find [an Employee of Former Member 22] &/or 
others threaten legal action or the likes of [sic] then we can decide at that 
point upon the best course of action’.150 

4.31 [The Managing Director] of Castles and [the Managing Director] of [Former 
Member 1] both responded on the same day that they agreed with [the 
Managing Director of Waterfords’ position.151 [The Managing Director] of 
[Former Member 1] noted: 

‘My view still remains that we are not restricting [Former Member 22] or 
indeed any other agent in advertising fees in the Courier but if they wish to be 
a member of the association then this will no longer be permitted. 

Thus, in the absence of any reply from [the solicitor] on my points below, I 
agree we go ahead and issue the edict stating that members will no longer be 
allowed to advertise fees’.152  

4.32 On 1 November 2005, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] 
circulated a letter to all members:  

‘…there has been much confusion as to some members advertising fees in 
the Courier and to resolve this matter the committee agreed that as from 29th 
November no member will be allowed to quote fees in their Courier 

 

 
149 The legal advice itself does not form part of the CMA’s file. See email dated 21 October 2005 from [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members and [the Personal Assistant to the Managing 
Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.32) where he asks ‘Does he [the solicitor] 
understand that we are not preventing [Former Member 22] in [sic] advertising fees in the Courier but only if they 
are an association member?’ and email dated 26 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.32).   
150 Email dated 26 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members and [law 
firm 2]  (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.32).  
151 Emails dated 26 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members and [law firm 
2] and from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members and [law firm 2] (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.31).   
152 Email dated 26 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] to Committee members and [law firm 2] (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.31).    
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advertisement. A revised schedule of terms and conditions of the association 
will be issued’.153 

2006: The further extension of Rule 21 to cover both direct and indirect 
references to fees 

4.33 In light of this decision, at the end of 2005 and in early 2006 the Committee 
discussed the revised wording for Rule 21. Following a query from [Former 
Member 22] on 4 November 2005 whether the revised rules would allow them 
to advertise ‘“We won’t be beaten” or some such similar phrase when talking 
about fees’,154 the Committee members suggested during email 
correspondence on 7 November 2005 that the rule should be extended to 
prohibit any direct or indirect reference to fees, as well as the fees 
themselves: 

[An Employee of Current Member C]:  

‘Wouldn’t it be easier to make the rule no reference to fees or charges? I think 
these guys will just take the route- “we are cheaper than the rest” which will 
encourage undercutting even more than putting their low fees in!’155 

[The Managing Director of Waterfords]:  

‘As I see it there can be no reference to fees…[the Employee of Former 
Member 22] has to accept the fact “we won’t be beaten” published is as 
damaging to the other members/industry as quoting a ridiculously low %. If we 
allow any flexibility we leave ourselves wide open again to other agents trying 
to bend the rules’.156 

[The Managing Director of Former Member 1]:  

‘We should close down all opportunities for any advert copy relating to fees 
etc. “Won’t be beaten on price” relates to fees and therefore should not be 
allowed. By having a blanket ban on quoting fees or any [sic] indeed any 
reference to fees we ensure we do not get caught out in future’.157 

 

 
153 Letter dated 1 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to Three Counties members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.220). 
154 Email dated 4 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.29). 
155 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.27).   
156 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.25). 
157 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.24).  
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[An Employee of Current Member C]: 

‘I agree, this encourages agents to undercut each other’.158 

4.34 On 9 January 2006, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] suggested: 

‘… maybe the terms should read: '21. Members shall not advertise sales or 
lettings commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the property paper 
nor refer to their commission rates or other agents [sic] rates in any way’.159  

4.35 This position was confirmed in a Committee meeting on 11 January 2006:  

‘New rules regarding the advertising of fees in the Courier agreed as per [the 
Managing Director of Former Member 1’s] email. [The Managing Director of 
Waterfords] to write to all members and confirm new rule 21’160 

4.36 However, before the amended rule was adopted, it was further extended on 
28 January 2006. The amended rule purported to allow the Committee to 
instruct the Star Courier to charge the higher ‘non-association’ rate for 
advertising where a member attempted to submit an advertisement in breach 
of Rule 21.161  

4.37 The following changes to the T&CM were communicated to members on 
3 February 2006 (emphasis as in the original):162 

‘Members shall not advertise sales or lettings commission rates whether 
directly or indirectly in the property paper nor refer to their commission rates 
or any other agents [sic] rates in any way.  

Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way whatsoever the 
committee will immediately inform the Property Paper to charge the non 
association rate for that advert and the member will be immediately contacted 
to discuss further action under clause 27.’ 163 

 

 
158 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.24).  
159 Email dated 9 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.13).   
160 Minutes of Three Counties Committee Meeting dated 11 January 2006 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.10). 
161 Email dated 28 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.148).This enforcement mechanism was first suggested by [the Managing 
Director] of Castles on 21 November 2005 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.18).   
162 Letter dated 3 February 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[the Managing Director] of Castles (as a member) (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.217).  
163 See CMA Document Reference 3C 24.150 and version attached to email dated 3 February 2006 from [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members and [the Personal Assistant to the Managing 
Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.146).     
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March 2006 to February 2008: Attempts to strengthen the application of 
Rule 21  

4.38 Following a number of advertisements appearing in the Star Courier in breach 
of Rule 21 (see paragraphs 4.105 to 4.107 below), on 31 March 2006, [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to [an Employee] and [the Group 
Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier in relation to, along with other 
issues, agents advertising their fees: 

‘The second issue relates to Agents continuing in some cases to advertise 
fees. The first we get to know about it is when the paper appears and you 
then tell us you cannot retrospectively charge the higher amount. As an 
Association, we find this unacceptable and feel that there must be a way that 
you can either prevent the advert from going in, or if this is not possible make 
sure that the offending agent is charged the higher amount.’ 164  

4.39 Shortly afterwards, on 4 April 2006 a further letter from [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords to the Committee stated: 

‘I have spoken to [the previous owner of the Star Courier]165 regarding this 
issue of informing us when they are about to place an advert that mentions 
fees and invoicing the offending Company at the card rate.  

They insist that because the paper is printed at Reading, they have no control 
on what goes in the paper and also the invoice is generated at the same time. 

I have suggested that they charge a higher rate for the their [sic] next advert 
inserted by way of a penalty for advertising the fees. They however, are not 
happy about this as they feel it is our responsibility to collect the difference, as 
it is the Association rules that dictates what Agents can and can’t advertise… 

My suggestion to the Committee is that the Association charges the Agent 
direct the difference in the advertising in such a situation but in order to do 
this, we would need to amend the rules’.166  

4.40 [The Managing Director] of Castles responded by email on 4 April 2006 to 
agree with the proposal: ‘I don’t think we’ve got an option. We’ll have to make 
the terms watertight and would suggest that if the payment is not forthcoming 

 

 
164 Letter dated 31 March 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] and [the Group Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.125). 
165 Understood to refer to [the previous owner of the Star Courier], the owner of the Star Courier at that time 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.257) (see footnote 82 above).   
166 Letter dated 4 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.126).  
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it is added to the agents [sic] subscription the on [sic] renewal!’.167 On 5 April 
2006, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] circulated suggested 
wording168 for the amended rule, noting that ‘My view is that if the payment is 
not forthcoming then the disciplinary action kicks in and if the member fails to 
pay after disciplinary then they should be expelled. Big stick seems to be the 
only thing which works’.169  

4.41 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords confirmed his agreement to [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1]’s suggestions on the same day, 
adding ‘Perhaps going onto say if the invoice is not settled within a given 
period, say 28 days, their membership will be suspended & the courier 
instructed to charge them the higher rate until the invoice is settled’.170 Finally, 
on 6 April 2006 [the Managing Director] of Castles made some small 
amendments to the suggested draft.171 

4.42 Following these discussions, on 8 April 2006 the second paragraph of Rule 21 
was amended to read as follows: 

‘Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way whatsoever the 
committee will immediately raise an invoice for the difference between the 
‘association rate for page advertising’ and the non association rate for agents 
[sic] pages in that weeks [sic] advertising and this amount will be payable to 
the association within 28 days. The member will be immediately contacted to 
discuss further action under clause 27 and membership suspension if fee not 
paid’.172 

 

 
167 Email dated 4 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to committee members and [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.302).  
168 [The Managing Director] of [Former Member 1’s] suggested wording was: ’21. Members shall not advertise 
sales or lettings commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the property paper nor refer to their 
commission rates or any other agents [sic] rates in any way. Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any 
way whatsoever the committee will immediately raise an invoice for the difference between the ‘association rate 
for page advertising’ and the non association rate and this amount will be payable to the association. The 
member will be immediately contacted to discuss further action under clause 27’ (emphasis as in the original). 
169 Email dated 5 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.302).  
170 Email dated 5 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.302).  
171 Email dated 6 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.183).  
172 Email dated 8 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.302). It should be noted that it is not entirely clear when this paragraph was actually 
altered or came into force, and between 2006 and 2008 there appears to be internal confusion by the Committee 
members as to the correct version. For example, on 8 April 2006, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] 
emailed Committee members with this amended wording (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.302), and this 
version of the rule also appears in the T&CM forwarded from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members on 10 October 2006 ‘for your records and issue to any prospective new members’ (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.164). However, later emails suggest that this amendment was not formally made in 
2006. For example, an email dated 11 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee 
members discusses possible changes to the T&CM, including ‘the right for the association to levy the difference 
between 3 Counties rate and rate card rate where a breach of the rules has occurred (should the committee see 
fit!)’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.288), confirmed by letter dated 16 October 2007 from [the Managing 
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March 2008 to October 2008: The OFT’s warning letter and the apparent 
removal of Rule 21  

4.43 In March 2008, the OFT informally investigated complaints received against 
Three Counties and [Trade Association 2],173 in relation to rules in each 
association’s terms and conditions of membership that prohibited the 
publication of members’ fees and commission rates in the relevant local 
property paper (the 2008 Complaint).  

4.44 On 11 March 2008 the OFT contacted Three Counties to set out its concerns 
in relation to potential restrictions on advertising (including commission rates) 
and constraints on general competition between members.174 The OFT 
requested Three Counties, together with its members, to consider the 
concerns raised in the letter ‘together with the rest of its agreements and 
activities, to identify areas where they are not currently complying with 
competition law and make changes where necessary’ (emphasis as in the 
original).  

4.45 According to the evidence, the OFT’s concerns were communicated to all 
members of Three Counties at the 2008 AGM on 3 April 2008: 

‘OFT LETTER: [The Managing Director of Waterfords] explained letter 
received from the OFT & that the rules had been put together by Lawyers who 
had written rules for similar associations. OFT concern mainly relates to 
advertising of fees and the association restricting this, which goes against anti 
competititivness [sic] so if members want to do that the rules are being 
changed to reflect this and we are responding to the OFT to that effect’.175 

4.46 The evidence demonstrates that Three Counties at least intended to remove 
Rule 21 from the T&CM in light of the OFT’s concerns. [The Managing 
Director] of [Current Member K] (joint chairman of Three Counties from April 
2008 to February 2010) sent an email to [the Managing Director] of [Former 
Member 26] on 9 April 2008, commenting: 

‘[The Managing Director] [of Waterfords] advised me that he had been dealing 
with the OFT in our area and had been advised that the association in this 

 

 
Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 
3.284); and agreed in Committee meeting of 22 January 2008 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.274). 
However, a further email dated 5 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members 
notes that ‘We will have to ask the paper to charge them the extra. It’s not gone through the rules for us to ba 
[sic] able to do so’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.270). However, this later version was the one submitted to 
the OFT by [the Complainant] in January 2013 (CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 1 and CMA Document 
Reference [Complainant] 1.1).  
173 []. 
174 Letter dated 11 March 2008 from the OFT to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.140). 
175 Minutes of AGM on 3 April 2008 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.245). 
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area was not able to prevent firms advertising their commission rates in the 
local papers. At our AGM last Wednesday 2nd April [sic – 3 April] we advised 
all members of this’.176 

4.47 On 9 July 2008, the issue was again discussed at a Committee meeting. The 
minutes state: ‘OFT Response & Update – [the Managing Director] [of 
Waterfords] waiting on the Associations [sic] Solicitors and will then respond 
and put it to bed’.177 

4.48 On 30 September 2008, [a Director] of [Former Member 27] emailed [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords to ask if he had ‘had any time to consider 
the clause re rates in adds [sic]…[as] I would reluctantly have to resign from 
the association of [sic] it is decided we must remove the clause’.178  

4.49 In response, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords noted on the same day: 

‘As it happens I agree & support your views that members should not promote 
their fees. What I can’t remember is whether the newly drafted rules have this 
clause in, or if it was removed because of the concerns expressed by the 
OFT. Someone needs to check this with the solicitors, [law firm 1] …’.179 

4.50 On 17 October 2008, the OFT contacted [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords, forwarding him a copy of [Trade Association 2]’s terms and 
conditions of membership, which had been revised in light of separate 
discussions with the OFT.180 [Trade Association 2]’s amended rules still 
contained a prohibition on advertising fees in the relevant property paper, on 
the grounds (the CMA understands) that the local publication in that area, 
[], unilaterally prohibited the advertising of fees. [The Managing Director of 
Waterfords] replied to query this:  

‘I thought when we spoke you had concerns that we were not allowing agents 
to advertise fees in the paper, as such we have spent the last 4 months with 
our solicitors re drafting the rules to accommodate this. If you are saying that 

 

 
176 Email dated 9 April 2008 from [the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] to [the Managing Director] of 
[Former Member 26], [a Director] of [Current Member K] and [a Director] of [Current Member K] (CMA Document 
Reference [Current Member I] 4.5). This was supported by witness evidence from [the Managing Director of 
Current Member K]: ‘I do recall [the Managing Director of Waterfords] standing up and saying “We cannot prevent 
you from advertising fees. If you want to advertise your fees in the newspapers, go ahead’ (witness interview with 
[the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] dated 6 June 2014, page 16 (r_CMA Document Reference 
[Current Member K] 40).   
177 Minutes of meeting on 9 July 2008 (no list of attendees) (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.246). 
178 Email dated 30 September 2008 from [a Director] of [Former Member 27] to [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.256).  
179 Email dated 30 September 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.256).  
180 Email dated 17 October 2008 from the OFT to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.251).   
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[Trade Association 2]’s association new rules are okay then, from what I can 
remember of our original rules, there wasn’t anything wrong with them’.181 

4.51 The OFT responded on 22 October 2008: 

‘I passed [Trade Association 2]’s changes for your consideration – I am not 
necessarily saying they are ‘right’ but they do follow discussion and 
correspondence I had with [a Director of Former Member 27] 

As I said to [a Director of Former Member 27] it is for you and your members 
to judge what is appropriate given the requirements of competition law. For 
example, if following legal advice you think it is better not to have a rule 
banning advertising fees in the local paper, then you should take that 
decision’.182 

4.52 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords forwarded the OFT’s email and [Trade 
Association 2]’s amended rules to the Committee for consideration on 22 
October 2008.183  

4.53 The CMA infers from the evidence that changes to the T&CM were further 
discussed following the OFT’s communication in October 2008. An email from 
[an Employee] of [Former Member 34] (joint Chairman of Three Counties in 
2008) on 24 October 2008 stated: 

‘I’ve chased the new rules 6 times in the last month & am still waiting for them 
& probably will be on the 6th [the next Committee meeting].  

Once they’re in I’ll forward them on to all parties for fine tuning & bat it back 
into the Solicitors [sic] court, they will then take another 4/5 months to respond 
by which time the Association will have gone pair [sic] shaped…’.184 

4.54 The above evidence suggests that the T&CM were amended to reflect the 
OFT’s concerns. This is supported by witness evidence from [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords, who stated that the changes had been made: ‘we 
went to our solicitors and we made the changes that were necessary after that 
discussion that we had with [the OFT]’.185 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International also understood that Rule 21 had been removed and noted that 

 

 
181 Email dated 17 October 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to the OFT (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.251).  
182 Email dated 22 October 2008 from the OFT to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.251).   
183 Email dated 22 October 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.251).    
184 Email dated 24 October 2008 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 34] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.250). 
185 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords on 5 March 2014, page 22, line 14 and following 
(CMA Document Reference r_3C 47.1).    
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he understood that ‘this had been looked at and a change had been made 
and all was ok. I believed that the change had been included in the terms’.186 
In addition, the CMA notes that there are only sporadic examples of active 
enforcement of Rule 21 directly against the members of Three Counties 
between 2008 and 2010. 

4.55 However, this is contradicted by witness187 and documentary188 evidence, and 
submissions made by Three Counties during the course of the CMA’s 
investigation, in which it claims that the OFT’s communications in October 
2008 led it to understand that there was, in fact, no need to amend the T&CM: 
‘The Directors of 3C entered into correspondence with the then OFT and as a 
result of this correspondence (with [a Director of Former Member 27] [sic – 
incorrect name] believed in good faith that its Rules were in compliance with 
[the Act] and TFEU 101 and 102…’189  

4.56 The CMA does not dispute that the directors of Three Counties may have 
believed that the T&CM, including Rule 21, were in compliance with the Act. It 
also accepts that the OFT’s correspondence in October 2008190 did not 
explicitly state that the legal position of [Trade Association 2] should not be 
viewed as applicable to Three Counties. It should be noted that [Trade 
Association 2]’s analysis of the legitimacy of retaining the equivalent of Rule 
21 in its terms and conditions was based on the fact the relevant local paper, 
[], unilaterally prohibited advertisements from containing references to fees. 
The OFT was unable to share the detail of [Trade Association 2]’s analysis 
with Three Counties at the time, due to reasons of confidentiality. 

4.57 Notwithstanding the above, the CMA notes that ignorance or a mistake of the 
law is no bar to a finding of infringement of the Act.191 In addition, the CMA 
does not accept Three Counties’ submissions that the OFT’s correspondence 
in October 2008 constituted express or tacit approval of the T&CM, and in 
particular of Rule 21, or any kind of assurance that it would not be subject to 
further investigation. In particular, the CMA notes that the OFT’s email of 22 
October 2008 expressly stated that it was not ‘necessarily saying that [Trade 

 

 
186 First voluntary statement by [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 13 March 2014 (CMA 
Document Reference r_HAMP18.3) page 5.   
187 See witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Castles: ‘I never saw…a copy of revised rules that 
reflected any…changes that should have been made’ (witness interview dated 4 June 2014, page 25 (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 23.3).  
188 See paragraphs 4.60 to 4.69 below. 
189 Letter dated 25 August 2014 from [law firm 1] to CMA (CMA Document Reference r_3C 77.1). See also 
witness interview with [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International where [law firm 1] made similar comments 
(witness interview dated 14 March 2014 page 23, lines 16-21 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 84.2)). 
190 As set out at paragraphs 4.50 to 4.52 above.  
191 See paragraph 6.12 below.  
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Association 2]’s rules are “right”’. In addition, the OFT clearly qualified its 
position to state: 

‘…it is for you and your members to judge what is appropriate given the 
requirements of competition law. For example, if following legal advice you 
think it is better not to have a rule banning advertising fees in the local paper, 
then you should take that decision’.192 

4.58 The CMA has concluded that the above correspondence demonstrates that, in 
line with standard practice and published guidance at that time,193 the OFT 
expressly advised Three Counties to conduct a self-assessment of the 
T&CM’s compatibility with competition law and made no assurance either that 
[Trade Association 2]’s position was compliant with the Act, or that Three 
Counties was in the same legal position. The CMA has further concluded that 
this correspondence notified Three Counties and its members that they should 
consider amending the T&CM in order to ensure its compliance with the Act. 
Finally, the CMA notes that Three Counties had, in fact, sought legal advice in 
order to help it conduct that self-assessment.194 

4.59 In any case, the CMA notes that the OFT’s correspondence cannot affect the 
assessment of whether the conduct of the Parties or the content of the T&CM 
are compliant with the Act195 and may only properly be taken into account 
when considering mitigating factors in relation to the calculation of financial 
penalties, if applicable.196  

July 2010 to December 2013: The continued application of Rule 21 

4.60 Despite the above statements that Rule 21 had been removed from the 
T&CM, the evidence demonstrates that Rule 21 was still contained within the 
T&CM and at least generally adhered to by the members of Three Counties 
until the start of the OFT’s investigation in December 2013. 

4.61 For example, following an apparent enquiry into membership by [Former 
Member 25], on 30 July 2010 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords asked 
[the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to inform them that they 
would be unable to advertise fees or special offers as members of Three 
Counties: 

 

 
192 Email dated 22 October 2008 from OFT to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 
r_CAS 3.251). 
193 See, for example, Competing Fairly (OFT447, March 2005), page 10: ‘It is for businesses themselves to 
determine whether or not their agreements and/or conduct comply with competition law.’   
194 See paragraphs 4.47 to 4.54 above. 
195 National Grid plc v Gas and Electricity Markets Authority and ors [2010] UKCLR 386, paragraph 109. 
196 National Grid plc v Gas and Electricity Markets Authority and ors [2010] UKCLR 386, paragraph 109.  
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‘I think you should tell them they cannot advertise fees/special offers in their 
adverts. I say this because they are about to open in Camberley offering 0% 
for 3 months!’.197 

4.62 A letter sent from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [Former 
Member 25] on 31 August 2010 then noted: 

‘Further to our conversations and previous correspondence enclosing the 
application for the 3 Counties, I have noticed with interest your advertising 
week commencing the 23 August, 2010 promoting the opening of the new 
Camberley Branch… 

I would bring to your attention, within the rules of membership of the 3 
Counties Association, Section 21 [Rule 21], making reference to advertising 
sales or lettings commission rates and trust that if you decide to join the 3 
Counties Association to benefit from the reduced advertising rates, this 
section of our rules is adhered to’.198 

4.63 In addition, on 14 September 2012, [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International wrote to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of the Star Courier to ask them to ensure that there would be no 
reference to fees in any advertising by a member opening a new office: 

‘I am aware that [Current Member C] are soon to launch new/rebranded 
offices in Fleet and Yately and they are offering 0% fees to entice new clients 
to them, please can we ensure that the likely promotional advertising in the 
Courier over forthcoming weeks has no reference fees [sic]’.199 

4.64 On 31 October 2013, [a Director] of [Current Member J]200 wrote to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords to complain about a [Current Member K] 
advertisement that publicised its fees for tenants: 

‘I have just looked in the paper on the lettings pages and noticed that [Current 
Member K] [sic] are advertising fees on the rental side I thought this was a big 

 

 
197 Email dated 30 July 2010 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.316).    
198 Letter dated 31 August 2010 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [an Employee] and [an 
Employee] of [Former Member 25] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.146).   
199 Email dated 14 September 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [a Sales 
Representative] of the Star Courier, [the Head of Group Property and the Regional Sales Manager], TMS of TMS 
and others (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.41).  
200 [Current Member J] is a Current Member of Three Counties and [a Director] of [Current Member J] has been a 
committee member from at least 19 May 2010 to 4 August 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.70). [The 
Director] of [Current Member J] was listed as a current member of the Committee in Three Counties’ response to 
the section 26 notice dated 17 January 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 15). 
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NO NO what is going on everybody seems to be doing their own thing anyway 
let me know if this is now allowed so we can all do it’.201  

4.65 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords forwarded this complaint to the Star 
Courier on 31 October 2013.202 In response, [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of the Star Courier explained on 1 November 2013 
that, following a ruling by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) in March 
2013, from 1 November 2013 all lettings agents would be obliged to advertise 
non-optional fees for tenants.203 She then asked [the Managing Director of 
Waterfords] for ‘guidance’ on the position.204 In light of this explanation, [the 
Managing Director of Waterfords] confirmed to the paper on the same day that 
Three Counties’ members would be permitted to advertise fees in respect of 
tenants but that the advertising of fees for vendors or letting rates for landlords 
would remain prohibited: 

‘…given that it is now the law I think it’s perfectly reasonable to allow agents 
to advertise tenant ONLY fees’.205 

4.66 In response to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords on the same day, [a 
Director] of [Current Member J] stated: 

‘Yes I know about the legislation however I thought due to the association that 
we belong to including [the Managing Director] [of [Current Member K]] I 
thought it was agreed that no fees had to be advertised my mistake obviously. 
I have noticed that you do not advertise your fees so obviously you thought 
like I did that it was not the done thing. So I guess if all letting agents advertise 
Tenants [sic] fees, another war begins on who will be the cheapest’.206  

4.67 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords’ response to [a Director] of [Current 
Member J] on 3 November 2013 confirmed that Rule 21 was still an active 
part of the T&CM:  

‘Hi [Director of Current Member J], you are right our rules say no fees. 
However all lettings agents have to make reference to tenant fees to comply 

 

 
201 Email dated 31 October 2013 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.74).   
202 Email dated 31 October 2013 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager], TMS (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.75), noting ‘[Director] of [Current Member J] is 
of course absolutely right & the paper know the agreement the association has with regard to fees’.  
203 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager], TMS to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.294).  
204 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager], TMS to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.294).  
205 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager], TMS of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.295).    
206 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] to [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference [Current Member J] 14). 
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with new regs, so the association will obviously have to change its policy to 
allow this to happen.’207 

4.68 In line with this, Three Counties’ current Chairman, [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International, sent an email to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of the Star Courier on 6 November 2013 to confirm 
the position: 

‘I am in the process of writing to all members and in light of the change in 
guidelines from 1st November and the recommendations from CAP for all 
Lettings to disclose non-optional charges to tenants, the [Current Member K] 
advertisement or similar is now acceptable.  

The 3 Counties view remains in respect to Sales and Lettings agents making 
reference to selling and lettings fees or incentives’.208 

4.69 This decision was communicated to all members of Three Counties in 
December 2013: 

‘Following an ASA ruling in March 2013… [t]he 3 Counties Estate Agents 
recognise this change in practice and accept that any letting agent can and 
should make reference to tenant fees. However, the view of the Committee for 
the good of its members still prohibit the advertising of financial incentives 
including selling and letting fees within the Property Courier’.209 

C. Members’ agreement or acquiescence to Rule 21  

4.70 The evidence below demonstrates that members were obliged to sign up to 
the T&CM in order to join Three Counties. The evidence also demonstrates 
that compliance with the T&CM in general, and Rule 21 in particular, was a 
mandatory condition for membership of Three Counties, and that both new 

 

 
207 Email dated 3 November 2013 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [a Director] of [Current Member 
J] (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.297).  
208 Email dated 6 November 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.319).  
209 Letter (undated but understood to be from 12 December 2013 – see CMA Document Reference HAMP 9.327) 
from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to: [Current Member A] (CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.67.11); [Current Member B] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67.1); Castles (CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.67.12); [Current Member F] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67.3); [Current Member G] (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.67.7); Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.68.3 and CMA Document 
Reference HAMP 9.3); [Current Member I] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67, CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.67.10 and CMA Document Reference [Current Member I] 11.3); [Current Member J] (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.67.9 and CMA Document Reference [Current Member J] 10); [Current Member K] (CMA 
Document Reference 3C 24.68.5); [Current Member L] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67.8); [Current 
Member M] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67.4); [Current Member N] (CMA Document Reference 3C 
24.67.6); [Current Member O] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.68.2); [Current Member E] (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.67.2); [Current Member P] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.68); [Current Member Q] (CMA 
Document Reference 3C 24.68.1); [Current Member R] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.67.5 and CMA 
Document Reference [Current Member R] 2.4); Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.68.4).  
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and existing members were reminded of their obligations to comply with Rule 
21 (as amended from time to time). 

Compliance with the T&CM, including Rule 21: a condition for membership 

4.71 The evidence demonstrates that prospective Three Counties’ members were 
obliged to accept and agree to abide by the T&CM (which included Rule 21) 
as a pre-condition for joining Three Counties. 

4.72 For example, following the formation of Three Counties by the original 
members,210 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords sent a letter to the 
members on 20 July 2005 enclosing a copy of the T&CM. This letter noted 
that ‘as a member you are respectfully asked to adhere to [the T&CM]’. The 
letter also emphasises the importance of reading the entire T&CM ‘to make 
sure that you are happy to work within the bounds of the agreement’.211  

4.73 In addition, in order to join Three Counties, a prospective new member had to 
complete the ‘Three Counties Estate Agents Association Application for 
Membership’.212 The application form confirms that prospective members 
agreed to abide by the terms of the T&CM as a condition of membership: 

‘I hereby apply for membership, declare and certify that: 

I agree to be bound by the Association’s Rules of Membership a copy of 
which I have read and understood and will attend before the Association 
Committee in pursuit of my application if requested to do so. 

I understand that Three Counties Estate Agents Association is a trading name 
of a Limited Liability Company and that the rules of the Association are not a 
binding contract as between members but between each member individually 
and the Limited Liability Company (Three Counties Estate Agents Association 
Limited)’.213 

 

 
210 Understood to be: [Former Member 1]; [Former Member 4]; [Current Member B] [Current Member C]; Castles; 
[Former Member 5]; [Former Member 6]; [Former Member 7]; [Former Member 8]; [Current Member E]; [Current 
Member F]; [Former Member 9]; [Former Member 10]; [Former Member 13]; [Former Member 14]; [Former 
Member 15]; [Former Member 16]; [Former Member 17]; [Current Member J]; [Current Member K]; [Former 
Member 19]; [Current Member L]; [Current Member M]; [Former Member 21]; [Current Member N]; [Former 
Member 22]; [Former Member 23]; [Former Member 25]; [Former Member 26]; [Former Member 27]; [Former 
Member 28]; [Former Member 30]; [Former Member 33]; [Former Member 34]; [Current Member R]; Waterfords; 
[Former Member 35]; [Former Member 36]; [Former Member 37]; and [Former Member 38] (Membership list 
dated 20 July 2005; CMA Document Reference 3C 15.2).  
211 See, for example, letter dated 20 July 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to [a Director] of [Current Member K] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.99). The CMA infers that 
similar letters were sent to all founding members. 
212 CMA Document Reference 3C 24.23.   
213 See CMA Document Reference 3C 24.23. For an example of a completed application form, see CMA 
Document Reference r_[Current Member P] 2.5.  
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4.74 It is also clear from the T&CM that compliance with the T&CM in general, and 
Rule 21 in particular, was a mandatory condition for continued membership of 
Three Counties.214 Rule 27 of the T&CM, as amended in April 2006,215 
expressly provides that a member may be suspended or expelled from Three 
Counties for failure to abide by the T&CM or Rule 21: 

‘The Committee shall in their absolute discretion (in accordance with the rules) 
have the right at any time to cancel withdraw expel or suspend the Members 
[sic] Membership of the Association in the following circumstances… 

(xi) Where any Member fails in any respect whatsoever to abide by the terms 
and conditions of membership as set out from time to time;  

(xii) Where a member fails to abide by rule 21’.216  

4.75 The evidence also demonstrates that at least certain prospective members of 
Three Counties were expressly advised that compliance with Rule 21 was a 
condition of membership. For example, on 29 November 2007 [the Managing 
Director] of Castles wrote to the [Lettings Director] of [Former Member 33] in 
response to a membership enquiry, and noted that:  

‘At an early stage we decided that we would restrict the advertising of fees 
and this seems to be widely welcomed although as with any association not 
all members are always happy with all the rules!’.217 

4.76 Similarly, on 31 August 2010 [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International 
wrote to [an Employee and an Employee] of [Former Member 25], again in 
response to a membership enquiry, stating:  

‘I would bring to your attention, within the rules of membership of the 3 
Counties Association, Section 21 [Rule 21], making reference to advertising 
sales or lettings commission rates and trust that if you decide to join the 3 

 

 
214 See, for example, letter (undated) from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[the Regional Manager] of [Former Member 18] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.215) which notes: ‘I, as 
compliance officer, of the 3 Counties Association have been asked to write to you with regard to a recent [Former 
Member 18] advert appearing in the Courier newspaper on 15th March… You can advertise fees but not as a 
member of the association. If you wish to continue to benefit from the association rate you will need to comply 
with the rules as set out. I hope you appreciate all members are bound by the rules and it is not within the spirit of 
the association that members seek to gain some ‘advantage’ when others are fully complying with the rules.’ 
215 CMA Document Reference CAS 3.302. However, see footnote 172 above regarding the date Rule 27(xii) 
came into force.   
216 Version of T&CM attached to email dated 6 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.302). It should be noted that Rule 27(xi) has been 
present in each version of the T&CM. See footnote 172 above regarding the date Rule 27(xii) came into force.  
217 Letter dated 29 November 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead in his 
capacity as Compliance Officer) to [the Lettings Director] of [Former Member 33] (CMA Document Reference 
CAS 3.191). An undated letter records sending the T&CM to [Former Member 33] (letter from [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the Lettings Director] of [Former Member 33] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.195). 
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Counties Association to benefit from the reduced advertising rates, this 
section of our rules is adhered to’.218  

Reminders in relation to Rule 21 

4.77 The evidence demonstrates that the members of Three Counties were 
specifically reminded of the existence of Rule 21 and their obligation to 
comply with it.  

4.78 For example, from time to time, certain members of the Committee circulated 
reminders to members that Rule 21 prohibited members from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier, or updates to the wording of Rule 21:  

1 November 2005 (from [the Managing Director of Former Member 1]) 

‘There has been much confusion as to some members advertising fees in the 
Courier and to resolve this matter the committee agreed that as from 29th 
November no member will be allowed to quote fees in their Courier 
advertisement. A revised schedule of terms and conditions of the association 
will be issued.’219 

3 February 2006 (from [the Managing Director of Waterfords]) 

‘Please find enclosed a new insert to replace the same page in your existing 
Rules of the Association which covers the subject of fees. These new terms 
take immediate effect…’.220 

26 April 2007 (from [the Managing Director of Castles]) 

‘I have, as compliance officer, been asked by the committee to remind all 
members that it is STRICTLY AGAINST the rules of membership to advertise 
or refer to fees in any way’.221  

 

 
218 Letter dated 31 August 2010 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (on Three Counties 
letterhead, in his capacity as Chairman) to [an Employee and an Employee] of [Former Member 25] (CMA 
Document Reference 3C 24.146).  
219 Letter dated 1 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.117) and [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.220). The CMA infers that identical letters were sent to all 
members.  
220 Letter dated 3 February 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.217). See also CMA Document Reference 
[Current Member O] 22. The CMA infers that identical letters were sent to all members. The excerpt sets out Rule 
21 in the following terms: ‘Members shall not advertise sales or lettings commission rates whether directly or 
indirectly in the property paper nor refer to their commission rates or any other agents [sic] rates in any way. 
Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way whatsoever the committee will immediately inform the 
Property Paper to charge the non association rate for that advert and the member will be immediately contacted 
to discuss further action under clause 27’ (emphasis as in the original).  
221 Email dated 26 April 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to all members (addressed to: Waterfords; 
[Former Member 1]; [Former Member 2]; [Former Member 3] [Current Member A]; [Current Member B]; [Current 
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22 May 2007 (from [the Managing Director of Waterfords])  

‘A number of you have been in contact with me asking for clarity on the 
Associaton’s [sic] rules regarding the advertising of sales and commission 
rates.  

I quote below the paragraphs that cover these points, as stated in the Terms 
and Conditions of Membership: 

“20. Members may not advertise legal fees whether directly or indirectly in the 
Property Paper.  

21. Members shall not advertise sales or lettings commission rates whether 
directly or indirectly in the property paper nor refer to their commission 
rates or other agents [sic] in any way.  

  Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way whatsoever the 
committee will immediately raise an invoice for the difference between the 
‘association rate for page advertising’ and the non association rate for 
agents [sic] pages in that weeks [sic] advertising and this amount will be 
payable to the association within 28 days. The member will be 
immediately contacted to discuss further action under clause 27 and 
membership suspension if fee not paid.”  

As mentioned previously, in [the Managing Director of Castles’] most recent 
memo, these Rules cover any ‘offers’ you promote including matters relating 
to HIPs222 and therefore you must think very carefully about the wording of 
any advert prior to submission to the paper…’.223 

6 July 2007 (from [the Managing Director of Waterfords])  

‘…the Association wishes to clarify that members will be able to advertise any 
special offers on their provision of HIPs; in other words, if it is your intention to 

 

 
Member C]; Castles; [Former Member 5]; [Former Member 6]; [Former Member 7]; [Former Member 8]; [Current 
Member E]; [Current Member F]; [Current Member G]; [Former Member 10]; [Former Member 12]; [Former 
Member 13]; [Former Member 14]; [Former Member 15]; [Former Member 16]; [Former Member 17]; [Current 
Member J]; [Current Member K]; [Former Member 18]; [Former Member 19]; [Current Member L]; [Former 
Member 20]; [Current Member M]; [Former Member 21]; [Current Member N]; [Former Member 22]; [Current 
Member O]; [Former Member 23]; [Former Member 25]; [Former Member 26]; [Former Member 27]; [Former 
Member 28]; [Former Member 29]; [Former Member 30]; [Former Member 32]; [Former Member 24]; [Former 
Member 33]; [Former Member 34]; [Current Member R]; [Former Member 35]; [Former Member 36]; [Former 
Member 37]; [Former Member 38]) (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.157). 
222 Home Information Packs. 
223 Letter dated 22 May 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to all 
members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.301). 
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offer free packs inclusive within a fee and as long as the fee is not mentioned, 
you are free to advertise this message’.224 

12 December 2013 (from [the Senior Manager of Hamptons International]) 

‘… the view of the Committee for the good of its members still prohibit [sic] the 
advertising of financial incentives including selling and letting fees within the 
Property Courier’. 225 

4.79 The CMA has seen very little evidence of members complaining about Rule 
21 in response to such reminders or updates. The notable exception is a 
complaint made by [Former Member 36],226 which contacted [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords on 7 September 2005 with the following comments: 

Whilst advertising reduced fees is not something that is currently on my 
agenda I do not see how being a member of this association should in any 
way restrict any future marketing I may wish to use…I did not … expect that 
as a consequence [of joining the association] I would have conditions and 
restrictions imposed on how I run my business. As a small firm if I wish to 
advertise a special fee or perhaps open a new branch with special offers then 
I can see no reason why I should not be aloud [sic] to do so’.227 

4.80 In response to this comment, [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] noted on 
8 September 2005 that: ‘I couldn’t agree more…the association was 
introduced to reduce advertising costs not to dictate how people should run 
their business’.228 It is notable that [Former Member 22] terminated their 
membership in May 2006 and the evidence suggests that this is because they 
wished to advertise their fees.229 

4.81 Apart from the above, any complaints about Rule 21 seem to have principally 
arisen in connection with the original waiver contained within Rule 21 which 

 

 
224 Letter dated 6 July 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to all 
members (CMA Document Reference [Current Member O] 12).  
225 Letter from [the Senior Manager]] of Hamptons International (on Three Counties letterhead) to [Current 
Member J] (undated but understood to be from 12 December 2013 – see CMA Document Reference HAMP 
9.327). Copies were sent to all members – see footnote 209 above.   
226 Understood to be a member of Three Counties from at least 20 July 2005 (see CMA Document Reference 
[Current Member B]14.6) to 26 October 2011 (see letter dated 26 October 2011 from [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International to [an Employee] of [Former Member 36] (CMA Document Reference HAMP 9.90). 
227 Email dated 7 September 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 36] to [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.46). However, see also footnote 230 below.  
228 Email dated 8 September 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.45).  
229 Email dated 3 May 2006 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.182): ‘I just wanted to let you know out of courtesy that we will not be renewing our  
membership to the association’, which [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] forwarded to Committee 
members commenting: ’Surprise surprise. Expect 0.8% in paper next week’ (email dated 3 May 2006 from [ the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.182). This is followed by an email 
dated 10 May 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members with the subject 
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allowed certain companies such as [Former Member 22] to advertise their 
fees, on the grounds they would be gaining an unfair competitive 
advantage.230  

D. Enforcement of Rule 21 

4.82 The evidence demonstrates that Rule 21 was actively enforced by the 
Committee, principally through a combination of complaints by members, 
warning letters from the Committee231 and, in one instance, formal disciplinary 
action under Rule 27 of the T&CM (see paragraphs 4.92 to 4.94 below). 
Indeed, the Committee’s stated intention was to act upon clear breaches of 
the T&CM.232 

4.83 The most frequent spur to enforcement action was where one of the 
Committee members would identify an infraction of Rule 21, and ask one of 
their fellow Committee members to send a warning letter to the offending 
agent.233 Non-Committee members of Three Counties also complained from 
time to time, asking the Committee (principally [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords or [the Managing Director] of Castles) to take action on their 
behalf.234 

 

 
line ‘[Former Member 22]’ that states: ‘As expected in this weeks [sic] courier with ad showing fees from 1%’ 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.181).  
230 See, for example, the letter dated 24 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three 
Counties letterhead) to [an Employee] of [Current Member M] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.55) that refers 
to [an Employee] of [Current Member M] ‘concerns in allowing special dispensation for Agents such as [Former 
Member 22] [sic] to advertise their fees where they do not have ground floor/shop front premises’ and the letter 
dated 18 October 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 36] to [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.222) that argues ‘[t]o allow one agent to blatantly get away with offering what I am 
sure we would all agree is a ridiculous commission rate of 0.8% just because they do not have a town office is in 
my view ludicrous’.  
231 See email dated 5 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.270): ‘We have in the past had to write to [Former Member 22],[Former Member 39], 
[Former Member 26], [Former Member 36], [Current Member L], [Former Member 40], [Former Member 33], 
[Current Member B] and [Former Member 27] and they all had a warning.’  
232 Email dated 19 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to [an Employee] of [Former Member 
22] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.149) ‘It is the association’s policy to act upon any clear breaches and 
respond to complaints…but hopefully members will respect the rules!’.  
233 See, for example, email dated 18 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.6): ‘I see in today’s Courier that [Former Member 18] 
have a large advert stating ‘…£1000 off our standard fees etc. Of course this contravenes all our regulations. [the 
Managing Director], Waterfords – will you be sending out a letter? I’m next door to them today so I can drop in 
and inform them if required’; and email dated 25 July 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.170): ‘Could you tell me if [Former Member 39] are still 
in the association? I assume they are. This weeks [sic] advert is offering 50% off their normal fees! Let me know 
& I will wander across and have ‘words’. In meantime [Managing Director of Castles] would you mind sending our 
usual warning letter.’ Other examples include email dated 25 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of 
[Former Member 1] to Committee members regarding [Current Member M] and [Former Member 40] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.156); email dated 22 August 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 
1] to Committee members regarding [Current Member L] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.168); email dated 9 
November 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members regarding [Former 
Member 32] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.163).    
234 See, for example, (1) Letter dated 3 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to all 
association members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.118): ‘A number of you have contacted me over the last 
24 hours expressing your concern that [Former Member 27] were advertising 0% fees, which was a clear breach 
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4.84 Responses to such complaints varied from a verbal warning235 to a formal 
warning letter, which was usually sent in the following (or substantively 
similar) format: 

‘It has been brought to my attention that you are advertising your fees in your 
Courier advert. I need to remind you that the advertising of any fees is strictly 
against the rules of the membership of the association and request your 
advert is amended immediately. 

Any continued breach of the rules can result in a disciplinary hearing with 
possible expulsion from the association’.236 

4.85 Although the CMA understands that Three Counties has not suspended or 
expelled any member for breaching Rule 21,237 the Committee’s frequent use 
of warning letters (particularly during 2005 and 2006) shows that the 
Committee used the threat of disciplinary action and/or expulsion to deter or 
prevent members from advertising their fees in breach of Rule 21. In addition, 
it is clear from the evidence that the Committee communicated such breaches 
to the Star Courier, to try and obtain their support in enforcing Rule 21238.   

4.86 The evidence also demonstrates that, on a number of occasions, the 
enforcement action resulted in the ‘offending’ agent promising to alter its 
behaviour and comply with Rule 21 in the future by removing the reference to 
fees or discounts in response to that enforcement action.239 From time to time, 

 

 
of the Association Rules’; (2) email dated 19 January 2006 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.202): ‘I am writing to seek an explanation and 
clarity on the current rules regarding advertising, as far as I can see there is no consistency or policing of what is 
being said…[Former Member 18] – Quote a £1000 reduction off of their standard fees. Nobody is allowed to 
quote a fee or special offer as far as I am aware…’; (3) email dated 10 May 2006 from [a Director] of [Current 
Member O] to [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference 
r_CAS 3.178): ‘Just a question regarding advertising in this weeks [sic] courier [Former Member 22] are 
advertising fees. Have the rules changed or are they not a member of three counties? The same for [Non 
Member Agent 7] and [Non Member Agent 8] and [Former Member 21]’; and (4) email dated 16 October 2007 
from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 16] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.287): ‘[Current 
Member B] have just opened a Lettings Department and in this weeks [sic] Courier are advertising “no set ups 
[sic]  fees”. This appears to contravene the Associations [sic] rules and gives an unfair advantage. I would  
respectfully request that the Association contact [Current Member B] to bring them back into line’. 
235 See, for example, email dated 18 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.5), noting that he had ‘Nipped next door and had a 
chat saying the ad was against association rules. The manager said he wouldn’t run it again’.   
236 Letter dated 15 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a 
Director] of [Former Member 27] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.221).  
237 See section 26 response dated 17 January 2014 from Three Counties (CMA Document Reference r_3C 15). 
238 See paragraphs 4.88 et seq below. 
239 See for example, (1) Letter dated 17 November 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 27] to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.224) ‘I can assure you it was an oversight on 
my behalf and can confirm that no future advertising will contain our rates, in order to make sure that we do not 
fall foul of the association’s rules’. (2) Letter dated 16 August 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.104) ’I have no problem in changing our 
advert…’ (3) Email dated 9 November 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to [an Employee] of [Former 
Member 32] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.162): ‘I have spoken to [an Employee] of ([Former Member 32]) 
and he assures me the advert will be amended forthwith’. See also: letter dated 24 August 2005 from [a Director] 
of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.109); minutes 
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such enforcement action also prompted changes to the T&CM and/or general 
reminders to the members that compliance with Rule 21 was a compulsory 
condition for membership (see Chapter 4, section C above).  

4.87 In addition, the evidence below demonstrates that the Committee exerted 
pressure on the Star Courier to support its enforcement activity by asking it to 
monitor advertisements for content that breached Rule 21 and either to refuse 
to publish the advertisement or charge the higher, ‘non-association’ rate for 
that advertisement. The evidence demonstrates that by 14 September 2012 
(at the latest), the Star Courier acceded to such pressure and actively 
supported the Committee’s enforcement activities by monitoring 
advertisements for ‘prohibited’ references to fees, in respect of both members 
and non-members of Three Counties, and ultimately rejecting advertisements 
containing such references. 

2005: Enforcement by the Committee and initial requests for support from the 
Star Courier 

August 2005: [Former Member 30] and [Current Member M]240 

4.88 As set out at paragraph 4.22 above, on 12 August 2005, [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords wrote identical letters to two members of Three 
Counties, [Current Member M] and [Former Member 30], in relation to an 
advertisement by each agent that breached Rule 21.241 Whilst [Former 
Member 30] queried whether the prohibition in Rule 21 extended to lettings 

 

 
of meeting held on 11 August 2005 (attached to email dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of 
[Former Member 1] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.62)); email dated 22 August 2005 from [an Employee] 
of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.60); email dated 4 November 
2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.29); letter dated 18 October 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 36] to [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.222); letter dated 3 November 2005 from [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords to Three Counties members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.118); email dated 16 
November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(sent to [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of  Waterfords]) (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.20); 
letter dated 18 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.5); letter dated 30 March 2006 from [the Regional Director] of [Former Member 
18] to [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.305); email dated 27 July 2006 from 
[the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.169); email 
dated 9 November 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.162); letter dated 24 October 2007 from [the Manager] of [Current Member B] to [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.193).   

240 Letter dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a 
Director] of [Former Member 30] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.102) and letter dated 22 August 2005 from 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a Director] of [Former Member 30] 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.108).   
241 Letter dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] of [Current Member M] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.101) and letter dated 12 August 2005 from 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a Director] of [Former Member 30] 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.102).   
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advertisements, 242 it accepted that it would need to change its advertisement 
following clarification of the T&CM.243  

4.89 In light of these communications, on 12 August 2005 [the Managing Director] 
of Waterfords wrote to [an Employee] of the Star Courier to advise it of the 
existence of Rule 21:  

‘It may also be useful for you to know that within the Terms of Membership, 
members are forbidden to make reference to fees within their advert if they 
operate from ground floor premises with a shopfront. We have noted that one 
or two agents are in breach of this rule and we will be advising them 
accordingly that if they continue they will no longer enjoy the rights of being an 
Association member. I will obviously let you know who those agents are, if we 
continue to have problems.’244  

4.90 [The Group Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier responded to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords on 25 August 2005, requesting him to ‘keep 
[them] up to date’ in relation to fees and membership.245  

4.91 In interview, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords stated that the reason for 
alerting the Star Courier to the existence of Rule 21 was to ‘make it easier for 
them to police it from their end… so by letting them know… we felt that they 
would, perhaps, say… to the offending agent that ‘you can’t run that because 
it is in breach of the rules’.246 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords] felt it 
was necessary for the Star Courier to support their enforcement of Rule 21 
‘[b]ecause if they let it go, then potentially we could end up with the paper full 
of agents advertising fees every week and, as I have consistently said, we 
wanted a quality publication, so, you know, we felt that we could have their 
assistance by making sure that it didn’t get to that point’.247 

 

 
242 Letter dated 16 August 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.104).  
243 Letter dated 16 August 2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.104): ‘I have no problem in changing our advert…’ and letter dated 24 August 
2005 from [a Director] of [Former Member 30] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference 3C 24.109) ‘I accept that if the rules are amended to cover lettings and rental charges then I will of 
course comply’.  
244 Letter dated 12 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.61).  
245 Letter dated 25 August 2005 from [the Group Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier (to [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.110). 
246 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference 
r_3C 47.1) page 103, line 23 to page 104, line 8. 
247 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference 
r_3C 47.1), page 104, lines 19 to 24.  
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September/October 2005: [Former Member 22] 

4.92 In September 2005, following the discussions with [Former Member 22] 
around changing the content of its advertisement (described at Chapter 4, 
section B above), the Committee decided to hold a formal disciplinary hearing 
to consider expelling [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] from the 
Committee and/or [Former Member 22] from Three Counties.248  

4.93 The evidence demonstrates that the Committee members were generally in 
favour of expelling [Former Member 22] both from the Committee and 
potentially Three Counties: 

[The Managing Director of Waterfords] - 29 September 2005):  

‘I am firmly of the opinion that [an Employee of Former Member 22] should be 
asked to step down from his position on the Committee and asked to leave 
the Association if no immediate changes are made to his advert’.249 

[The Managing Director of Former Member 1] - 1 October 2005):  

‘As a committee member there is a need to be seen to be responding, this has 
not been the case and if we are to set standards then we must act 
accordingly. I agree with [the Managing Director of Waterfords] on the action 
required’.250 

[An Employee of Current Member C] - 3 October 2005):  

‘I agree. This is the only option…’.251 

4.94 A disciplinary meeting was duly held on 13 October 2005. The minutes record 
that [Former Member 22] was ultimately not expelled from the Committee or 
Three Counties: 

‘It was agreed that whilst [Former Member 22] had overrun the agreed 
timeline for correction of their recent advert, it was also agreed that the 

 

 
248 See email dated 22 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee 
members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.42); email dated 22 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] 
of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.42) and email dated 21 September 
2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference 
CAS 3.42). See also letter dated 23 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to [an Employee] of 
[Former Member 22] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.229): ‘…I am therefore writing to give you the required 
14 days [sic] notice to inform you of the Committees [sic] decision to discuss your expulsion from the committee’.   
249 Letter (29 September 2005 – the letter is undated but copied into a later email from [the Managing Director] of 
[Former Member 1] – see CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.37) from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.230). 
250 Email dated 1 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.37).  
251 Email dated 3 October 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.36).  
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committee had not given full clear guidelines. Thus the matter will be 
dropped’.252  

4.95 In May 2006, [Former Member 22] voluntarily resigned its membership of 
Three Counties, and the evidence suggests that this was because it wished to 
advertise its fees: 

[An Employee of Former Member 22] – 3 May 2006):  

‘I just wanted to let you know out of courtesy that we will not be renewing our 
membership to the association’.253  

[The Managing Director of Former Member 1] - 3 May 2006):  

‘Surprise surprise. Expect 0.8% in paper next week’.254  

4.96 This is followed by an email from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 
1] on 10 May 2006 with the subject line ‘[Former Member 22]’: ‘As expected in 
this weeks [sic] courier with ad showing fees from 1%’.255  

November 2005: [Former Member 27]  

4.97 On 3 November 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to Three 
Counties’ members in relation to an advertisement by [Former Member 27]:256 

‘A number of you have contacted me over the last 24 hours expressing your 
concern that [Former Member 27] were advertising 0% fees, which was a 
clear breach of the Association Rules.  

I have spoken to [a Director] of [Former Member 27] who has confirmed that 
he was not aware of these rules and therefore had not intended to be in 
breach or cause inconvenience to any of the Association Members. He has 
therefore assured us that he will not submit any further advertising of this 

 

 
252 Minutes of meeting on 13 October 2005 (attended by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing 
Director] of Castles, [an Employee] of [Current Member C] and [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1]) 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.219) and see letter dated 23 September 2005 from [the Managing Director] 
of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) in his capacity as Compliance Officer) (CMA Document Reference 
CAS 3.229).   
253 Email dated 3 May 2006 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.182). 
254 Email dated 3 May 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.182). 
255 Email dated 10 May 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.181). 
256 A member of Three Counties from at least 20 July 2005 ([CMA Document Reference Current Member B]14.6) 
to 30 September 2008 (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.256).  
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nature with the exception of one promotional advert which is already with the 
printers and too late to retract’.257 

4.98 On the same date, 3 November 2005, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
wrote to [an Employee] of the Star Courier to inform them of the breach and to 
request the paper to charge the non-member advertising rate as a penalty: 

‘Following our conversation today, I confirm that I have spoken to [a Director] 
of [Former Member 27] explaining that if he is to repeat any further advertising 
featuring fees, he will have to pay the ‘card rate’ for such adverts. He has 
assured me that he will not submit any more copies in breach of the 
Association Regulations, although he feels it is too late to stop next week’s 
advert, but equally accepts he will have to pay the higher rate if this advert is 
to appear. 

I have assured all the other members that this action has been taken and that 
the paper will take the necessary steps to invoice and collect the higher rate 
from Romans for these types of adverts’.258 

4.99 In response to the above letter, on 4 November 2005, [an Employee] of 
[Former Member 22] asked the Committee to clarify the extent of the 
prohibition in Rule 21:  

‘Perhaps someone could clarify something for me…are we saying that it is 
acceptable for agents to advertise fees under the rules of the association 
providing they pay the higher rate on the weeks such adverts appear?  

I was also under the impression that we had agreed if the [previous owner of 
the Star Courier is] contacted with new advert templates from member agents 
that they would be referred back to the committee for approval before they go 
to print?’. 259  

4.100 The response from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] on the 
same day stated:  

‘1. Ref fees – as per the minutes of the committee meeting and my letter to all 
members, the rule is that no member can advertise fees…If any agent wants 

 

 
257 Letter dated 3 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
all Three Counties’ members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.118). 
258 Letter dated 3 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[Employee] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.119).  
259 Email dated 4 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.26).   
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to advertise fees in the Courier they can do so but not as a member of the 
association.  

2. The Courier said it was difficult for them to monitor all adverts as most are 
now done on line’.260  

4.101 Following an apparent failure by [Former Member 27] to withdraw the 
offending advertisement, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords again 
contacted [an Employee] of the Star Courier on 14 November 2005: 

‘I notice that [Former Member 27] have repeated their 0% advertising 
campaign, despite the assurances given by [a Director of Former Member 27] 
that this would stop and I therefore must ask that once again you continue 
charging [Former Member 27] the full rate for advertising until this has 
stopped. 

[The Managing Director] has today written to [Former Member 27] informing 
them that if this continues they will be asked to leave the Association. We will 
of course keep you informed on how this matter develops’.261  

As indicated, the following day, [the Managing Director] of Castles sent a 
formal warning letter to [Former Member 27].262  

4.102 Later evidence suggests both that [Former Member 27] did amend their 
advertisement as requested and that the Star Courier had supported Three 
Counties in resolving the issue. On 16 November 2005, [the Managing 
Director] of [Former Member 1] emailed [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
to note ‘I see that [Former Member 27] did amend their advert this week and 
for the first time there is nobody advertising fees’,263 and in his reply on 17 
November 2005, [the Managing Director] noted that [the Group Advertisement 
Manager] and [an Employee] of the Star Courier had been ‘very supportive on 
this whole fee issue in particular re-enforcing our standpoint with [Former 
Member 27]’.264  

4.103 On 21 November 2005, [the Managing Director] of Castles suggested 
amending the rules to reflect the proposition that the Star Courier would be 

 

 
260 Email dated 4 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Personal Assistant 
to the Managing Director of Waterfords] and Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.26).  
261 Letter dated 14 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
[Employee] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.120).  
262 Letter dated 15 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a 
Director] of [Former Member 27] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.221).  
263 Email dated 16 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Managing Director] 
of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.20).  
264 Emails dated 17 November 2005 between [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] and [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.20).   
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instructed to charge a higher rate for advertisements in breach of Rule 21 (see 
Chapter 4, section B above): 

‘it may be worth adding into the rules that if a breach of this specific rule 
occurs then instructions will be issued to the newspaper to automatically 
charge the rack rate and not the association’s discounted rate. The usual 
disciplinary hearing will then take place. We will have to speak to the paper to 
ensure that this can be done’.265  

4.104 In light of the Committee’s discussions about the proposed new process, on 
22 November 2005 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords suggested that they 
‘talk to courier about subject of charging ‘offenders’ the higher rate when we 
meet [an Employee] and [the Group Advertisement Manager] of the Star 
Courier]266 for lunch on 13th december [sic]’.267  

January 2006 to November 2006: Enforcement by the Committee and requests 
for the Star Courier to support the prohibition on advertising fees 

4.105 On 18 January 2006, [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] alerted 
the Committee members268 to an advertisement by [Former Member 18] 
stating ‘£1000 off our standard fees etc. Of course this contravenes all our 
regulations’.269 In addition, on 25 January 2006, [the Managing Director of 
Former Member 1] also informed the Committee that both [Current Member 
M] and [Former Member 40] were advertising their fees.270 In response to the 
latter email, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords replied to [the Managing 
Director of Former Member 1] on the same date that ‘They have both been 
told not to advertise fees, I vote we tell the courier to charge higher rate until 
they stop’.271 

4.106 In addition to contacting each of the relevant agents to tell them that 
advertising fees was prohibited under Rule 21,272 [the Managing Director] of 

 

 
265 Email dated 21 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.18).   
266 See email dated 22 November 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] and 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.19).  
267 Email dated 22 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.18). 
268 Consisting at that time of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of Castles, [an 
Employee] of [Current Member C] and [a Director] of [Current Member N]). 
269 Email dated 18 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.6).  
270 Email dated 25 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.155).  
271 Email dated 25 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.153).  
272 See (1) [Former Member 18]: email dated 18 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 
1] to Committee members (‘Nipped next door and had a chat saying the ad was against association rules. The 
manager said he wouldn’t run it again’) (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.5); email dated 19 January 2006 
from [the Managing Director] of Castles to [an Employee] of [Former Member 22] (CMA Document Reference 
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[Former Member 1] proposed amending the wording of Rule 21 ‘to have clarity 
on the advertising of fees front and to issue immediate penalty for those who 
do so’.273 

4.107 On 31 March 2006, following further enforcement action against various 
members’ advertisements that included references to fees,274 [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords sent a letter to [an Employee] and [the Group 
Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier to complain about (amongst other 
issues) agents continuing to advertise fees. [The Managing Director] directly 
asked the Star Courier to either block the publication of such advertisements 
or to charge the higher rate for the advertisement:  

‘The second issue relates to Agents continuing to advertise fees. The first we 
get to know about it is when the paper appears and you then tell us you 
cannot retrospectively charge the higher amount. As an Association, we find 
this unacceptable and feel that there must be a way that you can either 

 

 
CAS 3.149): ‘[Former Member  18] have been written to alerting them to the consequences of continuing to 
breach the rules and [Current Member M], who claim not to be part of the association and the Courier have been 
requested to charge their non member rate’; email dated 15 March 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former 
Member 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.145) and letter from [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the Regional Manager] at [Former Member 18] (undated) 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.215). (2) [Former member 40]: email dated 25 January 2006 from [an 
Employee] of [Current Member C] to Committee members: ‘I’ve called the [Area manager] for Lettings for [Former 
member 40] …Told her she will be charged full rate for non compliant adverts’ (CMA Document Reference 
r_CAS 3.152); letter dated 27 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to [an Employee] of [Former member 40] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.218): ‘It has been 
brought to my attention that you are advertising your management fees in your Courier advert. I need to remind 
you that the advertising of any fees is strictly against the rules of membership of the association and request your 
advert is amended immediately’; (3) [Current Member M]: email dated 25 January 2006 from [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords to [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.153): 
‘They have both been told not to advertise fees, I vote we tell the courier to charge higher rate until they stop’.   
273 Email dated 28 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.148). See paragraph 4.36 above for further detail.   
274 See email dated 15 March 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference CAS 3.145): ‘[Former Member 18] again p86 make reference to fees – we need to 
sort these people out’; email dated 15 March 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee 
members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.144): ‘We have a procedure in the rules which needs to be 
followed, clause 21 & 27. My interpretation is they now have to pay the higher rate for the offending advert & if it 
happens again they will be expelled from association. As compliance officer would [the Managing Director] of 
Castles mind speaking to [Former Member 18] & I will inform paper to charge higher rate’; letter (undated) from 
[the Managing Director] of Castles to [the Regional Manager] of [Former Member 18] (CMA Document Reference 
CAS 3.215): ‘I, as  compliance officer, of the 3 Counties Association have been asked to write to you with regard 
to a recent [Former Member 18] advert appearing in the Courier newspaper on 15th March. The advert was in 
clear breach of the association rules as a clear reference to fees was made. This is the second time that this 
breach has occurred. A request has been made to the newspaper that the published and not the association rate 
be applied to this advert. You can advertise fees but not as a member of the association. If you wish to continue 
to benefit from the association rate you will need to comply with the rules as set out. I hope you appreciate all 
members are bound by the rules and it is not within the spirit of the association that members seek to gain some 
‘advantage’ when others are fully complying with the rules…I would appreciate an assurance from you that this 
breach will not reoccur’; letter dated 30 March 2006 from [the Regional Director] of [Former Member 18] to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (attached to email dated 3 April 2006 from [the Client Manager] of Castles to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.305)) ‘I apologise for this breach of the rules, 
and hope you are happy that we now have in place a structure that will ensure this breach does not reoccur’.   
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prevent the advert from going in, or if this is not possible make sure that the 
offending agent is charged the higher amount’.275  

4.108 However, shortly afterwards a letter from [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords to the Committee dated 4 April 2006 suggests that the Star 
Courier was not able or prepared to accept this request:  

‘…They insist that because the paper is printed at Reading, they have no 
control on what goes in the paper and also the invoice is generated at the 
same time.’ 276  

4.109 [The Commercial Director], the Commercial Director and later Managing 
Director of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] from March 2007 to 
December 2010,277 corroborated this evidence in interview, stating that the 
Star Courier could not monitor advertisements placed by agents because the 
advertisements were sent electronically by the agents directly to the 
newspaper for publication. There was no further intervention by the production 
or the advertising team in checking the advertisements.278 However, [the 
Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier] did accept that 
this related only to standard advertisements for houses for sale or rental; the 
advertising team would have had full sight of so-called ‘promotional’ 
advertisements that did not fit standard templates.279 

4.110 In light of the Star Courier’s apparent reluctance to support the Committee to 
enforce Rule 21, on 8 April 2006280 the Committee amended Rule 21 of the 
T&CM to allow the Committee to invoice the difference between the 
‘association’ and the ‘non-association’ advertising rate, in the event of a 
member attempting to advertise fees ‘in any way whatsoever’281 (see Chapter 
4, section B above). 

4.111 Notwithstanding the change in the wording of Rule 21 (see paragraph 4.42 
above), there is evidence that the Committee continued to identify and 

 

 
275 Letter dated 31 March 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] and [the Group Advertisement Manager] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.306). 
276 Letter dated 4 April 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
Committee (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.126). See paragraph 4.39 above for the full wording of the letter.  
277 Currently Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company. Witness interview with [the Commercial 
Director of a Trinity Mirror group company] dated 10 June 2014, page 17 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3). 
278 Witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company] on 10 June 2014, page 17 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3).  
279 Witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company] on 10 June 2014, page 22 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3).  
280 It should be noted that it is not entirely clear when this paragraph was actually altered or came into force – see 
footnote 172 above. 
281 As stated in the version submitted to the OFT by [the Complainant] on 14 January 2013. (CMA Document 
Reference [Complainant] 1] and CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 1.1).  
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reprimand breaches of Rule 21 by Three Counties’ members that continued to 
advertise their fees in breach of Rule 21 during the remainder of 2006.282 

April 2007 to January 2008: The Committee continues to enforce Rule 21 and 
increases pressure on the Star Courier to reject all advertisements containing 
references to fees 

4.112 During 2007, the Committee continued to identify and reprimand breaches of 
Rule 21 by Three Counties’ members.283 However, in light of the apparent 

 

 
282 See, for example, (1) [Former Member 21]: email dated 16 May 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Castles 
to [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] and Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.178): ‘I have spoken to [a Director] of [Former Member 21] who refers to the fact that the 
advert makes no mention or reference to fees. The advert refers to a ‘special offer’…from what I understand if 
there is no mention of fees/rates etc it’ll be hard for us to consider it in breach’.   
(2) [Former Member 39]: email dated 25 July 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee 
members regarding an advertisement that offered ‘50% off their normal fees’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 
3.170) noting that ‘they have been [] by yours truly, usual story new manager, reckoned he didn’t know the 
rules!’;   
(3) [Current Member L]: email dated 22 August 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.168): ‘I see [Current Member L] have advertised 50% 
discount on their letting fees this week. You need to sort them out – what is it with these letting boys?’. [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords responded on 23 August 2006, noting ‘rest assured zero tolerance will be 
exercised on my part’ (email dated 23 August 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.167)). [The Managing Director] of Castles accordingly sent them a formal warning letter on 
22 August 2006 (letter dated 22 August 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to [an Employee] of [Current Member L] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.209); and  
(4) [Former Member 32]: email dated 9 November 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to 
[the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.163): ‘I see in this weeks [sic] Courier that 
the above have a large box stating ‘Unbeatable Fees’. Given that they have just joined the association and are on 
trial they are breaking the rules Over to you’. [The Managing Director] of Castles responded to [the Managing 
Director] of [Former Member 1] ’ email on 9 November 2006: ‘I have spoken to [an Employee of Former Member 
32] and he assures me the advert will be amended forthwith. I will drop him a line and remind him of the  
rules…Regards [the Managing Director] of Castles []’ (email dated 9 November 2006 from [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.162)). See also letter dated 9 November 2006 from [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an Employee] of [Former Member 32] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.208).    
283 See, for example, (1) [Current Member C] (part of Countrywide plc) letter dated 20 April 2007 from [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an Employee] of [Current Member C] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.204): ‘It has been brought to my attention that you are advertising a discount off 
your fees in your Courier advert. I need to remind you that the advertising of or referring to fees is strictly against 
the rules of membership of the association and request your advert is amended immediately’;   
(2) [Current Member L]: email dated 9 August 2007 from [the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] to [the 
Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.295) ‘[Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords], would you mind contacting [Current Member L] and advise 
them that they are currently breaching rules by advertising in the Courier reduced property management fees…’. 
In her response on the same day, [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] noted ‘I have 
spoken to [an Employee] in charge of Lettings…She told me that she spoke to the Courier who advised her that 
the advert will be fine as long as she does not mentioned [sic] exact fee amounts! I informed her that this was 
certainly not the case and that she is in breach of the terms and conditions of the association…I have asked her 
not to repeat this advert and she told me she will not. I am awaiting a call back from the Courier regarding this 
matter…’ (email dated 9 August 2007 from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.295)). See also letter dated 28 August 2007 from [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a Director] of [Current Member L] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.196)  
(3) [Current Member B]: email dated 16 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 16] to 
[the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.287): 
‘[Current Member B] have just opened a Lettings Department and in this weeks [sic] Courier are advertising “no 
set ups fees”. This appears to contravene the Associations [sic] rules and gives an unfair advantage. I would 
respectfully request that the Association contact [Current Member B] to bring them back into line’ and letter dated 
18 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the Manager] of 
[Current Member B] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.135): ‘I have had a complaint from a 3 Counties Member 
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difficulties encountered by the Committee in preventing member agents from 
advertising their fees, the Committee renewed its attempts to persuade the 
Star Courier to support it to enforce Rule 21, and to prevent agents from 
advertising their fees, whether or not they were a member of Three Counties. 

4.113 In a letter dated 3 July 2007, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords invited [an 
Employee] of the Star Courier to attend a meeting with the Committee on 19 
July 2007. One point in the agenda was ‘Prevention of Agents advertising 
fees’.284 On the same day, [the Managing Director] sent a copy of the letter to 
the Committee, noting that ‘the purpose of the meeting is to try to persuade 
the paper to prevent any agents to advertise fees, members of the Association 
or not’. 285 

4.114 As arranged, on 19 July 2007, [an Employee] of the Star Courier and [the 
Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] attended a 
Committee meeting. The minutes of the meeting record discussion on various 
issues in the relationship between Three Counties and the newspaper, and 
also noted:  

‘Additional points discussed with [the Commercial Director and an Employee 
of the previous owner of the Star Courier] were: 

1. It’s [sic] policy in not allowing advertising of fees and clarification as to 
whether it can be done legally – [Commercial Director] checking on this 
and reporting back’.286  

4.115 This discussion was followed by a letter from [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords to [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier] on 23 July 2007, which stated that any further relationship with the 
Star Courier must be based on written agreement from the newspaper that, 

 

 
bringing to my attention that you have advertised “no setup fees” in your recent Courier advert. I have been 
asked to reconfirm the rules to remind you that the advertising of or referring to fees is strictly against the rules 
of membership of the Association and request your advert is not repeated’ and letter dated 24 October 2007 from 
[the Manager] of [Current Member B] to [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 
3.193): ‘Please pass on my apologies to the Association members and confirm to them that I have now 
familiarised myself with the rules laid down by the Three Counties Association’ (emphasis as in the original), and   
(4) [Former Member 33] : email dated 19 November 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles: ‘[Former Member 33] advertised fees in lettings advert. Could you send them your 
“smack on wrists” letter?’ (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.280) and letter dated 20 November 2007 from [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an Employee) of [Former Member 33] (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.192): It has been brought to my attention that you have advertised a discount off 
your fees in your Courier advert of the 14th November. I have been asked to reconfirm the rules to remind you 
that the advertising of or referring to fees is strictly against the rules of membership of the Association and 
request your advert is not repeated’ (emphasis as in the original).  
284 Letter dated 3 July 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [an 
Employee] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.199). 
285 Letter dated 3 July 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.129)  
286 Minutes of meeting on 19 July 2007 ([CMA Document Reference Current Member K] 11.9). 
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amongst other points, ‘you will not allow advertising of fees or references to 
fees, from any advertiser, whether an Association Member or not’.287 

4.116 However, [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier]’s response on 18 September 2007 stated that the Star Courier would 
not agree to these terms, on the grounds that such an agreement could 
breach competition law:  

‘As I explained, we were concerned that some parts of our agreement may 
not comply with competition law and, having taken advice, this has been 
confirmed. This means that both of our organisations would be liable to 
prosecution and, therefore, we find ourselves in a position where we cannot 
agree with you on the advertising rates we offer to third parties, or enforce a 
“no fees in advertising” policy’.288  

4.117 In his interview, [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier] confirmed that he had taken advice from [the previous owner of the 
Star Courier]’s legal team following the meeting with Three Counties on 19 
July 2007. [The Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star 
Courier] stated that ‘They were asking me…to police the situation…we told 
them that we weren’t prepared to do that upon legal advice’.289   

4.118 The Star Courier’s position appears to have been discussed at the 
subsequent Committee meeting on 26 September 2007,290 with the minutes 
recording the topic of “Consider Courier’s response”. However, there is no 
content recorded under this topic. The heading entitled “Discuss our own 
newspaper” is followed by a record of discussion: 

‘[The Director of Former Member 27] suggested resign/lapse our Agreement 
with the Courier and tell them they have the opportunity to re-tender for the 
business, but will have competition - possible proposal to avoid anti 
competitiveness, could be own the paper, they print and distribute’.291  

 

 
287 Letter dated 23 July 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the 
General Manager & Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] ([CMA Document Reference Current 
Member K] 11.8). This letter was also circulated in draft form to Committee members for comments (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.297).     
288 Letter dated 18 September 2007 from [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] to 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.240).  
289 Witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company] dated 10 June 2014, page 
24 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3).  
290 [The Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier]’s letter of 19 September 2007 was 
circulated by email dated 18 September 2007 by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.294). The Committee meeting was attended by [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of Castles, [an Employee] of [Former Member 34], [the Managing Director] of 
[Current Member K], [a Director] of [Current Member N], [a Director] of [Former Member 27 ] and [a Director] of 
[Current Member R].     
291 Three Counties minutes of meeting dated 26 September 2007 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.241).  
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4.119 Following this meeting, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to [the 
Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] on 1 October 
2007. This letter acknowledged the Star Courier’s concerns, but asked them 
to find a way of ‘overcoming’ the problem.292 The CMA has not been provided 
with evidence of any written response to this letter. However, it appears that 
the newspaper attended a further meeting with the Committee on 10 October 
2007.293 This was followed by a letter on 12 October 2007 from [the Managing 
Director of Waterfords] to the Three Counties members, which stated that an 
agreement had been reached between the Star Courier and Three Counties:  

‘We have negotiated a fantastic deal with the Courier, which includes 
substantial savings on current advertising exclusive to the Three Counties 
Members. (…) 

Although the rules of the Association do not allow agents to advertise their 
fees, up until now non members have been free to do this. I am pleased to 
say that the paper have now agreed not to accept advertising from any agent 
who advertises rates (…)  

The Courier have agreed the above terms provided we sign a 3 year 
agreement with them starting on 1st November 2007’.294  

4.120 During interview, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords stated that the 
Committee was ‘keen just to completely tidy up the publication, because we 
realised that, not that it happened very often, but that, you know, there was 
the opportunity for agents to advertise their fees, if they were non-members, 
and we asked them whether or not they would consider not allowing non-
members to advertise their fees to which they agreed. So this is me reporting 
back to the members that very conversation…I do seem to remember them 
saying that they would need to check out that it wasn’t in breach of any rules 
and regulations and I do recall them actually then coming back and saying 
that they had checked it with the hierarchy at Trinity Mirror [sic]295 and that it 
was all perfectly acceptable’. 

4.121 In contrast, [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier] denied that the Star Courier had agreed not to accept advertising 
from agents who advertised rates, as claimed in [the Managing Director] of 

 

 
292 Letter [(incorrectly)] dated 2 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Commercial 
Director] of [the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference [Current Member K] 11.6). 
293 No meeting notes for this meeting have been provided to the CMA; however, a letter from [the Commercial 
Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 3 December 
2007 refers to that meeting (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.188).  
294 Letter dated 12 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to 
Three Counties’ members ([CMA Document Reference Current Member K] 11.5).   
295 [The previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] were in fact the ultimate owners at this time. 
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Waterfords’ letter, asserting that it was an ‘absolute fabrication’.296 However, 
the following email correspondence took place between [the Managing 
Director of Waterfords] and [the Commercial Director of the previous owner of 
the Star Courier] shortly afterwards, on 19 November 2007: 

[The Managing Director of Waterfords]:  

‘[Former Member 33] are also advertising rates in their lettings adverts!?’297 

[The Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier]:    

‘Finally with reference to [Former Member 33], we believe this is an 
“interpretation of the rules” issue.  

In our opinion the text does not indicate what [Former Member 33] lettings 
rates are, so therefore they are not advertising rates.  

They state they will halve their rates if they fail to let the property within one 
month.  

Is this a loophole that requires amendment of the Association rules and 
regulations?  

Is this an issue for the Association to resolve?  

If we received a page from an agent claiming to reduce their rates by half if 
they failed to sell a property within a month, do we accept the ad, as no actual 
rates have been advertised?  

Will the Association contact [Former Member 33] to point out the rules? 

We need your advice on this moving forward’.298 

4.122 A letter then sent by [the Commercial Director] of [the previous owner of the 
Star Courier] to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords on 3 December 2007 
enclosed a draft contract for advertising rates (the 2008 Contract).299 In the 
cover letter [the Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star 

 

 
296 Witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company ] dated 10 June 2014, page 
27 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3).  
297 Email dated 19 November 2007 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Commercial Director] of 
[the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.279).  
298 Email dated 19 November 2007 from [the Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier] to 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.279). 
299 Although Three Counties is a party to the 2008 Contract, the CMA notes that the agreement is clearly entered 
into for the benefit of Three Counties’ members. For example, the 2008 Contract states at Recital C that 'The 
Parties have agreed that [the previous owner of the Star Courier] will offer Association members advertising in 
The Courier during the Term of this agreement on the following terms and conditions' (CMA Document Reference 
3C 24.136). 
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Courier] summarised the key terms of the agreement reached between the 
newspaper and Three Counties which would govern the relationship between 
each of Three Counties’ members and TMS. Neither the cover letter of 3 
December 2007 nor the draft 2008 Contract made any reference to restricting 
advertisements containing rates and/or fees in the Star Courier.300  

4.123 However, in a further letter dated 8 January 2008 to Three Counties’ members 
and copied to [the Commercial Director] of [previous owner of the Star 
Courier], [the Managing Director] of Waterfords noted the following:  

‘I am pleased to inform you that we have finally reached an agreement with 
[the previous owner of the Star Courier] on advertising costs for the next 3 
years. (…) 

In order for us to take advantage of these rates, the paper have asked that the 
Association sign a 3 year agreement expiring on 31st October 2010 which the 
Committee are happy to do. There is nothing particularly onerous in this 
agreement, but I highlight below some of the main points: (…)  

 Members (and now non-members) cannot make reference to fees or 
commissions in any way whatsoever. 

Assuming everybody is happy with the Committee’s proposals (and it is for 
you to let us know if you are not), we will be signing the agreement within the 
next 7 days (…)’.301 

February 2008 to December 2011: The ongoing relationship between the 
Committee and the Star Courier 

4.124 There is little documentary evidence pertaining to the relationship between the 
Committee and the Star Courier from 2008 to March 2010.302 However, the 
available evidence suggests that the Committee303 continued to contact the 
Star Courier in relation to advertisements containing fees. For example, email 
correspondence in February 2008 between [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords, [the Managing Director] of Castles and [a Director] of [Former 
Member 27] discussed an email from [Current Member O] (a member of 

 

 
300 Draft Agreement to offer Advertising Rates between Three Counties and [the previous owner of the Star 
Courier] dated 1 November 2007 (unsigned) (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.136 or CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.188). [The Managing Director] of Waterfords indicates on 17 January 2008 that the agreement 
was signed and returned to the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.277).   
301 Letter dated 8 January 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to the 
Members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.278 or CMA Document Reference [Current Member O] 17).  
302 This appears to coincide with the resignation of [the Managing Director] of Castles as Compliance Officer.  
303 Consisting at that time of [the Managing Director] of Waterfords, [a Director] of [Current Member R], [the 
Managing Director] of Castles, [a Director] of [Former Member 27], [a Director] of [Current Member N], [the 
Managing Director] of [Current Member K] and [an Employee] of [Former Member 34] (see minutes of Committee 
meeting dated 22 January 2008 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.8).  
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Three Counties) that referred to ‘Discounted fees for the month of 
February’.304 Given the apparent difficulties in enforcing the breach 
internally,305 [the Managing Director of Waterfords] noted in an email to the 
Committee on 6 February 2008 that: 

‘…I’ve told the paper to charge extra, they seem okay with this. Perhaps your 
letter could tell them that we have told the paper to charge full rate. If for any 
reason this is not done we could collect the difference with their annual 
subscription...’.306 

4.125 On 28 March 2010, Trinity Mirror purchased the Star Courier and a number of 
other regional newspaper titles from [previous ultimate owner of the Star 
Courier]. On 23 March 2010, [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager], TMS, then TMS’ Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager, Berkshire,307 contacted [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to 
arrange for the transfer of the 2008 Contract from [the previous ultimate owner 
of the Star Courier] to TMS.308 That agreement was due to expire in 
November 2010. [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager], 
TMS then assumed responsibility for the Three Counties relationship.309 
During interview, [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager], 
TMS stated that her understanding of the arrangements between the Star 
Courier and Three Counties at that time was ‘the Three Counties rates were in 
place, and members didn’t advertise fees’.310  

4.126 From November 2010, when the 2008 Contract expired, until 2012, there is 
evidence of discussions between Three Counties and TMS regarding the 

 

 
304 Included in Star Courier 6 February 2008 (attached to letter dated 6 February 2008 from [the Managing 
Director] of Castles (on Three Counties letterhead) to [a Director] of [Current Member O] (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.187). See email dated 5 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.270), email dated 5 February 2008 from 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.270). See also 
email dated 5 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA Document 
Reference CAS 3.270) which noted: ‘I will write to them. We will have to ask the paper to charge them the extra. 
It’s not gone through the rules for us to ba [sic] able to do so. When asked previously the paper wouldn’t and said 
they couldn’t…’ See also email from [a Director] of [Current Member R] which commented ‘Based on the rule you 
emailed through I think they should definitely be charged the page rate. Let’s show some teeth!’ (email dated 6 
February 2008 from [a Director] of [Current Member R] to [the Managing Director] of Castles and [the Managing 
Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.271). 
305 See email dated 6 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.270) ‘…we haven’t the authority – until the rule change comes through to levy the 
difference in page rate’.  
306 Email dated 6 February 2008 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.270).  
307 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 20, lines 16-20 (CMA Document Reference r_ TM 67.2).  
308 Email dated 23 March 2010 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Managing Director] of Waterfords (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.188). 
309 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 27, lines 16-20 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
310 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 30, lines 1-3 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).   
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renewal of the 2008 Contract and the fees charged by the Star Courier. 
However, the evidence suggests that the 2008 Contract was never actually 
renewed.311  

4.127 During March 2010 to April 2012, there is little evidence that the Star Courier 
was actively preventing the advertising of fees. However, one email from [a 
Sales Representative] of TMS (a Sales Representative at the Star Courier) to 
[the Managing Director] of Waterfords on 10 August 2011 suggests that the 
newspaper was monitoring advertisements for references to fees or discounts:  

‘Following on from our conversation this morning, please could you take a 
look at the attached artwork from [Former Member 2] to see if the wording 
breaches the 3 Counties agreement on rates?  

As you can see there is no mention of rates or fees but just saying there is a 
discount, so just wanted to get your opinion’.312 

4.128 [Former Member 2] is not a current member of Three Counties, and it is not 
clear from the evidence submitted to the CMA whether it may have been at 
the time of the advertisement.313 It is also unclear whether this advertisement 
was published in the Star Courier, in this or an amended form.  

January 2012 to November 2012: The Star Courier agrees to enforce Rule 21  

4.129 There is evidence that, at the beginning of 2012, certain agents (both 
members and non-members of Three Counties) advertised their fees, or made 
references to their fees or discounts, within the Star Courier’s property 
paper.314 For example, an advertisement from [the Complainant] (a non-
member) in the [] issue of the Star Courier stated ‘our fees are up to 40% 
cheaper than some of our competitors in Fleet’.315 

 

 
311 Witness interview with [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 14 March 2014, page 31, lines 
18 to 26 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 84.2). 
312 Email dated 10 August 2011 from [a Sales Representative] of TMS to [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
(CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.33).  
313 See, for example, minutes of a Committee meeting held on 29 June 2006 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
24.2), which notes under ‘New Applications’ that [Former Member 2] application was ‘deferred subject to 
Association Terms review’. However, [Former Member 2] are listed as a member on a membership list dated 22 
February 2012 (attached to CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.242).  
314 See [Former Member 5] advertisement in Star Courier dated 26 January 2012] (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 19); [the Complainant]  advertisement in Star Courier dated [] (CMA Document Reference CMA 20); 
[Non Member Agent 2] advertisement in Star Courier dated 26 April 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 9); 
Waterfords advertisements in Star Courier dated 12 June 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 11), 6 
September 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 25) and 4 October 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 
26); [Non Member Agent 11]] in Star Courier dated 5 July 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 22); and [Non 
Member Agent 3] advertisements in Star Courier dated 16 August 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 24) 
and 1 November 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 27).   
315 [Complainant] advertisement in Star Courier dated [] (CMA Document Reference CMA 20).  
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4.130 However, during 2012, following renewed pressure from the Committee, the 
evidence demonstrates that the Star Courier agreed to support the Committee 
in enforcing the application of Rule 21, specifically by agreeing to monitor and 
reject advertisements that contained references to fees, both in relation to 
Three Counties’ members and other, non-member agents. The evidence also 
demonstrates that [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
of TMS instructed the Star Courier advertising team to reject advertisements 
containing references to fees316 and, on at least one occasion, did in fact 
reject such an advertisement.317  

4.131 In early 2012, the evidence demonstrates that the issue of agents’ advertising 
fees in the Star Courier was again under discussion. For example, in the 
context of discussions around renewing the 2008 Contract,318 on 13 April 
2012, [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International wrote to the Committee 
indicating that he had met [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS the previous day to discuss the proposed contract to fix 
advertising rates.319 Whilst this email makes no mention of agents advertising 
their fees, an internal Trinity Mirror email from [the Head of Group Property 
and Regional Sales Manager] to [an Accounts Property Manager], a Key 
Accounts Property Manager for TMS,320 sent a few days later on 26 April 
2012, suggests that [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] asked for internal guidance on TMS’ position on this issue.321  

 

 
316 See paragraphs 4.157 and 4.158 below. 
317 See paragraphs 4.157, 4.160 and 4.161 below. 
318 See, for example, emails dated 4 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.40]) 
and email dated 8 February 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Commercial Director] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.29).   
319 Email dated 13 April 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_HAMP 9.238).  
320 See email dated 12 September 2013 from [an Accounts Property Manager] of TMS to [the Advertising 
Account Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.8, page 3).   
321 See internal Trinity Mirror email dated 26 April 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS to [an Accounts Property Manager] of TMS whose subject is “are agents advertising fees in your 
paper?” (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.27). There is further evidence that [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS asked [an Accounts Property Manager] of TMS for advice in relation to whether 
agents could advertise their fees - see email dated 12 September 2013 from [an Accounts Property Manager] of 
TMS to [the Advertising Account Manager] of TMS cc [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
of TMS in relation to the new ASA rules on advertising lettings fees: ‘(b) it kind of throws the whole ‘agents not 
advertising their fees in adverts’ out the window a bit? Maybe it will be a good thing as things may become a little 
more transparent…Please keep me informed as to what you are doing in your area/with your clients – and I will 
too – so that we can ensure that we are all doing the same thing.’ (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.8) and 
email dated 31 October 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [an 
Accounts Property Manager] of TMS that asks ‘what is the score with the fees?’ (CMA Document Reference r_TM 
27.4).   
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4.132 The discussions on renewing the 2008 Contract continued in May 2012,322 
and on 25 May 2012 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords sent an email to 
the Committee, which stated:  

‘I’ve met a few times with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] …On a separate note, she has agreed that from now on, they will 
not carry any adverts with fees quoted, members or otherwise, obviously a 
good thing’.323  

4.133 In interview, [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS denied reaching any such agreement with [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords, stating that ‘it’s just something that we wouldn’t do, to be honest, 
because we have run fees’.324 However, email correspondence from 
14 September 2012 contradicts [the Head of Group Property and Regional 
Sales’] position: 

[The Senior Manager of Hamptons International] to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales of TMS] (14 September 2012):  

‘I am aware that [Current Member C]325 are soon to launch new/rebranded 
offices in Fleet and Yately and they are offering 0% fees to entice new clients 
to them, please can we ensure that the likely promotional advertising in the 
Courier over forthcoming weeks has no reference fees [sic]’.326 

 [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales of TMS] to [the Senior 
Manager of Hamptons International] (14 September 2012):   

‘[Current Member C] we will check the adverts and make sure it isnt [sic] 
advertised’.327  

4.134 In a further email dated 11 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales] of 
TMS, [the Senior Manager of Hamptons International] commented: 

 

 
322 See, for example, emails dated 3 April 2012, and 3 and 4 May 2012 between [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS and [the Regional Business Analyst] (TMS Regional Business Analyst) (CMA 
Document Reference r_TM 27.47).   
323 Email dated 25 May 2012 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Partner] of [Non Member Agent 
4] and Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.243).  
324 Understood to mean that TMS have included direct or indirect references to agents’ fees in their 
advertisements in the Star Courier: Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] dated 7 March 2014, page 40, lines 24-25 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
325 A member of Three Counties from 2011 (CMA Document Reference r_Current Member C2).   
326 Email dated 14 September 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.248).  
327 Email dated 14 September 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.249).  
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‘I notice with disappointment that [Non Member Agent 5] has been advertised 
this week and disclosing their fees, although they are not members of the 
association and this falls outside our own advertising rules, your policing for 
your majority and regular advertisers would be appreciated particularly where 
cheap ‘bucket’ agents are involved that only advertise once or twice a year’.328 

4.135 The conversation continued as follows:  

[The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] to [the 
Senior Manager of Hamptons International] (12 October 2012):  

‘To be honest we missed it as the line was very small. We will be letting [Non 
Member Agent 5] [sic] know today that we will not be running fees in the Star 
Courier’329 

[The Senior Manager of Hamptons International] to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] (12 October 2012):  

‘If we could request that you are diligent on this matter, Estate Agents 
advertising cheap fees has a direct effect on our fee levels and naturally 
threatens our profit margins...’330 

[The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] to [the 
Senior Manager of Hamptons International] (12 October 2012):  

‘[Senior Manager of Hamptons International], understand and we will be from 
now on.’331 

4.136 On 25 October 2012 [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International emailed 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS about the 
same issue: 

‘I had cause to raise [Non Member Agent 5] advert promoting their fees two 
weeks ago and their advert this week promotes half price fees. Please ensure 
your team are aware of the damage this form of advertising does to your other 
paying customers, it cheapens and compromises our industry and has a direct 

 

 
328 Email dated 11 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.250).  
329 Email dated 12 October 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.46).  
330 Email dated 12 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.47).  
331 Email dated 12 October 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.251).  
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effect on our revenue. Please ensure no further advertisements are permitted 
to advertise fees’.332 

4.137 On the same day, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords replied to [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International to suggest ‘Perhaps we should say to 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] if it 
appears one more week, or the likes of, we will come out of the paper the 
following week, perhaps that would get their attention’.333 Also on the same 
day, [the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] commented by email to 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS that ‘This 
is irritating to say the least. We have an agreement in place with your 
Company and this is not being respected. If I may be so bold, I have to say 
that if it occurs again then I believe I will have to look at rates taking into 
account this issue’.334 

4.138 On 26 October 2012, the conversation continued as follows: 

[The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] to [the 
Senior Manager of Hamptons International] (26 October 2012):  

‘Hi [Senior Manager of Hamptons International], as discussed. The wording 
that we use in other publications for any reference to fees is ‘unbeatable’ 
‘most competitive’ ‘fantastic’. We will take this up again with [Non Member 
Agent 5] 335 

[The Senior Manager of Hamptons International] to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] (26 October 2012):  

‘Could I suggest that all advertisers are reminded that in the event an advert 
makes reference to fees or discounted rates, the advertiser may be required 
to withdraw or amend their advertisement.’336 

[The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] to [the 
Senior Manager of Hamptons International] (26 October 2012):  

 

 
332 Email dated 25 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.255). 
333 Email dated 25 October 2012 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.48).  
334 Email dated 25 October 2012 from [the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] and Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.255).  
335 Email dated 26 October 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International and Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 
9.256).  
336 Email dated 26 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS and Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 
9.257). 
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‘[The Senior Manager of Hamptons International], yes we will have the 
conversations with all advertisers again’.337 

4.139 During interview, [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
of TMS maintained that she made these comments to ‘appease’ [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International, and that she did not pass on these 
comments to [Non Member Agent 5].338 [The Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] stated that she had not policed any adverts, and 
that she published advertisements containing fees, regardless of the 
complaints it would generate from Three Counties.339 It should be noted that 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] position is to some 
extent supported by limited examples of adverts within the Star Courier 
property supplement throughout 2012, which do make at least indirect 
references to fees.340  

4.140 However, on 15 November 2012, [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International complained about another [Non Member Agent 5] advertisement 
(emphasis as in the original): 

‘Could I please suggest you look at [Non Member Agent 5]’s advert. I 
accepted your comment last week that the wording ‘Traditional Agency 
Service – without the ‘traditional’ fees was not a direct reference to fees BUT 
‘Show us a written quote from another local agent and we will guarantee to 
beat it’ IS.  

“Fee Wars” and discounts directly effects [sic] all Estate Agents [sic] revenue 
and these reduced revenues often have a direct effect on advertising budgets. 
I have had cause to bring up the point of [Non Member Agent 5] …and on 3 
occasions I feel my points have been ignored, therefore I will be putting 
forward to the 3 Counties members that advertising is suspended or reduced 
until Trinity Mirror agree that NO reference to fees is allowed in their paper. 

Please take this email as notice that Hamptons will not be advertising for the 
remainder of 2012’.341 

 

 
337 Email dated 26 October 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International and Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.49).   
338 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 45, lines 11 and 16 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
339 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 45, line 25 and page 46, lines 2-9 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2). 
340 See footnote 314 above.  
341 Email dated 15 November 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.259). See also email 
dated 15 November 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group Property 
and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS which states ‘…I will be putting forward to the 3 Counties members that 
advertising is suspended or reduced until Trinity Mirror agree that NO reference fees is allowed in their paper.’  
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4.141 [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS 
responded on the same day, asking [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International to ’leave this with me please and I will come back to you 
today’.342 She then contacted [the Senior Manager of Hamptons International] 
again the following day, on 16 November 2012, asking him to call her.343 

4.142 Prior to calling [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS, [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International asked the Committee 
for their comments on his complaint.344 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords 
responded that he had discussed the issue with [the Head of Group Property 
and Regional Sales Manager] the previous day. [The Managing Director of 
Waterfords] stated that: 

‘I saw [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] 
yesterday & told her your point was valid & one I support. The paper is 
concerned that they are possibly being deemed as anti-competitive and are 
worried about being sued. I explained that if they continue to allow [Non 
Member Agent 5] & the likes of [sic] to advertise/make reference to fees they 
will have a mass exodus of quality agents from the papers. It seems they are 
taking our point very seriously & I think they now take the view that’s [sic] it’s 
unlikely these small agents have either the clout or resources to take legal 
action & will therefore forbid any further advertising of this sort’.345  

4.143 When questioned on this document, [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS acknowledged that she had concerns 
preventing agents from advertising their fees could breach competition law:  

‘…we did talk about the fact that it was anti-competitive… I did have a 
conversation with him about the fees because it was then… because it was 
getting to the stage where...it was picking up on things like traditional agency 
service...so...we did talk about it’.346  

 

 
342 Email dated 15 November 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to 
[the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.261 or CMA Document 
Reference r_3C 24.53).  
343 Email dated 16 November 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to 
[the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.260).  
344 Email dated 16 November 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.262).  
345 Email dated 16 November 2012 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_HAMP 9.264).  
346 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 47, lines 25-26 and page 48, lines 1-2 and 10-15 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2). The CMA 
notes that Three Counties’ members combined advertising spend represented an important revenue stream for 
the Star Courier – see witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity Mirror group company ]: ‘it is 
vitally important that we…had a relationship with the …estate agents’ (witness interview with [the Commercial 
Director of a Trinity Mirror group company] dated 10 June 2014, page 15, line 31 (CMA Document Reference 
r_TM 67.3).  
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4.144 In his interview, when questioned about this email, [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International stated:  

‘I think the background – well, this is probably one of those unfortunate 
shooting from the hip. The email is timed 8.49 in the morning. I largely suspect 
that 15 November happens to be the day the newspapers land on my front 
doormat and I open the paper, and to be seeing an advert which I wasn’t 
particularly pleased with (…)’.347 

4.145 The CMA has no further evidence on these discussions, although [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International referred to having had some ‘frank 
conversations’ with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS over the following week and that he ‘hope[d] to have a 
resolution shortly’.348 [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager of TMS] was unable to recall these discussions, although accepted 
that the relationship was ‘becoming more pressurised’ at this point.349  

January 2013 to December 2013: The Star Courier actively enforces Rule 21 
and extends the prohibition on advertising fees to non-members 

4.146 The evidence from January to December 2013 demonstrates that TMS, often 
under pressure from certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International, actively monitored and rejected 
advertisements containing direct or indirect references to fees, whether from 
members or non-members of Three Counties. 

4.147 For instance, an internal TMS email from [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to TMS’ [Commercial Director] (Commercial 
Director), dated 7 January 2013, demonstrates that she was seeking internal 
guidance on whether to accept an advertisement containing a reference to 
fees:  

‘if I move [sic] want to put fees in next week am I able to say to them we wont 
[sic] be running fees do you think?’.350 

4.148 Another internal TMS communication the following day between [an Account 
Manager of TMS] and [the Features and Property Editor of TMS] 

 

 
347 Witness interview with the [Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 14 March 2014, page 29, lines 
22-26 and page 30, lines 1-2 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 84.2). 
348 Email dated 22 November 2012 from [Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.263).    
349 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 52, line 15 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
350 Email dated 7 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Commercial Director] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.24).  
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demonstrates that the newspaper had, in fact, expressly told at least certain 
agents not to include fees in their advertisements:  

[An Account Manager of TMS] to [the Features and Property Editor of TMS] (8 
January 2013):  

‘[A Sales Representative] of TMS mentioned you asked about [Non Member 
Agent 5] regarding some editorial… They aren’t booking adverts with us at the 
moment and we’ve had a fair few problems with them towards the end of last 
year. They kept putting rates in their adverts even when told they couldn’t.’ 351  

[The Features and Property Editor of TMS] to [an Account Manager of TMS] 
(8 January 2013): 

‘Shall I just say that they need to speak with you re adverts before we can put 
anything in’. 352 

[An Account Manager of TMS) to [the Features and Property Editor of TMS] (8 
January 2013):  

‘Yes I guess so although I think [the Head of Group Property and Regional 
Sales Manager of TMS] wants to speak to them to “sort them out” hehe. 
Maybe just ignore them for now as we are until we’re sorted with how we’re 
going to deal with them’.353 

4.149 An email from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 16 January 
2013 demonstrates that TMS intended to reject advertisements containing a 
reference to fees: 

‘Hi [Senior Manager of Hamptons International], still awaiting a decision on 
above [referring to subject line of ‘fees’]. However I will be letting [Non 
Member Agent 5] know anyway that we will not be accepting any wording on 
beating quotes etc’.354 

4.150 In addition, internal TMS documents demonstrate that TMS was looking for 
ways to ‘resolve’ the concerns raised by the Committee. One proposal was for 

 

 
351 Email dated 8 January 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Features and Property Editor] of TMS 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.38).    
352 See email dated 8 January 2013 from [the Features and Property Editor] of TMS to Account Manager of TMS 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.23).  
353 Email dated 8 January 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Features and Property Editor] of TMS 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.38).  
354 Email dated 16 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.57).   
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TMS to amend its terms and conditions for advertising to expressly prohibit 
agents from advertising their fees in its property papers.355  

4.151 An email from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS dated 17 January 2013 demonstrates that the reason for this change 
was, at least in part, to support the Committee’s requests for TMS to block 
advertisements containing direct or indirect references to fees:  

‘We are looking to add to our terms and conditions the clause below which 
[online portal] have about agents [sic] fees...I need to know the outcome...am 
seeing the 3 Counties chairman on this next week and i [sic] need a decision? 
Things are kicking off with this lot – not happy on fees or any mention of 
beating any quotes by certain agents’.356 

4.152 This is further supported by evidence dated 27 March 2013, where an email 
from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [a 
Regional Business Analyst at a Trinity Mirror group company] asks for advice 
on the wording for the renewed 2008 Contract: ‘Point 7.1 Still waiting on fees 
as this was supposed to be built in as part of TMS terms and conditions. Want 
to put “As part of Trinity Mirror’s terms and conditions agents advertising fees 
in Residential and Lettings will not be accepted”.’357  

4.153 A draft contract between Three Counties and TMS was circulated on 10 April 
2013.358 The contract is very similar to the 2008 Contract, but one material 
change can be seen in Clause 7, which stated that TMS may reject 
advertisements that are not compliant with TMS’ terms and conditions.359  

4.154 In interview, the [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS accepted that changing Trinity Mirror’s terms and conditions in this way 
would have offered no direct benefit to the paper.360 The CMA understands 

 

 
355 Email dated 4 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.56): ‘Trinity are now looking at 
amending our terms and conditions to include that we will not be accepting adverts relating to fees in our property 
papers. It looks like we wont [sic] need to amend the contract. I am awaiting a time line on this. 
356 Email dated 17 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Digital Director of TMS) (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.21). This email enclosed the terms and conditions 
of membership of [online portal], which contained the following clause: ‘(You…) 11. Warrant that (…) Your Data 
does not include details of Your commission, fees, specific comparisons with third parties who We perceive to be 
competitors of You or Your Client’; Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 2014, page 56, lines 10-20 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).   
357 See email dated 27 March 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [a 
Regional Business Analyst at a Trinity Mirror group company) (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.12).  
358 See email dated 11 April 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.275).  
359 See draft contract attached to email dated 11 April 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International 
to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.135).  
360 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 55, line 14 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
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that the proposed change to Trinity Mirror’s terms and conditions did not, in 
fact, take place.361  

4.155 The evidence also demonstrates that the internal advertising team was 
instructed to enforce the prohibition on advertising fees. On 29 January 2013, 
[an Account Manager of TMS] asked [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS for clarification on the prohibition on printing 
fees: ‘Quick question… They cant [sic] print their fees in their adverts but what 
if they want them on their leaflets inside the Star Courier? I have an enquiry 
for this.’362 [The the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
responded on the same day: ‘[Account Manager of TMS], as its [sic] in the rop 
part363 we do have fees on leaflets so yes at moment but will check this as 
well going forward’.364 

4.156 A further complaint about a [Non Member Agent 6] 365 advertisement 
demonstrates that TMS had instructed its staff to support the enforcement of 
Rule 21, and extend it to non-members. On 1 February 2013, [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International sent the following email to [the Head of 
Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS: 

‘I am frustrated that notwithstanding our numerous conversations, a half page 
editorial featuring [Non Member Agent 6], promoting their “Pick and Mix” 
service “at a fraction of the cost of a conventional agent”.  

With immediate effect Hamptons will reduce their advertising this year by half 
and I expect you to resolve this immediately, I will in the meantime be taking 
steps to re-engage the 3 Counties discussions to produce our own 
newspaper. 

 

 
361 See witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 54, lines 19-24 and page 55, lines 3-5 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2); email dated 19 March 
2013 from [the Regionals & Nationals Credit Manager] of TMS to [the Head of Group Property and Regional 
Sales Manager] of TMS attaching the agreed terms and conditions (which does not contain a clause prohibiting 
the advertising of fees) (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.15). There was further internal discussion around 
the adoption of this clause on 27/28 March 2013 (email dated 28 March 2013 from [the Regional Business 
Analyst of a Trinity Mirror group company] to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.45)) but again there is no evidence that the proposed change was adopted.  
362 Email dated 29 January 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.18).  
363 The CMA understands ‘ROP’ to stand for ‘Run of Paper’, or an advertisement that may be placed anywhere 
within the paper. See CMA note of section 27 inspection of Trinity Mirror documents dated 21 January 2014 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 28).  
364 Email dated 29 January 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [an 
Account Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.18).  
365 The CMA understands that [Non Member Agent 6] is not and has not ever been a member of Three Counties. 
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As you will tell from the tone of this email, I am less than pleased and frankly 
sick of being forced to bring this to your attention’.366 

4.157 [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS 
responded on 4 February 2013: 

‘The original press release that came in had references to fees and other 
services. They cut the bulk of the editorial sent. This sentence was missed on 
this occasion.  

Editorial have been vigilant for the last few years on cutting any references to 
below. 

We apologise that it happened this time and editorial have assured that further 
checks will now be in place…  

On the advertising front [an Account Manager of TMS] and [an Accounts 
Property Manager of TMS] have been checking adverts for any references to 
fees or quotes. Nothing has ran [sic] recently. Agents who wish to run fees or 
wording associated to unbeatable quotes are being told that we have made a 
commercial decision not to carry this type of advertising… 

 Please be assured that going forward the editorial and advertising pages will 
have our best attention’.367  

4.158 Following that exchange, on 11 February 2013 [an Account Manager] of TMS 
asked [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to 
confirm what wording [Non Member Agent 5] were allowed to use: ‘What is 
the wording we are allowed to use? We previously said ‘unbeatable’ was ok 
as we removed their ‘half price’ and replaced it with this’.368 [The Head of 
Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] instructed her not to 
accept any wording at all related to fees: ‘No wording at all now. We can’t run 
any wording at all related to fees. This will also [sic] carried in our terms and 
conditions in the future.’369 

 

 
366 Email dated 1 February 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.268).  
367 Email dated 4 February 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the 
Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.271). 
368Email dated 11 February 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.17).   
369 Emails dated 11 February 2013 between [an Account Manager] of TMS and [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.17).   
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4.159 On 22 April 2013, [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] submitted an 
advert containing references to fees for publication in the Star Courier.370 On 
23 April 2013, this was forwarded internally within TMS by [an Account 
Manager] of TMS to [an Employee] of TMS with the comment ‘It mentions 
fees???’ [an Employee of TMS] responded on the same day: ‘I don’t think we 
can use it’.371  

4.160 However, on reverting to [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] on the 
same day, [an Account Manager of TMS]’ response was ‘We cannot run the 
advert you have supplied for this weeks [sic] Star Courier Homes & Property 
as we have made a commercial decision across all our property publications 
to not run any references to fees and rates’.372 The CMA also notes that the 
[the Managing Director] of [the Complainant]’s response demonstrates that he 
had previously altered the advertisement in line with instructions from TMS: ‘It 
was my understanding that you would not publish rates, which we have not 
included in the advert’.373 

4.161 This incident is supported by witness evidence, where [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS accepted that her team was 
instructed to reject advertisements containing references to fees,374 although 
she stated that it was only for a ‘short period’.375 In practice, [the Head of 
Group Property and Regional Sales Manager of TMS] estimated that she and 
her team rejected advertisements involving ‘no more than two’ advertisers:376 

‘This is where we had told, I think, one or two agents in the end...that we 
wouldn’t run fees at this moment in time. And I think it literally was one or two 
agents’.377 

4.162 Finally, the evidence demonstrates that TMS still supported the enforcement 
of Rule 21 later in 2013, both in relation to members and non-members. In 
September 2013, TMS internally discussed how to deal with the new ASA 

 

 
370 The advert included comments such as ‘We offer the best rates on both managed properties and find-only’, 
‘We DO NOT charge renewal fees on find-only’ and ‘We have no hidden fees – know where you are from day 
one’ (CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 7e). 
371 Emails dated 23 April 2013 between [an Account Manager] of TMS and [an Employee] of TMS (CMA 
Document Reference r_TM 27.9).  
372 Email dated 23 April 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] 
(r_ [CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 7d).  
373 Email dated 23 April 2013 from [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] to [an Account Manager] of TMS 
(CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.34).  
374 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 71, lines 20-23 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
375 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 71, line 24 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).  
376 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 65, lines 21-26 and page 71, lines 8-9 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2). 
377 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 
2014, page 61, lines 13-17 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2). 
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guidance on upfront advertising of tenants’ fees (see paragraphs 4.64 to 4.69 
above). [The Advertising Account Manager] of TMS forwarded the guidance to 
[an Accounts Property Manager] of TMS, who commented: ‘it kind of throws 
the whole ‘agents not advertising their fees in adverts’ out the window a bit? 
Maybe it will be a good thing as things may become a little more 
transparent…Please keep me informed as to what you are doing in your 
area/with your clients – and I will too – so that we can ensure that we are all 
doing the same thing’.378  

On 31 October 2013, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords complained to 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS about an 
advertisement by [Current Member K] containing such rental fees. Following 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager]’s clarification that 
this was due to a legislative change, [the Managing Director of], Waterfords 
confirmed on 1 November 2013 that Three Counties’ members would be 
permitted to advertise tenants’ fees.379  

4.163 His instructions were internally communicated within TMS on the same day by 
[the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager], both to TMS’ 
[Commercial Director],380 and to the advertising team, noting: ‘All, we are 
accepting all lettings fees in the paper. NO TO residential’.381 

4.164 Following this discussion, [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International 
confirmed to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of 
TMS on 6 November 2013 that: 

 ‘in light of the change in guidelines... [advertising tenants’ fees] is now 
acceptable. (…)  

The 3 Counties view remains in respect to Sales and Lettings agents making 
reference to selling and lettings fees or incentives’.382  

4.165 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International then sent a letter in 
December 2013 to all of Three Counties’ members to communicate this 
change in policy, but confirming that the Star Courier would not accept 

 

 
378 Email dated 12 September 2013 from [an Accounts Property Manager] of TMS to [the Advertising Account 
Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.8). 
379 See paragraph 4.65 above.  
380 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
 of TMS to [the Commercial Director] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.2).  
381 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [an 
Employee] of TMS, [an Employee] of TMS, [the Advertising Account Manager] of TMS and [a Sales 
Representative] of the Star Courier (CMA Document Reference r_TM 27.1). 
382 Email dated 6 November 2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.83). 
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advertisements containing non-lettings commissions or fees from either 
members and non-members:  

‘the view of the Committee for the good of its members still prohibit the 
advertising of financial incentives including selling and letting fees within the 
Property Courier. It should also be stated that Trinity Mirror accepts that the 
advertising of fees for non-members will also not be accepted’.383  

E. Developments since January 2014 

4.166 After the commencement of the OFT’s formal investigation in December 2013, 
the CMA understands that on 31 January 2014 [law firm 1] wrote to the 
Current Members on behalf of Three Counties to confirm that Three Counties 
would not be enforcing Rule 21 of its T&CM, and would be suspending its 
activities under that rule (and others of concern to the OFT).384 In addition, 
that letter confirmed that the arrangement with the Star Courier would be 
suspended.385 On 4 August 2014, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords sent 
a further letter to the Current Members indicating that Three Counties had 
ceased its activities and steps were being taken to dissolve Three Counties 
Estate Agents Limited.386  

  

 

 
383 Letter (undated but understood to be from 12 December 2013 – see CMA Document Reference HAMP 9.327) 
from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (on Three Counties letterhead) to members (See footnote 
209). 
384 Letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
29.1). 
385 Letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
29.1). 
386Letter from Three Counties to its members dated 4 August 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 77.3). 
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5. LEGAL ASSESSMENT 

A. Introduction  

5.1 This Chapter sets out the CMA’s conclusions of its legal assessment of the 
Parties’ conduct in light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above.387 Whilst 
the key legal principles are included in this Chapter for ease of reference, a 
detailed explanation of the legal principles on which the CMA’s assessment is 
based and on which the CMA relies, including references to the relevant case 
law and primary and secondary legislation, is set out at Annex A (Legal 
Framework). In the first reading of the Decision, Annex A should be read 
before this Chapter.  

5.2 The CMA has assessed the evidence in this case by reference to the requisite 
standard of proof as described in paragraphs A.94 to A.95 of Annex A. The 
CMA considers that the evidence set out in the Decision is sufficient to 
discharge the burden of proof in respect of the CMA’s findings.  

B. Undertakings and associations of undertakings 

5.3 The Chapter I prohibition applies to agreements and concerted practices 
between ‘undertakings’, as well as to decisions by ‘associations of 
undertakings’.388 

Undertakings 

5.4 For the purposes of the Act, an undertaking is any entity engaged in economic 
activity, regardless of its legal status or the way in which it is financed.389 

5.5 The CMA has concluded that each of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords, Castles, Hamptons International and the remaining Current 
Members, and TMS is an entity engaged in economic activities, as set out 
below: 

5.5.1 During the Relevant Period, each of Waterfords, Castles and 
Hamptons International, and the other members of Three Counties, 
including the Current Members, was engaged in offering estate 
and/or lettings agency services in the UK or a part of it.390 

 

 
387 Note that references to specific paragraph numbers are included in this section for ease of reference to the 
primary sources of evidence, but the conclusions are reached in light of the totality of the evidence.  
388 See Annex A, paragraph A.7. 
389 See Annex A, paragraph A.8. 
390 See Chapter 3, sections A to D. 
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5.5.2 During the Relevant Period, TMS was engaged in publishing 
national, regional and local newspapers, websites and digital 
products in the UK.391 

5.6 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that each of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords, Castles, Hamptons International and the 
remaining Current Members, and TMS constitutes an undertaking for the 
purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. See Annex B for an assessment of the 
individual liability and the period for which each Party is found liable for the 
Infringement. 

Associations of undertakings 

5.7 An association of undertakings is any body formed to represent the interests 
of its members in commercial matters.392  

5.8 As set out at paragraph 5.6 above, the CMA has concluded that each of Three 
Counties’ members, including the Current Members, constitutes an 
undertaking for the purposes of the Act. In light of the evidence set out at 
Chapter 4, section A above, the CMA has concluded that Three Counties was 
formed, and operated throughout the Relevant Period, to represent the 
interests of its members in commercial matters, including but not limited to the 
negotiation of a reduction of costs for advertising in the Star Courier.393 The 
CMA has therefore concluded that Three Counties was an association of 
undertakings for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. 

5.9 As set out in paragraph 3.1 and further to the facts set out in paragraph 4.2 
above, the CMA has found that Three Counties was established on 2 
November 2004 (at the latest), as this is the date on which a number of estate 
and lettings agents formed an estate agents’ association and elected the 
Committee.394 The fact that Three Counties was not incorporated as a limited 
liability company until 1 July 2005395 does not undermine the conclusion that it 
was an association of undertakings for the purposes of the Chapter I 
prohibition from 2 November 2004 (at the latest).396 In light of the evidence set 
out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has concluded that Three Counties 
remained an association of undertakings for the purposes of the Chapter I 

 

 
391 See Chapter 3, Section E. 
392 See Annex A, paragraph A.12. 
393 See paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2. 
394 See Chapter 4, section A above. 
395 See Companies House certificate of incorporation dated 1 July 2005 (CMA Document Reference CMA 12). 
396 See Annex A, paragraph A.12. 
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prohibition until 4 August 2014, when Three Counties informed the Current 
Members that it had ceased its activities.397  

C. Agreements between undertakings, concerted practices and decisions 
by associations of undertakings  

5.10 As set out in more detail at Annex A, paragraphs A.25 to A.42, the Chapter I 
prohibition catches all forms of cooperation and of collusion between 
undertakings, including by means of a collective structure or a common body, 
such as an association.398 It applies equally to agreements between 
undertakings, concerted practices and decisions by associations of 
undertakings.399 The European Courts have confirmed that it is not necessary, 
for the purposes of finding an infringement, to characterise conduct as 
exclusively an agreement, a concerted practice or a decision by an 
association of undertakings.400 The aim of the Chapter I prohibition is to catch 
different forms of coordination between undertakings and thereby to prevent 
undertakings from being able to evade the competition rules simply on 
account of the form in which they coordinate their conduct.401  

5.11 Moreover, an arrangement may properly be viewed as a single infringement 
for the time frame in which it existed, covering a range of practices (whether 
properly characterised as agreements, concerted practices or decisions by 
associations of undertakings) adopted by various parties in pursuit of a 
common objective.402  

5.12 Where an association of undertakings is involved in an infringement of the 
Chapter I prohibition, the CMA may address an infringement decision to the 
association, its members, or both.403 Liability for the members is likely to be 
appropriate where key members emerge as instigators of the infringement or 
represent the driving force behind the infringement.404 In addition, the CMA 
may address the infringement decision to both the association and its relevant 
members, as long as it can establish conduct on the part of the association 
which is separate from that of its members.405  

 

 
397 See paragraph 4.166 above and letter dated 4 August 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on 
behalf of Three Counties) to all members (CMA Document Reference r_3C 77.3). 
398See Annex A, paragraph A.25. 
399 See Annex A, paragraph A.3. 
400 See Annex A, paragraphs A.25 to A.27. 
401 See Annex A, paragraph A.26. 
402 See Annex A, paragraphs A.27 and A.43 to A.49. 
403 See Annex A, paragraphs A.20 to A.24. 
404 See Annex A, paragraph A.21 and, in particular, Welded Steel Mesh (Commission decision 89/515 OJ [1989] 
L260/10, paragraph 207. 
405 See Annex A, paragraph A.24. 
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Introduction 

5.13 The CMA has concluded that the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above 
demonstrates the existence of an arrangement between certain of Three 
Counties’ members (including Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons 
International), through which they agreed not to advertise their fees, and to 
deter or prevent other agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) from advertising their fees,406 in the Star Courier.  

5.14 In order to enforce this arrangement, certain of Three Counties’ members 
(including Waterfords and Hamptons International) pressured TMS to prevent 
any agents from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. Despite initial 
resistance, TMS ultimately acceded to the pressure and agreed to prevent 
agents from advertising their fees in the Star Courier and thereby became a 
party to the arrangement. 

5.15 The CMA has reasonable grounds for suspecting that other undertakings, 
including the Current Members, would have participated in the arrangement. 
However, for reasons of administrative prioritisation, the CMA has not made 
any finding that such other undertakings thereby committed an infringement of 
the Chapter I prohibition. 

5.16 Separately, the CMA has concluded that Three Counties itself adopted a rule 
in its T&CM, which prohibited its members from advertising their fees in the 
Star Courier.  

Legal findings - summary 

Single and continuous infringement 

5.17 For the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, the CMA has found that during 
the Relevant Period, there was an arrangement consisting of one or more 
agreements, concerted practices and a decision by an association of 
undertakings which pursued a common objective, which was to prevent 
agents from advertising their fees407 in the Star Courier. The CMA has found 
that, through its own conduct, each of the Parties intended to contribute to this 
common objective. In addition, the CMA has found that each Party was aware 
of the conduct undertaken by each of the other Parties in pursuit of this same 

 

 
406 As noted at 1.3 above, the concept of ‘advertising their fees’ includes agents advertising their fees or 
commission rates, or making any direct or indirect references to their fees, commission rates, promotions, 
discounts or special offers, or any other value proposition. For ease of presentation this is referred to only as 
‘advertising their fees’ for the remainder of this Chapter. 
407 See footnote 407 above. 
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objective. The CMA has concluded that this arrangement constituted a single 
and continuous infringement for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. 

5.18 The CMA has made the following specific findings in relation to each Party: 

Waterfords 

5.19 The CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International,408 entered into one or more 
agreements or concerted practices that: 

5.19.1 they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier (the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees), and 

5.19.2 they would deter or prevent members of Three Counties from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.20 In addition, the CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords and Hamptons International agreed or concerted that, 
with the cooperation of TMS as the publisher of the Star Courier, they would 
prevent agents (whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

Castles 

5.21 The CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Castles, Waterfords and Hamptons International,409 entered into one or more 
agreements or concerted practices that: 

5.21.1 they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier (the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees), and 

5.21.2 they would deter or prevent members of Three Counties from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

 

 
408 As noted at paragraph 5.15 above, the CMA has reasonable grounds for suspecting that other undertakings, 
including the Current Members, would have participated in this arrangement. However, for reasons of 
administrative prioritisation, the CMA has not made any finding that such other undertakings thereby committed 
an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition. 
409 See footnote 408 above. 
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Hamptons International  

5.22 The CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Hamptons International, Waterfords and Castles410 entered into one or more 
agreements or concerted practices that: 

5.22.1 they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier (the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees), and 

5.22.2 they would deter or prevent members of Three Counties from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.23 In addition, the CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Hamptons International and Waterfords411 agreed or concerted that, 
with the cooperation of TMS as the publisher of the Star Courier, they would 
prevent agents (whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

TMS 

5.24 The CMA has found that TMS, as the publisher of the Star Courier, became a 
party to the agreement or concerted practice with certain of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords and Hamptons International (as described at 
paragraphs 5.20 and 5.23), to prevent agents (whether members or non-
members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier.  

Three Counties 

5.25 The CMA has found that the subject matter of the Prohibition on Advertising 
Fees (as set out at paragraphs 5.19.1, 5.21.1 and 5.22.1 above) was reflected 
by Rule 21 of Three Counties’ T&CM; and accordingly, for the purposes of the 
Chapter I prohibition, Rule 21 constituted a decision by an association of 
undertakings to prevent its members from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier.  

Agreements or concerted practices 

5.26 The concepts of agreement and concerted practice are summarised briefly 
below, with a detailed explanation set out at Annex A. According to 
established case law, the concepts of agreements and concerted practices 
apply to collusion of the same nature which are only distinguishable by their 
intensity and the forms in which they manifest themselves.412 Agreements and 

 

 
410 See footnote 408 above. 
411 See footnote 408 above. 
412 See Annex A, paragraph A.25. 
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concerted practices can arise between undertakings operating at different 
levels of the supply chain (such as a relationship between a distributor and a 
retailer) as well as between those operating at the same level in the supply 
chain.413  

Key legal principles 

Agreements 

5.27 For the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, ‘agreements’ include oral 
agreements and ‘gentlemen's agreements’.414 There is no requirement for an 
agreement to be formal or legally binding, or for it to contain any enforcement 
mechanisms.415  

5.28 An undertaking may be party to an anti-competitive agreement where the 
purpose of its conduct, as coordinated with that of other undertakings, is to 
restrict competition on a specific relevant market, even if that undertaking is 
not active on that relevant market itself.416 In addition, an undertaking may 
also be party to an anti-competitive agreement where it does not restrict its 
own freedom of action on the market on which it is primarily active.417 
Although it is essential to show the existence of a joint intention to act on (or in 
relation to) the market in a specific way in accordance with the terms of the 
agreement, it is not necessary to establish a joint intention to pursue an anti-
competitive aim.418  

5.29 The fact that members of an association of undertakings are acting through 
the association does not affect the way in which the Chapter I prohibition 
applies to their activities; their position is no better and no worse than if they 
were acting in the same manner outside the forum of such an association.419  

5.30 An association of undertakings may enter into an anti-competitive agreement 
with a third party either as a party (in its own right) to that agreement, or on 
behalf of its members.420  

Concerted practices  

5.31 The prohibition on concerted practices prohibits, amongst other things, any 
‘direct or indirect contact’ between undertakings, the object or effect of which 

 

 
413 See Annex A, paragraph A.34. 
414 See Annex A, paragraph A.28. 
415 See Annex A, paragraph A.28. 
416 See Annex A, paragraph A.31. 
417 See Annex A, paragraph A.31. 
418 See Annex A, paragraph A.30. 
419 See Annex A, paragraph A.23. 
420 See Annex A, paragraph A.21. 
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is to influence the conduct on the market of an undertaking421 thereby creating 
conditions of competition which do not correspond to the normal conditions of 
the market in question.422 

5.32 An association of undertakings may engage in an anti-competitive concerted 
practice with a third party, either in its own right, or on behalf of its 
members.423  

Findings – the Parties  

5.33 The specific findings in relation to each of the above Parties are set out below. 

Waterfords 

5.34 In light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has found that, 
from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014, Waterfords was a party 
to one or more agreements or concerted practices: 

5.34.1 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Castles and 
Hamptons International, that they would not advertise their fees in 
the Star Courier 

5.34.2 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Castles and 
Hamptons International, that they would deter or prevent members 
of Three Counties from advertising their fees in the Star Courier, 
and 

5.34.3 from 14 September 2012 (at the latest), with certain of Three 
Counties’ members, including Hamptons International, and TMS 
that they would prevent other agents (whether members or non-
members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier. 

 

 
421 See Annex A, paragraph A.35.3. Although the case law has referred to this part of the test in the context of 
influencing the conduct of an actual or potential competitor, the CMA considers that the point of principle is not 
confined to such situations - it extends to relationships between non-competitors and an infringement exists 
where the other constituent elements of the Chapter I prohibition are satisfied. 
422 See Annex A, paragraph A.35.3. 
423 See Annex A, paragraph A.21. 
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5.35 In support of that conclusion, the CMA has made the following findings of fact 
in relation to Waterfords: 

5.35.1 Waterfords was a member of Three Counties from 2 November 
2004 (at the latest) to 4 August 2014, when Three Counties 
informed its members that it had ceased its activities.424  

5.35.2 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords, was a member of the 
Committee from 2 November 2004 to 14 May 2014, acting as 
Chairman from 2 November 2004 to 1 April 2008.425 In addition, 
[the Managing Director of Waterfords] was a director and 
shareholder of Three Counties Estate Agents Limited from 1 July 
2005, and remains so as at the date of the Decision.426 

5.35.3 Waterfords actively participated in discussions from November 
2004 (at the latest) to January 2005 in relation to whether Three 
Counties’ members should be permitted to advertise their fees in 
the Star Courier (the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as defined in 
paragraph 5.19.1 above), unless they met the conditions for 
exemption from the rule under the Advertising Waiver.427 It was 
also actively involved in extending the scope and application of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees in relation to Three Counties’ 
members, in July 2005, November 2005 to February 2006 and April 
2006.428 

5.35.4 Three Counties’ T&CM and other constitutional documents together 
constituted the conditions for membership of Three Counties.429 All 
members of Three Counties were obliged to agree to and abide by 
the terms contained within these constitutional documents.430 

5.35.5 The Prohibition on Advertising Fees is reflected by Rule 21 of the 
T&CM (as amended).431 The CMA has concluded that the inclusion 
of Rule 21 in its T&CM is conduct directly attributable to Three 
Counties;432 and that Waterfords agreed to include, and supported 

 

 
424 See paragraphs 4.2 and 4.166 (3C 77.3). 
425 See section 26 response dated 6 January 2014, from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_WAT 2). 
426 See paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2.   
427 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular see paragraphs 4.11, 4.17, 4.23, 4.27, 4.30 and 4.32. 
428 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.21 to 4.42.  
429 See Chapter 4, section C. In particular, see paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
430 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
431 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.13 and 4.15 to 4.18. 
432 See paragraphs 5.62 to 5.69 below. 
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the inclusion of, the Prohibition on Advertising Fees in Three 
Counties’ T&CM.433 

5.35.6 Rule 21 formed part of the T&CM from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) 
to 31 January 2014.434 As a member of Three Counties, Waterfords 
agreed to or acquiesced in the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as 
set out in Rule 21 of the T&CM (as amended).435  

5.35.7 Waterfords actively participated in discussions from January 2005 
(at the latest) in relation to whether compliance with the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees should be monitored and enforced by the 
Committee.436 The Committee’s power to monitor and enforce 
compliance with the Prohibition on Advertising Fees was 
incorporated into Rule 27(xi) and Rule 27(xii) of the T&CM437 and 
Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules.438 

5.35.8 Waterfords used Three Counties as a vehicle for implementing, 
monitoring and enforcing the Prohibition on Advertising Fees. For 
example, it: 

(i) encouraged members of Three Counties to comply with the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees by, for example, alerting 
members of Three Counties to or reminding them of the 
existence of Rule 21 and reminding them that compliance with 
it was a mandatory condition for membership of Three 
Counties439 

(ii) monitored compliance by other Three Counties’ members with 
the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, and440 

(iii) actively enforced or procured the enforcement of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees against Three Counties’ 
members, by: 

 imparting verbal warnings to members that advertised 
their fees in breach of Rule 21441 

 

 
433 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.17, 4.29, 4.30 and 4.33. 
434 See paragraphs 4.20 and 4.166. 
435 See Chapter 4, section C. In particular, see paragraph 4.72. 
436 See paragraph 4.23 and Chapter 4, section D.  
437 From April 2006 (at the latest). See paragraph 4.74. 
438 See paragraphs 4.14 and 4.19. 
439 See paragraph 4.78. 
440 See paragraph 4.83.  
441 See paragraphs 4.83, 4.97, 4.106 and 4.111.  
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 sending warning letters to members in breach, or 
procuring such letters to be sent442 

 communicating such breaches, or advising or procuring 
other members of the Committee to communicate such 
breaches, to the Star Courier, to attempt to persuade 
them to charge the higher ‘non-association rate’ for the 
‘offending’ advertisement.443  

5.35.9 Waterfords actively pressured, or procured other members of Three 
Counties (including Hamptons International) to put pressure on, the 
Star Courier to enforce the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, by 
preventing Three Counties’ members from advertising their fees,444 
or to charge higher rates for non-compliant advertisements.  

5.35.10 In addition, Waterfords actively pressured, or procured other 
members of Three Counties to put pressure on the Star Courier to 
prevent non-Three Counties members from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier.445 

5.35.11 Whilst the Star Courier initially resisted,446 ultimately it acceded 
from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) to the pressure placed on it 
by Waterfords and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Hamptons International, and did, in fact, prevent agents (whether 
members or non-members of Three Counties) from advertising 
their fees in the Star Courier.447  

5.36 In light of the above findings of fact, the CMA has found a concurrence of 
wills, constituting one or more agreements (for the purposes of the Chapter I 
prohibition), between:  

5.36.1 Waterfords and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Castles and Hamptons International, that they would not advertise 
their fees in the Star Courier  

5.36.2 Waterfords and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Castles and Hamptons International, that they would deter or 

 

 
442 See Chapter 4, Section D and, in particular, paragraphs 4.88, 4.97, 4.105 and 4.107. 
443 See paragraphs 4.89 to 4.91 and 4.107. 
444 See paragraphs 4.107 and 4.142. 
445 See paragraphs 4.113 to 4.121. 
446 See paragraphs 4.116 and 4.117. 
447 See paragraphs 4.133 to 4.163. 
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prevent members of Three Counties from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier, and 

5.36.3 Waterfords and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Hamptons International, on the one hand, and TMS, on the other 
hand, that they would prevent other agents (whether members or 
non-members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the 
Star Courier. 

5.37 In the alternative, in light of the findings of fact above, the CMA has found that 
the arrangements identified above constituted at the very least one or more 
concerted practices, in that: 

5.37.1 Waterfords engaged in direct contact with certain of Three 
Counties’ members, including Castles and Hamptons International, 
with the object and potential effect of influencing each other’s 
conduct on the market. This coordination created conditions of 
competition that did not correspond to the normal conditions of the 
market, in that (i) Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords, 
Castles and Hamptons International, did not remain free to 
advertise their fees in the Star Courier, and (ii) it prevented or 
sought to prevent Three Counties’ members from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier, and 

5.37.2 Waterfords engaged in direct contact with certain of Three 
Counties’ members, including Hamptons International, and TMS, 
with the object and potential effect of influencing each other’s 
conduct on the market. This coordination created conditions of 
competition that did not correspond to the normal conditions of the 
market, in that it prevented or sought to prevent agents (whether 
members or non-members of Three Counties) from advertising 
their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.38 It is sufficient for the CMA to conclude that the above coordination constituted 
either one or more agreements or concerted practices in order to demonstrate 
Waterfords’ participation in an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.448  

5.39 The fact that [the Managing Director] of Waterfords may have been acting in 
his capacity as an officer of Three Counties does not affect the CMA's 
findings. As set out at paragraph 5.29 above, and in more detail at Annex A, 
paragraphs A.20 to A.24, the fact that members of an association of 
undertakings are acting through the association does not affect the way in 

 

 
448 See Annex A, paragraphs A.25 and A.26. 
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which the Chapter I prohibition applies to their activities. The CMA has 
concluded that without [the Managing Director of Waterfords’] initiative and 
active participation, the agreements or concerted practices described above 
could not have existed, and Three Counties, as an association, was simply 
used to give the agreements stronger and wider impact.449  

5.40 In light of the findings of fact set out above, the CMA has concluded that 
Waterfords was a party to the above agreements or concerted practices from 
20 July 2005 (at the latest) (and in respect of the agreement or concerted 
practice with TMS, from 14 September 2012 (at the latest)) to 31 January 
2014. 

Castles 

5.41 In light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has found that, 
from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014, Castles was a party to 
one or more agreements or concerted practices: 

5.41.1 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Hamptons International, that they would not advertise their fees in 
the Star Courier, and 

5.41.2 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Hamptons International, that they would deter or prevent other 
members of Three Counties from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier. 

5.42 In support of that conclusion, the CMA has made the following findings of fact 
in relation to Castles: 

5.42.1 Castles was a member of Three Counties from 2 November 2004 
(at the latest) to 4 August 2014, when Three Counties informed its 
members that it had ceased its activities.450  

5.42.2 [The Managing Director] of Castles, was a member of the 
Committee from 2 November 2004 to 5 November 2008, acting as 
Compliance Officer throughout this period.451 

5.42.3 Castles actively participated in discussions from November 2004 
(at the latest) to January 2005 in relation to whether Three 
Counties’ members should be permitted to advertise their fees in 

 

 
449 See Annex A, paragraph A.21. 
450 See paragraphs 4.2 and 4.166 (CMA Document Reference 3C 77.3). 
451 Response to section 26 notice dated 24 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3). 
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the Star Courier (the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as defined at 
paragraph 5.21.1 above), unless they met the conditions for 
exemption from the rule under the Advertising Waiver.452 It was 
also actively involved in extending the scope and application of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees, in July 2005, November 2005 to 
February 2006 and April 2006.453 

5.42.4 Three Counties’ T&CM and other constitutional documents together 
constituted the conditions for membership of Three Counties.454 All 
members of Three Counties were obliged to agree to and abide by 
the terms contained within these constitutional documents.455 

5.42.5 The Prohibition on Advertising Fees is reflected by Rule 21 of the 
T&CM (as amended).456 The CMA has concluded that the inclusion 
of Rule 21 in its T&CM is conduct directly attributable to Three 
Counties;457 and that Castles agreed to include, and supported the 
inclusion of, the Prohibition on Advertising Fees in Three Counties’ 
T&CM.458 

5.42.6 Rule 21 was incorporated into and remained part of the T&CM from 
20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014.459 As a member of 

 

 
452 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular see paragraphs 4.11, 4.17, 4.23, 4.27, 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32. 
453 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.21 to 4.42.  
454 See Chapter 4, section C. In particular, see paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
455 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76.  
456 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.13 and 4.15 to 4.18. 
457 See paragraphs 5.62 to 5.69 below. 
458 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.11, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31. The CMA 
acknowledges that [the Managing Director] of Castles initially recommended that Rule 21 should not be included 
in the T&CM (‘My personal view is that the role of the association is not to interfere with how individual 
companies run their businesses’ (email dated 5 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to 
Committee members (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.91)). However, as set out at paragraph 4.17 above, at 
the subsequent Committee meeting on 12 January 2005, attended by [the Managing Director] of Castles, the 
minutes record the Committee’s decision to prevent members from advertising their fees and include wording to 
that effect in Rule 21, as amended to allow for the Advertising Waiver. There is no record in those minutes of any 
objection by [the Managing Director] of Castles to this decision and the minutes record that ‘the members 
present´ took that final decision (see minutes of meeting dated 12 January 2005, attached to email dated 21 
January 2005 from [the Personal Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.132)). Additionally, the CMA notes that subsequent to that decision, [the 
Managing Director] of Castles took an active role in extending, strengthening and enforcing Rule 21 (for example, 
agreeing with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords’ suggestion to change the rules to exclude all mention of 
fees - see email dated 26 October 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to Committee members and [law 
firm 2] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.31)), and that the Committee ‘unanimously agreed’ to prohibit all 
members from advertising their fees in October 2005 (see paragraph 4.29). The CMA has therefore concluded 
that [the Managing Director] of Castles agreed to the inclusion of Rule 21 or, at the very least, passively 
supported the Prohibition on Advertising Fees and it being reflected in Rule 21.  
459 See paragraphs 4.20 and 4.166. Although the evidence demonstrates that Rule 21 was included in the T&CM 
from as early as January 2005 and that Three Counties Members may have seen a draft of this (see paragraph 
4.20 above), the T&CM were not formally communicated to Three Counties Members until 20 July 2005. On that 
date, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to all Three Counties Members to provide them with a copy of 
the T&CM and advise them that, as members, they would be obliged to comply with the terms contained therein 
(see paragraphs 4.13 to 4.20 above). 
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Three Counties, Castles agreed to or acquiesced in the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees, as set out in Rule 21 of the T&CM.460 

5.42.7 Castles actively participated in discussions from January 2005 (at 
the latest), in relation to whether compliance with the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees should be monitored and enforced by the 
Committee.461 The Committee’s power to monitor and enforce 
compliance with the Prohibition on Advertising Fees was 
incorporated into Rule 27(xi) and Rule 27(xii) of the T&CM462 and 
Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules.463  

5.42.8 Castles used Three Counties as a vehicle for implementing, 
monitoring and enforcing the Prohibition on Advertising Fees. For 
example, it: 

(i) encouraged members of Three Counties to comply with the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees by, for example, alerting 
members of Three Counties to the existence of Rule 21, and 
reminding them that compliance with it was a mandatory 
condition for membership of Three Counties464 

(ii) actively enforced the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, by: 

 imparting verbal warnings to members that advertised 
their fees in breach of Rule 21465 

 regularly sending warning letters to members in breach of 
Rule 21, and466 

 suggesting that the Star Courier should be asked to 
charge a higher rate for advertisements from Three 
Counties members that advertised their fees in breach of 
Rule 21.467 

5.42.9 In addition, Castles was aware of, and at least tacitly supported, 
attempts by other members of Three Counties to pressure the Star 
Courier to enforce the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, by 

 

 
460 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
461 See Chapter 4, section D. In particular, paragraph 4.103.  
462 From April 2006 (at the latest). See paragraph 4.74. 
463 See paragraphs 4.14 and 4.19. 
464 See paragraph 4.78. 
465 See paragraph 4.111. 
466 See paragraphs 4.74, 4.83, 4.84, 4.111 and 4.112. 
467 See paragraph 4.103. 
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preventing Three Counties’ members from advertising their fees, or 
to charge higher rates for such non-compliant advertisements.468 

5.43 In light of the above findings of fact, the CMA has found a concurrence of 
wills, constituting one or more agreements (for the purposes of the Chapter I 
prohibition), between: 

5.43.1 Castles and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International, that they would not 
advertise their fees in the Star Courier, and 

5.43.2 Castles and certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International, that they would deter or 
prevent members of Three Counties from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier. 

5.44 For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA has not made a finding that Castles 
entered into an agreement or concerted practice with TMS. 

5.45 In the alternative, in light of the findings of fact above, the CMA has found that 
the arrangements identified above constituted at the very least one or more 
concerted practices. Castles engaged in direct contact with certain of Three 
Counties’ members, including Waterfords and Hamptons International, with 
the object and potential effect of influencing each other’s conduct on the 
market. This coordination created conditions of competition that did not 
correspond to the normal conditions of the market, in that (i) Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International, did not 
remain free to advertise their fees in the Star Courier, and (ii) it prevented or 
sought to prevent members of Three Counties from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier. 

5.46 It is sufficient for the CMA to conclude that the above coordination constituted 
either one or more agreements or concerted practices in order to demonstrate 
Castles’ participation in an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.469  

5.47 The fact that [the Managing Director] of Castles may have been acting in his 
capacity as an officer of Three Counties does not affect the CMA's findings. 
As set out at paragraph 5.29 above, and in more detail at Annex A, 
paragraphs A.20 to A.24, the fact that members of an association of 
undertakings are acting through the association does not affect the way in 
which the Chapter I prohibition applies to their activities. The CMA has 

 

 
468 See paragraphs 4.113, 4.118 and 4.119. 
469 See Annex A, paragraph A.25 and A.26. 
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concluded that without [the Managing Director of Castles’] initiative and active 
participation, the agreements or concerted practices described above could 
not have existed, and Three Counties, as an association, was simply used to 
give the agreements stronger and wider impact.470 

5.48 In light of the findings of fact set out above, the CMA has concluded that 
Castles was a party to the above agreements or concerted practices from 20 
July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014. 

Hamptons International 

5.49 In light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has found that, 
from 1 January 2008 to 31 January 2014, Hamptons International was a party 
to one or more agreements or concerted practices: 

5.49.1 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Castles, that they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier  

5.49.2 with certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords, and 
Castles, that they would deter or prevent other Three Counties 
members from advertising their fees in the Star Courier, and 

5.49.3 from 14 September 2012 (at the latest), with certain of Three 
Counties’ members, including Waterfords, and TMS that they would 
prevent other agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.50 In support of that conclusion, the CMA has made the following findings of fact 
in relation to Hamptons International: 

5.50.1 Hamptons International was a member of Three Counties from 1 
January 2008 to 4 August 2014, when Three Counties informed its 
members that it had ceased its activities.471  

5.50.2 [A Senior Manager of Hamptons International], [],472 was a 
member of the Committee from 13 May 2009 (at the latest)473 to 14 

 

 
470 See Annex A, paragraph A.21.  
471 See paragraph 4.166. See also Hamptons International’s response to the section 26 notice dated 21 January 
2014 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 6.2) and [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International voluntary 
statement dated 13 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3). 
472 It should be noted that [the Senior Manager] is not a director of Hamptons International.   
473 See minutes of Committee meeting dated 13 May 2009 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.13). 
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May 2014, acting as Chairman from 1 April 2010 to 14 May 
2014.474 

5.50.3 Three Counties’ T&CM, and other constitutional documents, 
together constituted the conditions for membership of Three 
Counties.475 All members of Three Counties were obliged to agree 
to and abide by the terms contained within these constitutional 
documents.476  

5.50.4 The Prohibition on Advertising Fees is reflected by Rule 21 of the 
T&CM (as amended).477 The CMA infers that Rule 21 was included 
in the version of the T&CM sent to Hamptons International when it 
joined Three Counties.478 The CMA has therefore concluded that 
Hamptons International was aware of the existence and content of 
the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as set out in Rule 21, when it 
joined Three Counties.479 The CMA has concluded that the 
inclusion of Rule 21 in its T&CM is conduct directly attributable to 
Three Counties;480 the evidence demonstrates that Hamptons 
International did not register any objection to the inclusion of Rule 
21 in the T&CM.481 

5.50.5 The Committee’s power to monitor and enforce compliance with the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees was incorporated into Rule 27(xi) 
and Rule 27(xii) of the T&CM482 and Rule 6(d) of the Committee 
Rules.483 As for Rule 21, the CMA infers that Rule 27 (including 
both subsections (xi) and (xii)) was included in the version of the 
T&CM sent to Hamptons International when it joined Three 
Counties.484 The CMA has therefore concluded that Hamptons 
International was aware of the Committee’s intent to enforce the 

 

 
474 See first voluntary statement of [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 13 March 2014, 
paragraph 27 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP18.3) and letter dated 1 April 2010 from [the Managing 
Director] of [Current Member K] (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International confirming the appointment of the [Senior Manager] as Chairman (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
24.17).  
475 See Chapter 4, section C. In particular, see paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
476 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
477 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.13 and 4.15 to 4.18. 
478 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraphs 4.54 to 4.69. 
479 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International confirmed that he read the T&CM prior to joining Three 
Counties. First voluntary statement of [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 13 March 2014, 
paragraph 22 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3).  
480 See paragraphs 5.62 to 5.69 below. 
481 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International noted that, ’None of the clauses stood out as being 
unprofessional. No clause stood out to me as being improper. By that I mean, something that was encouraging 
bad business conduct.’ First voluntary statement of [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 13 
March 2014, paragraph 24 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3). 
482 From April 2006 (at the latest). See paragraph 4.74. 
483 See paragraphs 4.14 and 4.19.  
484 See Chapter 4, section B. In particular, see paragraph 4.55. 
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Prohibition on Advertising Fees, insofar as it was set out in Rule 27, 
when it joined Three Counties.485 The evidence demonstrates that 
Hamptons International did not register any objection to the 
inclusion of Rule 27 in the T&CM.486  

5.50.6 Hamptons International used Three Counties as a vehicle for 
implementing, monitoring and enforcing the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees. For example, it: 

(i) encouraged members of Three Counties to comply with the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees by, for example, alerting 
members of Three Counties to the existence of Rule 21, and 
reminding them that compliance with it was a mandatory 
condition for membership of Three Counties487 

(ii) monitored advertisements in the Star Courier for direct or indirect 
references to agents’ fees488 

(iii) actively enforced the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, by 
highlighting a potential breach of Rule 21 to the Star Courier in 
an attempt to persuade it to prevent agents from advertising their 
fees.489 

5.50.7 Hamptons International actively pressured the Star Courier to 
enforce the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, by preventing Three 
Counties’ members from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier.490  

5.50.8 In addition, Hamptons International actively pressured the Star 
Courier to extend the application of the Prohibition on Advertising 
Fees as set out in Rule 21 of the T&CM to non-members of Three 

 

 
485 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International confirmed that he read the T&CM prior to joining Three 
Counties. First voluntary statement of [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 13 March 2014, 
paragraph 22 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3). 
486 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International noted that, “None of the clauses stood out as being 
unprofessional. No clause stood out to me as being improper. By that I mean, something that was encouraging 
bad business conduct.” First voluntary statement of [Senior Manager of Hamptons International] dated 13 March 
2014, paragraph 24 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3). 
487 See paragraph 4.78.  
488 See email dated 11 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.43). 
489 See paragraph 4.133. See also paragraph 4.138, where [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons requested [the 
Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to remind ‘all advertisers’ that they may not 
include their fees or discounted rates in advertisements. 
490 See paragraphs 4.133, 4.138 and 4.140.  
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Counties by preventing non-Three Counties members from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier, and491  

5.50.9 Whilst the Star Courier initially resisted,492 ultimately it acceded 
from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) to the pressure placed on it 
by Hamptons International and certain of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords, and did, in fact, prevent agents 
(whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier.493  

5.51 In light of the above findings of fact, the CMA has found a concurrence of 
wills, constituting one or more agreements (for the purposes of the Chapter I 
prohibition), between:  

5.51.1 Hamptons International and certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords and Castles, that they would not advertise 
their fees in the Star Courier  

5.51.2 Hamptons International and certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords and Castles, that they would prevent 
members of Three Counties from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier, and 

5.51.3 Hamptons International and certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords, on the one hand, and TMS, on the other 
hand, that they would prevent other agents (whether members or 
non-members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the 
Star Courier. 

5.52 In the alternative, in light of the findings of fact above, the CMA has found that 
the arrangements identified above constituted at the very least one or more 
concerted practices, in that: 

5.52.1 Hamptons International engaged in direct contact with certain of 
Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and Castles, with 
the object and potential effect of influencing each other’s conduct 
on the market. This coordination created conditions of competition 
that did not correspond to the normal conditions of the market, in 
that (i) Three Counties’ members, including Hamptons 
International, Waterfords and Castles, did not remain free to 
advertise their fees in the Star Courier, and (ii) it prevented or 

 

 
491 See paragraphs 4.134, 4.156, 4.140 and 4.142.  
492 See paragraphs 4.116 and 4.117. 
493 See paragraphs 4.133 to 4.163. 
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sought to prevent agents (whether members or non-members of 
Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier, and 

5.52.2 Hamptons International engaged in direct contact with certain of 
Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords, and TMS, with the 
object and potential effect of influencing each other’s conduct on 
the market. This coordination created conditions of competition that 
did not correspond to the normal conditions of the market, in that it 
prevented or sought to prevent agents (whether members or non-
members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier. 

5.53 It is sufficient for the CMA to conclude that the above coordination constituted 
either one or more agreements or concerted practices in order to demonstrate 
Hamptons International’s participation in an infringement of the Chapter I 
prohibition.494  

5.54 The fact that [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International may have been 
acting in his capacity as an officer of Three Counties does not affect the 
CMA's findings. As set out at paragraph 5.29 above, and in more detail at 
Annex A, paragraphs A.20 to A.24, the fact that members of an association of 
undertakings are acting through the association does not affect the way in 
which the Chapter I prohibition applies to their activities. The CMA has 
concluded that without [the Senior Manager of Hamptons International]’s 
initiative and active participation, the agreements or concerted practices 
described above could not have existed, and Three Counties, as an 
association, was simply used to give the agreements stronger and wider 
impact.495 

5.55 In light of the findings set out above, the CMA has concluded that Hamptons 
International was a party to the above agreements or concerted practices from 
1 January 2008 (and in respect of the agreement or concerted practice with 
TMS, from 14 September 2012 (at the latest)) to 31 January 2014. 

TMS  

5.56 The CMA has found that, from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) to 31 
January 2014, in response to pressure from certain of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords and Hamptons International, TMS agreed or 
concerted with at least those undertakings to prevent agents (whether 

 

 
494 See Annex A, paragraphs A.25 and A.26. 
495 See Annex A, paragraph A.21.  
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members or non-members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier. 

5.57 In support of that conclusion, and in light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 
above, the CMA has made the following findings of fact in relation to TMS: 

5.57.1 Three Counties was established as an association of undertakings on 
2 November 2004 (at the latest).496 The purpose of establishing Three 
Counties was for it to act, on behalf of its members, as a vehicle to 
negotiate a volume discount for advertising in the Star Courier’s 
property supplement, Homes and Property.497 

5.57.2 Between March 2005 and 31 January 2014, there was a contractual 
arrangement between Three Counties and [the previous owner of the 
Star Courier] or TMS (as respective owners of the Star Courier), by 
which the Star Courier agreed to offer Three Counties’ members 
reduced rates for advertising within the Star Courier’s property 
section, Homes and Property. This arrangement consisted of a 
number of formal and informal contractual agreements, including: 

 On 29 March 2005, [the previous owner of the Star Courier] (the 
owner of the Star Courier until March 2010) entered into an 
agreement with Three Counties to offer reduced property 
advertising rates for Three Counties’ members within the Star 
Courier’s property paper, Homes and Property498  

 In January 2008, [the previous owner of the Star Courier] and 
Three Counties revised the terms of the March 2005 agreement, 
and [the previous owner of the Star Courier] entered into a 
formal contract with Three Counties that agreed reduced rates 
for property advertising for Three Counties’ members until 
January 2011 (the 2008 Contract)499  

 The 2008 Contract was transferred to TMS in March 2010, 
following the sale of the Star Courier from [the previous owner of 
the Star Courier] to TMS500  

 

 
496 See paragraph 3.1 and 4.2. 
497 See paragraphs 4.1 to 4.6. 
498 See paragraph 4.6. 
499 See paragraphs 4.122 to 4.123. 
500 See paragraph 4.125. 
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 The agreement between TMS and Three Counties continued 
informally beyond the expiry of the 2008 Contract until (at least) 
the start of the OFT’s formal investigation in December 2013.501 

5.57.3 The CMA has found that, although Three Counties was the signatory 
to the contractual arrangements with the Star Courier, these were 
entered into for the benefit of Three Counties’ members.502 As such, 
the CMA has concluded that Three Counties was simply used by its 
members as a vehicle to facilitate the contractual arrangements on 
behalf of each of its members. The CMA has therefore found that, for 
the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, the relevant parties to the 
agreements or concerted practices (as described at 5.58 below) are 
certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Hamptons International, and TMS.  

5.57.4 On 12 August 2005, Waterfords informed the Star Courier that Three 
Counties’ T&CM prohibited its members from advertising their fees in 
the Star Courier.503 This was acknowledged by the Star Courier.504 

5.57.5 From time to time between November 2005 and March 2006, 
Waterfords requested the Star Courier to charge the higher, ‘non-
association’ rate for advertising in instances where member agents 
advertised their fees in breach of Rule 21.505 There is some evidence 
that the Star Courier provided such support as requested.506 

5.57.6 From March 2006 to July 2007, Waterfords further repeatedly 
requested the Star Courier to either charge the higher, ‘non-
association’ rate for advertising, or to block the publication of any 
advertisement by Three Counties’ members that advertised their 
fees.507  

5.57.7 In July 2007, [the previous owner of the Star Courier], the owner of the Star 
Courier at the time, attended a meeting with certain of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords, which requested the Star Courier to prevent 
any agents from advertising their fees, whether or not members of Three 
Counties.508 However, on 18 September 2007, [the Commercial Director of 

 

 
501 See paragraph 4.126 and 4.131. It is not clear whether the agreement to offer reduced advertising rates is still 
in place for Three Counties’ members, notwithstanding that Three Counties has ceased its activities as an 
association of estate agents. 
502 See paragraph 4.122. 
503 See paragraph 4.89. 
504 See paragraph 4.90. 
505 See paragraphs 4.98, 4.101, 4.102, 4.104, 4.105 and 4.107. 
506 See paragraphs 4.98, 4.101 and 4.102. 
507 See paragraphs 4.107 and 4.113. 
508 See paragraph 4.113 to 4.115. 
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the previous owner of the Star Courier] objected to the request, stating that 
such activity had the potential to breach competition law.509  

5.57.8 Nonetheless, from time to time between November 2007 and January 
2012, the Star Courier asked Waterfords to advise it whether the 
content of certain advertisements – from both members and non-
members of Three Counties – would breach the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees.510  

5.57.9 The Star Courier was sold to TMS on 28 March 2010.511 From 
January 2012, certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International, significantly increased 
pressure on relevant TMS employees to prevent any agents from 
advertising their fees, whether or not members of Three Counties, by 
rejecting such advertisements for publication in the Star Courier.512 
Certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Hamptons International, threatened to withdraw all of Three Counties’ 
members’ advertising business from the Star Courier, and to set up a 
competing property paper, if TMS refused to support it in enforcing the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees in relation to Three Counties’ 
members and to extend its application to non-members of Three 
Counties.513  

5.57.10 In response to this pressure, from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) 
to 31 January 2014, TMS acceded to the requests to prevent both 
members and non-members of Three Counties from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier.514 From this date, certain individuals 
employed by TMS:515 

(i) Regularly assured certain of Three Counties’ members, including 
Waterfords and Hamptons International, that  

 

 
509 See paragraph 4.116. For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA has not made any finding that the Star Courier (or 
its parent company until 28 March 2010, [the previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier]) was, prior to 14 
September 2012, a party to an agreement or concerted practice with Three Counties’ members for the purposes 
of the Chapter I prohibition.  
510 See paragraphs 4.121 and 4.127. 
511 See paragraph 4.125. 
512 See paragraphs 4.132 and 4.134 to 4.163. 
513 See paragraphs 4.137, 4.140 and 4.156.  
514 See paragraph 4.133. 
515 For example: [the Commercial Director], TMS Commercial Director (see paragraph 4.147); [an Account 
Manager], TMS Account Manager (see paragraph 4.158); [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager], TMS Head of Property Group (see paragraph 4.158); [an Employee] of TMS (see paragraph 4.159); 
and [the Features and Property Editor], TMS Features and Property Editor (see paragraph 4.148). 
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 TMS would monitor advertisements submitted by both 
members and non-members of Three Counties for 
references to fees516  

 it would reject advertisements in which agents (whether 
members or non-members) advertised their fees,517 and 

 agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) would be informed that they would be 
prevented from advertising their fees.518 

(ii) Directly informed at least certain agents that they would not be 
permitted to advertise their fees within their advertisements519 

(iii) Issued internal instructions to staff in the Star Courier advertising 
team that they should monitor the content of agents’ 
advertisements and reject those that contained fees520 

(iv) Actively monitored advertisements submitted by agents (whether 
members or non-members of Three Counties) to check they 
were not advertising their fees,521 and 

 

 
516 See paragraphs 4.133, 4.135 and 4.138. See, in particular, the emails dated 11 and 12 October 2012 between 
[the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International and [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] 
in which [the Senior Manager of Hamptons International] requests [the Head of Group Property and Regional 
Sales Manager] to be ‘more diligent’ on ‘policing’ advertisements, to which [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] replies ‘[Senior Manager of Hamptons International], understand and we will be from 
now on’ (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.250; CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.46; CMA Document 
Reference r_3C 24.47; and CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.251).   
517 See paragraphs 4.135 and 4.138. See also paragraph 4.149 (email dated 16 January 2013 from [the Head of 
Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 24.57) ‘I will be letting [Non Member Agent 5] know anyway that we will not be 
accepting any wording on beating quotes etc’).   
518 See paragraph 4.138 (email dated 26 October 2012 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International) ‘Yes we will have the conversations with all 
advertisers again.’ (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.49). See also paragraphs 4.135, 4.149 and 4.157.  
519 See paragraph 4.157 (email dated 4 February 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.214):  ‘Agents 
who wish to run fees or wording associated to unbeatable quotes are being told that we have made a commercial 
decision not to carry this type of advertising’); paragraph 4.161: ‘This is where we had told, I think, one or two 
agents in the end…that we wouldn’t run fees at this moment in time.’ (Witness interview with [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] dated 7 March 2014, page 61, lines 13-17 (CMA Document Reference 
r_TM 67.2)).  
520 See paragraph 4.158: ‘No wording at all now. We can’t run any wording at all related to fees’ (email dated 11 
February 2013 from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] to [an Account Manager] (CMA 
Document Reference r_TM 27.17)) and paragraph 4.163.  
521 See paragraph 4.157: ‘The original press release that came in had references to fees and other services. 
They cut the bulk of the editorial sent…Editorial have been vigilant for the last few years on cutting any 
references to below….On the advertising front [an Account Manager] and [an Employee ofTMS] have been 
checking adverts for any references to fees or quotes. Nothing has ran recently’ (email dated 4 February 2013 
from [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.271); and para 4.159: ‘It mentions fees?’; ‘I don’t think we 
can use it’ (emails dated 23 April 2013 between [an Account Manager] of TMS and [an Employee] of TMS (CMA 
Document Reference r_TM 27.9).  
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(v) Rejected at least one advertisement submitted by a non-Three 
Counties member on the grounds it attempted to advertise its 
fees.522 

5.58 On the basis of the above findings of fact, the CMA has therefore found that 
there was a concurrence of wills constituting an agreement (for the purposes 
of the Chapter I prohibition) between certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords and Hamptons International, on the one hand, and TMS, 
on the other hand, to prevent agents (whether members or non-members of 
Three Counties) from advertising their fees523 in the Star Courier.  

5.59 In the alternative, in light of the findings of fact above, the CMA has found that 
the arrangements identified above constituted at the very least one or more 
concerted practices. This consisted of certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords and Hamptons International, engaging in direct contact 
with TMS with the object and potential effect of influencing the conduct of 
TMS and ultimately members and non-members of Three Counties. This 
coordination created conditions of competition that did not correspond to the 
normal conditions of the market, in that it prevented or sought to prevent 
agents (whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.60 It is sufficient for the CMA to conclude that the above coordination constituted 
either one or more agreements or concerted practices in order to demonstrate 
TMS’ participation in an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition.524  

5.61 In light of the findings of fact set out above, the CMA has concluded that TMS 
was a party to the above agreements or concerted practices from 14 
September 2012 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014. 

Decisions by associations of undertakings 

5.62 As set out in Annex A, paragraphs A.41 to A.42, any measure that reflects the 
resolve of an association of undertakings to coordinate the conduct of its 
members may be characterised as a ‘decision’ by that association,525 even if 
that decision is not actually binding on its members526 and even if they do not 
fully comply with it.527 Accordingly, the constitution or rules of an association 

 

 
522 See paragraph 4.160 (email dated 23 April 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Managing 
Director] of [the Complainant] (CMA Document Reference r_ [Complainant] 7d): ‘We cannot run the advert you 
have supplied for this weeks [sic] Star Courier Homes & Property as we have made a commercial decision 
across all our property publications to not run any reference to fees and rates’.  
523 As defined in paragraph 1.3. 
524 See Annex A, paragraph A.25. 
525 See Annex A, paragraph A.41. 
526 See Annex A, paragraphs A.41 and A.42. 
527 See Annex A, paragraph A.41. 
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of undertakings may constitute a decision of that association, as may its 
recommendations or directions to its members.528  

5.63 In light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has found that, 
during the Relevant Period, Three Counties adopted a decision that prohibited 
its members from advertising their fees529 in the Star Courier. In support of 
that conclusion, the CMA has made the findings of fact set out below. 

5.64 The T&CM, as amended from time to time, constituted the rules that governed 
the relationship between the members of Three Counties.530 Compliance with 
the T&CM was a mandatory condition of membership of Three Counties from 
20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 4 August 2014, when Three Counties informed 
the Current Members that it had ceased its activities.531  

5.65 The T&CM included, in Rule 21, as amended from time to time, a prohibition 
on Three Counties’ members from advertising their fees in the Star Courier 
(the Rule 21 Prohibition).  

5.66 The Rule 21 Prohibition took effect from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) and, as 
amended from time to time, was incorporated into the T&CM from that date 
and continued to form part of the T&CM throughout the remainder of the 
Relevant Period.532  

5.67 The Rule 21 Prohibition remained part of the T&CM until at least 31 January 
2014, when Three Counties confirmed to its members that it had suspended 
its application and enforcement.533 In particular, the CMA notes that: 

 certain evidence from the years 2008 to 2013 demonstrates that the 
Rule 21 Prohibition remained part of the T&CM534  

 

 
528 See Annex A, paragraph A.41. 
529 As defined in paragraph 1.3 above. 
530 See paragraph 4.20: letter dated 20 July 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [a Director] of 
[Current Member K] enclosing a copy of the T&CM and noting that, ’as a member you are respectfully asked to 
adhere to [it]’. (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.99). 
531 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76.   
532 Although the evidence demonstrates that Rule 21 was included in the T&CM from as early as January 2005 
and that members may have seen a draft of this (see paragraph 4.20 above), the T&CM were not formally 
communicated to members until 20 July 2005. On that date, [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to all 
members to provide them with a copy of the T&CM and advise them that, as members, they would be obliged to 
comply with the terms contained therein (see paragraphs 4.13 to 4.20 above). 
533 See paragraph 4.166 and letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to committee members (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 29.1). The CMA notes Three Counties’ contention that Rule 21 was removed from the 
T&CM following the OFT’s investigation in 2008. However, in light of the evidence set out at paragraphs 4.65 
4.55 and 4.60 to 4.69 above, the CMA has concluded that this is not the case.  
534 See paragraphs 4.60 to 4.69. 
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 the version of the T&CM submitted to the OFT by [the Complainant] in 
support of the 2013 Complaint included the Rule 21 Prohibition535  

 the version of the T&CM submitted to the OFT by Three Counties on 20 
January 2014 (in response to the OFT’s request for information under 
section 26 of the Act) included the Rule 21 Prohibition,536 and 

 the all-member communication on 31 January 2014, which confirmed 
Three Counties would no longer enforce the Rule 21 Prohibition, itself 
implies that it had been in force up to that date.537 

5.68 The purpose and practical impact of the Rule 21 Prohibition, particularly in 
combination with other sections of the T&CM such as Rule 27,538 was to limit 
the commercial freedom of Three Counties’ members to decide whether to 
advertise their fees in the Star Courier. In particular, the CMA has concluded 
that: 

 Compliance with the T&CM in general, and with the Rule 21 Prohibition 
specifically, was a condition for membership of Three Counties539 

 Members of Three Counties were aware, or reasonably should have 
been aware, of the existence of the Rule 21 Prohibition, and540 

 The majority of Three Counties’ members abided by the Rule 21 
Prohibition, and at least certain members modified their conduct (to 
remove references to fees from their advertisements) under threat of 
disciplinary action.541 

5.69 On the basis of these findings of fact, the CMA has found that including the 
Rule 21 Prohibition in Three Counties’ T&CM, along with its subsequent 
amendments, constituted a decision by an association of undertakings, for the 
purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, to prohibit Three Counties’ members 
from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

 

 
535 T&CM undated, provided by [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] on 14 January 2013 (CMA 
Document Reference [Complainant] 1.1). 
536 T&CM undated, provided by Three Counties on 20 January 2014 (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.151). 
537 Letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
29.1). 
538 Rule 27 of the T&CM empowers the Committee to cancel, withdraw, expel or suspend a member’s 
membership of Three Counties for failure to abide by the T&CM in general and Rule 21 in particular (see 
paragraph 4.74 above).  
539 See paragraphs 4.71 to 4.76. 
540 See paragraphs 4.77 to 4.78. 
541 See paragraphs 4.25, 4.27, 4.79, 4.86 and 4.88.  
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Single continuous infringement 

5.70 As set out at paragraph 5.11 above, an infringement of the Chapter I 
prohibition need not be based on a single, isolated act, but may operate 
through a pattern of conduct involving a series of agreements, concerted 
practices or decisions by associations of undertakings entered into over a 
period of time. Such an infringement may be viewed as a single and 
continuous infringement where the practices at issue are interlinked in terms 
of pursuing a common anti-competitive objective.542  

5.71 In light of the CMA’s findings above, the CMA has concluded that the 
agreements, concerted practices and decision by an association of 
undertakings identified above pursued a common objective, which was to 
prevent both members and non-members of Three Counties from advertising 
their fees in the Star Courier. Further, each of the Parties intended to 
contribute through its own conduct to that common objective, and was aware 
of the offending conduct planned or put into effect by the other participants in 
pursuit of that objective, or could reasonably have foreseen it and was 
prepared to take the risk that it would occur.  

5.72 The CMA has therefore found that the arrangements described above 
constitute a single and continuous infringement. In the alternative, the CMA 
has also found that the arrangements described above amounted to a series 
of individual agreements, concerted practices, and a decision by an 
association of undertakings, for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. 

D. Object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition 

5.73 The CMA has found that each of the agreements, concerted practices and 
decision by an association of undertakings described in Chapter 5, Section C 
above (for ease of presentation together referred to as the Arrangements for 
the remainder of this Section) had the object of preventing, restricting or 
distorting competition in the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the UK or a part of the UK.  

5.74 In light of the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, even if the Arrangements 
did not have as their object the restriction of competition, the CMA has also 
found that the Arrangements had the potential effect of preventing, restricting 
or distorting competition in the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the UK or a part of the UK.  

 

 
542 See Annex A, paragraphs A.27 and A.43 to A.49. 
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Object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition  

Key legal principles  

5.75 In conducting this assessment, the CMA has applied Annex A and has had 
particular regard to the following legal principles: 

 Object infringements are those forms of coordination between 
undertakings that can be regarded, by their very nature, as being harmful 
to the proper functioning of normal competition543 

 The ‘object’ of the coordination (or collusive behaviour) is to be identified 
primarily from an examination of objective factors, such as the content of 
its provisions, its objectives and the legal and economic context544  

 When determining that context, it is also necessary to take into 
consideration the nature of the goods or services affected, as well as the 
real conditions of the functioning and structure of the market or markets 
in question.545 Where appropriate, the way in which the coordination (or 
collusive behaviour) is implemented may be taken into account546 

 Anti-competitive subjective intentions on the part of the parties can also 
be taken into account in the assessment, but they are not a necessary 
factor for a finding that there is an anti-competitive restrictive object547 

 The fact that the coordination (or collusive behaviour) pursues other 
legitimate objectives does not preclude it from being regarded as having 
a restrictive object, and548 

 Both horizontal and vertical agreements may have as their object the 
restriction of competition.549  

Findings 

Summary 

5.76 As set out in Chapter 5, Section C above, the CMA’s finding is that each of the 
Parties entered into Arrangements to deter or prevent agents (whether or not 
members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. In 

 

 
543 See Annex A, paragraph A.52. 
544 See Annex A, paragraph A.53. 
545 See Annex A, paragraph A.53. 
546 See Annex A, paragraph A.53. 
547 See Annex A, paragraph A.54. 
548 See Annex A, paragraph A.56. 
549 See Annex A, paragraph A.60.  
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relation to each Party, references in the remainder of this Section of the 
Decision to ‘Arrangements’ is to be construed as a reference to the 
Arrangements as applicable to that Party (for example, in relation to Three 
Counties, it refers to the matters that comprise the decision by an association 
of undertakings). 

5.77 In light of their content and objectives, and when viewed in the legal and 
economic context in which they operated, the CMA has found that the object 
of these Arrangements was to restrict competition – the Arrangements were, 
by their very nature, harmful to the proper functioning of normal competition.  

5.78 This is further supported by evidence as to the subjective intentions of the 
Parties when entering into the Arrangements and the way in which the 
Arrangements were implemented by the Parties. 

Content of the arrangements 

5.79 As set out at paragraphs 5.13 to 5.16 above, the Infringement consisted of 
Arrangements to prevent agents from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier. As set out at paragraphs 5.62 to 5.69 above, Rule 21 of Three 
Counties’ T&CM550 and Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules (as originally 
drafted and amended in July 2005) expressly prohibited Three Counties’ 
members from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. In particular:551 

5.79.1 The first iteration of Three Counties’ T&CM contained an express 
prohibition on Three Counties’ members from advertising their ‘sales 
commission rates whether directly or indirectly’ in the Star Courier.552 
Although the precise wording of Rule 21 was amended from time to 
time,553 its essence remained that it prohibited Three Counties’ 
members from advertising their fees (as defined in paragraph 1.3 
above) in the Star Courier  

5.79.2 Rule 6(d) of the Committee Rules, as amended, obliged the 
Committee to ‘monitor and ensure that Members do not advertise any 
sales commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the Property 
Paper and shall make decisions on whether or not an advert should 
be permitted which in any way contains or refers to a promotion, 
reduction, fee, special offer or discount’, and554  

 

 
550 As originally drafted in November 2004 and amended in January 2005, February 2006, and April 2006. See 
Annex F. 
551 See Annex F. 
552 See paragraph 4.13. 
553 See paragraph 4.10 and Annex F. 
554 See paragraph 4.19. 
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5.79.3 In addition, Rule 27(xii) of Three Counties’ T&CM empowered Three 
Counties to ‘cancel, withdraw, expel or suspend’ any member that 
advertised its fees in breach of Rule 21 of the T&CM. 

5.80 As set out at Chapter 4, section D above, the scope of the Arrangements was 
significantly extended when TMS agreed or concerted with certain of Three 
Counties members, including Waterfords and Hamptons International, to 
prevent agents (whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier.  

5.81 The CMA has therefore concluded that the content of the Arrangements was 
to prohibit members and, as subsequently extended, any agents, from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier, whether or not members of Three 
Counties.  

Objectives of the Arrangements 

 Reducing price competition from actual competitors 

5.82 As set out at Annex C, sections B and C, the CMA has concluded that agents 
advertising their fees555 increases the transparency of prices available in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services. In turn, this increases 
potential vendors’ or lessors’ awareness of the various offerings available in 
the market, and the extent to which lower cost options or different fee 
structures might be available. A greater understanding of the available 
options, combined with greater transparency of the range of fees in the 
market, creates downward pressure on the Market Price, as it is easier for 
prospective customers to compare quotations556 and to negotiate on price.557  

5.83 As noted at paragraph 5.79.1 above, the Arrangements expressly prohibited 
agents from advertising their fees. It is clear from this alone that the main 
objective of the Arrangements was to prevent agents from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier, and thus to reduce price competition between them 
and reduce downward pressure on the Market Price.  

5.84 That the objective of the Arrangements was to prevent agents from 
advertising their fees in practice is supported by the fact that Rule 21 was 

 

 
555 As defined at paragraph 1.3 above. 
556 In the Commission’s decision on EPI code of conduct, it found a comparative advertising prohibition issued by 
the Institute of Professional Representatives (‘IPR’) before the European Patent Office limited the commercial 
freedom of members and had the object or effect of restricting competition between members of the profession. 
The Commission noted in its decision that ‘Providing information on the services on offer, [...], and comparative 
advertising, [...], are means of increasing user information to the benefit of users and are important elements of 
the competitive process.’ Commission Decision IV/36.147 EPI code of conduct, at paragraph 41.  
557 See Annex C, paragraph C.56, in particular footnote 969. 
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viewed as a compulsory condition of membership by the Committee558 and 
that, from time to time, the Committee reminded the members of this fact.559  

5.85 In addition, the evidence demonstrates that Rule 21 was actively enforced by 
the Committee under Rule 27 of the T&CM.560 It did so with particular 
frequency when Three Counties was first established, regularly threatening 
members with expulsion if they repeatedly breached Rule 21.561 In one 
instance, the Committee held a formal disciplinary hearing to consider 
expulsion of a member.562 

5.86 Contemporaneous discussions concerning Rule 21 also demonstrate that its 
main objective was to reduce price competition and reduce downward 
pressure on the Market Price. For example, when Three Counties was first 
formed, in January 2005 the Committee discussed whether or not the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees should be included in Three Counties’ 
T&CM.563 The evidence demonstrates that the aim for including Rule 21 in the 
T&CM was to prevent agents advertising low prices, with [the Managing 
Director] of [Former Member 26] noting to the Committee that ‘I will not 
support any one advertising cheap fees’.564 The minutes from the Committee 
meeting on 12 January 2005 record that the Committee considered this 
position and were in ‘general agreement with [Managing Director of Former 
Member 26]’s views on agents offering special offers reducing their standard 
fees…’.565  

5.87 The CMA infers that the reason for this was to reduce price transparency 
between ‘traditional’ agents’ fees, and therefore make it harder for vendors 
and lessors easily to compare the various offerings available from agents and 
to determine which agents offer the best price for the service offered.566 In 
turn, this would reduce the downward pressure on ‘traditional’ agents’ fees 
from those in direct competition with them. This is demonstrated by the 
rationale for the Committee’s decision on 12 January 2005 that agents 
operating without a high street presence would (at that time) be exempted 
from the application of Rule 21, as those agents ‘operate a somewhat different 

 

 
558 See paragraphs 4.72 to 4.74 and 4.76. 
559 See paragraphs 4.77 to 4.78. 
560 See Chapter 4, section D. 
561 See, for example, letter dated 15 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Castles (on Three Counties 
letterhead) to [a Director] of [Former Member 27] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.221). See also footnotes 
240, 282 and 283. 
562 See paragraph 4.92. 
563 See paragraphs 4.15 to 4.17. 
564 Email dated 6 January 2006 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 26] to Committee members 
(CMA Document Reference 3C 24.92).  
565 Minutes of meeting dated 12 January 2005 (attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members) (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.132). 
566 See Annex C, paragraphs C.51 and C.52. 
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business to the rest of us and are therefore not seen as direct competition to 
the general marketplace’.567  

5.88 Between 2005 and 2006 the Committee made various amendments to the 
wording of Rule 21.568 The CMA notes that each amendment served to 
expand the scope of the Prohibition on Advertising Fees and close any 
‘loopholes’ in its application (such as making it clear that it applied to 
commission rates for both sales and lettings).569 It is clear that the objective 
for doing so was to further reduce opportunities for members to advertise their 
fees, and consequently, to avoid or reduce price competition between agents 
in the Three Counties Area and so reduce downward pressure on the Market 
Price. For example, on 7 November 2005 the Committee made the following 
comments: 

5.88.1 [An Employee] ([Current Member C]): ‘Wouldn’t it be easier to make 
the rule no reference to fees or charges? I think these guys will just 
take the route that “we are cheaper than the rest” which will 
encourage undercutting even more than putting their low fees in’,570 
and  

5.88.2 [The Managing Director] (Waterfords): ‘“we won’t be beaten” 
published is as damaging to the other members/industry as quoting 
a ridiculously low %’.571  

5.89 Further, the CMA has concluded that the evidence demonstrates that Three 
Counties’ members considered that advertising low fees would attract 
customers, which would therefore force other agents to match their offering. 
For example, on 16 October 2007, a Three Counties member ([Former 
Member 16] complained that an advertisement publicising ‘no set up fees’ for 
its lettings service ‘appears to contravene the Associations [sic] rules and 
gives an unfair advantage’.572 In addition, an email sent 1 November 2013 
from [a Director] of [Current Member J] noted ‘…I guess if all letting agents 
advertise Tenants [sic] fees, another war begins on who will be the 
cheapest.’573 The CMA has concluded that these examples demonstrate that 

 

 
567 Minutes of meeting dated 12 January 2005 (attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members) (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.132).  
568 See paragraphs 4.21 to 4.42. 
569 See paragraphs 4.21 to 4.37. 
570 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.27).  
571 Email dated 7 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to Committee members (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.25).  
572 Email dated 16 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 16] to [the Personal Assistant] 
to the Managing Director of Waterfords] (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.287). 
573 Email dated 1 November 2013 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] to [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member J] 14).  
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the purpose of preventing such advertising was to reduce transparency of 
fees and thus avoid such pressure on the Market Price.  

Restricting price competition from potential competitors 

5.90 The CMA has concluded that the Arrangements also restricted price 
competition from potential competitors such as new entrants or new business 
models (including online agents, which although a relatively weak constraint 
now have the potential to grow in the future). As set out at Annex C, the ability 
to advertise fees is likely to be particularly important for new competitors in the 
market(s) for residential sales or letting. For example, a new agent may 
decide to offer discounted fees or a new or innovative fee structure to entice 
customers away from ‘established’ agents.  

5.91 As noted at paragraphs 5.13 to 5.16 above, the Arrangements purported to 
prevent non-member agents from advertising their fees, as well as Three 
Counties’ members. The evidence set out at Chapter 4, section D above574 
demonstrates that the main objective of this element of the coordination (or 
collusive behaviour) was to remove any remaining opportunities for Three 
Counties’ members and, subsequently, any agents from advertising their fees 
in the Star Courier. This would prevent price competition (through 
advertisements in the Star Courier) from such non-members, which was likely 
to include new agents or ‘non-traditional’ business models, both of which are 
more likely to focus upon fees to differentiate their services from ‘traditional’ 
agents.575  

5.92 For example, between October and November 2012, [the Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International repeatedly contacted [the Head of Group Property 
and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS to complain about advertisements by an 
online estate agency advertising their fees, making the following comments: 

5.92.1 12 October 2012: ‘Estate Agents advertising cheap fees has a direct 
effect on our fee levels and naturally threatens our profit 
margins…’576  

5.92.2 25 October 2012: ‘[Non Member Agent 5] advertisement] promotes 
half price fees…this form of advertising…cheapens and 

 

 
574 In particular, see paragraphs 4.113, 4.120, 4.121, 4.123, 4.132 to 4.136, 4.140, 4.156 and 4.164. 
575 See Annex C, paragraphs C.58 to C.65. 
576 Email dated 12 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.47). 
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compromises our industry and has a direct effect on our revenue’,577 
and  

5.92.3 15 November 2012: ‘I accepted your comment last week that the 
wording “Traditional Agency Service – Without the ‘traditional’ fees 
was not a direct reference to fees BUT “Show us a written quote 
from another local agent and we will guarantee to beat it IS. “Fee 
Wars” and discounts directly effects [sic] all Estate Agents [sic] 
revenue…’(emphasis as in the original).578  

5.93 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that the objective of the 
Arrangements was to prevent Three Counties’ members and, as subsequently 
extended, any agents, from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. The 
objective was therefore to deny them the opportunity to use an important local 
media channel, in the process of competing with each other, to communicate 
their fees to potential vendors or lessors, and thus to reduce price competition 
between them and reduce downward pressure on the Market Price.  

Context of the Infringement 

5.94 In reaching its findings that the Arrangements had the object of restricting 
competition, the CMA has had regard to the actual context in which the 
Arrangements operated, including the services affected by them, the 
conditions of the functioning and structure of the market, and the relevant 
legal and economic context. The context that the CMA has taken into account 
is set out in detail at Annex C, section B, but for ease of reference the 
principal points are summarised below. 

Affected services and functioning and structure of the market(s)  

5.95 The members of Three Counties are all agencies active in the supply of 
residential sales and lettings services.579 Such agents offer a range of 
services related to selling or letting a property, including home valuations, 
marketing of the property, arranging and conducting viewings, and acting as 
an intermediary between the purchaser and vendor or tenant and lessor.580 

 

 
577 Email dated 25 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.255).  
578 Email dated 15 November 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.259). 
579 See Annex D.  
580 See Annex C, paragraph C.33. 
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Agents typically charge vendors or lessors a fixed commission for their 
services based on the sales or rental value of the property.581 

5.96 The market(s) for residential sales and lettings services operate on a very 
local level (usually within five miles of an agent’s branch) and both are very 
fragmented with most agents being small firms, although there are a number 
of large national or international corporate players.582 

5.97 Within the Three Counties Area, a high proportion of local agents are (or 
were) members of Three Counties. Particularly at its formation, the CMA 
understands that up to 95% of local agents were members of Three 
Counties.583 More recently, evidence suggests that Three Counties’ members 
accounted for the vast majority of agents that advertised in the Star Courier.584 

Legal and economic context 

5.98 The market(s) for residential sales and lettings services are two sided 
markets585 with the estate agent acting as the intermediary between the 
vendors/lessors and the purchasers/tenants on each side of the market. An 
agent needs to attract a sufficient number of vendors’ or lessors’ instructions 
in order to be attractive to potential purchasers or tenants.586 Similarly, agents 
need to attract sufficient purchasers or tenants in order to be attractive to 
vendors or lessors. In this situation, marketing and advertising are important 
elements of competition, as establishing a brand and reputation is crucial for 
winning new instructions.587 Given the very local nature of competition in 
these markets, advertising to the local market is important for reaching 
potential customers.588 The CMA understands that the Star Courier is the only 
local paper that is delivered free and directly to homes in the Three Counties 
Area. It has a dedicated property supplement and, given its wide circulation 

 

 
581 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraphs 4.31.  
582 See Annex C, paragraph C.35.  
583 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, page 28, lines 10-12 (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 47.1).  
584 In her witness interview, [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS said she thought 
only three or four local agents were not members of Three Counties. (Witness interview with [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] dated 7 March 2014, page 32, lines 6-7 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 
67.2)). In an email to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS [Senior Manager] of 
Hamptons International noted on behalf of Three Counties that where non-members’  advertisements were 
concerned, ‘your policing for your majority and regular advertisers would be appreciated.’ Email dated 11 October 
2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.43).   
585 A two-sided market is characterised 'by a platform serving (at least) two groups of customers, such that the 
participation of at least one of these groups raises the value of participation for the other(s) (see Home buying 
and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 3.18). 
586 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.16. 
587 Annex C, paragraph C.34. 
588 Annex C, paragraph C.35. 
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and readership within the Three Counties Area, is an important way to reach a 
wide audience and potential customers.589  

5.99 Previous research suggests that price competition is weak in the market(s) for 
residential sales and lettings services, due to a variety of factors including the 
established pricing structure, a widespread use of pricing points, potentially 
misleading pricing practices, information asymmetries and a lack of innovation 
or penetration by alternative business models.590 Advertising of fees is likely to 
be a driver of competition because it provides information to customers that is 
not otherwise easily available.591 

Subjective intent 

5.100 As set out above in paragraph 5.75 above, whilst the CMA is not required to 
demonstrate the Parties’ subjective intentions when entering into the 
Arrangements, it may nonetheless take them into account when considering 
the object of those Arrangements.  

5.101 The CMA has concluded that the evidence supports its conclusion that the 
objectives of the Arrangements, as applicable to both members and non-
members of Three Counties, was to reduce price competition from actual or 
potential competitors in the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the Three Counties Area. Whilst some of the relevant evidence is 
already set out in Chapter 4 above, for ease of reference it is repeated in this 
section where appropriate. 

Reducing price competition from actual or potential competitors 

5.102 Whilst the evidence demonstrates that the overall purpose of establishing 
Three Counties was to reduce the cost of advertising in the Star Courier, the 
CMA has concluded that it also demonstrates that at least one of the aims 
pursued by the Parties in prohibiting agents from advertising their fees in the 
Star Courier was to reduce price competition between Three Counties’ 
members (and subsequently also non-members) and thus to reduce 
downward pressure on the Market Price.  

5.103 For example, from the evidence set out at paragraphs 4.16 to 4.17 above, it is 
clear that the key purpose of including Rule 21 in the T&CM was to reduce 
downward pressure on fees.592 The Advertising Waiver was permitted for 

 

 
589 Annex C, paragraph C.36. 
590 Annex C, paragraph C.42. 
591 See Annex C, paragraph C.43. 
592 See also additional comments in email dated 6 January 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former 
Member 26] (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.92), who notes: ‘Since 1986, I have seen the cost of wages, 
advertising, rent, copiers, cars, phones etc all go up many times and yet, Agents [sic] fees do not stay the same, 
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certain members that as they ‘operate a somewhat different business to the 
rest of us and are therefore not seen as direct competition to the general 
marketplace, [they] could advertise their standard rate’.593 In other words, 
price transparency was less of a concern as fees charged by agents that were 
not in direct competition with the members of Three Counties would not be 
compared directly by consumers with the members of Three Counties and, for 
example, used as a basis for negotiating fee reductions. 

5.104 As set out in paragraphs 4.24 to 4.37 above, in 2006 the Committee extended 
the wording of Rule 21 of the T&CM to apply to all members. The CMA has 
concluded that it is clear from the discussions around this amendment to the 
T&CM that the reason for preventing any agent from advertising their fees 
was to prevent or reduce price competition. For example, [an Employee] of 
[Current Member C] asked: ‘Wouldn't it be easier to make the rule no 
reference to fees or charges? I think these guys will just take the route - "we 
are cheaper than the rest" which will encourage undercutting even more than 
putting their low fees in!’.594 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords agreed, 
noting ‘[an Employee of Former Member 22] has to accept the fact 'we won’t 
be beaten' published is as damaging to the other members/industry as quoting 
a ridiculously low %’.595 

5.105 As described in Chapter 4, section D above, in 2007 and again in 2012 certain 
of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and Hamptons 
International, put pressure on the Star Courier to extend the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees to non-members of Three Counties. The CMA has 
concluded that it is clear from contemporaneous evidence, particularly in 
2012, that the subjective intention of extending the application of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees to non-members was to protect agents’ 
revenues by reducing price competition and thus to reduce downward 
pressure on the Market Price: 

‘Estate Agents advertising cheap fees has a direct effect on our fee levels and 
naturally threatens our profit margins…’ 596 

5.106 During the CMA’s investigation, Waterfords and Hamptons International 
submitted that the purpose of forming Three Counties, agreeing the 

 

 
but actually go down! To put it bluntly, we as a group must be bloody mad to work for less than what we worked 
for over 20 years ago…I’ve built my business, by getting a decent fee, even 1.5% in my view is too cheap…I will 
not support any one advertising cheap fees…I believe in a fair fee for a fair job – 1% kills Estate Agents…What 
do you plan to do for 2005?’. 
593 Minutes of meeting held on 12 January 2005 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.132). 
594 Email dated 7 November 2005 (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.27). 
595 Email dated 7 November 2005 (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.25). See remainder of paragraph 4.33 for 
further examples.  
596 Email dated 12 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.47). See also the similar 
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Prohibition on Advertising Fees and including Rule 21 in the T&CM was to 
raise the quality of the Star Courier.597 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords 
noted in interview that ‘[t]]he feeling was that if we started allowing agents to 
start putting in ‘offer of the week’ or, you know, essentially, the fees and that 
sort of thing, it would cheapen the image of the publication’.598 [The Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International submitted that the benefit of Rule 21 was 
obtaining ‘a good quality publication not full of stickers, banners and 
advertising DFS style – just the best quality publication you can have’.599 

5.107 In light of these submissions, the CMA has considered whether the true 
purpose of including Rule 21 in the T&CM was to raise the quality (whether 
relating to physical characteristics or its perceived ‘image’) of the Star Courier.  

5.108 On the one hand, the evidence demonstrates that part of the original 
negotiations between Three Counties’ members and the Star Courier 
concerned improving the ‘quality’ of the publication, in terms of its physical 
characteristics, such as paper quality, clarity of print or colour definition, or its 
distribution footprint.600 However, the CMA has concluded that this evidence 

 

 
examples in paragraphs 4.136, 4.140, 4.156, in particular documents CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.255, 
CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.259 and CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.268. See also email dated 
1 November 2013 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] (CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member J] 14) 
where she states: ‘…I guess if all letting agents advertise Tenants [sic] fees, another war begins on who will be 
the cheapest.’   
597 Letter dated 25 August 2014 from [law firm 1] to CMA (CMA Document Reference r_3C 77.1). For the 
avoidance of doubt, the CMA does not understand this submission to have been an attempt to demonstrate that 
the Prohibition on Advertising Fees or the Rule 21 Prohibition could benefit from an individual exemption under 
section 9 of the Act; nor does the CMA consider that this would be a legitimate argument for such exemption for 
(at least) the reasons set out in paragraphs 5.109 and 5.110 below. 
598 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, page 43, lines 21-25 (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 47.1).  
599 Witness interview with [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 14 March 2014, page 15, lines 
19-22 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 84.2).   
600 For example, when Three Counties was first established, it held discussions with a number of publishers 
around producing an independent property paper. One of the specifications was to obtain ‘better quality than the 
current publication’ (see minutes of Three Counties all member meeting dated 2 March 2005 (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.101) and letter dated 26 January 2005 from the Managing Director of Waterfords to all Three 
Counties’ members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.126)), and a draft letter to [the previous owner of the 
Star Courier] offering them the opportunity to pitch for Three Counties’ members’ advertising business noted that 
it would have to produce ‘A quality publication to be produced weekly to a higher standard than the current 
Courier Property Paper’ (draft letter dated 9 March 2005 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the 
previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.125)). The initial agreement reached with 
[the previous owner of the Star Courier] confirmed that ‘steps would be taken to improve the quality of 
reproduction in print’ and that it would ‘review the grade of paper used and look at any cost implications of 
moving up’, along with improving the distribution of the paper (see minutes of meeting held on 8 March 2005 
between the Committee and [the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.98)). 
Finally, in 2007 [the Managing Director] of Waterfords wrote to [the previous owner of the Star Courier] noting 
that ‘The Committee would like to see a number of improvements to the paper, but perhaps the main priority 
would be to improve the quality of print…’ (letter dated 1 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords to [the Commercial Director of the previous owner of the Star Courier] (CMA Document Reference 
[Current Member K] 11.6)). See also witness evidence from the Managing Director of Castles (‘The circulation [of 
the Star Courier] was a bit patchy. The quality of the print was often a bit…variable’) (witness interview dated 4 
June 2014, page 9, lines 36-37 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 23.3)) and [the Managing Director] of [Current 
Member K] (‘we just thought well we want to see a better quality paper…just basically make it look more 
professional’) (witness interview dated 6 June 2014, page 14, lines 18-20 (CMA Document Reference r_[Current 
Member K] 40). 
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only demonstrates that the purpose of establishing Three Counties itself was, 
at least in part, to improve the quality of the Star Courier. It does not, on the 
other hand, offer any explanation as to how or why prohibiting agents from 
advertising their fees as members of Three Counties would contribute to 
improving the ‘quality’ of the publication. 

5.109 On the contrary, on the basis of the evidence available to the CMA, there is no 
discernible link between complaints about agents (whether members or non-
members of Three Counties) advertising their fees and the impact this could 
have on the quality of the Star Courier, whether in relation to physical 
characteristics or its ‘image’. In particular, the CMA notes the following: 

5.109.1 When the advertising of fees was discussed or raised in 
contemporaneous documents – either between the members of the 
Committee or in the context of enforcing Three Counties’ T&CM – 
the issue of the quality of the newspaper was rarely, if ever, 
mentioned601  

5.109.2 When Three Counties was first established, the Committee 
interpreted the Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as reflected in Rule 
21 of the T&CM to mean that ‘If any agent wants to advertise fees in 
the Courier they can do so but not as a member of the 
association’.602 This suggests that the intention behind the 
prohibition was not (at that point) to stop fees appearing at all in the 
Star Courier, but to ensure that if an agent advertised their fees (and 
obtained a competitive advantage by doing so),603 then they would 
not also receive the beneficial ‘member’ rate for advertising604  

5.109.3 Certain potential breaches of Rule 21, referring to ‘special offers’, 
were not enforced by the Committee, on the grounds that they did 
not relate directly to fees. In light of [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords’ and [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International’s 
comments in interview (see paragraph 5.106 above) it is illogical and 

 

 
601 Email dated 25 October 2012 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group 
Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.252).  
602 Email dated 4 November 2005 from [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee (CMA 
Document Reference CAS 3.26)).  
603 See email dated 16 October 2007 from [the Managing Director] of [the Former Member 16] which complains 
that another Three Counties member advertising ‘no set ups [sic] fees’ gives them an ‘unfair advantage’ (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.287)  
604 This was confirmed by [the Managing Director] of Waterfords during interview: ‘…our view at the time was 
that, you know, [an Employee of Former Member 22] could not have it both ways, you know, if he wants to join 
the association, he was joining it because he wanted to get cheaper rates which he benefited from for quite some 
time; to then get the better rate and also advertise fees, you know, to us, it just wasn't fair. In our hearts we knew 
that he would not go off and not become a member of the association, pay £1,000 a page, so he could advertise 
his cheaper rates….’ Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014, pages 66 
lines 20 -25 and page 67, lines 1-5 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 47.1). 
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inconsistent to suggest that advertising fees would affect the ‘image’ 
of the paper, whilst advertising ‘special offers’ would not, and605  

5.109.4 Finally, the Star Courier itself did not agree that including fees or 
references to fees would negatively affect the ‘image’ of the 
publication. [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales 
Manager] of TMS noted ‘I don’t think any would cheapen – 
absolutely not. We’re not even bothered about that, as long as it’s 
legal, true and honest’.606 

5.110 Finally, the CMA notes that preventing agents from advertising their fees was 
not a rational way in which to improve the quality of the newspaper. The 
quality of the newspaper could have been promoted by other more obvious 
and direct means that would have been less restrictive of competition, such as 
improving its physical qualities, for instance improving the clarity of print or 
photographs, or making effective distribution a contractual condition of 
retaining Three Counties’ members’ advertising business. 

5.111 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that the objective of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees, as reflected in Rule 21 of the T&CM, was not 
to increase the quality of the Star Courier. Further, if improving the quality of 
the paper could be said to be a genuine objective at all, it was merely a 
subsidiary aim, which would not prevent the CMA from reaching a finding that 
the object of the Arrangements was to prevent, restrict or distort competition.  

5.112 Finally, the CMA notes that other evidence supports the conclusion that Three 
Counties’ members discussed ways to protect their revenue by maintaining 
fee levels at or above the Market Price. For example: 

5.112.1 Minutes of a Committee meeting on 22 January 2008 record: 
‘General push to keep fees up. Less deals, so need to earn more out 
of them. Most negs [sic] going in low on fees, all encourage a push 
to maximise each deal. Proven highest fee earners invariably 
achieve the best conversion rates. Dodgy ground to push members 
collectively to up fees (cartel)’, and607  

5.112.2 Minutes of a further Committee meeting on 9 July 2008 note: ‘Same 
issues still exist despite a tougher climate still a lot of agents 
overpricing & chopping fees, creating a false market on current 

 

 
605 See email dated 18 May 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.176).  
606 Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS on 7 March 2014, 
page 73, lines 1-4 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2).   
607 Minutes of meeting dated 22 January 2008 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.274).  
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values & making it difficult for the decent agents to educate existing 
vendors when a large % of the market is incorrectly priced, general 
push to maintain higher fees’.608 

5.113 Although the CMA has no evidence of members directly fixing fees or 
explicitly agreeing to collectively push up their own fee levels, the above 
evidence is nonetheless consistent with the conclusion that the purpose of 
prohibiting agents from advertising their fees was to prevent, restrict or distort 
price competition between the agents and to maintain fees at a supra-
competitive level.  

5.114 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that the Arrangements had the 
object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition in the market(s) for 
residential sales and lettings services in the UK or a part of the UK. 

Potential effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition 

5.115 This section sets out the basis for the CMA’s finding that the Arrangements 
had the potential effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition in 
the market(s) for residential sales and lettings services. 

Key legal principles 

5.116 In conducting its assessment, the CMA has applied Annex A and has had 
particular regard to the following legal principles: 

 The assessment of the actual or potential effect of an agreement must 
be conducted by reference to the counterfactual; that is, the hypothetical 
position that would pertain in the absence of the agreement containing 
the restriction of competition. 

 The assessment of effect, by reference to the counterfactual, must take 
into consideration the actual context in which the coordination in 
question operates, in particular the economic and legal context in which 
the undertakings concerned operate, the nature of the goods or services 
affected, as well as the real conditions of the functioning and the 
structure of the market or markets in question, and 

 The examination of the conditions of competition is based not only on 
existing competition between undertakings already present on the 
relevant market but also on potential competition, in order to ascertain 
whether, in the light of the structure of the market and the economic and 

 

 
608 Minutes of meeting dated 9 July 2008 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.246). 
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legal context within which it functions, there are real concrete 
possibilities for the undertakings concerned to compete among 
themselves or for a new competitor to penetrate the relevant market and 
compete with the undertakings already established. 

Context of the Infringement 

5.117 In reaching its findings that the Arrangements had the potential effect of 
restricting competition, the CMA has had regard to the actual context in which 
the Arrangements operated, including the services affected by them, the 
conditions of the functioning and structure of the market, and the relevant 
legal and economic context. The context that the CMA has taken into account 
is set out in detail at Annex C, section B, the principal points of which are 
summarised at paragraphs 5.95 to 5.99 above.  

The counterfactual 

5.118 The CMA has concluded that the appropriate counterfactual in the present 
case is how the market would have operated in the absence of the 
Arrangements (as applied to both members and non-members) and related 
provisions of the T&CM and Committee Rules.609 For the avoidance of doubt, 
the counterfactual includes all other material elements of the legal and 
economic context set out at Annex C, Section B, for example with Three 
Counties being in existence and representing the agents in question for the 
purpose of collectively negotiating reduced rates for advertising in the Star 
Courier. 

5.119 In the absence of the Arrangements (both for members and non-members) 
agents would have been free to take independent commercial decisions as to 
whether or not to advertise their fees in the Star Courier. The CMA considers 
that, in the counterfactual, at least certain of Three Counties’ members and 
other, non-member agents, would have, on occasion, advertised their fees in 
the Star Courier. This is supported by the following evidence: 

5.119.1 Between 2005 and 2008, certain of Three Counties’ members 
did in fact advertise their fees in the Star Courier despite the 
existence of the Arrangements610  

 

 
609 For ease of presentation in the remainder of this section, references to the Prohibition on Advertising Fees 
should be read to include references to related provisions of the T&CM and the Committee Rules. 
610 See, for example, paragraphs 4.88, 4.97, 4.121 and 4.124; and: (i) email dated 18 January 2006 from [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to Committee Members noting [Former member 18] advertisement 
stating, ‘£1000 off our standard fees’ (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.5); (ii) letter dated 3 November 2005 
from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to all Three Counties members 
addressing [Former Member 27] advertising ‘0% fees’ (CMA Document Reference 3C 24.118); and (iii) email 
dated 16 October 2007 from  [the Managing Director] of [Former Member 16] to [the Personal Assistant to = the 
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5.119.2 Between 2009 and 2012, at least two non-Three Counties 
members attempted to advertise their fees611 

5.119.3 During 2012, certain of Three Counties’ members and non-
member agents advertised their fees in the Star Courier, 
despite the existence of the Arrangements,612 and 

5.119.4 Since 31 January 2014, when Three Counties informed its 
members and the Star Courier that it would no longer be 
enforcing Rule 21 of the T&CM, a number of agents have 
advertised or made reference to their fees (or other value 
proposition) in the Star Courier.613 

5.120 In addition, the CMA considers that, absent the extension of the 
Arrangements to non-members (via the agreement or concerted practice with 
TMS), certain new entrants into the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the Three Counties Area would have advertised their fees. This is 
supported by numerous examples of or correspondence regarding 
advertisements by non-members of Three Counties between at least 
November 2011 and 2013, including [Non Member Agent 5], [Former Member 
2] and [Complainant], each of which advertised (or attempted to advertise) 
their fees.614 

5.121 Finally, the CMA considers that in the counterfactual there would have been 
increased price transparency from advertising fees in the Star Courier. This 
would have incentivised agents to match or beat fees or discounts openly 
offered by their competitors, or to differentiate themselves on quality of service 
or offering innovative fee structures or business models. That this would have 
been the likely scenario is demonstrated by the evidence set out at 

 

 
Managing Director of Waterfords] noting that [Current Member B] were advertising, ‘no set ups [sic] fees’ (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3.287). 
611 See paragraph 4.127 above and email dated 23 April 2013 from [the Complainant] to OFT (CMA Document 
Reference r_ [Complainant] 6a) attaching example advertisement dated 30 November 2011 stating ‘No hidden 
charges’ and specifying applicable fees (CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 7a).  
612 See [Former Member 5] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 26 January 2012 (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 19); [Complainant] advertisement in the Star Courier dated [] (CMA Document Reference CMA 20); [Non 
Member Agent 2] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 26 April 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 9); 
Waterfords’ advertisements in the Star Courier dated 12 June 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 11), 6 
September 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 25) and 4 October 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 
26); [Non Member Agent 11] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 5 July 2012 (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 22); and [Non Member Agent 3] advertisements in the Star Courier dated 16 August 2012 (CMA Document 
Reference CMA 24) and 1 November 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 27). 
613 See, for example, [the Complainant] advertisement in Star Courier dated [] (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 29); [Current Member I] editorial in Star Courier dated 5 June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 60); 
[the Complainant] editorial in Star Courier dated [] 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 59); [Former 
Member 17] advertisement in Star Courier dated 7 August 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 44); [Non 
Member Agent 10] advertisement in Star Courier dated 11 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 
50); and [Non Member Agent 9] advertisement in Star Courier dated 2 October 2014 (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 56). 
614 See paragraphs 4.127, 4.129, 4.134 and 4.136. 
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paragraphs 5.88 to 5.89 above, which demonstrates that at least one rationale 
for preventing the advertising of fees was to prevent ‘fee wars’615 and 
‘undercutting’616 by other agents in response to such advertisements. 

The impact of the Arrangements 

5.122 In light of the counterfactual, as described above, and taking into account the 
context summarised at paragraphs 5.94 to 5.99 above and, more fully, at 
Annex C, Section B, the CMA considers that the Arrangements would have 
the following potential negative effects on competition within the market(s) for 
residential sales and lettings services in the Three Counties Area:  

5.122.1 reduced price competition between actual competitors, and 

5.122.2 reduced price competition from potential competitors. 

Reduced price competition between actual competitors  

5.123 The CMA considers that the Arrangements had the potential to restrict 
competition for the supply of estate and lettings agency services to vendors 
and lessors between actual competitors when compared to the counterfactual. 

5.124 As set out more fully at Annex C, Sections B and C, transparent pricing is an 
important feature of active price competition.617 The CMA considers that the 
existence of the Arrangements meant that vendors and lessors may not have 
been prompted to look for better deals on fees and commission rates as they 
would not have known that better deals were available. For this reason, they 
would have been much more likely to accept the ‘going rate’.  

5.125 In addition, in the absence of transparent fees, the CMA considers that it 
would have been more difficult and time consuming for vendors and lessors to 
compare the applicable fees or commission rates for selling or letting a 
property. Vendors and lessors would have been obliged to contact a number 
of different agents and potentially invite them to their property for a valuation 
or rental assessment before being given information on fees and commission 
rates. This would have increased their ‘search costs’ and, in turn, reduced 
their incentives to ‘shop around’ for the best deal. 618 

5.126 The CMA considers that this would have reduced downward pressure on the 
level of agents’ fees or commission rates and, therefore, would have restricted 

 

 
615 See email dated 1 November 2013 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] to [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member J]14). 
616 See email dated 7 November 2005 from [an Employee] of [Current Member C] to [the Managing Director] of 
Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.27).   
617 Annex C, paragraphs C.50 and C.51. 
618 Annex C, paragraphs C.53 and C.55.  
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price competition between agents and reduced the downward pressure on the 
Market Price. This may have diminished incentives on the part of agents to 
engage in price competition with other agents,619 potentially ultimately leading 
to consumers paying higher prices.  

Reduced price competition from potential competitors 

5.127 The CMA also considers that the Arrangements had the potential to restrict 
price competition from new entrants.  

5.128 As set out at Annex C, paragraphs C.57 to C.64, the ability to advertise fees is 
an important way for new entrants to the market(s) for residential sales or 
letting services to attract instructions. The Arrangements therefore potentially 
made it harder for new entrants to establish a successful presence in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services in the Three Counties 
Area. This is supported by information provided as part of the 2013 Complaint, 
in which [the Complainant] (the Complainant) noted that it had ‘in the past 
used our low rates as a major focus of our advertising and feel that this is a 
major factor in Landlords selecting an agent’.620 

5.129 The CMA considers that the barriers to entry into the estate or lettings agency 
market(s) are relatively low.621 This allows the threat of new entrants to 
impose a competitive constraint on existing agents. Increasing barriers to 
entry for new entrants has the consequence of reducing the threat to existing 
agents from potential competition by such new entrants. This, in turn, reduces 
the ‘established’ players’ incentives to compete on price, and reduces the 
downward pressure on the Market Price. This can potentially be expected to 
lead to higher fees or commission rates and/or less choice for vendors or 
lessors.622 

Conclusion 

5.130 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that, when compared to the 
counterfactual, the Arrangements had the potential effect of preventing, 
restricting or distorting competition in the market(s) for residential sales and 
lettings services in the Three Counties Area by: 

5.130.1 reducing price competition between actual competitors, and  

 

 
619 Annex C, paragraph C.57. 
620 Letter dated 14 January 2013 from [the Managing Director] of [the Complainant] to the OFT (CMA Document 
Reference [Complainant] 1). 
621 See Annex C, paragraph C.33. 
622 See Annex C, paragraphs C.64 to C.65. 
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5.130.2 reducing price competition from potential competitors.  

E. Appreciability 

5.131 In line with the legal principles set out at Annex A, paragraphs A.76 to A.80, 
the CMA has found that the Infringement appreciably prevented, restricted or 
distorted competition in the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the Three Counties Area. 

5.132 As set out in Chapter 5, section D above, the CMA has concluded that the 
object of the Infringement was to prevent, restrict or distort competition. In line 
with established case law, the CMA has therefore found that the Infringement 
constitutes by its nature an appreciable restriction of competition in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services in the Three Counties 
Area.623 

5.133 In any event, the CMA has found that the Infringement had an appreciable 
potential effect on competition in the markets for residential sales and lettings 
services in the Three Counties Area. This conclusion is based on the fact that: 

5.133.1 the Infringement constituted, in essence, an horizontal arrangement 
between competitors, notwithstanding the involvement (at a later 
stage of the Infringement) of TMS in a supporting and more 
peripheral role, and  

5.133.2 the aggregate market share of Three Counties’ members in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services in the Three 
Counties Area ranged from 50%-95%, or almost all agents that 
advertised in the Star Courier.624 

5.134 As is explained in further detail at paragraph A.78, the CMA has concluded 
that an agreement between undertakings with an aggregate market share that 
does not exceed 10% on any of the relevant markets affected by an 
infringement of the Chapter I prohibition would not appreciably restrict 
competition. In this case, the market share of the undertakings involved in the 
Infringement exceeds that 10% threshold.  

5.135 In light of the foregoing, the CMA has concluded that the Infringement had 
more than an insignificant effect on,625 and appreciably prevented, restricted 

 

 
623 See Annex A, paragraph A.80. 
624 See paragraphs 3.3, 5.97 and Annex C, paragraph C.41. 
625 See Annex A, paragraph A.76. 
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or distorted competition in, the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services in the Three Counties Area. 

F. Application of Article 101 TFEU: Effect on trade between EU member 
states 

5.136 As set out in Annex A, at paragraphs A.81 to A.84, Article 101 TFEU will apply 
where an agreement, concerted practice or decision by an association of 
undertakings has the potential to affect trade between EU Member States to 
an appreciable extent. 

5.137 The CMA’s finding is that in the present case the Infringement identified above 
was not cross-border in nature and was entered into by a number of estate 
and lettings agents in respect of their activities within a local market. The CMA 
has found that the nature of estate and lettings agency services in the Three 
Counties Area is inherently local, and services offered by members of Three 
Counties extend to, on average, within approximately five miles of Fleet.626  

5.138 In light of the above, the CMA has concluded that the Infringement would not 
be likely to have had an influence, direct or indirect, actual or potential, on the 
pattern of trade between Member States, such that the CMA has concluded 
that currently it has no grounds for action under Article 101 TFEU. 

G. Effect on trade within the UK  

5.139 As set out in Annex A at paragraphs A.85 and A.86, the Chapter I prohibition 
applies to agreements, concerted practices and decisions by associations of 
undertakings which ‘…may affect trade within the United Kingdom' or a part of 
the UK (where they operate or are intended to operate in that part). 

5.140 The CMA has found that the services which are the subject of the 
agreements, concerted practices and decision by an association of 
undertakings in question are provided within the three English counties of 
Hampshire, Surrey and Berkshire, in particular within a five mile radius of the 
town of Fleet (see Annex C, Section A). The CMA’s finding is that the ‘effect 
on UK trade’ test for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition is met in this 
case. 

 

 
626 See Annex C, paragraphs C.26 to C.28. 
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H. Exclusion or exemption 

Exclusion 

5.141 Section 3 of the Act provides that the Chapter I prohibition does not apply to 
any of the cases in which it is excluded by or as a result of Schedules 1-3 of 
the Act. 

5.142 None of the exclusions provided for by section 3 of the Act applies to the 
Infringement.  

Exemption 

5.143 An agreement, concerted practice or decision by an association of 
undertakings, which restricts competition is exempt from, and does not 
therefore infringe, the Chapter I prohibition where the efficiencies generated 
by it outweigh the restriction on competition.627  

5.144 The CMA notes that agreements, concerted practices and decisions by an 
association of undertakings, which have as their object the restriction of 
competition are very unlikely to benefit from individual exemption.628 It is for 
the party claiming the benefit of exemption to adduce evidence that 
substantiates its claim.629 No such evidence has been provided by any of the 
Parties. 

I. Conclusion on the application of the Chapter I prohibition  

5.145 On the basis of the evidence set out, or referred to in Chapter 4 above, the 
CMA has found that each of the Parties (for the duration stated in relation to 
each Party in Chapter 5, Section C and Annex B) has infringed the Chapter I 
prohibition by entering into one or more agreements, engaging in concerted 
practices or adopting a decision that had as their object and potential effect 
the appreciable prevention, restriction, or distortion of competition in the 
market(s) for residential sales and lettings services in the Three Counties 
Area.  

5.146 Specifically, the CMA has found that there was a single and continuous 
infringement to prevent agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier.630 In the alternative, 
the CMA has found that the Infringement is made up of a series of one or 
more agreements, concerted practices, and a decision by an association of 

 

 
627 See section 9 of the Act. 
628 See Annex A, paragraph A.92. 
629 See Annex A, paragraph A.91. 
630 See paragraphs 5.70 to 5.72 above. 
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undertakings, each of which individually constitutes a breach of the Chapter I 
prohibition: 

5.146.1 The CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ members, 
including Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International,631 
entered into one or more agreements or concerted practices that: 

 they would not advertise their fees in the Star Courier (the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees), and 

 they would deter or prevent members of Three Counties from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

5.146.2 In addition, the CMA has found that certain of Three Counties’ 
members, including Waterfords and Hamptons International, agreed 
or concerted that, with the cooperation of TMS as the publisher of 
the Star Courier, they would prevent agents (whether members or 
non-members of Three Counties) from advertising their fees in the 
Star Courier. 

5.146.3 The CMA has also found that TMS, as the publisher of the Star 
Courier, became a party to the agreement or concerted practice with 
certain of Three Counties’ members, including Waterfords and 
Hamptons International (as described at paragraphs 5.20 and 5.23), 
to prevent agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier.  

5.146.4 Further, the CMA has found that the subject matter of the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees (as set out at paragraphs 5.19.1, 5.21.1 and 
5.22.1 above) was reflected by Rule 21 of Three Counties’ T&CM; 
and accordingly, for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, Rule 
21 constituted a decision by an association of undertakings to 
prevent its members from advertising their fees in the Star Courier. 

  

 

 
631 As noted at paragraph 5.15 above, the CMA has reasonable grounds for suspecting that other undertakings, 
including the Current Members, would have participated in this arrangement. However, for reasons of 
administrative prioritisation, the CMA has not made any finding that such other undertakings thereby committed 
an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition. 
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6. THE CMA’S ACTION  

6.1 Further to the CMA’s finding of an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition, as 
set out at Chapter 5, Section I above (for ease of reference, the Infringement 
– see paragraph 1.2), this section of the Decision sets out the enforcement 
action which the CMA is taking and its reasons for taking that action.  

A. Directions  

6.2 Section 32(1) of the Act provides that if the CMA has made a decision that an 
agreement632 infringes the Chapter I prohibition, it may give to such person or 
persons as it considers appropriate such directions as it considers appropriate 
to bring the infringement to an end.  

6.3 The CMA’s finding of Infringement in the present case is in respect of various 
periods of time ending on 31 January 2014. On 31 January 2014, Three 
Counties sent a letter to its members confirming that it would not be enforcing 
Rule 21 of its T&CM and would be suspending its activities under that rule. It 
also confirmed that the arrangement with the Star Courier would be 
terminated.633 In the particular circumstances of this case, the CMA considers 
that this action by Three Counties also effectively amounted to termination of 
the Infringement by its members. In light of this evidence, the CMA considers 
that it is not necessary in the circumstances of this case to give directions to 
any of the Parties.  

B. Financial Penalties  

General points 

6.4 Section 36(1) of the Act provides that on making a decision that an 
agreement634 has infringed the Chapter I prohibition, the CMA may require an 
undertaking which is a party to the agreement to pay a penalty in respect of 
the infringement. In accordance with section 38(8) of the Act, the CMA must 
have regard to the guidance on penalties being in force at the time when 
setting the amount of the penalty (the Penalties Guidance).635  

6.5 Penalties in respect of the Infringement are imposed on the addressees of the 
Decision (as set out in paragraph 1.2 above). The undertakings in question 

 

 
632 Or, as appropriate, concerted practice or decision by an association of undertakings – see section 2(5) of the 
Act. 
633 Letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
29.1). See also paragraph 4.166 above.  
634 Or, as appropriate, concerted practice or decision by an association of undertakings – see section 2(5) of the 
Act.  
635 The guidance currently in force is the OFT’s Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, 
September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board. 
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comprise the legal entities that participated in the conduct that is the subject of 
the Infringement, and parent companies that are held jointly and severally 
liable for the Infringement, as set out in relation to each Party in Annex B, 
section C below.  

The CMA’s margin of appreciation in determining the appropriate penalty 

6.6 Provided the penalties it imposes in a particular case are (i) within the range 
of penalties permitted by section 36(8) of the Act636 and the Competition Act 
1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) Order 2000 (the 2000 
Order),637 and (ii) the CMA has had regard to the Penalties Guidance in 
accordance with section 38(8) of the Act, the CMA has a margin of 
appreciation when determining the appropriate amount of a penalty under the 
Act.638 The CMA is not bound by its decisions in relation to the calculation of 
financial penalties in previous cases.639 Rather, the CMA makes its 
assessment on a case-by-case basis640 having regard to all relevant 
circumstances and the objectives of its policy on financial penalties. In line 
with statutory requirements and the twin objectives of its policy on financial 
penalties, the CMA will also have regard to the seriousness of the 
infringement and the desirability of deterring the undertaking on which the 
penalty is imposed and others from engaging in behaviour that breaches the 
prohibition in Chapter I of the Act (as well as other prohibitions under the Act 
and the TFEU as the case may be).641 

Small agreements 

6.7 Section 39(3) of the Act provides that a party to a 'small agreement' is immune 
from the effect of section 36(1) of the Act (that is, penalties) for infringements 
of the Chapter I prohibition. A 'small agreement' is an agreement between 
undertakings the combined applicable turnover of which does not exceed 
£20 million for the business year ending in the calendar year preceding one 

 

 
636 Section 36(8) is addressed at paragraphs 6.58 and following below. 
637 SI 2000/309, as amended by the Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) 
(Amendment) Order 2004, SI 2004/1259. 
638 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, at [168] and Umbro Holdings 
and Manchester United and JJB Sports and Allsports v OFT [2005] CAT 22, at [102]. 
639 See, for example, Eden Brown and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 8 (Eden Brown), at [78]. 
640 See, for example, Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, at [116] where the CAT noted that 'other than 
in matters of legal principle there is limited precedent value in other decisions relating to penalties, where the 
maxim that each case stands on its own facts is particularly pertinent'. See also Eden Brown (fn 639), at [97] 
where the CAT observed that '[d]ecisions by this Tribunal on penalty appeals are very closely related to the 
particular facts of the case'. 
641 Section 36(7A) of the Act and Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 
2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 1.4.  
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during which the infringement occurred; and which is not a price fixing 
agreement.642  

6.8 The combined applicable turnover of the Parties exceeds £20 million. 
Accordingly, the Parties do not benefit from immunity from financial penalties 
under section 39(3) of the Act.  

Intention/negligence 

6.9 The CMA may impose a penalty on an undertaking which has infringed the 
Chapter I prohibition only if it is satisfied that the infringement has been 
committed intentionally or negligently.643 However, the CMA is not obliged to 
specify whether it considers the infringement to be intentional or merely 
negligent.644 

6.10 The CAT has defined the terms ‘intentionally’ and ‘negligently’ as follows: 

‘…an infringement is committed intentionally for the purposes of section 36(3) 
of the Act if the undertaking must have been aware, or could not have been 
unaware, that its conduct had the object or would have the effect of restricting 
competition. An infringement is committed negligently for the purposes of 
section 36(3) if the undertaking ought to have known that its conduct would 
result in a restriction or distortion of competition’.645 

6.11 This is consistent with the approach taken by the CJ which has confirmed: 

‘the question whether the infringements were committed intentionally or 
negligently… is satisfied where the undertaking concerned cannot be unaware 
of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct, whether or not it is aware that it is 
infringing the competition rules of the Treaty’.646 

6.12 Ignorance or a mistake of law is no bar to a finding of intentional infringement, 
even where such ignorance or mistake is based on independent legal 
advice.647 

 

 
642 Section 39(1) of the Act and the Competition Act 1998 (Small Agreements and Conduct of Minor Significance) 
Regulations 2000 (SI 2000/262), Regulation 3. The term ‘applicable turnover’ means the turnover determined in 
accordance with the Schedule to the Regulations.  
643 Section 36(3) of the Act. 
644 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1 at [453] to [457]; see also 
Cases 1014 and 1015/1/1/03 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, at 
[221]. 
645 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, at [221]. 
646 Case 280/08 P Deutsche Telekom v Commission [2010] ECR I-9555, paragraph 124, referring to Joined 
Cases 96/82 to 102/82, 104/82, 105/82, 108/82 and 110/82 /AZ International Belgium and Others v Commission 
[1983] ECR 3369, paragraph 45 and Case 322/81 Nederlandsche Banden-Industrie Michelin v Commission, 
[1983] ECR 3461, paragraph 107. 
647 See the CJ’s comments in Case C-681/11 Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Schenker & Co. AG, judgment of 18 
June 2013, paragraph 38: ‘… the fact that the undertaking concerned has characterised wrongly in law its 
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6.13 Despite certain of the Parties’ submissions that they acted in the belief that 
their conduct and Three Counties’ T&CM complied with the Act,648 in light of 
the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA considers that each of the 
Parties must have been aware, or could not have been unaware, that its 
conduct had the object or would have the effect of restricting competition.649 

6.14 In the alternative, the CMA considers that at the very least each of the Parties 
ought to have known that its conduct would result in a restriction or distortion 
of competition.650  

6.15 In conclusion, the CMA has found that each of the Parties committed the 
Infringement intentionally or negligently.  

Single penalty for each Party 

6.16 The CMA has discretion whether to impose a single penalty or multiple 
penalties for infringing behaviour that could in principle be characterised as 
more than one infringement.651 In the present case, the CMA considers it 
appropriate to impose a single penalty on each Party in view of its finding (as 
set out at paragraphs 5.70 and 5.72 above) that the Infringement comprises 
one or more agreements, concerted practices and a decision by an 
association of undertakings, which pursued a common objective. The fact that 
the CMA has also found, in the alternative, that the Infringement is made up of 
a series of one or more agreements, concerted practices and a decision by an 
association of undertakings, each of which individually constitutes a breach of 
the Chapter I prohibition, does not in the CMA’s view require it to impose a 
separate penalty for each such breach in this case.  

 

 
conduct upon which the finding of the infringement is based cannot have the effect of exempting it from 
imposition of a fine in so far as it could not be unaware of the anti-competitive nature of that conduct’; and 
paragraph 41: ‘It follows that legal advice given by a lawyer cannot, in any event, form the basis of a legitimate 
expectation on the part of an undertaking that its conduct does not infringe Article 101 TFEU or will not give rise 
to the imposition of a fine.’ See also Enforcement (OFT407, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 5.10. See also Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, at 
[456]. 
648 See paragraph 4.56 above. 
649 The CMA is not obliged to show that an undertaking knew that its conduct infringed the Act: Napp 
Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, at [456]. However, the CMA notes that 
concerns that the Parties’ conduct could be anti-competitive were, for instance, formally communicated by 
[previous ultimate owner of the Star Courier] to the Committee (the membership of which included Waterfords 
and Castles, amongst others) in September 2007. Further, Three Counties, and Waterfords and Castles as 
members of the Committee, were also made aware that such conduct could be anti-competitive through 
correspondence with the OFT in relation to the 2008 Complaint, and the CMA understands that the Committee, 
including Waterfords and Castles at that time, sought independent legal advice on this point. Similarly, TMS 
raised concerns about the Parties’ conduct with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords in November 2012 (in his 
capacity as a member of Three Counties’ Committee), which were directly communicated to [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International (then acting as Chairman of Three Counties).  
650 See Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, at [457] and 
Enforcement (OFT407, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 5.12. See also footnote 649 
above. 
651 See, for example, Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, at [179]. 
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Calculation of penalties  

6.17 As noted at paragraph 6.4 above, when setting the amount of the penalty, the 
CMA must have regard to the guidance on penalties in force at that time. The 
Penalties Guidance sets out a six-step approach for calculating the penalty. 

Step 1 - starting point  

6.18 The starting point for determining the level of financial penalty which will be 
imposed on an undertaking is calculated having regard to the seriousness of 
the infringement and the relevant turnover of the undertaking.652 The ‘relevant 
turnover’ is the turnover of the undertaking in the relevant market affected by 
the infringement in the undertaking’s last business year.653 The ‘last business 
year’ is the undertaking’s financial year preceding the date when the 
infringement ended.654 In the present case, the CMA has determined the 
relevant turnover for each Party as follows:  

6.18.1 For each of Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International, the 
relevant turnover in respect of the Infringement comprised turnover 
(sales or rental commission) that (a) was generated by a branch 
which falls within the Star Courier’s distribution area and (b) related to 
a property situated within approximately five miles of Fleet.  

6.18.2 Three Counties did not itself have turnover in the relevant market 
affected by the Infringement. In the circumstances of this case, the 
CMA has treated Three Counties’ relevant turnover as being zero.655  

6.18.3 In relation to TMS, the CMA obtained a proxy figure for relevant 
turnover, comprising the Star Courier’s property advertising revenue 
from its property supplement, as TMS did not have turnover in the 
relevant market affected by the Infringement. In the circumstances of 
this case, the CMA has treated that proxy as the relevant turnover. 

 

 
652 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraphs 2.3 to 2.6. 
653 Ibid, paragraph 2.7. The CMA notes the observation of the Court of Appeal in Argos Ltd and Littlewoods Ltd v 
Office of Fair Trading and JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2006] EWCA Civ 1318, at paragraph 169 that: '[ 
] neither at the stage of the OFT investigation, nor on appeal to the Tribunal, is a formal analysis of the relevant 
product market necessary in order that regard can properly be had to step 1 of the Guidance in determining the 
appropriate penalty.' The Court of Appeal considered that it was sufficient for the OFT to 'be satisfied, on a 
reasonable and properly reasoned basis, of what is the relevant product market affected by the infringement' (at 
paragraphs 170 to 173). 
654 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.7. 
655 In future cases, the CMA may take a different approach, for example, by calculating the relevant turnover of a 
trade association with reference to the aggregate relevant turnover of its members. 
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6.19 In order to reflect adequately the seriousness of an infringement, the CMA will 
apply a starting point of up to 30% of the undertaking’s relevant turnover.656 
The actual percentage which is applied to the relevant turnover depends, in 
particular, upon the nature of the infringement. The more serious and 
widespread the infringement, the higher the likely percentage rate.657 When 
making its assessment of the seriousness of the infringement, the CMA will 
consider a number of factors, including the nature of the products or services, 
the structure of the market, the market shares of the undertakings involved in 
the infringement, entry conditions and the effect on competitors and third 
parties. The CMA will also take into account the need to deter other 
undertakings from engaging in such infringements in the future. The 
assessment is made on a case-by-case basis, taking account of all the 
circumstances of the case.658 

6.20 The starting point for each penalty in this case takes into account the fact that 
the agreements, concerted practices and the decision by an association of 
undertakings comprise (and in the case of TMS related to) ‘horizontal’ 
restrictions (ie restrictions between competitors), which had the object and 
potential effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition between 
competitors. The CMA regards this to be a serious infringement of the 
Chapter I prohibition. However, it notes that the Infringement does not fall 
within the category of the most serious infringements of the Chapter I 
prohibition (such as price-fixing, market-sharing and other cartel activities), 
which would ordinarily attract a starting point towards the upper end of the 
30% range.  

6.21 The CMA has also considered the following factors in assessing the 
seriousness of the Infringement: 

 The nature of the product/services: The relevant product market(s) 
comprise the market(s) for residential sales and lettings services, with 
Three Counties’ members offering a range of services related to selling 
or letting a property.659 The market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services are two-sided markets, meaning that marketing and 
advertising are important elements of competition, to ensure that both 
sides of the market(s) (namely vendors/lessors on the one hand and 
purchasers/tenants on the other hand) are aware of the agent’s 
portfolio of available properties.660 In addition, competition in the 

 

 
656 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.5. 
657 Ibid, paragraph 2.4. 
658 Ibid, paragraph 2.6. 
659 See Annex C, paragraph C.33. 
660 See Annex C, paragraph C.34. 
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market(s) for residential sales and lettings services takes place at a 
very local level, meaning that an agent needs to establish a strong 
brand in the local area in order to win instructions from potential 
vendors or lessors.661 

 The structure of the market and market shares of the undertakings 
involved: Membership of Three Counties ranged from around 20 to 40 
agents during its existence.662 The aggregate market share in the 
relevant market663 of the members of Three Counties ranged from 50% 
to 95%, or almost all agents that advertised in the Star Courier.664 
Therefore, the Infringement had a very wide coverage within the 
relevant market. 

 Entry conditions: The need to establish a reputation and win business 
from existing local estate or lettings agents is a key barrier to entry. 
New entrants may, initially at least, wish to focus on offering better 
value for money or lower or discounted fees to entice prospective 
vendors and lessors away from established brands. Therefore, the 
ability to engage in informative advertising (including as to fees or other 
value offerings) is likely to be particularly important for new entrants.665  

 Impact on competitors and third parties: As part of the Infringement, the 
Parties agreed that they would deter or prevent members of Three 
Counties (including themselves) from advertising their fees in the Star 
Courier. This potentially made it more difficult for existing competitors 
or new entrants to attract business through advertising lower fees or 
other value propositions, particularly when the scope of the restriction 
was extended to non-members of Three Counties.666  

6.22 The CMA has also taken into account the need to deter other undertakings 
from engaging in such infringements in the future. In view of the foregoing, 
and in particular the fact that the Infringement was serious, although not within 
the category of the most serious infringements of competition law, the CMA 
has applied a starting point of 17% of relevant turnover for each of the Parties. 

Step 2 – adjustment for duration  

6.23 The starting point under step 1 may be increased, or in particular 
circumstances decreased, to take into account the duration of an 

 

 
661 See Annex C, paragraph C.35. 
662 See Annex C, paragraph C.41. 
663 As defined in Annex C, paragraphs C.29 to C.31.  
664 See paragraph 3.3 and Annex C, paragraph C.41. 
665 See Annex C, paragraph C.58.  
666 See paragraphs 4.129 to 4.165 above.  
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infringement.667 Where the total duration of an infringement is more than one 
year, the CMA will round up part years to the nearest quarter year, although 
the CMA may in exceptional circumstances decide to round up the part year 
to a full year.668 

6.24 Accordingly, the CMA has applied the following multipliers to the figure 
reached at the end of step 1 to take account of each Party’s duration of 
involvement in the Infringement. Each Party’s duration multiplier has been 
rounded up to the nearest quarter year.  

Party Period of 
involvement in the 
Infringement 

Duration Multiplier 
to step 1 
figure 

Three Counties 20 July 2005 (at the 
latest) to 31 January 
2014  

8 years, 6 
months and 12 
days 

8.75 

Waterfords 20 July 2005 (at the 
latest) to 31 January 
2014  

8 years, 6 
months and 12 
days 

8.75 

Castles 20 July 2005 (at the 
latest) to 31 January 
2014   

8 years, 6 
months and 12 
days 

8.75 

Hamptons 
International/ 
Countrywide 

1 January 2008 to 31 
January 2014 

6 years and 1 
month 

6.25 

TMS/Trinity Mirror 14 September 2012 
(at the latest) to 31 
January 2014 

1 year, 4 
months and 18 
days 

1.5 

Step 3 - adjustment for aggravating and mitigating factors  

6.25 The amount of the penalty, adjusted as appropriate at step 2, may be 
increased where there are aggravating factors, or reduced where there are 
mitigating factors.669 A non-exhaustive list of aggravating and mitigating 

 

 
667 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.12. 
668 Ibid, paragraph 2.12. 
669 Ibid, paragraph 2.13. 
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factors is set out in the Penalties Guidance.670 In the circumstances of this 
case, the CMA considered at step 3 the factors set out below. 

Aggravating factors671 

Involvement of directors or senior management 

6.26 The involvement of directors or senior management in an infringement can be 
an aggravating factor. In the present case, the CMA has applied an increase 
to the penalty at step 3 for the involvement in the Infringement of the directors 
and senior management of Three Counties ([the Managing Director of 
Waterfords], acting as Director of Three Counties), Waterfords ([the Managing 
Director]) and Castles ([the Managing Director]). For example, each of the 
above individuals was engaged in one or more of the following activities, with 
further details set out in relation to each individual at Chapter 4 above:  

 Agreeing to, and extending, the scope and application of the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees 

 Agreeing to include, and/or actively supporting the inclusion of, the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees in Rule 21 of Three Counties’ T&CM 

 Actively participating in Three Counties’ Committee meetings, and/or 
meetings with members of Three Counties  

 Encouraging members of Three Counties to comply with the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees  

 Monitoring compliance by other Three Counties members with the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees 

 Actively enforcing the Prohibition on Advertising Fees against Three 
Counties’ members.  

 

 
670 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraphs 2.14 and 2.15. 
671 Ibid, paragraphs 2.14.  
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6.27 In the circumstances of this case, the CMA considers that an increase of 10% 
for each of the Parties named in paragraph 6.26 above is appropriate and 
proportionate. 

Role of the undertaking as a leader in, or an instigator of, the 
infringement 

6.28 Where an undertaking acts as a leader in, or an instigator of, an infringement, 
the CMA may treat that as an aggravating factor. The CMA considers that 
certain of the Parties played a leading role in driving forward the Infringement, 
as set out below. The CMA considers that the increase in each case is 
appropriate and proportionate in the particular circumstances of this case and 
adequately reflects the degree of the role of each Party as a leader in, or an 
instigator of, the Infringement. 

(a) Waterfords 

6.29 The CMA considers that the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above672 
demonstrates that Waterfords played a leading role in driving forward the 
Infringement as it was actively involved in all aspects of the Infringement, 
including driving forward the agreement(s) or concerted practice(s): 

6.29.1 not to advertise Three Counties members’ fees in the Star Courier,  

6.29.2 to deter or prevent Three Counties members from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier, and 

6.29.3 to prevent other agents (whether members or non-members of Three 
Counties) from advertising their fees in the Star Courier.673  

6.30 In light of this and in the circumstances of this case, the CMA considers it is 
appropriate and proportionate to apply an increase of 10% to Waterfords’ 
penalty. 

(b) Castles 

6.31 The CMA considers that the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above674 
demonstrates that Castles played a leading role in driving forward the 
Infringement. However, the CMA recognises that Castles was only actively 

 

 
672 Including, but not limited to, paragraphs 4.2, 4.15 to 4.20, 4.22 to 4.37, 4.38 to 4.42, 4.61, 4.64 to 4.67, 4.72, 
4.78, 4.84, 4.88 to 4.94, 4.97 to 4.98, 4.101, 4.104, 4.105 to 4.108, 4.113 to 4.123, 4.124, 4.132, 4.137, 4.142, 
and 4.163. 
673 As set out paragraph 5.36 above. 
674 Including, but not limited to, paragraphs 4.2, 4.15 to 4.20, 4.24, 4.27, 4.29 to 4.31, 4.35, 4.38 to 4.40 and 4.75.  
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involved in certain aspects of the Infringement, including driving forward the 
agreement(s) or concerted practice(s): 

6.31.1  not to advertise Three Counties members’ fees in the Star Courier, 
and  

6.31.2 to deter or prevent Three Counties members from advertising their 
fees in the Star Courier.675 

6.32 In light of this and in the circumstances of this case, the CMA considers it is 
appropriate and proportionate to apply an increase of 5% to Castles’ penalty. 

(c) Hamptons International 

6.33 The CMA considers that the evidence set out at Chapter 4 above676 
demonstrates that Hamptons International played a leading role in driving 
forward the Infringement. However, the CMA recognises that Hamptons 
International was only actively involved in certain aspects of the Infringement, 
including driving forward the agreement(s) or concerted practice(s) to prevent 
agents (whether members or non-members of Three Counties) from 
advertising their fees in the Star Courier.677 

6.34 In light of this and in the circumstances of this case, the CMA considers it is 
appropriate and proportionate to apply an increase of 5% to Hamptons 
International’s penalty. 

Mitigating factors678 

Cooperation 

6.35 The CMA may decrease the penalty at step 3 for cooperation which enables 
the enforcement process to be concluded more effectively and/or speedily. 
The Penalties Guidance provides that, for these purposes, what is expected is 
cooperation over and above respecting time limits specified or otherwise 
agreed (which will be a necessary but not sufficient criterion).679  

6.36 The CMA considers that it is appropriate to decrease the penalty at step 3 to 
reflect each Party’s cooperation in promptly making key staff available for 
voluntary interviews and responding promptly and comprehensively to all 

 

 
675 As set out at paragraph 5.43 above. 
676 Including, but not limited to, paragraphs 4.76, 4.103, 4.133 to 4.136, 4.138, 4.140, 4.144, 4.156, 4.157 and 
4.165 
677 As set out at paragraph 5.51 above.  
678 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.15. 
679 Ibid, paragraph 2.15 and footnote 28. 
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voluntary requests for information from the CMA, which enabled the 
enforcement process to be concluded more efficiently. The CMA considers 
that a 5% reduction for cooperation is appropriate and proportionate for each 
Party in the circumstances of this case. 

Termination of the Infringement 

6.37 The CMA may decrease the penalty at step 3 to reflect termination of an 
infringement as soon as the CMA intervenes.680  

6.38 On 31 January 2014, Three Counties sent a letter to its members confirming 
that it would not be enforcing Rule 21 of its T&CM and would be suspending 
its activities under that rule. It also confirmed that the arrangement with the 
Star Courier would be suspended.681 In the particular circumstances of this 
case, the CMA considers that this action by Three Counties effectively 
amounted to termination of the Infringement by both Three Counties, its 
members, and TMS. In light of this evidence, the CMA has found that the 
Infringement was terminated promptly after the commencement of the formal 
investigation in December 2013. The CMA therefore considers that a 5% 
decrease at step 3 is appropriate and proportionate for each Party in the 
circumstances of this case. 

Genuine uncertainty  

6.39 The CMA may decrease the penalty at step 3 where there is genuine 
uncertainty on the part of the undertaking as to whether the agreement or 
conduct in question constituted an infringement of the Act.682  

6.40 In light of submissions received by the CMA regarding uncertainty arising 
following particular communications between certain of the Parties and the 
OFT in 2008, the CMA considers that it would be appropriate and 
proportionate, in the particular circumstances of this case, to apply a decrease 
of 15% in the penalty for each of the following Parties: Three Counties, 
Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International. 

 

 
680 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.15. 
681 Letter dated 31 January 2014 from [law firm 1] to Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_3C 
29.1). See also paragraph 4.166 above. 
682 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.15. 
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Compliance 

6.41 The CMA may decrease the penalty at step 3 where adequate steps have 
been taken by an undertaking with a view to ensuring compliance with, among 
other UK and EU competition law prohibitions, the Chapter I prohibition.683 

6.42 The CMA considers that where a Party can demonstrate that its senior 
management has taken adequate steps to achieve a clear and unambiguous 
commitment to achieving a competition law compliance culture throughout the 
organisation, from the top down, this will likely be treated as a mitigating 
factor. The CMA is of the view that the requirement to show that adequate 
steps have been taken includes: 

 introducing or reviewing and changing compliance activities as 
appropriate in the light of the events that led to the investigation in 
question  

 appropriate competition law risk identification, risk assessment, risk 
mitigation and risk review, and 

 Board level (or other senior management) commitment to and 
accountability for the resulting compliance programme. 

6.43 Following the settlement discussions in February 2015, the CMA considered 
evidence of the Parties’ compliance activities. The CMA has found that 
Waterfords and Hamptons International have each demonstrated that 
adequate steps have been taken with a view to ensuring compliance with 
competition law such that a decrease in their penalty is appropriate. The CMA 
notes that the identified (or proposed) compliance activities by each of these 
Parties demonstrate a clear and unambiguous commitment to and 
accountability for competition law compliance by the Board/senior 
management, in that they have engaged in appropriate steps relating to risk 
identification, assessment, mitigation and review. The CMA has been 
provided with evidence that the senior managers have been trained in 
competition compliance and that a competition manual has been drafted, and 
is being applied. The CMA therefore considers that it is appropriate and 
proportionate to decrease the penalty by 5% for each of Waterfords and 
Hamptons International to reflect their compliance activities. 

 

 
683 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.15. 
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Step 4 - adjustment for specific deterrence and proportionality 

6.44 The penalty may be adjusted at this step to achieve the objective of specific 
deterrence (namely, ensuring that the penalty imposed on the infringing 
undertaking will deter it from engaging in anti-competitive practices in the 
future), or to ensure that a penalty is proportionate, having regard to 
appropriate indicators of the size and financial position of the undertaking as 
well as any other relevant circumstances of the case.684 At step 4, the CMA 
will assess whether, in its view, the overall penalty is appropriate in the round. 
Adjustment to the penalty at step 4 may result in either an increase or a 
decrease to the penalty. 

6.45 Increases to the penalty figure at step 4 will generally be limited to situations 
in which an undertaking has a significant proportion of its turnover outside the 
relevant market, or where the CMA has evidence that the infringing 
undertaking has made or is likely to make an economic or financial benefit 
from the infringement that is above the level of the penalty reached at the end 
of step 3.685 In considering the appropriate level of uplift for specific 
deterrence, the CMA will ensure that the uplift does not result in a penalty that 
is disproportionate or excessive having regard to the infringing undertaking’s 
size and financial position and the nature of the infringement.686 

6.46 Conversely, where necessary, the penalty may be decreased at step 4 to 
ensure that the level of penalty is not disproportionate or excessive. In 
carrying out this assessment of whether a penalty is proportionate, the CMA 
will have regard to the infringing undertaking’s size and financial position, the 
nature of the infringement, the role of the undertaking in the infringement and 
the impact of the undertaking’s infringing activity on competition.687 

6.47 In light of the above, the CMA has made the adjustments set out below for 
each of the Parties. 

 

 
684Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.16. The CMA has considered a range of financial indicators in this regard, based on accounting 
information publicly available and/or provided by the Parties at the time of calculating the penalty. Those financial 
indicators included relevant turnover, total worldwide turnover for the last financial year, total worldwide turnover 
over a three year average, net assets for the last financial year, adjusted net assets for the last financial year, 
profit after tax for the last financial year, and profit after tax over a three year average. Specific financial indicators 
that are not referred to in the body of the Decision are those which did not materially affect the CMA’s analysis in 
reaching its conclusion in respect of each Party; for the avoidance of doubt, such financial indicators have been 
taken into consideration.  
685 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.17, which also provides that this assessment will be made on a case-by-case basis for each 
individual infringing undertaking. 
686 Ibid, paragraph 2.19. 
687 Ibid, paragraph 2.20. 
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Three Counties 

6.48 In exceptional circumstances where an undertaking’s relevant turnover is very 
low or zero, with the result that the figure at the end of step 3 would be very 
low or zero, the CMA may make more significant adjustments, both for 
general and specific deterrence, at step 4.688  

6.49 As set out at paragraph 6.18.2 above, in the circumstances of this case the 
CMA considers that Three Counties has no relevant turnover. The penalty 
reached at the end of step 3 is therefore zero for Three Counties. Taking into 
account that Three Counties’ total turnover for the year ending 31 December 
2013 was approximately [],689 the CMA considers that it is appropriate and 
proportionate to adjust Three Counties’ penalty to £100 at step 4 for specific 
deterrence. The CMA considers that this Penalty is appropriate for deterrence 
purposes without being disproportionate or excessive. 

Waterfords 

6.50 Waterfords’ penalty after step 3 is []. For the reasons set out below, the 
CMA considers that this figure should be decreased to ensure that the level of 
penalty is not disproportionate or excessive. In reaching this view, the CMA 
has had regard to the following factors: 

6.50.1 Waterfords’ size and financial position: Having regard to a range of 
financial indicators,690 the CMA considers that Waterfords’ penalty at 
the end of step 3 should be decreased to ensure its penalty is not 
disproportionate or excessive. For example, the CMA notes that the 
unadjusted penalty would: 

 

 
688 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.18 
689 Three Counties’ last accounting period was for the 17 months to 31 December 2013, and its turnover for that 
17 month period was []. In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has determined Three Counties’ 
applicable turnover having regard to article 2(1) of the 2000 Order, pursuant to which ‘“applicable turnover” 
means the turnover of an undertaking for a business year determined in accordance with the Schedule to this 
Order; and where a business year does not equal 12 months the applicable turnover shall be the amount which 
bears the same proportion to the applicable turnover during that business year as 12 months does to that 
period’’. 
690 See footnote 682 above. The Penalties Guidance provides that, in considering whether any adjustments 
should be made at step 4 for specific deterrence or proportionality, the CMA will have regard to appropriate 
indicators of the size and financial position of the relevant undertaking as at the time the penalty is being imposed 
(Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.16). In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has taken that time to be the date on which the 
settlement offer by an undertaking was accepted by the CMA. In this case, in relation to Waterfords, the financial 
year for which the most recent audited accounts were available at that time, is the financial year ending 31 March 
2014. 
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 amount to a substantial proportion of Waterfords’ total 
worldwide turnover of [] in the year ending 31 March 
2014691 

 be significantly in excess of Waterfords’ profit after tax, both 
for the year ending 31 March 2014692 and as an average over 
the last three financial years 

 be significantly in excess of Waterfords’ relevant turnover for 
the year ending 31 March 2013.693 

6.50.2 The nature of the Infringement: The Infringement was a serious 
breach of the Chapter I prohibition, although it does not fall within the 
category of the most serious infringements of competition law.694 
This factor has been taken into account at step 1 above, and in the 
circumstances of this case the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.50.3 Waterfords’ role in the Infringement: Waterfords played a leading 
role in driving forward the Infringement, as it was actively involved in 
all aspects of the Infringement.695 This factor has been taken into 
account at step 3 above, and in the circumstances of this case the 
CMA does not consider that it is necessary to make any adjustment 
at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.50.4 The impact of Waterfords’ infringing activity on competition: In the 
circumstances of this case, the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.51 In view of the foregoing, in the circumstances of this case, the CMA has 
decreased Waterfords’ penalty by [] at step 4, to a figure of []. Assessing 
the resulting penalty in the round, the CMA considers that the adjusted 
penalty of [] is appropriate to deter Waterfords from breaching competition 
law in the future without being disproportionate or excessive.  

 

 
691 See footnote 690 above. 
692 See footnote 690 above. 
693 As set out in the Penalties Guidance, the reference year for relevant turnover is the financial year preceding 
the date when the Infringement ended (Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 
2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 2.7). In this case, in relation to Waterfords, that is the financial year 
ending 31 March 2013.  
694 See paragraph 6.22 above.  
695 See paragraph 6.29 above.  
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Castles 

6.52 Castles’ penalty after step 3 is []. For the reasons set out below, the CMA 
considers that this figure should be decreased to ensure that the level of 
penalty is not disproportionate or excessive. In reaching this view, the CMA 
has had regard to the following factors: 

6.52.1 Castles’ size and financial position: Having regard to a range of 
financial indicators,696 the CMA considers that Castles’ penalty at the 
end of step 3 should be decreased to ensure its penalty is not 
disproportionate or excessive. For example, the CMA notes that the 
unadjusted penalty would: 

 amount to a substantial proportion of Castles’ total worldwide 
turnover of [] for the year ending 31 July 2014697  

 be significantly in excess of Castles’ profit after tax, both for 
the year ending 31 July 2014698 and as an average over the 
last three financial years 

 be significantly in excess of Castles’ relevant turnover for the 
year ending 31 July 2013.699 

6.52.2 The nature of the Infringement: The Infringement was a serious 
breach of the Chapter I prohibition, although it does not fall within the 
category of the most serious infringements of competition law.700 
This factor has been taken into account at step 1 above, and in the 
circumstances of this case the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.52.3 Castles’ role in the Infringement: Castles played a leading role in 
driving forward the Infringement. However, the CMA recognises that 
Castles was only actively involved in certain aspects of the 

 

 
696 See footnote 682 above. The Penalties Guidance provides that, in considering whether any adjustments 
should be made at step 4 for specific deterrence or proportionality, the CMA will have regard to appropriate 
indicators of the size and financial position of the relevant undertaking as at the time the penalty is being imposed 
(Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.16). In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has taken that time to be the date on which the 
settlement offer by an undertaking was accepted by the CMA. In this case, in relation to Castles, the financial 
year for which the most recent audited accounts were available at that time, is the financial year ending 31 July 
2014.  
697 See footnote 696 above.  
698 See footnote 696 above.  
699 As set out in the Penalties Guidance, the reference year for relevant turnover is the financial year preceding 
the date when the Infringement ended (Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 
2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 2.7). In this case, in relation to Castles, that is the financial year 
ending 31 July 2013. 
700 See paragraph 6.22 above.  
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Infringement.701 This factor has been taken into account at step 3 
above, and in the circumstances of this case the CMA does not 
consider that it is necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in 
respect of this factor. 

6.52.4 The impact of Castles’ infringing activity on competition: In the 
circumstances of this case, the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.53 In view of the foregoing, in the circumstances of this case, the CMA has 
decreased Castles’ penalty by [] at step 4, to a figure of []. Assessing the 
resulting penalty in the round, the CMA considers that the adjusted penalty of 
[] is appropriate to deter Castles from breaching competition law in the 
future without being disproportionate or excessive. 

Hamptons International/Countrywide 

6.54 The penalty for Hamptons International/Countrywide after step 3 is []. For 
the reasons set out below, the CMA considers that this amount should be 
increased to deter Hamptons International/Countrywide from breaching 
competition law in the future. In reaching this view, the CMA has had regard to 
the following factors: 

6.54.1 Hamptons International’s/Countrywide’s size and financial position: 
The CMA notes that Hamptons International/Countrywide has a 
significant proportion of its total worldwide turnover ([]% and 
[]% respectively) outside the relevant market. Having regard to 
that fact and a range of financial indicators,702 the CMA considers 
that the penalty at the end of step 3 should be increased to deter 
Hamptons International/Countrywide from breaching competition law 
in the future. For example, the CMA notes that the unadjusted 
penalty would amount to: 

 

 
701 See paragraph 6.31 above.  
702 See footnote 682 above. The Penalties Guidance provides that, in considering whether any adjustments 
should be made at step 4 for specific deterrence or proportionality, the CMA will have regard to appropriate 
indicators of the size and financial position of the relevant undertaking as at the time the penalty is being imposed 
(Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.16). In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has taken that time to be the date on which the 
settlement offer by an undertaking was accepted by the CMA. In this case, in relation to Hamptons 
International/Countrywide, the financial year for which the most recent audited accounts were available at that 
time, is the financial year ending 31 December 2013.  
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 a negligible proportion of Hamptons International’s total 
worldwide turnover of [] in the year ending 31 December 
2013703  

 a negligible proportion of Countrywide’s total worldwide 
turnover of [] in the year ending 31 December 2013704 

 a small proportion of Hamptons International’s profit after tax, 
both for the year ending 31 December 2013705 and as an 
average over the last three financial years, and  

 a negligible proportion of Countrywide’s profit after tax in the 
year ending 31 December 2013706  

 a substantial proportion of Hamptons International’s relevant 
turnover for the year ending 31 December 2013.707 

6.54.2 The nature of the Infringement: The Infringement was a serious 
breach of the Chapter I prohibition, although it does not fall within the 
category of the most serious infringements of competition law.708 
This factor has been taken into account at step 1 above, and in the 
circumstances of this case the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.54.3 Hamptons Internationals’ role in the Infringement: Hamptons 
International played a leading role in driving forward the 
Infringement. However, the CMA recognises that Hamptons 
International was only actively involved in certain aspects of the 
Infringement.709 This factor has been taken into account at step 3 
above, and in the circumstances of this case the CMA does not 
consider that it is necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in 
respect of this factor. 

6.54.4 The impact of Hamptons International’s infringing activity on 
competition: In the circumstances of this case, the CMA does not 

 

 
703 See footnote 702 above.  
704 See footnote 702 above.  
705 See footnote 702 above.  
706 See footnote 702 above.  
707 As set out in the Penalties Guidance, the reference year for relevant turnover is the financial year preceding 
the date when the Infringement ended (Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 
2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 2.7). In this case, in relation to Hamptons 
International/Countrywide, that is the financial year ending 31 December 2013. 
708 See paragraph 6.22 above.  
709 See paragraph 6.33 above.  
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consider that it is necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in 
respect of this factor.  

6.55 In view of the foregoing, the CMA has increased the penalty for Hamptons 
International/Countrywide by [] at step 4, to a figure of []. Assessing the 
resulting penalty in the round, the CMA considers that the adjusted penalty of 
[]710 is appropriate to deter Hamptons International and Countrywide from 
breaching competition law in the future without being disproportionate or 
excessive.  

TMS/Trinity Mirror 

6.56 The penalty for TMS/Trinity Mirror after step 3 is []. For the reasons set out 
below, the CMA considers that this amount should be increased to deter 
TMS/Trinity Mirror from breaching competition law in the future. In reaching 
this view, the CMA has had regard to the following factors: 

6.56.1 TMS’/Trinity Mirror’s size and financial position: The CMA notes that 
TMS/Trinity Mirror has a significant proportion of its total worldwide 
turnover []% and []% respectively) outside the relevant market. 
Having regard to that fact and a range of financial indicators,711 the 
CMA considers that the penalty at the end of step 3 should be 
increased to deter TMS/Trinity Mirror from breaching competition law 
in the future. For example, the CMA notes that the penalty at the end 
of step 3 would amount to: 

 a negligible proportion of TMS’ total worldwide turnover for the 
year ending 29 December 2013712 

 a negligible proportion of Trinity Mirror’s total worldwide 
turnover for the year ending 29 December 2014713 

 

 
710 This represents an adjusted penalty of [] for Hamptons International, and an adjusted penalty of [] for 
Hamptons International, jointly and severally with Countrywide plc and Countrywide Group plc. See paragraph 
6.64 below and Annex B, paragraphs B.17 and B.20. 
711 See footnote 682 above. The Penalties Guidance provides that, in considering whether any adjustments 
should be made at step 4 for specific deterrence or proportionality, the CMA will have regard to appropriate 
indicators of the size and financial position of the relevant undertaking as at the time the penalty is being imposed 
(Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.16). In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has taken that time to be the date on which the 
settlement offer by an undertaking was accepted by the CMA. In this case, in relation to TMS, the financial year 
for which the most recent audited accounts were available at that time, is the financial year ending 31 December 
2013 and in relation to Trinity Mirror, the financial year ending 29 December 2014. 
712 See footnote 711 above.  
713 See footnote 711 above.  
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 a small proportion of TMS’ average profit after tax over the 
last three financial years,714 and 

 a negligible proportion of Trinity Mirror’s profit after tax for the 
year ending 29 December 2014.715 

 a significant proportion of TMS’/Trinity Mirror’s relevant 
turnover for the year ending 29 December 2013.716 

6.56.2 The nature of the Infringement: The Infringement was a serious 
breach of the Chapter I prohibition, although it does not fall within the 
category of the most serious infringements of competition law.717 
This factor has been taken into account at step 1 above, and in the 
circumstances of this case the CMA does not consider that it is 
necessary to make any adjustment at step 4 in respect of this factor. 

6.56.3 TMS’ role in the Infringement: As set out at Chapter 5 above, TMS 
became a party to the Infringement following pressure from certain 
members of Three Counties718 and, as such, played a passive role in 
the Infringement. However, see paragraph 6.62.4 below in terms of 
the impact of TMS’ infringing activity on competition.  

6.56.4 The impact of TMS’ infringing activity on competition: In the 
circumstances of this case, the CMA notes that notwithstanding 
TMS’ passive role in the Infringement, the agreement or concerted 
practice to prevent agents (whether members or non-members of 
Three Counties) from advertising their fees would have been 
significantly less effective without the cooperation of TMS and, as 
such, that its participation would have had a significant impact on the 
overall effectiveness of the arrangements.  

6.57 In view of the foregoing, the CMA has increased the penalty for TMS/Trinity 
Mirror by []% at step 4, to a figure of []. Assessing the resulting penalty in 
the round, the CMA considers that the adjusted penalty of [] is appropriate 
to deter TMS and Trinity Mirror from breaching competition law in the future 
without being disproportionate or excessive.  

 

 
714 TMS made a loss for the year ended 29 December 2013. The CMA considers TMS’ average profit over the 
last three financial years offers a more accurate view of its size and financial position. 
715 See footnote 711 above.  
716 As set out in the Penalties Guidance, the reference year for relevant turnover is the financial year preceding 
the date when the Infringement ended (Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 
2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 2.7). In this case, in relation to TMS/Trinity Mirror, that is the 
financial year ending 29 December 2013. 
717 See paragraph 6.22 above.  
718 See paragraph 5.56 above.  
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Step 5 – adjustment to prevent the maximum penalty from being exceeded and to 
avoid double jeopardy 

6.58 The CMA may not impose a penalty for an infringement that exceeds 10% of 
an undertaking’s ‘applicable turnover’, that is the worldwide turnover of the 
undertaking in the business year preceding the date of the CMA’s decision.719  

6.59 Where any infringement by an association of undertakings (for example, a 
trade association) relates to the activities of its members, the penalty shall not 
exceed 10% of the sum of the worldwide turnover of each member of the 
association of undertakings active on the market affected by the 
infringement.720 

6.60 The CMA has assessed each of the Parties' penalties against the thresholds 
set out in the preceding paragraphs (as applicable). This assessment has not 
necessitated any reductions to penalties at step 5 of the penalty calculations.  

6.61 In addition, the CMA must, when setting the amount of a penalty for a 
particular agreement or conduct, take into account any penalty or fine that has 
been imposed by the European Commission, or by a court or other body in 
another Member State in respect of the same agreement or conduct.721 As 
there is no such applicable penalty or fine, no adjustments are necessary in 
this case in that regard. 

Step 6 - application of reductions for settlement  

6.62 The CMA will reduce an undertaking's financial penalty at step 6 where the 
undertaking has agreed to settle the case with the CMA; which will involve, 
amongst other things, the undertaking admitting its participation in an 
infringement.722  

6.63 As set out at Chapter 3, section F above, each of the Parties has admitted the 
facts and allegations of infringement as set out in the Statement of Objections 
(subject to limited representations on manifest factual inaccuracies contained 
therein), which are now reflected in the Decision. In light of those admissions, 
and each Party’s agreement to cooperate in expediting the process for 
concluding the investigation, the CMA has reduced each Party’s financial 
penalty by 10% at step 6. 

 

 
719 Section 36(8) of the Act and the 2000 Order, as amended. See also Guidance as to the appropriate amount of 
a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, paragraph 2.21. 
720 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraph 2.23. 
721 Ibid, paragraph 2.24. 
722 Ibid, paragraph 2.26. 
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Payment of penalty 

6.64 The CMA requires each Party to pay the penalty applicable to it as set out in 
the table below. A detailed calculation for each Party is set out at Annex G. 
Both the individual figures and the final penalty figures are rounded to the 
nearest pound. 

Party Penalty (before 
settlement discount) 

Penalty payable 
(after settlement 
discount) 

Three Counties £100 £90 
Waterfords £51,318 £46,186 
Castles £19,275 £17,348 
Hamptons 
International723 

£258,869 £232,982 

Hamptons International, 
jointly and severally with 
Countrywide724 

£388,303 £349,473 

TMS, jointly and 
severally with Trinity 
Mirror 

£101,397 £91,257 

6.65 Each of the above penalties will become due to the CMA in its entirety on 13 
July 2015725 and must be paid to the CMA by close of banking business on 
that date. If that date has passed and (a) the period during which an appeal 
against the imposition, or amount, of that penalty may be made has expired 
without an appeal having been made, or (b) such an appeal has been made 
and determined, the CMA may commence proceedings to recover from the 

 

 
723 This represents a total penalty for Hamptons International (before settlement discount) of £647,172. See 
paragraph 6.55 above.  
724 This represents a total penalty for Hamptons International (before settlement discount) of £647,172. See 
paragraph 6.55 above.  
725 The next working day two calendar months from the expected date of receipt of the Decision. 
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undertaking in question, as a civil debt due to the CMA, any amount payable 
which remains outstanding.726  

 

SIGNED: 
 
[                          ] 
 
 
Ann Pope, for and on behalf of the Competition and Markets Authority 
Senior Director 
 
8 May 2015 

 

 

  

 

 
726 Section 37(1) of the Act. 
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ANNEX A LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

A. Introduction  

A.1. This section sets out the legal framework within which the CMA has 
considered the evidence in this case.  

A.2. The relevant legal provisions are set out in Section 2(1) of the Act and known 
as the ‘Chapter I prohibition’. The CMA is not applying Article 101 TFEU in 
this case as the CMA has concluded that the requirement for an effect on 
inter-State trade is not met. However Article 101 is still relevant in view of 
Section 60 of the Act (see below), and references to it are therefore made 
where appropriate.  

B. The Chapter I prohibition 

A.3. The Chapter I prohibition prohibits agreements and concerted practices 
between undertakings and decisions by associations of undertakings which 
may affect trade within the UK and have as their object or effect the 
prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the UK. The Chapter I 
prohibition applies only where the agreement, concerted practice or decision 
is, or is intended to be, implemented in the UK. References to the UK are to 
the UK or part of the UK.727 

C. Application of section 60 of the Act – consistency with EU law 

A.4. Section 60 of the Act sets out the principle that, so far as is possible (having 
regard to any relevant differences between the provisions concerned), 
questions arising in relation to competition within the UK should be dealt with 
in a manner which is consistent with the treatment of corresponding questions 
under EU competition law.  

A.5. Section 60 also provides that the CMA must act (so far as it is compatible with 
the provisions of Part I of the Act) with a view to securing that there is no 
inconsistency with the principles laid down by the TFEU and the European 
Courts, and any relevant decision of the European Courts.728 The CMA must, 
in addition, have regard to any relevant decision or statement of the European 
Commission.729  

 

 
727 Sections 2(1), 2(3) and 2(7) of the Act. 
728 Section 60(2) of the Act. The 'European Courts' mean the Court of Justice (CJ) (formerly the European Court 
of Justice) and the General Court (GC) (formerly the Court of First Instance); section 59(1) of the Act. 
729 Section 60(3) of the Act The CJ recently held that national competition authorities ‘may take into account’ 
guidance contained in non-legally binding Commission Notices (specifically the Notice on agreements of minor 
importance which do not appreciably restrict competition under Article 81(1) [EC] (De minimis), OJ 2001 
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A.6. The provision in EU competition law closely corresponding to the Chapter I 
prohibition is Article 101 TFEU, on which the Chapter I prohibition is modelled.  

D. Undertakings and the attribution of liability  

A.7. The Chapter I prohibition applies to agreements and concerted practices 
between 'undertakings' as well as to decisions by ‘associations of 
undertakings’.  

Undertakings  

A.8. The term 'undertaking' has been defined by the CJ to cover '…every entity 
engaged in an economic activity, regardless of the legal status of the entity 
and the way in which it is financed...’.730  

A.9. Accordingly, the key consideration in establishing whether an entity is an 
undertaking is whether it is engaged in ‘economic activity’. 'Economic activity' 
has been defined as conducting any activity '…of an industrial or commercial 
nature by offering goods and services on the market...’.731 

A.10. The term ‘undertaking’ encompasses any natural or legal person that engages 
in commercial or economic activities, regardless of legal form. It therefore 
includes, among others, companies,732 partnerships,733 individuals operating 
as sole traders,734 and trade associations.735  

A.11. The concept also designates an economic unit, even if in law that unit consists 
of several natural or legal persons.736 The undertaking that committed the 
infringement can therefore be larger than the legal entity whose 
representatives actually took part in the infringing activities. When an 
undertaking infringes the competition rules, it is for that entity, according to the 
principle of personal responsibility, to answer for that infringement.737  

Associations of undertakings  

A.12. An ‘association of undertakings’ consists of ‘undertakings of the same general 
type’ and ‘makes itself responsible for representing and defending their 

 

 
C368/13, but such authorities are not required to do so: Case C-226/11 Expedia Inc v Autorité de la concurrence 
and Others, judgment of 13 December 2012, at paragraphs 29 and 31. 
730 Case C-41/90 Hofner and Elser v Macrotron [1991] ECR I-1979, at paragraph 21.  
731 Case C-118/85 Commission v Italy [1987] ECR 2599, at paragraph 7. 
732 In all their corporate forms, including a limited partnership (see Case 258/78 Nungesser v Commission [1982] 
ECR 2015) or a trust company (see Commission Decision of 31 January 1979 Fides, OJ [1979] L57/33, at 34). 
733 Commission decision Breeders' rights: Roses, OJ [1985] L369/9. 
734 Case 210/81 Demo-Studio Schmidt v Commission [1983] ECR 3045. 
735 Case 71/74 FRUBO v Commission [1975] ECR 563. 
736Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 55. 
737 Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 56. 
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common interests vis-à-vis other economic operators, government bodies and 
the public in general’.738 For the purpose of the Chapter I prohibition, any body 
formed to represent the interests of its members in commercial matters may 
be an ‘association of undertakings’.739 The term ‘association of undertakings’ 
is widely construed under EU and UK competition law and covers, for 
example, trade associations, agricultural cooperatives and associations 
entrusted with statutory duties, as well as situations in which economic 
operators coordinate their conduct by acting through a collective structure or a 
common body.740 It is irrelevant how the association is organised, or the exact 
legal form that the association takes.741  

Attribution of liability  

General 

A.13. In determining who is liable for any infringement and therefore, who will be the 
addressee of an infringement decision, it is necessary to identify the relevant 
legal or natural persons who form part of the undertaking involved in the 
infringement.  

Attribution of liability in relation to undertakings 

A.14. For each Party that the CMA finds has infringed the Act, the CMA will first 
identify the legal entity that was directly involved in the infringement. It will 
then determine whether liability for the infringement should be on a joint and 
several basis with another legal entity on the basis that both form part of the 
same undertaking.  

Parent/subsidiary considerations 

A.15. It is well established in EU law that the conduct of a subsidiary may be 
imputed to its parent company in particular where, although having a separate 
legal personality, that subsidiary does not decide independently upon its 
conduct on the market, but carries out, in all material respects, the instructions 
given to it by the parent company.742 In such a situation, since the parent 

 

 
738 Case C-309/99 Wouters [2002] ECR I-1577, [2002] 4 CMLR 913, paragraph 61 of the Opinion of Advocate 
General Léger. 
739 See Trade associations, professions and self-regulating bodies (OFT408, December 2004, adopted by the 
CMA Board), paragraph 1.4. 
740 Case 309/99 JCJ Wouters, JW Savelbergh and Price Waterhouse Belastingadviseurs BV v Algemene Raad 
van de Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten [2002] ECR I-1577, at paragraphs 50 and 64 and Case C-382/12 P, 
MasterCard Inc. v. European Commission, 11 September 2014, at paragraph 62. See also Opinion of AG Léger 
in Case C-309/99 Wouters [2002] ECR I-1577, [2002] 4 CMLR 913, at paragraph 62. 
741 Trade associations, professions and self-regulating bodies (OFT 408, December 2004), adopted by the CMA 
Board, paragraph 1.4. 
742 Case C-48/69 ICI v Commission [1972] ECR 619, at paragraphs 132 and 133; Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel 
NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 58.  
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company and its subsidiary form a single economic unit and therefore form a 
single undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, the CMA may 
address an infringement decision imposing fines to the parent company, 
without having to establish its personal involvement in the infringement.743  

A.16. A parent company can be held jointly and severally liable for an infringement 
committed by a subsidiary company where 

A.16.1. the parent company is able to exercise ‘decisive influence’ over the 
conduct of the subsidiary, and 

A.16.2.  in such a case, the parent company does in fact exercise such 
decisive influence,  

such that the two entities can be regarded as a single economic unit and thus 
jointly and severally liable. In those circumstances, it is sufficient for the CMA 
to prove that the subsidiary is wholly owned by the parent company in order to 
presume that the parent exercises a decisive influence over the commercial 
policy of the subsidiary, subject to rebuttal of that presumption (see A.18 
below).744 

A.17. As to the interpretation of ‘decisive influence’, the CAT noted in Durkan745 that 
the European Courts have established, among other things, that such 
influence may be indirect and can be established even where the parent does 
not interfere in the day to day business of the subsidiary or where the 
influence is not reflected in instructions or guidelines emanating from the 
parent to the subsidiary. Further, it is not necessary to show that any influence 
was actually exercised as regards the infringement in question. Instead, one 
must look generally at the relationship between the two entities; the factors to 
which regard may be had when considering the issue of decisive influence 
'are not limited to commercial conduct but cover a wide range’.746 

A.18. In the case of a wholly-owned subsidiary, the CJ has held that there is a 
rebuttable presumption of decisive influence by the parent company.747 It is for 
the parent company in question to rebut the presumption by adducing 
sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the subsidiary company acts 

 

 
743 Case T-517/09 Alstom v Commission Judgment of the GC of 27 November 2014 paragraph 55, Case C-97/08 
P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 59.  
744 Case C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraphs 60 and 61. Case T-24/05 
Alliance One International, Inc., formerly Standard Commercial Corp. and Others v European Commission, 
judgment of 27 October 2010, paragraphs 126 to130. 
745 Durkan Holdings Limited and others v OFT [2011] CAT 6. 
746 Durkan Holdings Limited and others v OFT [2011] CAT 6 at [22]. 
747 Case T-517/09 Alstom v Commission Judgment of the GC of 27 November 2014, paragraph 55; Case C-
97/08 P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 60 and 61. Case T-24/05 Alliance One 
International, Inc., formerly Standard Commercial Corp. and Others v European Commission, judgment of 27 
October 2010, paragraphs 126 to 130. 
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independently on the market.748 The GC has indicated, among other things, 
that neither the fact that the subsidiary operates independently in specific 
aspects of its policy on the marketing of the products concerned by the 
infringement,749 nor the lack of any direct involvement in, or knowledge of the 
facts which constitute, the infringement by directors of the parent company, 
are sufficient, of themselves, to rebut the presumption.750 

A.19. As regards ownership of an infringing subsidiary company by two or more 
separate parents in succession, if the CMA elects to attribute joint and several 
liability to each parent together with the subsidiary, it will be attributed to each 
parent on the basis of the principle of decisive influence as set out above, and 
in accordance with each parent’s period of ownership of the subsidiary during 
the period of the infringement.751 The CMA may elect, however, to attribute 
liability to the subsidiary only.752 

Attribution of liability in relation to associations of undertakings 

A.20. An association of undertakings may itself be held liable for an infringement of 
Article 101 or the Chapter I prohibition.753  

A.21. An association of undertakings may enter into an anti-competitive agreement 
or concerted practice in its own right; an agreement made by an association 
may also be considered as a decision of the association or as an agreement 
between undertakings or associations.754 It may itself be a party to that 
agreement or concerted practice, or may enter into an agreement for the 
benefit of its members.755 Whether this has occurred will be a matter of fact, 

 

 
748 Case T-517/09 Alstom v Commission Judgment of the GC of 27 November 2014, paragraph 55; Case C-
97/08 P Akzo Nobel NV v. Commission [2009] ECR-I-8237, at paragraph 61; Case T-24/05 Alliance One 
International, Inc., formerly Standard Commercial Corp. and Others v European Commission, judgment of 27 
October 2010, paragraphs 131. 
749 Case T-190/06 Total SA and Elf Aquitaine SA v Commission ECR I-0, at paragraph 64.  
750 Case T-189/06 Arkema France SA v Commission ECR I-0, (not available in English), at paragraph 65.  
751 Joined cases T-122/07 to T-124/07 Siemens AG Oesterreich and Others v Commission, paragraphs 139 and 
141 to 144. 
752 T-541/08 Sasol v Commission, paragraphs 182-183; Joined Cases T-259/02 to T-264/02 and T-271/02 
Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich and Others v Commission, paragraph 331.  
753 See Commission decision IV/31.371 Re Roofing Cartel: BELASCO at paragraph 102, Decision upheld on 
appeal Case C-246/86 BELASCO v Commission [1989] ECR 2117 and Commission Decision 94/815/EC Cement 
of 30 November 1994, upheld on appeal, T-25/95 Cement, [2000] ECR II-491, paragraphs 1325-1328. For further 
examples, see: UK Agricultural Tractor Registration Exchange OJ [1992] L68/19 (Commission decision 
92/157/EEC), upheld on appeal, Cases T-34,35/92 [1994] ECR II-905, Case C-7/95P [1998] ECR I-
3111COMP/38.238; Spanish Raw Tobacco (Decision of 20.10.2004) [2006] 4 CMLR 866; FENEX OJ [1996] 
L181/28. In the UK, see the 2003 decision of 3 February 2002 against the Northern Ireland Livestock and 
Auctioneer’s Association, (where the OFT found the association liable, but decided not to impose a fine due to 
the specific circumstances of the case). 
754 Case 123/83 Bureau national interprofessionnel du cognac v Guy Clair [1985] ECR 391, paragraph 20; Frubo 
v Commission [1975] ECR 563, paragraphs 30-32; NAVEWA-ANSEAU OJ 1982, L167/39, paragraph 38; French 
inland waterway charter tariff OJ 1985 L219/35, paragraph 40; Uniform Eurocheques OJ 1989 L36/16, paragraph 
34. 
755 Cases T-39 and 40/92 CB and Europay v Commission [1994] ECR II-49, paragraphs 76-77; Cases T-217/03 
and T-245/03 FNCBV v Commission (French Beef) [2006] ECR II-4987, paragraph 231; COMP/38.238 Spanish 
Raw Tobacco (Decision of 20.10.2004) [2006] 4 CMLR 866, paragraph 322.  
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and the fact that an association has formally entered into the agreement does 
not prevent liability for that agreement being placed on the members, 
particularly where they are the instigators and driving force behind the 
agreement.756  

A.22. The members alone, as opposed to the association, may be held responsible 
for an infringement of Article 101.757 Agreements implemented within the 
framework of an association may be characterised as agreements or 
concerted practices between its members.758 Current CMA guidance explains: 
‘The fact that members of an association of undertakings are acting through 
the association does not affect the way in which Article 81 (now Article 101) 
and/or the Chapter I prohibition apply to their decisions, rules, 
recommendations or other activities; their position is no better and no worse 
than if they were acting in the same manner outside the forum of such an 
association’. 759 

A.23. The fact that anti-competitive co-ordination was provided for, or was carried 
out partly through or pursuant to, a decision of a trade association does not 
prevent the competition authority from addressing its infringement decision to 
both the association and its relevant members.760 
 

A.24. It is clear, therefore, that enforcement action may be taken against both an 
association of undertakings and its members at the same time, and this 
approach is supported by case law.761 However, in order to make an 

 

 
756 See, for example, the Welded Steel Mesh case (Commission decision 89/515 OJ [1989] L260/1), where the 
Commission fined only the members of an association on the grounds that ‘the senior management of the 
associations consisted of leading personalities from the largest undertakings among their members… Without the 
initiative and active participation of the leading individuals in these undertakings, who also held senior positions 
and important roles in their respective associations, the agreements could not have come into being. In these 
circumstances, the Commission judges that the main fines should be imposed on those leading member 
undertakings without taking account of the associations in question’ (paragraph 207). As noted in legal 
commentary, ‘This allowed the associations to be used by their members to give the agreements stronger and 
wider impact’ - Van Bael and Bellis, Competition Law of the European Community, (Kluwer Law International, 
2005), page 227.  
757 See Welded Steel Mesh, Commission decision 89/515 OJ [1989] L260/1, paragraph 207.  
758 See, for example, Case T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000] ECR II-491, at paragraph 1329. 
759 Trade associations, professions and self-regulating bodies (OFT 408, December 2004), adopted by CMA 
Board, paragraph 3.1. See also Case 123/83 Bureau national interprofessionnel du cognac v Guy Clair [1985] 
ECR 391, paragraph 20. 
760 In Case T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000] ECR II-491, [2000] 5 CMLR 204, for example, the GC noted that it was 
‘normal practice for the Commission, where it finds that an association of undertakings and its members have 
participated in the same infringement, to impose a fine either on the undertakings which are members of that 
association of undertakings or on the association of undertakings… If, for particular reasons, such as those 
mentioned in recital 65, paragraph 8, of the contested decision, it intends to fine both the association of 
undertakings and the member undertakings of that association, it must make that intention clear in the SO or in a 
supplement thereto’(judgment at paragraph [485]; see also paragraph [478]). The GC also held that ‘[h]aving 
regard to the separate roles played by the associations and the undertakings in concluding and implementing the 
agreement referred to in Article 1 of the contested decision, the Commission was entitled to attribute 
responsibility for that infringement to both the associations and the members of those associations’ (judgment at 
paragraph [1328]). 
761 See, for example, Commission decision IV/31.371 Re Roofing Cartel: BELASCO, paragraph 115: ‘Although 
Belasco’s members were also the members of the cartel, Belasco itself must be held responsible, independently 
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infringement finding against an association of undertakings and its members 
for the same infringement, it is essential to establish conduct on the part of the 
association which is separate from that of its members.762 

E. Co-ordination between undertakings  

General 

A.25. The Chapter I prohibition applies to ‘agreements’ as well as to ‘concerted 
practices’ and ‘decisions by associations of undertakings’. It is not necessary, 
for the purpose of finding an infringement, to distinguish between them, or to 
characterise conduct as exclusively an agreement, a concerted practice or a 
decision by an association of undertakings.763 As explained by the CJ, ‘the 
definitions of ‘agreement’, ‘decisions by associations of undertakings’ and 
‘concerted practice’ are intended, from a subjective point of view, to catch 
forms of collusion having the same nature which are distinguishable from 
each other only by their intensity and the forms in which they manifest 
themselves’.764 

A.26. In the recent MasterCard case, the CJ confirmed the principle:  

‘… it is settled case-law that, although Article [101 TFEU] distinguishes 
between ‘concerted practice’, ‘agreements between undertakings’ and 
‘decisions by associations of undertakings’, the aim is to have the prohibition 
of that article catch different forms of coordination between undertakings of 
their conduct on the market … and thus to prevent undertakings from being 
able to evade the rules on competition on account simply of the form in which 
they coordinate their conduct’. 765  

 

 
of the members, for its involvement in operating the cartel’. Decision upheld on appeal Case 246/86 BELASCO v 
Commission [1989] ECR 2117. See also Steel Beams OJ 1994 L/116 1 (and Commission Decision C(2006) 5342 
final of 8 November 2006, upheld on appeal) which notes at paragraph 317: ‘Contrary to what some parties have 
argued in this case, associations of undertakings can infringe the competition rules of the ECSC Treaty… In the 
absence of special circumstances undertakings must take responsibility for the actions of an association under 
their control, in proportion to their influence over the association’.See also Spanish Raw Tobacco (Commission 
decision COMP/38.238, 20 October 2004) [2006] 4 CMLR 866, paragraph 358. 
762 T-25/95 Cement [2000] ECR II-491, paragraph 1325: ‘In order to find that an association and its members 
have participated in one and the same infringement the Commission must establish conduct on the part of the 
association which is separate from that of its members’, citing joined cases 89/85, 104/85, 114/85, 116/85, 
117/85 and 125-129/85 Ahlstrom Osakeyhtio and Others v Commission [1988] ECR 5193 (Woodpulp I). 
763 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v OFT and JJB Sports plc v OFT [2006] EWCA Civ 1318, at paragraph 
21. See also Case T -7/89 Hercules Chemicals v European Commission [1991] ECR II-1711, paragraph 264; 
Case T-1/89 Rhone Poulenc v European Commission [1991] ECR II-867, paragraph 127; Case C-49/92P 
Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraphs 131 and 132 and also case IV/31.371 (Roofing 
Felt) in which the conduct of the undertakings was found to be an agreement as well as a decision of an 
association.  
764 Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands BV and others v NMa [2009] ECR I-4529, paragraph 23 (citing Case C-
49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 131). See also Apex Asphalt and 
Paving Co Limited v OFT [2005] CAT 4, at [206(ii)].  
765 Case C-382/12 P, MasterCard Inc. v. European Commission, 11 September 2014, paragraph 63 and the case 
law cited. The unlawful co-ordination between undertakings may, for example, be characterised as a ‘concerted 
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A.27. It is established that a series of agreements, concerted practices or decisions 
by associations of undertakings can be characterised as constituting a single 
continuous infringement where they are interlinked in terms of pursuing a 
common objective.766  

Agreements and concerted practices 

Agreements 

A.28. The Chapter I prohibition is intended to catch a wide range of agreements, 
including oral agreements and 'gentlemen's agreements'.767 An agreement 
may be express or implied by the parties, and there is no requirement for it to 
be formal or legally binding, nor for it to contain any enforcement 
mechanisms.768 Acquiescence may also be sufficient to give rise to an 
agreement for the purpose of the Chapter I prohibition.769 An agreement may 
also consist of either an isolated act or a series of acts or a course of 
conduct.770 As held by the GC:  

'…it is sufficient that the undertakings in question should have expressed their 
joint intention to conduct themselves on the market in a specific way…’. 771 

A.29. The key question is whether there has been ‘a concurrence of wills between 
at least two parties, the form in which it is manifested being unimportant, so 
long as it constitutes the faithful expression of the parties’ intention’.772 

A.30. Although it is sufficient to show the existence of a joint intention to act on the 
market in a specific way in accordance with the terms of the agreement, the 

 

 
practice’ during the first phase of an infringement, but may subsequently have solidified into an ‘agreement’, and 
then been further affirmed, or furthered or implemented by, a ’decision of an association. This does not prevent 
the competition authority from characterising the co-ordination as a single continuous infringement. See Case 
T-9/99 HFB [2002] ECR II-1487, paragraphs 186 to 188; Case C-238/05 Asnef-Equifax [2006] ECR I-11125 
paragraph 32. See also Case T-305/94 etc NV Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij v Commission [1999] ECR II-931, 
[1999] 5 CMLR 303, paragraph 696: ‘In the context of a complex infringement which involves many producers 
seeking over a number of years to regulate the market between them, the Commission cannot be expected to 
classify the infringement precisely, for each undertaking and for any given moment, as in any event both those 
forms of infringement are covered by Article [101] of the Treaty.’ 
766 See paragraphs A.43 to A.49 below. 
767 Case C-41/69 ACF Chemiefarma NV v European Commission [1970] ECR 661 (in particular, at paragraphs 
106 to 114). 
768 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 24, at [658]; Greek Ferries, 
1999/271/EC, OJ L 109/24 at paragraph 141 (upheld on appeal). 
769 See Case C74/04 P, Commission v Volkswagen AG 13 July 2006, paragraph 39; and European Commission 
Guidelines in Vertical Restraints, paragraph 25. 
770 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Participazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraph 81. 
771 Case T-7/89 Hercules Chemicals NV SA v Commission [1991] ECR II-1711, at paragraph 256. 
772 Case T-41/96 Bayer v Commission [2000] ECR II-3383, at paragraph 69 (upheld in appeal in Joined cases C-
2/01 P and C-3/01 P BAI Commission v Bayer [2004] ECR I-23, at paragraphs 96 and 97. 
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CMA is not required to establish a joint intention to pursue an anti-competitive 
aim.773  

A.31. An undertaking may be party to an anti-competitive agreement where the 
purpose of its conduct, as coordinated with that of other undertakings, is to 
restrict competition on a specific relevant market, even if that undertaking is 
not active on that relevant market itself.774 An undertaking may also be party 
to an anti-competitive agreement even if it does not restrict its own freedom of 
action on the market on which it is primarily active.775 

Concerted practices  

A.32. As noted at paragraph A.25 the concepts of ‘agreements’, ‘decisions by 
associations of undertakings’ and ‘concerted practices’ are intended to catch 
forms of collusion having the same nature which are distinguishable from 
each other only by their intensity and the forms in which they manifest 
themselves’.776 

A.33. The Court of Appeal has noted that ‘concerted practices can take many 
different forms, and the courts have always been careful not to define or limit 
what may amount to a concerted practice for [the] purpose’ of determining 
whether there is consensus between the undertakings said to be party to a 
concerted practice.777 

A.34. Although the nature and extent of a concerted practice is addressed in the 
case law primarily in the context of so-called horizontal relationships (that is, 
between actual or potential competitors), it is also applicable to vertical 
relationships (that is, between non-competitors).778 The Court of Appeal has 
observed that: 

‘The Chapter I prohibition catches agreements and concerted practices 
whether between undertakings at different levels or between those at the 

 

 
773 Case T-168/01 GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v. Commission [2006] ECR-II-2969 paragraph 77 (upheld 
on appeal in Joined cases C-501/06P etc GlaxoSmithKline Unlimited v Commission [2009] ECR I-9291).  
774 Case T-99/04 AC-Treuhand AG v Commission, [2008] 5 CMLR 13, at paragraph 122.  
775 Ibid, at paragraph 127.  
776 Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands and Others v NMa [2009] ECR I-4529, paragraph 23, see also Case 
C- 49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 131 and Apex Asphalt and Paving 
Co Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(ii)].  
777 Argos Limited and Others v Office of Fair Trading [2006] EWCA Civ 1318, paragraph 22. 
778 See, for example, Case T-43/92 Dunlop Slazenger International Ltd v Commission [1994] ECR-II 441, at 
paragraphs 101 and following (concerted practice between Dunlop Slazenger and certain of its exclusive 
distributors in respect of various measures to enforce an export ban). See also the European Commission’s 
decision in Video Games, Nintendo Distribution and Omega-Nintendo OJ 2003 L255/33, paragraphs 323 to 324. 
(agreements and/or concerted practices between Nintendo and its independent distributors to restrict parallel 
trade). Other examples include: Pittsburgh Corning Europe [1972] L 272/35 (where a concerted practice was 
found between a supplier and a distributor) and Konica OJ 1988, L78/34, paragraph 36 (where there was a 
concerted practice between a supplier and a distributor). 
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same level of commercial operation. An agreement between a supplier and a 
commercial customer, which may be called a vertical agreement, may breach 
the prohibition as much as an agreement between competing suppliers of the 
same product or the same type of product, which can be referred to as a 
horizontal agreement’.779 

A.35. For present material purposes, the following key points arise from the case 
law on the concept of a concerted practice: 

A.35.1. The concept of a concerted practice must be understood in light of 
the principle that each economic operator must determine 
independently the policy it intends to adopt on the market, including 
the choice of the persons and undertakings to which it makes offers 
or sells780 

A.35.2. A concerted practice is a form of coordination between undertakings 
which falls short of ‘having reached the stage where an agreement 
properly so-called has been concluded’.781 The CJ has added that: 
‘By its very nature, then, a concerted practice does not have all the 
elements of a contract but may inter alia arise out of coordination 
which becomes apparent from the behaviour of the participants’782 

A.35.3. The coordination (which is prohibited by the requirement of 
independence) comprises ‘any direct or indirect contact’ between 
undertakings,783 which has the object or effect784 of influencing the 
conduct on the market of an undertaking785 thereby creating 

 

 
779 Argos Limited and Others v Office of Fair Trading [2006] EWCA Civ 1318, paragraph 28. 
780 Cases 40/73 etc Suiker Unie v Commission [1975] ECR 1663, paragraph 173. The CJ added that the concept 
of a concerted practice does not require the working out of an actual plan. See also Apex Asphalt and Paving Co 
Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(iv)]. 
781 Cases 48/69 etc ICI Ltd v Commission [1972] ECR 619, paragraph 64. In that case, which concerned 
coordination between competitors, the CJ added that coordination constitutes a concerted practice where it 
knowingly substitutes practical cooperation between them for the risks of competition. It stated: ‘Article 85 [now 
Article 101 TFEU] draws a distinction between the concept of ‘concerted practices’ and that of ‘agreements 
between undertakings’ or of ‘decisions by associations of undertakings’; the object is to bring within the 
prohibition of that article a form of coordination between undertakings which, without having reached the stage 
where an agreement properly so-called has been concluded, knowingly substitutes practical cooperation between 
them for the risks of competition’ (at paragraph 64). See also Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands and Others v 
NMa, [2009] ECR I-4529, at paragraph 26 and JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, at [151] to 
[153]. 
782 Cases 48/69 etc ICI Ltd v Commission [1972] ECR 619, paragraph 65. See also JJB Sports plc v Office of 
Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, at [151]. 
783 Cases 40/73 etc Suiker Unie v Commission [1975] ECR 1663, at paragraph 174. See also Case C-8/08 T-
Mobile Netherlands and Others v NMa, [2009] ECR I-4529, at paragraph 33; and Apex Asphalt and Paving Co 
Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(v)]. 
784 Cases 40/73 etc Suiker Unie v Commission [1975] ECR 1663, at paragraph 174. See also Case C-8/08 T-
Mobile Netherlands and Others v NMa, [2009] ECR I-4529, at paragraph 33; and Apex Asphalt and Paving Co 
Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(v)]. The case law provides that a concerted practice also 
arises in the situation in which the object or effect of the direct or indirect contact is to disclose to a competitor the 
course of conduct which the disclosing party has decided to adopt or contemplates adopting on the market. 
785 Cases 40/73 etc Suiker Unie v Commission [1975] ECR 1663, at paragraph 174. See also Case C-8/08 T-
Mobile Netherlands and Others v NMa, [2009] ECR I-4529, at paragraph 33; and Apex Asphalt and Paving Co 
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conditions of competition which do not correspond to the normal 
conditions of the market in question, and786  

A.35.4. It follows that ‘a concerted practice implies, besides undertakings' 
concerting together, conduct on the market pursuant to those 
collusive practices, and a relationship of cause and effect between 
the two’.787 However, that does not necessarily mean that the 
conduct should produce the concrete effect of restricting, preventing 
or distorting competition.788  

A.36. In terms of the nature of the impact of a concerted practice on the conditions 
of competition, the CJ has held (for example) that: 

A.36.1. It is ‘especially the case’ that a concerted practice leads to conditions 
of competition which do not correspond to the normal conditions of 
the market ‘if the [conduct in question] is such as to enable those 
concerned to attempt to stabilize prices at a level different from that 
to which competition would have led, and to consolidate established 
positions to the detriment of … the freedom of consumers to choose 
their suppliers’.789 

A.36.2. A concerted practice would affect significantly conditions of 
competition in the market if, in particular, it enabled the undertakings 
participating in it ‘to congeal conditions in their present state thus 
depriving their customers of any genuine opportunity to take 
advantage of services on more favourable terms which would be 
offered to them under normal conditions of competition’.790 

Implementation  

A.37. The fact that a party may have played only a limited part in setting up an 
agreement, or may not be fully committed to its implementation, or may have 

 

 
Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(v)]. Although the case law has referred to this part of the 
test in the context of influencing the conduct of an actual or potential competitor, the CMA has concluded that the 
point of principle is not confined to such situations - it extends to relationships between non-competitors and an 
infringement exists where the other constituent elements of the Chapter I prohibition are satisfied. 
786 Case 172/80, Gerhard Züchner v Bayerische Vereinsbank [1982] ECR I- 2021, paragraph 14; Case C-49/92P 
Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 117; and Case C-8/08 T-Mobile Netherlands 
and Others v NMa, [2009] ECR I-4529, at paragraph 33. The CJ (in those cases) added that regard must be had 
to the nature of the products or services offered, the size and number of the undertakings involved and the 
volume of the market in question. 
787 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 118. See also Apex Asphalt 
and Paving Co Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(ix)]. 
788 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 124. See also Apex Asphalt 
and Paving Co Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 4, at [206(xi)]. 
789 Cases 48/69 etc ICI Ltd v Commission [1972] ECR 619, paragraph 67. 
790 Case 172/80, Gerhard Züchner v Bayerische Vereinsbank [1982] ECR I- 2021, paragraphs 19 and 20. 
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participated only under pressure from other parties, does not mean that it is 
not party to the agreement.791  

A.38. Parties may show varying degrees of commitment to the common plan: the 
fact that a party does not abide by the outcome of meetings792 or does not act 
on or subsequently implement the agreement does not preclude the finding of 
its liability or relieve that undertaking of responsibility for it. 793 In addition, the 
fact that a party comes to recognise that it can 'cheat' on the agreement at 
certain times does not preclude the finding of an infringement.794 

A.39. Further, where an agreement has the object of restricting competition (as 
described below), parties cannot avoid liability for the resulting infringement by 
arguing that the agreement was never put into effect.795 

A.40. Where a party takes some action towards implementing an agreement, it is 
necessary to determine that such party was aware of the existence of the 
agreement in order to establish its participation in that agreement. If a party 
was unaware of the existence of the agreement, those actions could not 
constitute the expression of its accession to or participation in that 
agreement.796 However, an agreement or concerted practice may be made on 
an undertaking's behalf by its employees acting in the ordinary course of their 
employment, despite the ignorance of more senior management.797  

Decisions by associations of undertakings  

A.41. The concept of a decision of an association covers any measure, even if it is 
not binding or fully complied with by the members,798 which, regardless of 

 

 
791 Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 
2.8. See also, for example, Cases T-25/95 Cimenteries CBR SA v Commission [2000] ECR II-491, at paragraphs 
1389 and 2557 (this judgment was upheld on liability by the CJ in Cases C-204/00 P etc Aalborg Portland A/S v 
Commission [2004] ECR I-123 although the fine was reduced) and Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic 
Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraphs 79 and 80.  
792 Case T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000] ECR II-491, at paragraph 1389.  
793 Case C-277/87 Sandoz v Commission [1990] ECR I-45 (summary judgment), at paragraph 3. 
794 Case C-246/86 Belasco v Commission [1989] ECR 2117, at paragraphs 15 to 16. 
795 See, for example, Case 19/77 Miller v Commission [1978] ECR 131, at paragraph 7; 86/82 Hasselblad v 
Commission (1984) ECR 883, paragraph 46; Case C-277/87 Sandoz v Commission [1990] ECR I-45 (at 
paragraph 3 of the published summary). 
796 Case T-211/08 Putters International NV v European Commission [2011] ECR II-3729, at paragraph 34: 
‘Restrictive practices can be regarded as constituent elements of a single anti-competitive agreement only if it is 
established that they form part of an overall plan pursuing a common objective. In addition, only where the 
undertaking knew, or ought to have known, when it participated in those practices, that it was taking part in the 
single agreement, can its participation in them constitute the expression of its accession to that agreement’; Case 
T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000] ECR II-491, paragraphs 4027 and 4112; Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic 
Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, at paragraph 87. 
797 Joined cases 100/80 etc. Musique Diffusion Francaise v Commission [1983] ECR 1825, at paragraphs 97 and 
98. See also Tesco Stores Limited v OFT [2012] CAT 31 at [62]: ‘[…] any act by any employee could, potentially 
lead to an infringement attributable to their corporate employer, with whom they comprise the same undertaking’. 
798 Case T-325/01 DaimlerChrysler v Commission [2005] ECR II-3319, paragraph 210, and Northern Ireland 
Livestock and Auctioneer’s Association, OFT decision of 3 February 2003, [2003] UKCLR 433, paragraph 35; 
and Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 
2.9. 
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what its precise legal status may be, constitutes the faithful reflection of the 
association’s resolve to coordinate the conduct of its members.799 It may 
include, for example, the constitution or rules of an association of 
undertakings, or its recommendations or other activities. In the day to day 
conduct of the business of an association, resolutions, recommendations or 
dictats of the management committee or of the full membership in general 
meeting, binding decisions of the management or executive committee of the 
association, or rulings of its chief executive, the effect of which are to limit the 
commercial freedom of action of the members in some respect, will all be 
decisions of the association. The key consideration is whether the effect of the 
decision, whatever form it takes, is to limit the freedom of action of the 
members in some commercial matter.800  

A.42. In Northern Ireland Livestock and Auctioneers’ Association the OFT 
concluded that a non-binding recommendation by the association as to the 
commission that its members should charge for the purchase of livestock in 
Northern Ireland cattle marts amounted to a decision within the Chapter I 
prohibition.801 

F. Single continuous infringement 

A.43. An infringement need not be based on a single, isolated act, but may operate 
through a pattern of conduct involving a series of agreements, concerted 
practices and/or decisions entered into over a period of time. Those 
arrangements may also vary and adapt to new circumstances, sub-
agreements or inner circles of closer cooperation may be established and new 
implementing mechanisms developed. Some participants may drop out, 
others may join in, and not every undertaking may necessarily be involved in 
every aspect of the infringing arrangement.802 Where it is established that a 
set of individual agreements, concerted practices or decisions by associations 
of undertakings are interlinked in terms of pursuing a single anti-competitive 
aim, they can be characterised as constituting a single continuous 
infringement.803  

 

 
799 Case 45/85 Verband der Sachversicherer v Commission [1987] ECR 405, paragraph 32. 
800 Trade associations, professions and self-regulating bodies (OFT 408, December 2004), adopted by the CMA 
Board, paragraph 2.2; National Sulphuric Acid [1980] OJ L260/24; BPICA [1977] OJ L299/18. 
801 Northern Ireland Livestock and Auctioneer’s Association OFT decision of 3 February 2003, [2003] UKCLR 
433, paragraphs 35 and 36. 
802 European Union Law of Competition, Bellamy & Child, Seventh Edition, at 2.071.  
803 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 113. See also Cases T-
101&111/05 BASF v Commission [2007] ECR II-4949, paragraph 159; and in relation to vertical agreements, the 
European Commission’s decision in Video Games, Nintendo Distribution and Omega-Nintendo OJ 2003 L255/33, 
paragraphs 261 and following. 
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A.44. As the CJ has held in Anic, although the prohibition [in Article 101 TFEU] aims 
to catch different forms of coordination and collusion between undertakings:  

‘[i]t does not, however, follow that patterns of conduct having the same anti-
competitive object, each of which, taken in isolation, would fall within the 
meaning of 'agreement‘, 'concerted practice‘ or 'a decision by an association 
of undertakings‘, cannot constitute different manifestations of a single 
infringement of Article [101(1) TFEU]’.804 

A.45. The CJ has held that this approach does not contravene the principle of 
personal responsibility for infringements, nor does it ignore the individual 
analysis of evidence or breach the rights of defence of the undertakings 
involved.805 

A.46. When establishing that an undertaking was involved in a single overall 
infringement it is necessary to show that:  

'… the undertaking intended to contribute by its own conduct to the common 
objectives pursued by all the participants and that it was aware of the actual 
conduct planned or put into effect by other undertakings in pursuit of the same 
objectives or that it could reasonably have foreseen it and that it was prepared 
to take the risk’.806 

A.47. Accordingly, various agreements or concerted practices can be considered to 
form part of a single continuous infringement where:  

A.47.1. the agreements or concerted practices pursued a common objective 
or objectives  

A.47.2. through its own conduct, each undertaking intended to contribute to 
the common objective(s) pursued by all the participants, and 

A.47.3. each undertaking was aware of the offending conduct (planned or 
put into effect) of the other participants in pursuit of the same 
objective(s) or each undertaking could reasonably have foreseen it 
and was prepared to take the risk that it would occur.  

A.48. In such circumstances, each participating undertaking may bear personal 
responsibility not only for its own conduct, but also for the operation of the 

 

 
804 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 113. 
805 Ibid, paragraphs 83 to 85 and 203.  
806 Ibid, paragraph 87. 
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overall anti-competitive arrangement during the period in which it participated 
in it.807  

A.49. Moreover, it is not necessary for an undertaking to be active on the relevant 
market in order to be party to a single continuous infringement.808 The liability 
of an undertaking for an infringement is not affected by the fact that it did not 
take part in all aspects of an anti-competitive scheme, or that it played only a 
minor role in the aspects in which it did participate.809 

G. Prevention, restriction or distortion of competition  

A.50. As noted above, the Chapter I prohibition prohibits agreements between 
undertakings or concerted practices which: 

'…have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of 
competition'. 

A.51. It is settled case law, at both UK and EU levels, that if an agreement has as its 
object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition, it is not 
necessary to prove that the agreement has had, or would have, any anti-
competitive effects in order to establish an infringement.810  

Anti-competitive object  

A.52. The CJ has held that object infringements are those forms of coordination 
between undertakings that can be regarded, by their very nature, as being 
harmful to the proper functioning of normal competition.811  

A.53. The object of an agreement is to be identified primarily from an examination of 
objective factors, such as the content of its provisions, its objectives and the 

 

 
807 Case C-49/92P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni [1999] ECR I-4125, paragraph 83. 
808 Case T-29/05 Deltafina v Commission [2010] ECR II- 4077, at paragraphs 46 to 49. See also Case T-99/04 
AC-Treuhand v Commission [2008] ECR II-1501, at paragraphs 129 to 136. 
809 Case T-99/04 AC-Treuhand v Commission [2008] ECR II-1501, at paragraph 132. 
810 See, for example: Joined Cases 56/64 and 58/64 Consten and Grundig v Commission [1966] ECR 299, at 
page 342; Joined Cases C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-213/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Portland 
A/S and Others v Commission [2004] ECR I‑123, at paragraph 261; Case C-105/04 P Nederlandse Federatieve 
Vereniging voor de Groothandel op Elektrotechnisch Gebied v Commission [2006] ECR I-8725, at paragraph 
125; Case C- 209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society Ltd [2008] ECR I-8637, at 
paragraph 16; and Case C-226/11 Expedia Inc v Autorité de la concurrence and Others, judgment of 13 
December 2012, at paragraph 36. 
811 Case C-32/11 Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt and Others, judgment of 14 March 2013, paragraph 35. This has 
been affirmed most recently in Case C-67/13 P Groupement des cartes bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 
September 2014, paragraph 50 and Case C-382/12P MasterCard and Others v Commission, judgment of 11 
September 2014, paragraph 185. Both in Cartes Bancaires and MasterCard, the CJ stated that it is apparent 
from the case law that certain types of coordination between undertakings reveal a sufficient degree of harm to 
competition that it may be found that there is no need to examine their effects (Case C-67/13 P Groupement des 
cartes bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, paragraphs 49 and 57; Case C-382/12 P, 
MasterCard Inc. v. European Commission, 11 September 2014, paragraph 184). It went on to state that that case 
law arises from the fact that certain types of coordination between undertakings can be regarded, by their very 
nature, as being harmful to the proper functioning of normal competition (Case C-67/13 P Groupement des cartes 
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legal and economic context of the agreement.812 When determining that 
context, it is also necessary to take into consideration the nature of the goods 
or services affected, as well as the real conditions of the functioning and 
structure of the market or markets in question.813 Where appropriate, the way 
in which the coordination (or collusive behaviour) is implemented may be 
taken into account.814 

A.54. Anti-competitive subjective intentions on the part of the parties can also be 
taken into account in the assessment, but they are not a necessary factor for 
a finding that there is an anti-competitive restrictive object.815 

A.55. It is well established that there is no need to take account of the actual effects 
of an agreement once it appears that it has as its object the prevention, 
restriction or distortion of competition.816 

A.56. Furthermore, the fact that an agreement pursues other legitimate objectives 
does not preclude it being regarded as having a restrictive object.817 

A.57. Whilst vertical agreements are, by their nature, often less damaging to 
competition than horizontal agreements, the fact that an agreement is entered 
into in the vertical context does not exclude the possibility that it constitutes a 
restriction of competition by object.818 

Anti-competitive effect 

A.58. The Chapter I prohibition applies both to actual and potential anti-competitive 
effects.819 The CJ has stated that ‘[t]he crucial element to be taken into 

 

 
bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, paragraph 50; Case C-382/12 P, MasterCard Inc. v. 
European Commission, 11 September 2014, paragraph 185). 
812 Case C-32/11 Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt and Others, judgment of 14 March 2013, paragraph 36 and Case 
C- 67/13 P Groupement des cartes bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, paragraph 53. 
See also cases C-501/06 P GlaxoSmithKline Services and Others v Commission and Others [2009] ECR I-9291 
at paragraph 58, Case C-209/07 Beef Industry Development Society and Barry Brothers [2008] ECR I-0000, 
paragraphs 16 and 21 and C-403/08 Football Association Premier League and Others at paragraph 136. 
813 Case C-67/13 P Groupement des cartes bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 September 
2014,¸paragraph 53 and Case C-32/11 Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt and Others, judgment of 14 March 2013, 
paragraph 36. 
814 Cityhook Limited v OFT, [2007] CAT 18, at [268] which noted the provisions of paragraph 22 of the European 
Commission’s Guidelines on the Application of Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty (now Article 101(3) of the TFEU), 
OJ 2004 C101/97. Paragraph 22 provides that: ‘The way in which an agreement is actually implemented may 
reveal a restriction by object even where the formal agreement does not contain an express provision to that 
effect’. 
815 Case C-32/11 Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt and Others, judgment of 14 March 2013, paragraph 37 and Case 
C- 67/13 P Groupement des cartes bancaires v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, paragraph 54. 
816 Cases 56 & 58/64 Consten and Grundig v Commission [1966] ECR 299, at 342. See also Cityhook Limited v 
OFT, [2007] CAT 18, at [269]. 
817 Case C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society Ltd [2008] ECR I-8637, at 
paragraph 21. See also, most recently, Case C-67/13 P Groupement des cartes bancaires v Commission, 
judgment of 11 September 2014, at paragraph 70. 
818 See Case C-32/11 Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt and Others, judgment of 14 March 2013, paragraph 43. 
819 See also Case 7/95 P, John Deere Limited v Commission [1998] ECR I-3111, paragraph 77. 
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consideration … is the actual or potential effect’.820 This means that where no 
actual or immediate effects on competition are proven, the CMA must 
consider the potential effects on competition before it can find whether or not 
there has been an infringement by effect. 

A.59. The assessment of the actual or potential effect of an agreement must be 
conducted by reference to the counterfactual, which is the hypothetical 
position that would pertain in the absence of that agreement containing the 
restriction of competition. As the CJ has held on numerous occasions: 

‘… in order to determine whether an agreement is to be considered to be 
prohibited by reason of the distortion of competition which is its effect, the 
competition in question should be assessed within the actual context in which 
it would occur in the absence of the agreement in dispute’.821 

A.60. The assessment of effect, by reference to the counterfactual, must take into 
consideration the actual context in which the coordination in question operates 
(or operated at the time, when examining past conduct)822 and in particular the 
legal and economic context. According to the CJ in MasterCard: 

‘165 … when appraising the effects of coordination between undertakings in 
the light of Article [101 TFEU], it is necessary to take into consideration the 
actual context in which the relevant coordination arrangements are situated, in 
particular the economic and legal context in which the undertakings 
concerned operate, the nature of the goods or services affected, as well as 
the real conditions of the functioning and the structure of the market or 
markets in question. 

 

 
820 Case 31/85 ETA v DK Investment [1985] ECR 3933, paragraph 12. In another case, where the Commission 
had decided there was no proof of anti-competitive object or effect, one of the questions for the CJ to consider 
was whether, having decided that the relevant provisions did not give rise to actual or immediate anti-competitive 
effects, the Commission also took sufficient account of their potential effects before deciding whether or not there 
was an infringement of the then Article 85 (now Article 101 TFEU) by effect. The CJ stated that ‘account must be 
taken not only of the immediate effects of the agreement but also of its potential effects and of the possibility that 
the agreement may be part of a long term plan’: see joined cases 142/84 and 156/84, British-American Tobacco 
Company Ltd and R. J. Reynolds Industries Inc. v Commission of the European Communities, judgment of 17 
November 1987, at paragraph 39. 
821 Case 56/65, Société Technique Minière (SS.T.M.) v Maschinenbau Ulm GmbH [1966] ECR 235 at page 250; 
most recently affirmed in Case C-382/12 P MasterCard v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, 
paragraph 161 (see also paragraph 128). See also the Commission’s Guidelines on the Application of Article 
81(3) of the EC Treaty (now Article 101(3) of the TFEU), OJ 2004 C101/97, at paragraph 17. In MasterCard, the 
CJ also affirmed that the same applies in the case of a decision of an association of undertakings (at paragraph 
161). The CJ also noted that ‘the scenario envisaged on the basis of the hypothesis that the coordination 
arrangements in question are absent must be realistic’ (at paragraph 166). 
822 The Racecourse Association and others v OFT [2005] CAT 29 at [153]. 
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166 … it is permissible, where appropriate, to take account of the likely 
developments that would occur on the market in the absence of those 
arrangements’.823 

A.61. The examination of the conditions of competition in which the coordination in 
question operates is based not only on existing competition at the time of the 
coordination, but also on potential competition: 

‘It must also be stressed that the examination of conditions of competition is 
based not only on existing competition between undertakings already present 
on the relevant market but also on potential competition, in order to ascertain 
whether, in the light of the structure of the market and the economic and legal 
context within which it functions, there are real concrete possibilities for the 
undertakings concerned to compete among themselves or for a new 
competitor to penetrate the relevant market and compete with the 
undertakings already established’.824  

Restrictions on advertising  

A.62. Both case law and decisional practice of the OFT and the Commission have 
addressed restrictions on advertising and found that they have the potential to 
restrict competition between undertakings, even when operating at different 
levels of the supply chain.825 

A.63. Previous OFT decisions have concluded that restricting retailers’ ability to 
advertise prices is likely to affect price competition between them. In Lladró826 
the OFT noted that the advertising of resale prices, including discounts, 
promotes price transparency between retailers and provides a significant 
incentive for retailers to compete on price. Where provisions restrict a 
retailer’s freedom to inform potential customers of discounts which are being 
offered, this removes a key incentive for, and constitutes an obstacle to, price 
competition between retailers. The OFT concluded in Lladró that the ‘obvious 
consequence’ of price advertising restrictions is to restrict retailers’ ability to 

 

 
823 Case C-382/12 P MasterCard v Commission, judgment of 11 September 2014, paragraphs 165 and 166. For 
an example in relation to a decision of an association of undertakings, see Case C-1/12, Ordem dos Técnicos 
Oficiais de Contas v Autoridade da Concorrência, judgment of 28 February 2013, paragraph 70. 
824 Joined cases T-374/94 etc European Night Services v Commission [1998] ECR II-3141, paragraph 137; 
affirmed, for example, in Case T-461/07, Visa Europe v Commission, [2011] ECR I-1729, paragraphs 68 and 125 
and Case T-360/09 E.ON Ruhrgas AG v Commission, judgment of 29 June 2012, paragraph 85. 
825 See also Trade associations, professions and self-regulating bodies (OFT 408, December 2004), adopted by 
theCMA Board, at paragraph 3.14. The CMA notes that vertical restraints are generally less harmful than 
horizontal restraints (European Commission Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (2010/C 130/01) paragraph 6. 
Therefore, the CMA has concluded that if restrictions on advertising are harmful to competition even in a vertical 
context then they will be significantly more harmful to competition in a horizontal context. 
826 Agreements between Lladró Comercial SA and UK retailers fixing the price for porcelain and stoneware 
figures, Decision of the Director General of Fair Trading, 31 March 2003. 
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determine their own sale prices and that ‘any such provision has as its object 
the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition’.827  

A.64. In Roma,828 the OFT found that restricting dealers from selling Roma-branded 
mobility scooters online and from advertising their price online limited 
consumers’ choice and their ability to compare prices and get value for 
money. In its decision the OFT stated that:  

‘By prohibiting retailers from advertising retail prices online, retailers who 
would otherwise advertise at a lower price are unable (or at least significantly 
less able) to signal to consumers that they are offering better value (…) 
Therefore, such a prohibition prevents consumers from easily shopping 
around for lower-priced retailers (for example, through the use of 'Google 
shopping'). As a consequence, by reducing price transparency between 
retailers, a prohibition on price advertising over the internet is likely 
significantly to eliminate incentives on the part of retailers to engage in price 
competition with other retailers selling, whether online or otherwise, Roma-
branded Scooters and is thereby liable to lead to consumers paying higher 
prices. Therefore, the prohibition on online price advertising is liable to 
prevent, restrict or distort competition between retailers.’829 

A.65. In another recent OFT case, the OFT found that Pride Mobility Products 
Limited (Pride) and some of its retailers infringed competition law regarding 
the sale of mobility scooters by entering into arrangements with eight UK-wide 
online retailers which prevented them from advertising online prices below 
Pride's Recommended Retail Price (RRP). The OFT concluded that, among 
other matters, by reducing price transparency between retailers, the price 
advertising prohibition in question was likely to eliminate significantly 
incentives on the part of retailers to engage in price competition with other 
retailers selling, whether online or otherwise, certain Pride mobility scooters 
and was thereby liable to lead to consumers paying higher prices. The OFT 
therefore concluded that the price advertising prohibition in question was 
liable to prevent, restrict or distort competition between retailers.830 

A.66. As is explained above at paragraphs A.4 and A.5, the CMA must have regard 
to any relevant decision or statement of the Commission. In the Commission’s 

 

 
827 Agreements between Lladró Comercial SA and UK retailers fixing the price for porcelain and stoneware 
figures, Decision of the Director General of Fair Trading, 31 March 2003, at paragraph 70. 
828 Roma-branded mobility scooters: prohibitions on online sales and online price advertising, CE/9578-12, 
decision of 5 August 2013, at paragraph 3.181. 
829 Roma-branded mobility scooters: prohibitions on online sales and online price advertising, CE/9578-12 
decision of 5 August 2013, at paragraph 3.181. The OFT found that the prohibitions were anti-competitive by 
‘object’: see, for example, paragraphs 1.10, 3.13 and 3.234. 
830 Mobility scooters supplied by Pride Mobility Products Limited: prohibition on online advertising of prices below 
Pride’s RRP, CE/9578-12 decision of 27 March 2014 at paragraph 3.202. The OFT found that the prohibitions 
were anti-competitive by ‘object’: see, for example, paragraphs 1.10, 3.13, 3.198 and 3.257.  
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decision on EPI code of conduct,831 it found a comparative advertising 
prohibition issued by the Institute of Professional Representatives before the 
European Patent Office limited the commercial freedom of members and had 
the object or effect of restricting competition between members of the 
profession. The Commission noted in its decision that ‘providing information 
on the services on offer, [...], and comparative advertising, [...], are means of 
increasing user information to the benefit of users and are important elements 
of the competitive process.’832  

A.67. On appeal, the GC upheld the Commission’s decision in this respect.833 The 
GC considered that the prohibition on comparative advertising constituted a 
restriction of competition for the purpose of Article 101(1) TFEU. Significantly, 
the GC held that ‘advertising is an important element of the competitive 
situation on any given market, since it provides a better picture of the merits of 
each of the operators, the quality of their services and their fees’.834 

A.68. The Commission has also considered the application of Article 101(1) TFEU 
to advertising restrictions imposed by manufacturers in supply agreements in 
a number of investigations (see, in particular, the Hasselblad835 and 
Yamaha836 decisions, described further below).837  

A.69. In Hasselblad,838 the Commission condemned a selective distribution 
agreement which allowed the manufacturer to prohibit adverts by a dealer 
containing statements that it ‘can match any other retailer’s selling prices’. In 
addition to prohibiting particular adverts, Hasselblad had also threatened to 
withdraw credit facilities from dealers who did not treat prices in its retail price 
list as minimum selling prices and had terminated a UK dealership which had 
advertised its products at discounted prices. 

A.70. The Commission found that Hasselblad’s contractual right to prohibit adverts 
restricted competition within the meaning of Article 101(1) for the following 
reason:839 

‘This extensive right of intervention enables Hasselblad (GB) to prevent 
actively competing and price-cutting dealers…, from advertising their 

 

 
831 Commission Decision IV/36.147 EPI code of conduct, OJ 1999 L106/14, at paragraphs 39 to 41.  
832 Ibid, at paragraph 41.  
833 Case T-144/99 Institute of Professional Representatives before the European Patent Office v Commission 
[2001] ECR II-1090.  
834 Ibid, at paragraph 72. 
835 Hasselblad, OJ [1982] L161/18.  
836 Yamaha (COMP37.975), decision of 16 July 2003. 
837 Notwithstanding that in both cases the advertising restrictions were part of a wider strategy by the 
manufacturers to influence retail prices, the decisions clearly describe the anti-competitive nature of advertising 
restrictions. 
838 Hasselblad, OJ [1982] L161/18.  
839 Ibid, at paragraph 60. 
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activities, the more so as Hasselblad (GB) is not required to give any 
justification for its censorship measures’. 

A.71. The Commission concluded that Hasselblad’s distribution policy (including 
Hasselblad’s right to prohibit adverts) ‘interferes with the freedom of the 
authorised dealers to fix their prices, using the dealers’ fear of termination of 
the Dealer Agreement as a means of hindering price competition between 
authorised dealers’.840 The Commission considered that Hasselblad’s use of 
its dealer agreements (including the advertising restrictions) ‘as a means to 
influence retail prices’, amounted to a restriction of competition under Article 
101(1). 

A.72. On appeal,841 the CJ found that the Commission had been right to conclude 
that the advertising restriction constituted an infringement of Article 101(1).  

A.73. In Yamaha,842 the Commission objected to restrictions contained in selective 
distribution agreements on dealers’ advertising prices which were different to 
Yamaha’s list prices. In particular, the Commission was concerned by 
advertising restrictions which formed part of a wider policy by Yamaha to 
enforce resale price maintenance in a number of territories including the 
Netherlands and Italy. 

A.74. The Dutch dealer contracts (described as ‘guidelines’) prohibited dealers from 
advertising prices which differed from Yamaha’s list prices. The Commission 
stated that Yamaha’s guidelines: 

‘clearly prevented the dealer from announcing either within or outside the 
shop a price other than the one established in the price list. Even if discounts 
may have been possible, it is clear that the dealer was severely restricted in 
its freedom to communicate to the customer the price it fixed and that such 
discounts, if the dealer was still willing to offer them, could not be 
communicated in a way contrary to the guidelines.’843 

A.75. Meanwhile, the distribution agreement with dealers in Italy prohibited dealers 
from publishing ‘in whichever form’ prices which differed from Yamaha’s 
official price lists. The dealers were also prohibited from reproducing 
advertising material and price lists which were different to Yamaha’s official 
price lists. The Commission found that ‘the dealers’ freedom to set prices is 
strictly limited...Dealers cannot attract clients by advertising prices that differ 
from the ‘published prices’ of [Yamaha], nor by indicating prices in their shops 

 

 
840 Hasselblad, OJ [1982] L161/18, at paragraph 66. 
841 Case 86/82 Hasselblad v Commission [1984] ECR 883, at 43. 
842 Yamaha (COMP37.975), decision of 16 July 2003. 
843 Ibid, at paragraph 125.  
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different from those indicated by [Yamaha]’.844 The Commission concluded 
that Yamaha’s agreements had the object of influencing resale prices, thereby 
restricting or distorting price competition.  

H. Appreciability 

A.76. An agreement will infringe the Chapter I prohibition if it has as its object or 
effect the appreciable prevention, restriction or distortion of competition845 
within the UK or a part of it.  

A.77. The CMA takes the view (as stated in its guidance)846 that in determining 
whether an agreement has an appreciable effect on competition, it will have 
regard to the Commission’s approach as set out in Commission’s Notice on 
Agreements of Minor Importance.847  

A.78. Accordingly, in respect of an agreement between competing undertakings,848 
the CMA takes the view that it will generally have no appreciable effect on 
competition if the aggregate market share of the parties to the agreement 
does not exceed 10% on any of the relevant markets affected by the 
agreement.849  

A.79. Similarly, in respect of an agreement between non-competitors,850 the CMA 
takes the view that it will generally have no appreciable effect on competition if 
the market share held by each of the parties to the agreement does not 
exceed 15% on any of the relevant markets affected by the agreement.851  

A.80. However, an agreement (whether between competing or non-competing 
undertakings) which has the object of preventing, restricting or distorting 

 

 
844 Yamaha (COMP37.975), decision of 16 July 2003, at paragraph 134. 
845 It is settled case law that an agreement between undertakings falls outside the prohibition in Article 101(1) 
TFEU if it has only an insignificant effect on the market: see Case C-226/11 Expedia Inc v Autorite de la 
Concurrence and others, judgment of 13 December 2012, paragraph 16 citing, among other cases, Case 5/69 
Völk v Vervaecke [1969] ECR 295, paragraph 7. 
846 Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 
2.18. 
847 Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance which do not appreciably restrict competition under 
Article 101 (1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (De Minimis Notice) [2014] OJ C291/01 
(the ‘Notice on Agreements of Minor Importance’). Note that the principles set out in the Notice on Agreements of 
Minor Importance are stated also to apply to decisions by associations of undertakings and to concerted 
practices. Although the approach taken in this Notice is not binding on National Competition Authorities, they are 
entitled to take its thresholds into account: see Case C-226/11 Expedia Inc v Autorite de la Concurrence and 
others, judgment of 13 December 2012, paragraph 31.  
848 That is, undertakings which are actual or potential competitors on any of the relevant markets affected by the 
agreement. 
849 Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 
2.16. 
850 That is, undertakings which are not actual or potential competitors on any of the relevant markets affected by 
the agreement. 
851 Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 
2.16. 
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competition constitutes, by its nature and independently of any concrete effect 
that it may have, an appreciable restriction of competition.852  

I.  Effect on trade between Member States 

A.81. Where the CMA applies national competition law to agreements or concerted 
practices which may affect trade between EU Member States, the CMA must 
also apply Article 101.853  

A.82. An effect on trade means that the agreement or concerted practice may have 
an influence, direct or indirect, actual or potential, on the pattern of trade 
between EU Member States. The concept of ‘trade’ also encompasses an 
effect on the competitive structure of the market, for example where it 
eliminates or threatens to eliminate a competitor.  

A.83. For the purposes of assessing whether an agreement or concerted practice 
may affect trade between EU Member States the CMA follows the approach 
set out in the Commission's published guidance.854 

A.84. Agreements which cover only part of an EU Member State are not likely to 
appreciably affect trade between EU Member States, unless they have the 
effect of hindering competitors from other EU Member States from gaining 
access to part of the EU Member State, which constitutes a substantial part of 
the internal market.855 Agreements which are local in nature are in themselves 
not capable of appreciably affecting trade between EU Member States.856 

J. Effect on trade within the UK 

A.85. By virtue of Section 2(1)(a) of the Act, the Chapter I prohibition applies to 
agreements which '…may affect trade within the United Kingdom'. 

A.86. It is possible that an agreement may be caught by the Chapter I prohibition 
even if it only affects trade in a limited geographical area. For the purposes of 
the Chapter I prohibition, the UK includes any part of the UK in which an 
agreement operates or is intended to operate.857 However, the test is not read 
as importing a requirement that the effect on trade within the UK should be 
appreciable. Effect on trade within the UK is a purely jurisdictional test to 

 

 
852 Case C-226/11 Expedia Inc v Autorite de la Concurrence and others, judgment of 13 December 2012, 
paragraph 37; and Notice on Agreements of Minor Importance at paragraphs 2 and 13.  
853 Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition 
laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, Article 3.  
854 Commission Guidelines on the effect on trade concept contained in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty (2004/C 
101/07).  
855 Ibid, paragraph 92. 
856 Ibid, paragraph 91.  
857 Section 2(7) of the Act. 
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demarcate the boundary line between the application of EU competition law 
and national competition law.858 In any event, the CAT has clarified that given 
a close nexus between appreciable effect on competition and appreciable 
effect on trade within the United Kingdom, if one was satisfied, the other was 
likely to be so.859 Finally, an agreement or concerted practice is not in fact 
required to affect trade provided it is capable of doing so.860 

K. Exclusion or exemption 

Exclusion  

A.87. Section 3 of the Act provides that the Chapter I prohibition does not apply to 
any of the cases in which it is excluded by or as a result of Schedules 1 to 3 of 
the Act. Schedule 1 covers mergers and concentrations; Schedule 2 covers 
competition scrutiny under other enactments; and Schedule 3 covers general 
exclusions. 

Exemption  

A.88. Agreements which satisfy the criteria set out in section 9 of the Act benefit 
from an exemption from the Chapter I prohibition.  

A.89. In considering this issue of exemption, the CMA has had regard to the 
Commission's Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty [now 
Article 101(3) TFEU].861 

A.90. Pursuant to section 10 of the Act, an agreement is exempt from the Chapter I 
prohibition if it does not affect trade between EU Member States but otherwise 
falls within a category of agreement which is exempt from the equivalent 
prohibition under EU law (Article 101(1) TFEU) by virtue of a Regulation 
(known as a ‘block exemption’ regulation).862  

A.91. It is for the parties wishing to rely on these provisions to adduce evidence that 
the exemption criteria are satisfied.863 The CMA will consider such evidence 
against the likely impact of the restrictive agreement on competition when 
assessing whether the criteria in section 9 of the Act are satisfied.  

 

 
858 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2003] CAT 11, at [459] and [460]. The CAT considered 
this point also in North Midland Construction plc v. Office Of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 14, at [48]-[51] and [62]) but 
considered that it was ‘not necessary […] to reach a conclusion’.  
859 North Midland Construction plc v OFT [2011] CAT 14, at [62]. 
860 Case T-202/98 Tate & Lyle plc v Commission [2001] ECR II-2035, paragraph 78. 
861 Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty, OJ 2004 C101/97. See also Agreements and 
Concerted Practices (OFT401, December 2004), adopted by the CMA Board, at paragraph 5.5. 
862 Section 10(2) of the Act. 
863 Section 9(2) of the Act. 

http://uk.practicallaw.com/D-009-9116
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A.92. Severe restrictions of competition864 are unlikely to benefit from individual 
exemption as such restrictions generally fail the first two conditions for 
exemption (objective economic benefits and benefits to consumers) and the 
third condition (indispensability).865 However, each case ultimately falls to be 
assessed on its own merits. 

L. Burden and standard of proof 

Burden of proof 

A.93. The burden of proving an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition lies with the 
CMA.866 However, this burden does not preclude the CMA from relying, where 
appropriate, on inferences or evidential presumptions. In Napp, the CAT 
stated that: 

‘[t]hat approach does not in our view preclude the Director,867 in discharging 
the burden of proof, from relying, in certain circumstances, from inferences or 
presumptions that would, in the absence of any countervailing indications, 
normally flow from a given set of facts, for example [...] that an undertaking‘s 
presence at a meeting with a manifestly anti-competitive purpose implies, in 
the absence of explanation, participation in the cartel alleged’. 868 

Standard of proof 

A.94. The CMA is required to demonstrate that an infringement has occurred on the 
balance of probabilities which is the civil standard of proof.869 The CAT 
clarified in the Replica Kit appeals that:870  

'The standard remains the civil standard. The evidence must however be 
sufficient to convince the Tribunal in the circumstances of the particular case, 
and to overcome the presumption of innocence to which the undertaking 
concerned is entitled'. 

 

 
864 These are usually ‘black-listed’ in block exemption regulations or identified as hardcore restrictions in 
Commission guidelines and notices (see paragraph 46). 
865 Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty, OJ 2004, C101/97, at paragraphs 46 and 79 in 
respect of severe and so-called ‘hardcore’ restrictions. 
866 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading, [2002] CAT 1, at [95] and [100]. See 
also JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, at [164] and [928] to [931] and Tesco Stores Limited v 
Office of Fair Trading [2012] CAT 31, at [88]. 
867 References to the ‘Director’ are to the former Director General of Fair Trading (DGFT). The post of DGFT was 
abolished under the Enterprise Act 2002 and the functions of the DGFT were transferred to the OFT. From 1 April 
2014 the OFT’s competition and certain consumer functions were transferred to the CMA by virtue of the 
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013.  
868 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1 at [110]. 
869 Tesco Stores Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2012] CAT 31, at [88]. 
870 JJB Sports plc and Allsports Limited v OFT [2004] CAT 17, at [204]. See also Argos Limited and Littlewoods 
Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 24, at [164], [165] and [166]. 
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A.95. The Supreme Court has further clarified that this standard of proof is not 
connected to the seriousness of the suspected infringement. 871 The CAT has 
also expressly accepted the reasoning in this line of case law.872 

  

 

 
871 Re S-B [2010] 2 WLR, at paragraph 34. See also Re B [2009] 1 AC 11, at paragraph 72. 
872 North Midland Construction plc v OFT [2011] CAT 14, at [15] and [16]. 

http://uk.practicallaw.com/D-009-9116
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ANNEX B:  PARTIES’ LIABILITY 

A. Introduction 

B.1. This section applies Annex A (paragraphs A.13 to A.24) and identifies and 
sets out the details of the undertakings which the CMA has found liable for the 
Infringement, including where applicable the joint and several liability of the 
parent company of the entities directly involved in the Infringement. As set out 
at Chapter 5, section B above, the CMA has concluded that all of the Parties 
are companies engaged in economic activity and that they constitute 
undertakings (or an association of undertakings) for the purposes of the 
Chapter I prohibition.  

B.2. This section describes each of the Parties’ primary activities and corporate 
structure, including where applicable, each Party’s corporate owners during 
the period of the Infringement.  

B.3. This section also sets out, for each Party to the Infringement, the CMA’s 
conclusions on the attribution of liability.  

B. The CMA’s approach to assessing liability 

Identification of the appropriate legal entity 

B.4. In order to determine who is liable for an infringement, and therefore, who can 
be the addressee of a statement of objections and any ensuing infringement 
decision, and subject to any financial penalty which the CMA imposes, it is 
necessary to identify the legal or natural persons who form part of the 
undertaking involved in an infringement.  

B.5. For each party which the CMA has found to be liable for the Infringement, it 
has first identified the legal entity which directly entered into the agreement, 
engaged in the concerted practice or adopted the decision in question. 
Second, the CMA has determined whether liability should be shared with 
another legal entity on the basis that: 

(i) that entity had the ability to exercise decisive influence, and 

(ii) actually exercised, or is presumed to have exercised, decisive 
influence873  

 

 
873 See Annex A, paragraphs A.17 to A.18. 
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over the entity directly involved in the Infringement. In that case each legal 
entity’s liability is joint and several on the basis that they form part of the 
same undertaking.  

B.6. The Parties to whom the Decision is addressed are named in paragraph 1.2.  

B.7. Due to the possibility that there may have been a change in each Party’s 
company name and/or registered address, each Party’s company number as 
recorded by Companies House, is detailed below. This Decision is to be 
construed as applying to the company registered with the stated company 
number, however named and/or irrespective of its registered address prior to, 
at, or subsequent to the time of the Infringement.874  

Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International: Active involvement 

B.8. As set out at Annex E, paragraphs E.9 to E.12, on the grounds of 
administrative prioritisation the CMA has decided not to address the Decision 
to each and every member of Three Counties.875 Instead, the CMA has 
identified the members that, on the basis of the evidence in its possession, it 
has concluded were most actively involved in the Infringement over the 
Relevant Period. 

B.9. On the basis of the evidence as set out at Chapter 4 above, the CMA has 
identified Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons International as the members of 
Three Counties that were most actively involved in the Infringement. As such, 
the Decision is only addressed to Waterfords, Castles and Hamptons 
International, as well as TMS, as owner and publisher of the Star Courier, and 
Three Counties.876  

 

 
874 In circumstances where an entity has ceased to exist or has changed its name, consistent with case law, 
liability for an infringement may be attributed to the successor to that undertaking where there is functional and 
economic continuity between the original legal entity and the renamed entity (see Cases 29 and 30/83, 
Compagnie Royale Asturienne des Mines SA and Rheinzink v Commission [1984] ECR 1679 at paragraph 9, 
where the CJ also stated that ‘a change in the legal form and name of an undertaking does not create a new 
undertaking free of liability for the anticompetitive behaviour of its predecessor when, from an economic point of 
view, the two are identical.’). 
875 See Prioritisation principles for the CMA (CMA16; April 2014). 
876 As a result, the remaining Current Members are not addressees of this Decision. However, evidence 
submitted by these undertakings is referred to where relevant within this Decision and relied on as evidence of 
the Infringement. 
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C. Assessment of liability 

Waterfords (Estate Agents) Limited (Waterfords)  

B.10. As set out in paragraph 5.40 above, the CMA has found that Waterfords was 
directly involved in the Infringement from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 
January 2014. This is the period of the Infringement for Waterfords. 

B.11. In light of the CMA’s conclusions in Chapter 5, Section I above, the CMA has 
found that Waterfords is liable for the Infringement.  

Castles Property Services Limited (Castles)  

B.12. As set out in paragraph 5.48 above, the CMA has found that Castles was 
directly involved in the Infringement from 20 July 2005 (at the latest) to 31 
January 2014. This is the period of the Infringement for Castles. 

B.13. In light of the CMA’s conclusions in Chapter 5, Section I above the CMA has 
found that Castles is liable for the Infringement.  

The Countrywide Group: Hamptons Estates Limited (trading as Hamptons 
International (Hamptons International)), Countrywide Group plc and 
Countrywide plc (together Countrywide) 

B.14. As set out in paragraph 5.55 above, the CMA has found that Hamptons 
International was directly involved in the Infringement from 1 January 2008 to 
31 January 2014. This is the period of the Infringement for Hamptons 
International. 

B.15. In light of the CMA’s conclusions in Chapter 5, Section I above the CMA has 
found that Hamptons International is liable for the Infringement.  

B.16. As set out in at Annex A, paragraphs A.15 to A.19, a parent company may be 
held jointly and severally liable for an infringement committed by a subsidiary 
company.  

B.17. As set out at paragraphs 3.14 to 3.16 above, Hamptons International has 
formed part of the Countrywide group of companies since 18 June 2010. From 
21 December 2012, the Countrywide group has been ultimately owned and 
controlled by Countrywide plc. Prior to 21 December 2012, the Countrywide 
group was ultimately owned and controlled by Countrywide Group plc. For the 
avoidance of doubt, the CMA has concluded that Hamptons International, 
Countrywide Group plc and Countrywide plc form part of a single economic 
undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. 
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B.18. This is based on the CMA’s understanding that, from 18 June 2010, 
Hamptons International was a 100% indirectly owned subsidiary of 
Countrywide plc or Countrywide Group plc. This ownership can be traced 
through a number of Countrywide’s subsidiary companies, each 100% owned 
by its immediate parent company, as set out in Figure B.1 below. 

B.19. Countrywide (whether Countrywide plc or Countrywide Group plc) therefore 
had the ability to exercise decisive influence, and is presumed to have 
exercised decisive influence, over Hamptons International from 18 June 
2010.877 

B.20. In light of the above, the CMA has found that Countrywide plc and 
Countrywide Group plc are jointly and severally liable, together with Hamptons 
International, for the infringing conduct on the part of Hamptons International 
from 18 June 2010 to 31 January 2014.  

 

 
877 For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA has also concluded that Countrywide did, in fact, exercise decisive 
influence over Hamptons International. For example, in an email dated 10 August 2013, [Head of Residential 
Sales] of Hamptons International noted ‘…we should continue to encourage co-operation between brands within 
the [Countrywide] stable and to operate within the agreed guidelines in the greater interests of the group.’ (CMA 
Document Reference r_HAMP 9.278). Further similar examples include: emails dated 30 January 2013 and 8 
February 2013 between [the Sales Director], of [Countrywide group company] and [the Head of Residential 
Sales] of Hamptons International (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 9.272) and email dated 18 September 
2013 from [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Client Manager] of [Current Member C] (CMA 
Document Reference r_HAMP 9.285).   
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Figure B.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Countrywide Group plc  

Company number: 4947152 

(100% ownership) 

Hamptons Group Limited 

Company number: 3145691 

(100% ownership) 

Hamptons Estates Limited 

Company number: 2036215 

(100% ownership) 

Hamptons International: 

 Fleet branch 

Countrywide plc  

Company number: 8340090 

(100% ownership) 

Countrywide Holdings, Ltd 

Company number: KY 864399126 

(100% ownership) 
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Trinity Mirror Southern Limited (TMS) and Trinity Mirror plc (Trinity Mirror) 

B.21. As set out in paragraph 5.61 above, the CMA has found that TMS was directly 
involved in the Infringement from 14 September 2012 (at the latest) to 31 
January 2014. This is the period of the Infringement for TMS. 

B.22. In light of the CMA’s conclusions in Chapter 5, Section I above, the CMA has 
found that TMS is liable for the Infringement. 

B.23. As set out at Annex A, paragraphs A.13 to A.19, a parent company may be 
held jointly and severally liable for an infringement committed by a subsidiary 
company.  

B.24. As set out at paragraph 3.19 above, TMS is part of the Trinity Mirror group of 
companies, ultimately owned and controlled by Trinity Mirror. The CMA has 
concluded that TMS and Trinity Mirror form part of a single economic 
undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition.  

B.25. This is based on the CMA’s understanding that, during the period of the 
Infringement, TMS was a 100% indirectly owned subsidiary of Trinity Mirror. 
This ownership can be traced through a number of Trinity Mirror’s subsidiary 
companies, each 100% owned by its immediate parent company, as set out 
Figure B.2 below.  

B.26. Trinity Mirror therefore had the ability to exercise decisive influence, and is 
presumed to have exercised decisive influence, over TMS.  

B.27. In light of the above, the CMA has found Trinity Mirror jointly and severally 
liable, together with TMS, for the infringing conduct on the part of TMS from 
14 September 2012 (at the latest) to 31 January 2014.  
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Figure B.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Trinity Mirror plc 

Company number: 82548 

(100% ownership) 

Trinity Mirror Group Limited 

Company number: 3890730 BG 

(100% ownership) 

Trinity Mirror Regionals Limited 

Company number: 3890736 

(100% ownership) 

Trinity Mirror Southern Limited 

Company number: 1985909 

(100% ownership) 

The Star Courier 

(from 28 March 2010) 
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Three Counties Estate Agents Limited (Three Counties) 

B.28. As outlined in paragraphs 5.63 and 5.67 above, the CMA has found that 
Three Counties was directly involved in the Infringement from 20 July 2005 (at 
the latest) to 31 January 2014. This is the period of the Infringement for Three 
Counties.  

B.29. In light of the CMA’s conclusions in Chapter 5, Section I above, the CMA has 
found that Three Counties is liable for the Infringement. 
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ANNEX C: THE RELEVANT MARKET, ECONOMIC CONTEXT AND 
COMPETITION CONCERNS 

A. The Relevant Market 

Introduction 

C.1. When applying the Chapter I prohibition, the CMA is not obliged to define the 
relevant market, unless it is impossible, without such a definition, to determine 
whether an agreement, concerted practice or decision by an association of 
undertakings had as its object or effect the appreciable prevention, restriction 
or distortion of competition.878  

C.2. Insofar as the CMA has found that the Infringement comprises agreements, 
concerted practices and a decision by an association of undertakings that 
have as their object the restriction of competition (as set out in Chapter 5, 
section D of the Decision), no such obligation arises in this case.879 In 
contrast, it will be necessary to define the relevant market, or at least a range 
of candidate markets, when the competitive effect of an agreement is at 
issue.880 However, the CMA considers that it is not necessary to reach a 
definitive view on market definition in this case to determine whether the 
Infringement had as its potential effect the appreciable prevention, restriction 
or distortion of competition because the CMA considers such potential effects 
are appreciable on any realistic view of the market.  

C.3. Despite the above, the CMA has formed a view of the relevant market in order 
to calculate the Parties’ ‘relevant turnover’ in the market(s) affected by the 
Infringement, for the purposes of establishing the level of financial penalties 
imposed on each Party.881  

C.4. The CMA is not bound by market definitions adopted in previous cases, 
although earlier definitions can, on occasion, be informative when considering 
the appropriate market definition. Equally, although previous cases can 
provide useful information, the relevant market must be identified according to 
the particular facts of the case in hand.  

 

 
878 Case T-62/98 Volkswagen AG v Commission [2000] ECR II-2707, at paragraph 230 and Case T-29/92 SPO 
and Others v Commission [1995] ECR II-289, at paragraph 74.  
879 This principle has also more recently been applied by the CAT in Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v 
Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, in which the CAT stated at [176] that '[i]n Chapter I cases, unlike Chapter II 
cases, determination of the relevant market is neither intrinsic to, nor normally necessary for, a finding of 
infringement’. 
880 Bellamy & Child, European Union Law of Competition (7th Edn, 2013), paragraph 4.007. 
881Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a penalty (OFT423, September 2012), adopted by the CMA Board, 
paragraphs 2.1 and 2.3 to 2.11. 
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C.5. In this case, the CMA has adopted a conservative approach to market 
definition, which may result in a narrower relevant market being defined (and 
therefore a lower potential fine) than would be the case if the CMA carried out 
a full economic analysis of the relevant market(s).  

C.6. The analysis below first considers what products and/or services are part of 
the relevant market in this case (the relevant product market), then considers 
the geographic scope of the relevant market in this case (the relevant 
geographic market). Finally, it sets out the CMA's findings on the relevant 
market in this case (conclusion on the relevant market).  

C.7. The CMA has focussed on the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services, as this/these constitute(s) the market(s) directly affected by the 
Infringement. The CMA acknowledges that the Infringement may also have a 
direct or indirect impact on the related market for advertising property services 
in local newspapers, but does not consider it necessary to define the relevant 
market in that sector in order to assess the Infringement. Annex C, section B 
below considers the importance of local newspaper advertising, and the Star 
Courier itself, as part of the economic context for the Infringement.  

Relevant product market 

Introduction 

C.8. For the purposes of defining the relevant market, the CMA considers the 
competitive pressure faced by companies active in the market. It does so by 
establishing the closest substitutes to the product(s) or service(s) that is or are 
the focus of the investigation (the ‘focal product(s)’)882 and considering 
whether they exercise a competitive constraint on the ability to raise prices of 
those focal products.883 This includes considering substitutes on both demand 
side (ie customers switching to alternatives) and supply side substitutes (ie 
other suppliers being able to quickly and easily supply the same 
customers).884 The CMA will factor supply substitution into market definition if 
it is reasonably likely to take place, and already has an impact by constraining 
the supplier of the product(s) or service(s). 

C.9. The members of Three Counties are all agencies active in the supply of 
residential sales and/or lettings services.885 Three Counties is an association 
of these estate and lettings agents. The vast majority of Three Counties’ 

 

 
882 See Market Definition: understanding Competition Law (OFT403, December 2004), adopted by the CMA 
Board, paragraph 3.2.  
883 Ibid, paragraphs 2.9 to 2.10. 
884 Ibid, Chapter 3.  
885 See Annex D. 
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members since its formation (and each of the Current Members) are 
‘traditional’ estate or lettings agents; that is agents operating with a high street 
presence.886 

C.10. There are therefore two relevant focal products in this case: 

 ‘traditional’ residential sales services  

 ‘traditional’ residential lettings services 

Traditional residential sales and lettings services  

C.11. Traditional residential sales and lettings services may be divided into the 
following categories: 

 traditional estate agency services, relating to property sales, and887  

 traditional lettings agency services, relating to property lettings. 

C.12. The CMA has considered whether the two categories of residential property 
agency services identified above comprise one single product market or two 
separate product markets. 

C.13. On the demand side, residential estate and lettings agency services are 
provided to two distinct sets of customers - those seeking to buy or sell a 
property, and those seeking to rent or let a property.888 Although some 
purchasers may buy a property in order to subsequently let it, purchasers 
would not switch between seeking to buy or rent a property on the basis of 
changes in fees charged by estate or lettings agents. Similarly, vendors may 
decide to let a property instead if they are unable to find a purchaser, but 
would not switch between selling or letting their property on the basis of 
changes in estate or lettings agent fees. This suggests that the two categories 
would comprise two separate product markets.  

C.14. On the supply side, the services provided by residential estate agents and 
residential lettings agents are different, although there is a degree of overlap 
between them. Residential estate agents tend to offer a range of services for 
vendors including: property valuations; asking price recommendations; 
promotional services; arranging and conducting viewings; screening of 

 

 
886 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 3.21.  
887 The term ‘estate agent’ only applies to the sale of interests in land (section 1 of the Estate Agents Act 1979) 
and therefore cannot be used in relation to lettings. 
888 As discussed in paragraph 5.98 above, the market(s) for residential estate and lettings agency are two sided 
market(s), but the CMA has concluded that this does not impact on how it has defined the relevant market in this 
case. 
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potential buyers; negotiation; a range of ancillary services;889 and liaison 
between the parties.890 On a ‘let only’ service, the services offered by 
residential lettings agents to landlords would be similar (without the ancillary 
services), but would also typically carry out the following additional services: 
credit checks on potential tenants; registering and protecting tenant’s 
deposits; and inventory and cleaning services on ‘check in’ and ‘check out’. In 
addition, for ‘fully managed’ services, the lettings agent would typically 
additionally offer landlords the following services: key holding; ongoing 
maintenance and repair; and property inspections.891 In light of this, the 
knowledge, skills and contacts needed for providing estate agency services 
are likely to be somewhat different to providing lettings agency services. 

C.15. In addition, the regulatory environments are distinct. Whilst estate agents are 
not required by law to be licensed or qualified, they are principally regulated 
by the Estate Agents Act 1979 and the Consumer Protection from Unfair 
Trading Regulations 2008. In addition, since 1 October 2008 it has been 
compulsory for estate agents to belong to a redress scheme.892 Whilst in 
England there is no requirement for letting agents to be licensed, they are 
subject to consumer protection law893 and, as of 1 October 2014894 must 
belong to a redress scheme.895 

C.16. Finally, the CMA notes that in most cases residential sales and letting 
businesses are separated within agencies;896 certain agencies focus only on 
lettings897 and a small proportion focus only on sales.898  

C.17. In light of the above factors, the CMA considers that residential sales and 
lettings services may comprise two separate relevant product markets. 
However, given that the CMA has found that the relevant agreements, 

 

 
889 Including provision of Energy Performance Certificates; mortgage and insurance services, provision of 
surveys (including mortgage valuation surveys, home buyer reports and buildings surveys); and conveyancing 
services (Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), Chapter 3.  
890 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010) paragraph 3.21. 
891 The Lettings Market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraphs 3.3 to 3.7. 
892 Section 23A of the Estate Agents Act 1979, as inserted by section 53(1) of the Consumer, Estate Agents and 
Redress Act 2007. 
893 The Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA), which received Royal Assent and became law on 26 March 2015, 
introduced a new requirement for lettings agents to publish certain details of their fees. The CRA is expected to 
come into force in October 2015. 
894 The Redress Schemes for Lettings Agency Work and Property Management Work (Requirement to belong to 
a Scheme etc) (England) Order 2014 (SI 2014/2359) (Order) came into force in England on 1 October 2014. 
895 Lettings agents carrying out lettings agency work must also belong to a redress scheme approved by the 
Secretary of State or a government administered redress scheme to deal with complaints in connection with that 
work made by a person who is, or has been, a prospective landlord or a prospective tenant. See Sections 83 and 
84 Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (ERRA 2013), see also Section 4 (Exclusions: Lettings agency 
work) The Redress Schemes for Lettings Agency Work and Property Management Work (Requirement to belong 
to a Scheme etc) (England) Order 2014 (SI 2014/2359) (Order) (came into force in England on 1 October 2014). 
896 Competition in markets with commission rates, Five UK case studies (OFT889a, January 2007), paragraph 
A.2.  
897 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 3.14. 
898 Information taken from www.zoopla.com (October 2014). 

http://www.zoopla.com/
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concerted practices and decision by an association of undertakings covered 
both residential sales and lettings services it is not necessary to reach a final 
conclusion on this. 

C.18. The CMA has further considered whether there are any close substitutes to 
traditional estate or lettings agents’ services and, consequently, whether the 
market could be defined more widely. Alternatives to traditional estate agents’ 
services would include private selling (whether through direct sales or through 
private seller websites); online estate agents; and auctions.899 Similarly, 
traditional lettings agency services may be substituted for private rentals;900 or 
online lettings agents.901 

C.19. According to the consumer survey carried out by the OFT as part of the Home 
buying and selling market study (the 2010 Consumer Survey), the market for 
home buying and selling is dominated by traditional estate agents, with 87% 
of vendors in England and Wales using a traditional estate agent. In contrast, 
only 11% of vendors chose to sell a property privately, while online estate 
agents accounted for only 2% and auctions were used very rarely.902 

C.20. In addition, the 2010 Consumer Survey identified that 73% of vendors that 
used a traditional estate agent had not considered using an alternative 
method for selling their home. Of those surveyed, 16% said that they had 
considered using an online estate agent; 17% considered selling privately; 
and 3% said they had considered auction.903  

C.21. Similarly, according to the OFT’s 2013 Lettings market report, 66% of all 
private renting arrangements involved an agent in 2006 as opposed to private 
lettings arrangements.904 However, the 2014 Property Academy Landlord 
Survey suggests that this figure is far higher, with 75% of respondents 
‘always’ using an agency to find tenants.905 In addition, only 7% of landlords in 
that survey stated that they would consider using an online agent.906 

 

 
899 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraphs 3.44 to 3.60. 
900 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 3.17 (44% of private renting arrangements did not 
involve an agent) and 3.27.  
901 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraphs 3.17 and 3.19. 
902 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.7; and Quantitative Consumer Survey 
Report prepared by GfK NOP Social Research (OFT1140, February 2010), paragraph 5.1. 
903 Home buying and selling, Quantitative Consumer Survey Report, prepared by GfK Research (OFT1140, 
February 2010), paragraph 5.9. 
904 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 3.17. 
905 Available at 
http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642 (for ease of 
presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 68).  
906 http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642, page 17 
(for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 68).  

http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642
http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642
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C.22. In light of the above, the CMA considers that private sales and rentals would 
be likely to exert only a weak competitive constraint on the traditional estate 
agency or lettings agency model. A traditional estate or lettings agent, 
physically based in the local area where the property is located, is likely to be 
better informed about the value of property and the local housing market than 
the typical vendor or lessor, as well as offering the skills and experience 
needed to negotiate and manage the transaction. Arranging and conducting 
multiple viewings are time-consuming activities that vendors or lessors may 
wish to delegate to an agent. In addition, the CMA notes that the major 
internet property portals (such as www.rightmove.co.uk) represent a key 
marketing tool to access buyers or tenants, but restrict access to advertising 
properties for sale or to let only to estate or lettings agents (or new homes 
developers).907 Whilst private seller websites are becoming increasingly 
available (such as HouseWeb (www.houseweb.co.uk/)), the inability to access 
the major property portals is likely to deter vendors or lessors from selling or 
renting privately unless they have a purchaser or tenant already arranged, as 
it will be harder to successfully advertise the property to potential purchasers 
or tenants.908 

C.23. In relation to online estate agents, whilst they may be an increasing feature of 
the market, the CMA considers that they currently also exert only relatively 
weak competitive pressure on the traditional estate or lettings agency model. 
As noted above, in 2010 online estate agents accounted for only 2% of 
sales,909 and the position does not seem to have changed between 2010 and 
2014.910 According to the 2010 Consumer Survey, vendors’ main reasons for 
preferring the traditional estate agency model to an online agency were 
worries about communication (14%), a preference for personal or direct, face-

 

 
907 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 3.41.  
908 These considerations are supported by the 2010 Consumer Survey, which found that the main reasons for 
preferring the traditional estate agency model to selling privately were concerns about how much work the 
vendors would have to do themselves (31%), a limited marketing ability (21%), the possibility of reaching fewer 
buyers (12%) and taking too long (11%) (Home buying and selling, Quantitative Consumer Survey Report, 
prepared by GfK Research (OFT1140, February 2010), paragraph 5.13). Similarly, in relation to auctions, the 
main reasons for preferring the traditional estate agency model were concerns that it would fetch a lower price 
(49%), simply not thinking of the method as an option (13%), having no experience or knowledge of auctions 
(11%), too risky (5%) and a perception they are used for repossessions only (5%) (2010 Consumer Survey, 
paragraph 5.15). See also www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/money-saving-tips/9900988/The-online-
estate-agents-that-charge-just-500.html (March 2013) (for ease of presentation information extracted and copied 
into CMA Document Reference CMA 64), which notes that the big drawback with private sales websites is that 
the property will not feature on Rightmove and the other portals, ‘which can drastically reduce the number of 
potential buyers’. 
909 Home buying and selling, Quantitative Consumer Survey Report, prepared by GfK Research (OFT1140, 
February 2010), figure 5.1. 
910 In January 2014, online estate agent hatched.co.uk claimed that online estate agents now account for 5.5% of 
all sales in the UK – see www.estateagenttoday.co.uk/373-online-estate-agents-have-over-five-per-cent-market-
share-claim (for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 65). 
However, an article published on 1 September 2014 (available at www.propertyindustryeye.com/online-agents-
just-2-market-share-says-rightmove/) (for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA 
Document Reference CMA 66) contradicts the finding, citing a 2% market share for online estate agents, 
according to an analysis of listings on the property portal Rightmove.  

http://www.rightmove.co.uk/
http://www.houseweb.co.uk/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/money-saving-tips/9900988/The-online-estate-agents-that-charge-just-500.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/money-saving-tips/9900988/The-online-estate-agents-that-charge-just-500.html
http://www.estateagenttoday.co.uk/373-online-estate-agents-have-over-five-per-cent-market-share-claim
http://www.estateagenttoday.co.uk/373-online-estate-agents-have-over-five-per-cent-market-share-claim
http://www.propertyindustryeye.com/online-agents-just-2-market-share-says-rightmove/
http://www.propertyindustryeye.com/online-agents-just-2-market-share-says-rightmove/
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to-face contact (11%), a lack of trust for online estate agents (11%) and the 
desire for local agents and local knowledge (10%).911 The same is true for 
lettings, with the 2014 Property Academy Landlord Survey recording that only 
7% of landlords would consider using an online agent, with 56% stating that 
they would not consider doing so, with the remainder unsure.912 The views of 
Three Counties’ Members appear to support this view: 

‘The members present felt that whilst they are in general agreement with [the 
Managing Director of Former Member 26’s] views on agents offering special 
offers reducing their standard fees, organisations such as [Former Member 
22]] who operate a somewhat different business to the rest of us and are 
therefore not seen as direct competition to the general marketplace, could 
advertise their standard rate’.913 

C.24. The CMA has also considered whether there are any supply-side substitutes, 
ie whether online agents or other types of companies could easily switch their 
resources to providing traditional estate agency services (sales and lettings) 
such that they should be included in the relevant market. In the CMA’s view, 
this is possible given that there are no significant barriers to entry within the 
market(s) for estate and lettings services. However, given the significant sunk 
costs of marketing and advertising we consider online agents or other types of 
‘non-traditional’ agents as potential competitors when looking at ease of entry 
to this market.914  

C.25. Therefore, for the purposes of this case, the CMA considers that the relevant 
product market consists of the residential sales and lettings services offered 
by traditional estate or lettings agents. In any event, as described in Chapter 
5, Section D, the potential effects of the Infringement are likely to be 
appreciable even if the market comprised online agents as well as traditional 
agents.  

Relevant geographic market 

C.26. In line with its analysis of the relevant product market, the CMA has assessed 
the relevant geographic market for residential sales and lettings services. 

 

 
911 Home buying and selling, Quantitative Consumer Survey Report, prepared by GfK Research (OFT1140, 
February 2010), paragraph 5.11. 
912 http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642, page 17 
(for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 68). 
913 Minutes of meeting dated 12 January 2005 (attached to email dated 21 January 2005 from [the Personal 
Assistant to the Managing Director of Waterfords] to Committee members (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 
3.132)). 
914 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010) paragraph 4.19. 

http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642
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C.27. Previous research has demonstrated that competition for residential sales and 
lettings services, whether in relation to estate or lettings agency services, 
takes place at a very local level. A case study conducted by the OFT in 2007 
found that 87% of vendors chose an agent located within five miles of their 
property.915 In 2009, an OFT survey of estate agents found that 74% of estate 
agents in the UK typically offered properties for sale within a five-mile radius, 
with only 3% offering properties in excess of ten miles from the branch.916 A 
market study conducted by the OFT in 2004 also found that the majority of 
estate agents (87%) offered properties within a five-mile radius.917 Similarly, 
the 2013 report into the lettings market concluded that lettings markets are 
likely to be local, with lettings agents offering properties, and tenants looking 
to rent properties in certain local areas, with prices consequently driven by 
local competition.918 

C.28. In line with the above, for the purposes of this case the CMA considers that 
the geographic scope of the market(s) for residential sales and lettings 
services is local, ie within approximately a five-mile radius from Fleet (the 
Three Counties Area). This broadly equates to the readership of the Star 
Courier which includes Aldershot, Camberley, Farnborough, Frimley, 
Sandhurst and Yateley (in addition to Fleet).919  

Conclusion on the relevant market 

C.29. In summary, the CMA has concluded that the relevant product market(s) for 
the Infringement are the market(s) for residential sales and lettings services. 

C.30. The CMA has concluded that the relevant geographic market for the 
Infringement to be an area within a five-mile radius from Fleet in Hampshire. 

C.31. This market definition is without prejudice to the CMA’s discretion to adopt a 
different market definition in any subsequent case in the light of the relevant 
facts and circumstances in that case, including the purpose for which the 
market is defined. 

 

 
915 Competition in markets with commission rates, Five UK case studies, (OFT889a, January 2007), paragraph 
A.28. 
916 Home Buying and Selling, Survey of Estate Agents (OFT1140b, February 2010) and Home buying and selling 
(OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.11. See also Estate agency market in England and Wales, (OFT693, 
March 2004), paragraph 1.9. 
917 Estate agency market in England and Wales (OFT693, March 2004), Table 3.9, p.31. 
918 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 3.26. 
919 Newspaper Readership Report for Star Courier, JICREG data as at 1 April 2014 (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 2). 
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B. Economic context 

C.32. The CMA has also considered the relevant economic context in which the 
Infringement operated. 

C.33. As described at Annex D, the members of Three Counties are all agencies 
active in the supply of residential sales and/or lettings services. The vast 
majority of Three Counties’ members since its formation (and each of the 
Current Members) are ‘traditional’ estate or lettings agents; that is agents 
operating with a high street presence.920 Agents offer a similar range of 
services, including property valuations; asking price or rental 
recommendations; promotional services; arranging and conducting viewings; 
screening of potential buyers; negotiation; a range of ancillary services;921 and 
liaison between the parties.922.There are no significant barriers to entry within 
the estate agency and lettings market(s). Regulatory barriers are relatively 
low.923 As explained below, the only significant sunk costs required to enter 
the market(s) for estate or lettings agency services are the costs of marketing 
and advertising.924 

C.34. The estate agency and lettings market(s) are two-sided markets, with the 
estate or lettings agent acting as the intermediary between the 
vendors/lessors and the purchasers/tenants on each side of the market. An 
agent needs to attract a sufficient number of vendors’ or lessors’ instructions 
in order to be attractive to potential purchasers or tenants.925 Similarly, agents 
need to attract sufficient purchasers or tenants in order to be attractive to 
vendors or lessors. This means that marketing and advertising are important 
elements of competition, to ensure that both sides of the market are aware of 
the agent’s portfolio of available properties.926 

C.35. Previous research shows that competition in the estate and lettings agency 
markets takes place at a very local level.927 In relation to this case, the CMA 

 

 
920 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 3.21.  
921 Including provision of Energy Performance Certificates; mortgage and insurance services, provision of 
surveys (including mortgage valuation surveys, home buyer reports and buildings surveys); and conveyancing 
services (Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), Chapter 3.  
922 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010) paragraph 3.21. See further Annex C, paragraph C.14 
above. 
923 See Annex C, paragraph C.15. 
924 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.13. 
925 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.16. 
926 Ibid paragraphs 4.10 and 4.19; and Newspaper Society 2009 survey that notes 60% of sellers said local 
reputation was important when choosing an agent (page 15 available at: www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-
and-insight-regional-variations#property. For ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA 
Document Reference CMA 67). See also The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 1.9. 
927 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.11; The lettings market (OFT1479, 
February 2013), paragraph 3.26; Competition in markets with commission rates, Five UK cases (OFT 889a, 
January 2007), paragraph A.28. See also Estate Agency Market in England and Wales (OFT 693, March 2004), 
paragraph 3.47. In an OFT survey of Recent House Sellers 87% said the distance between the office of the 
estate agent used and the property sold was within five miles.  

http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
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considers that the geographic market for residential sales and lettings 
services is within approximately a five mile radius.928 This means that an 
agent needs to establish a strong brand and good reputation in the local area 
in order to win instructions from potential vendors or lessors.929  

C.36. The importance of establishing a brand in the local area means that 
advertising in the local market is very important. Whilst there are a number of 
potential printed advertising channels (including leaflets, ‘For Sale’ or ‘To Let’ 
boards, or sales brochures), in light of the evidence, the CMA considers that 
local newspapers are a key medium for advertising an agent’s services – both 
in relation to attracting potential vendors and lessors, as well as advertising 
available properties to prospective purchasers and tenants, even following the 
structural decline of the market since the increase in online marketing.930 For 
example, research commissioned by Johnston Press931 highlights the 
importance of local newspaper advertising for estate agents attracting 
instructions. It also finds that the most common information source when 
looking to appoint an estate agent is the local newspaper or local newspaper 
website.932 Comments by estate agents during the CMA’s formal 
investigation933 and reported in the trade press appear to support this 
finding.934 

C.37. The CMA infers from the evidence that this is true for the Star Courier. The 
publication, including its dedicated property supplement, is a cost effective935 
means of reaching a wide audience in the Three Counties Area with a total 

 

 
928 See Annex C, paragraph C.28. 
929 See, for example, Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.19. 
930 OFCOM report 2009, Local and Regional advertising in the UK, paragraph 5.61 finds that property advertising 
appears to be more resilient to the structural decline in local advertising than other categories of advertising such 
as recruitment. 
931 Johnston Press 2013 (CMA Document Reference CMA 14.1). 
932 52% of those surveyed said they used local newspaper/local newspaper website to inform their decision when 
looking to appoint an estate agent. Johnston Press, 2013 (CMA Document Reference CMA 14.1). See also the 
Newspaper Society 2009 survey that notes 36% of sellers used local media as a source of information when 
choosing an agent (page 20, available at: www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-
variations#property; for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference 
CMA 67). 
933 See [the Managing Director] of Castles: ‘I always felt that presence in the paper was a differentiator between 
us and our competitors that don’t advertise in the local paper’ and ‘Enquiries are driven by the quality of the 
properties that you’re advertising, and if your advertising their properties…in a professional way with good 
photographs then…I hope that’s meaningful to people when they’re considering…who they might look to, to 
advertise their properties’ . (witness interview with [the Managing Director of Castles] dated 4 June 2014, page 7, 
lines 34-36 and page 8, lines 7-11 (CMA Document Reference r_CAS 23.3)).  
934 For example in the trade press ‘Estate Today (29 October 2012) [Non Member Agent], an estate agent in East 
Anglia explains ‘These days, local newspapers are probably more important in attracting sellers rather than 
buyers’. An estate agency consultant [] is quoted in the same article: ‘Offline [ie printed press] still has a place 
as it is invariably very localised and can attract sellers and landlords if not buyers and tenants’. 
935 [The Managing Director] of Waterfords is quoted in the trade press ‘Estate Today’ (29 October 2012): ‘Local 
newspaper advertising is cost-effective at £200 per page in a paper distributed to 70,000 homes per week. If you 
compare that to a 70,000 leaflet drop, the delivery alone, excluding production costs, would be approximately 
£3,000.’ 

http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
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readership of nearly 90,000.936 Moreover, it is the only newspaper delivered 
free of charge to homes in Fleet and the surrounding areas,937 and offers a 
cost effective method of reaching the target (local) market.938 In light of this, 
the CMA considers that advertising in the Star Courier is an important way to 
reach potential customers.939 

C.38. The format of many recent advertisements within the Star Courier also 
suggests that they have the dual purpose of attracting new instructions and 
selling the properties listed therein.940 For example, certain advertisements 
include properties that agents have already sold,941 whilst others include 
statements such as ‘If you want a quick, hassle free sale at the best price, 
contact [Former Member 27]’.942 In addition, certain evidence from the Parties 
expressly supports the importance of advertising in the Star Courier for 

 

 
936 JICREG data as at 1 April 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 2). The CMA also notes that the Star 
Courier’s property supplement is also distributed in its sister publication, the Aldershot News and Mail, which 
increases its circulation and potential readership (see paragraph 2.19 above). 
937 Including Aldershot, Camberley, Farnborough, Fleet, Frimley, Sandhurst and Yateley. In Fleet there are two 
other paid for local titles which are also owned by Trinity Mirror (JICREG data as at 1 April 2014 (CMA Document 
Reference CMA 2.1). One of these carries the same property supplement as the Star Courier. There are a 
number of other local titles that overlap in surrounding areas of Fleet, although the CMA understands that the 
Star Courier is the only free newspaper.  
938 The Star Courier has a readership of around 90,000 in total with a readership of around 15,000 specifically in 
the Fleet area (approximately half the population of Fleet). JICREG data, as at 1 April 2014 (CMA Document 
Reference CMA 2).  
939 This is supported by witness evidence from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords who said in his witness 
interview ‘It [the Star Courier] was important. It was, you know, considered - at that time most agents advertised 
in The Courier, so that would obviously imply that it was important to the agents. It was a property publication to 
help sell houses and there was no other printed media that was going through people's doors at the time 
advertising properties for sale, so it was important‘. Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords 
dated 5 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 47.1), pages 31 -32, lines 23-25 and 1-5.  
940 Examples of such advertisements include: (i) [Former Member 27], advertisements in the Star Courier dated 9 
February 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 18); 16 August 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 23); 15 
May 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 32); 22 May 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 33); 29 May 
2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 34); 19 June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 39); 24 July 2014 
(CMA Document Reference CMA 42); 7 August 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 45); 21 August 2014 
(CMA Document Reference CMA 46); 28 August 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 47); 4 September 2014 
(CMA Document Reference CMA 48); 18 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA; 52); 25 September 
2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 54); 2 October 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 57); 9 October 
2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 58); (ii) [Current Member L] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 9 
February 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 17); (iii) Hamptons, advertisements in the Star Courier dated 15 
March 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 21) and 5 July 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 13); (iv) 
[Former Member 13], advertisements in the Star Courier dated 28 February 2013 (CMA Document Reference 
CMA 16); 6 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 28); 8 May 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 
31); 5 June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 35); 12 June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 38); 19 
June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 40); 18 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 53); (v) 
[Former Member 18] advertisement in Star Courier dated 12 June 2012 (CMA Document Reference CMA 10);  
(vi) Castles advertisements in Star Courier dated 7 February 2013 (CMA Document Reference CMA 15) and 1 
May 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 30); (vii) [Former Member 2] advertisement in Star Courier dated 5 
June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 36); (viii) [Current Member I] advertisements in the Star Courier 
dated 5 June 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 37); 31 July 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 43); 
and 25 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 55); (ix) [Current Member K] advertisement in the Star 
Courier dated 17 July 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 41); (x) Waterfords advertisement in the Star 
Courier dated 11 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 49); and (xi) [Current Member C] 
advertisement in the Star Courier dated 18 September 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 51).  
941 See, for example, [Former Member 27] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 24 July 2014 (CMA Document 
Reference CMA 42) or [Former Member 13] advertisement in the Star Courier dated 18 September 2014 (CMA 
Document Reference CMA 53). 
942 [Former Member 27] advertisement in Star Courier dated 15 May 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 32).  
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attracting instructions.943 This means that a prohibition on advertising fees (as 
defined in paragraph 1.3 above) in this medium would remove an important 
method of communicating those fees to potential vendors or lessors. 

C.39. Three Counties negotiated a considerable discount from the Star Courier’s 
standard page rate paid by agents prior to its formation.944 Estate agents in 
the Three Counties Area would therefore have had a strong incentive to 
become (and remain) members of Three Counties in order to access 
significantly reduced advertising rates with the Star Courier.945 An agent 
operating in the Three Counties Area which wished to advertise in the Star 
Courier but was not a member of Three Counties would in all likelihood face 
significantly higher advertising costs than members, potentially making it more 
difficult for them to compete on price.  

C.40. Three Counties’ members were therefore incentivised to adhere to the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees, not only through the threat of losing the 
discount on advertising generally but also in respect of individual 
advertisements, as the February 2006 version of Rule 21 stipulated that they 
would be required to pay to Three Counties the difference between the ‘non-
member’ advertising rate and the ‘Three Counties’ rate. Ultimately, agents 
faced the threat of expulsion from Three Counties in accordance with Rule 27 
of the T&CM (see Chapter 4, section C above) if they did not abide by the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees.  

 

 
943 Email dated 25 October 2013 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to [the Head of Group Property and 
Regional Sales Manager] (CMA Document Reference r_3C 24.73).   
944 A presentation made to Three Counties’ members on 2 March 2005 set out the potential savings per agent 
per year. Estimated savings per agent per year (based on 50 weeks advertising) ranged from £3,250 for agents 
using half a page to £55,000 for agents using 10 pages. Presentation dated 2 March 2005 (CMA Document 
Reference r_CAS 3.105), page 52. The CMA acknowledges that the actual savings available to members’ agents 
may have been less than this, as witness and documentary evidence suggests that few agents actually paid the 
published list price for advertising. See, for example, witness interview with [the Commercial Director of a Trinity 
Mirror group company ] (witness interview dated 10 June 2014, page 29, lines 5-6 (CMA Document Reference 
r_TM 67.3)), and email dated 27 March 2013 from [an Account Manager] of TMS to [the Managing Director] of 
[the Complainant] (CMA Document Reference r_[Complainant] 7c). However, the CMA has concluded that at 
least the perception of the members was that membership of Three Counties afforded them a significant discount 
from the rate card, and this perception would be sufficient to incentivise them to adhere to the Prohibition on 
Advertising Fees.  
945 See, for example, submissions to the OFT dated 20 January 2014 in response to the OFT’s request for 
information under section 26 of the Act from [Current Member A]: ’I remember that the Three Counties 
Association had/were negotiating a group deal with the local property paper – The Courier – which enabled its 
members to receive a significant discount on the charges levied by the paper for advertising space in the property 
section, I think it represented a saving of circa 50%, given the fact that we were a new company and needed to 
establish a presence in the paper it seemed an obvious decision to join the Association‘ (CMA Document 
Reference r_[Current Member A] 3); [Current Member B]: ’As a small business we felt we had very little choice 
but to join. The benefits of reducing advertising costs were obvious and something we had no option but to join in 
with, especially as our competition would have benefited from those reduced costs‘ (CMA Document Reference 
r_[Current Member B] 3); and [Current Member F]: ’we joined the Three Counties Membership in November 2012 
and the only reason was that there was the benefit of large discounted fees on advertising‘ (CMA Document 
Reference [Current Member F] 2b).   
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C.41. As set out at Chapter 3, Section A above, membership of Three Counties 
ranged from around 20 to 40 agents during its existence. Particularly at 
formation, the CMA understands that up to 95% of local agents were listed as 
members, meaning that the majority of local agents in the Three Counties 
Area would have been prohibited from advertising fees in the Star Courier.946 
More recently, evidence suggests that the members accounted for the 
majority of agents that advertised in the Star Courier.947 This afforded Three 
Counties significant power in the market, increasing the impact of the 
Prohibition on Advertising Fees. This could have had a marked impact on 
agents’ fees, since the majority of agents in the area had reduced incentives 
to compete on price as a result. This would prevent potential vendors or 
lessors from obtaining information about prices available in the market from a 
wide range of agents. The impact was increased further when the Prohibition 
on Advertising Fees was extended to all agents in the Three Counties Area.  

C.42. It is notable that previous research has highlighted that price competition is 
weak in the market for residential sales services, with ‘sticky’ commission 
rates which are not responsive to changes in market conditions or not 
reflective of cost differences, or both.948 A number of factors are identified 
including the lack of innovation by traditional estate agents, and the lack of 
significant penetration by alternative business models.949 Similarly, previous 
research into the lettings market suggested that fees and charges may not be 
exposed to effective competitive pressure, due to factors such as unclear or 
misleading upfront pricing practices, drip pricing and information 
asymmetries.950 This would further increase the impact of a restriction on 
agents from advertising fees, including discounts/value offerings, or an 
innovative business model with a different pricing structure. 

C.43. Nonetheless, agents’ fees were identified as one of the most important factors 
in deciding which agent to instruct to sell or let a property.951 However, 

 

 
946 Witness interview with [the Managing Director] of Waterfords dated 5 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference 
r_3C 47.1) page 28, lines 10-12. 
947 [The Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS said she thought only three or four local 
agents were not members of the Association. Witness interview with [the Head of Group Property and Regional 
Sales Manager] of TMS dated 7 March 2014, page 32, lines 6-7 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.2). In an 
email to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS, [Senior Manager] of Hamptons 
International noted on behalf of Three Counties that where non-members adverts were concerned, “your policing 
for your majority and regular advertisers would be appreciated.” Email dated 11 October 2012 from [the Senior 
Manager] of Hamptons International to [the Head of Group Property and Regional Sales Manager] of TMS (CMA 
Document Reference r_3C 24.43).    
948 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraphs 4.2. 
949 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraphs 4.75 to 4.80.  
950 The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraphs 2.6 to 2.10. 
951 The CMA recognises that whilst price is an important aspect, consumers will not only focus on price when 
deciding on an agent to sell or let their home. For example, in Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 
2010) the OFT found that the main factors taken into account by sellers when choosing which estate agent to 
instruct were reputation (30%), professionalism (29%) and fees (28%) (Home buying and selling (OFT1186, 
February 2010, paragraph 4.25). However, see also the Newspaper Society’s 2009 survey that notes 61% of 
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consumers in the market for traditional estate agents’ services are likely to be 
first time or infrequent purchasers of such services.952 It follows that 
prospective vendors or lessors are less likely to have a good understanding of 
different firms’ offerings (ie price and quality) than they would if they made 
repeated and frequent purchases. In this situation, advertising of fees is likely 
to be an important driver of competition because it provides information to 
customers that is not otherwise easily available. Moreover, it makes vendors 
and lessors aware that they do not have to accept the ‘going rate’ and that 
better deals are available. Inviting agents to the property to conduct market 
valuations is time consuming for potential vendors, so it is unlikely that 
vendors or lessors will discuss fees with a large number of agents. Of those 
vendors and lessors that shop around, most will compare around three 
agents.953 If agents are prevented from advertising their fees, vendors and 
lessors are in effect much less able to compare prices across a larger number 
of agents, or to be sure they included a low cost agent in their search, if they 
wished to do so. As a result, it is more difficult for vendors or lessors to 
benchmark quoted fees and negotiate away from ‘standard’ fees. 

C.44. Finally, the CMA notes that the potential gains from negotiating quoted fees 
are considerable, given that selling or letting a home is a high value 
transaction for customers. With particular reference to the market for estate 
agents’ services, the level of commission or fees charged by estate agents 
represents a significant expenditure. For example, if an estate agent charges 
fees of 1.3%954 of the purchase price of the property, and the property costs 
£340,000,955 the commission payable would be almost £4,500. Negotiating 
even a small percentage point reduction in commission results in large 
savings to customers. For example, a discount of 0.3 percentage points (ie 

 

 
consumers said the price of commission was an important factor when choosing an agent (page 15, available at: 
www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property; for ease of presentation 
information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 67). Price appears to be less important for 
lettings, although the 2011 Which? survey found that fees were rated as one of the most important factors when 
selecting an agent for 92% of landlords (Renting Roulette, Which? November 2012). In addition, the 2014 
Property Academy Landlord Survey noted that 45% of landlords wanted their agent’s fees to be as cheap as 
possible, although this was not the main reason they selected their agent (with only 4% stating that they chose 
the agent with the cheapest fee) (page 29, available 
at:http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642; for ease 
of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 68).  
952 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.15; and ARLA Members Survey of the 
Private Rented Sector (December 2013, available at: www.arla.co.uk/media/466322/ARLA-PRS-Report-Q4-
13.pdf), section 4.9, which noted that the average length of a tenancy agreement was 19.4 months. 
953 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.23 and associated Quantitative Consumer 
Survey Report (OFT1140, February 2010), chart 5.9. See also the Newspaper Society 2009 survey that notes 
71% of vendors considered one to three agents, with an average of 2.9 (page 14 available at: 
www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property; for ease of presentation 
information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 67). 
954 The average commission rate for properties over £300,000, see Home buying and selling (OFT1186, 
February 2010), Table 4.11. 
955 The average property price in Fleet, Hampshire – data from www.rightmove.com (accessed on 23 October 
2014), based on data taken from the Land Registry (for ease of presentation information extracted and copied 
into CMA Document Reference CMA 71). 

http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642
http://www.arla.co.uk/media/466322/ARLA-PRS-Report-Q4-13.pdf
http://www.arla.co.uk/media/466322/ARLA-PRS-Report-Q4-13.pdf
http://www.newspapersoc.org.uk/research-and-insight-regional-variations#property
http://www.rightmove.com/
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reducing the fee from 1.3% to 1%) results in a saving of over £1,000 in 
commission in the above example. If price competition is dampened, or if 
downward pressure on the Market Price is reduced due to a lack of 
competition and transparency, the scale of the detriment for each affected 
customer could be considerable. 

C. Competition aspects 

C.45. Markets function effectively where competition works well and consumers 
make good choices. Consumers drive competition where they are able to 
shop around through access to readily available and accurate information 
about the products or services they are seeking and the various offers 
available in the market. Therefore, the provision of clear and accurate price, 
product and service information plays an important role in engendering 
competition between market players as it encourages and empowers 
consumers to seek out the best offers available for a particular product or 
service, which in turn drives sellers to be more competitive.956 

C.46. Further, competition operates most effectively where entry and potential entry 
impose competitive constraints on current market players, and where 
innovation that benefits consumers is rewarded by increased market share.957  

C.47. Therefore, in a well-functioning market for residential sales and lettings 
services, the CMA would expect agents to compete on price (ie their fees), as 
well as on other aspects of their offering, such as reputation, service or local 
presence, thus creating better choice for consumers who are thereby able to 
weigh cost against service.958  

C.48. As set out in Annex C, Section B, local newspapers are a key medium for 
advertising an agent’s services, both in relation to attracting potential vendors 
and lessors, as well as advertising available properties to prospective 
purchasers and tenants.959 

 

 
956 See K. Judit Cseres, Competition Law and Consumer Protection (2005, Kluwer Law International), section 
4.6.1. See also M.E. Stucke and A. Ezrachi, The Curious Case of Competition and Quality (October 2014, 
University of Tennessee Research paper, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2494656), page 12, (CMA 
Document Reference CMA 69) which describes ‘perfectly competitive markets’ as those which have ‘transparent 
prices, highly elastic demand curves, easy entry and exit, and perfectly-informed, profit-maximizing buyers and 
sellers who are so numerous that each can act as a price-taker’.  
957 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.1. 
958 Ibid paragraph 4.2; see also The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 2.18: ‘In a healthy 
lettings market…competition between agents (and from other sources) ensures landlords and tenants are clear 
up-front regarding the structure and level of fees they may be charged…’. See also M.E. Stucke and A. Ezrachi, 
The Curious Case of Competition and Quality (October 2014, University of Tennessee Research paper, available 
at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2494656), page 11-12 (CMA Document Reference CMA 69): ‘advertising, being the 
most visible way through which companies communicate their products’ and services’ price and quality, can 
make markets more competitive and efficient’.  
959 See paragraphs C.36 and C.37 above. 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2494656
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2494656
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C.49. In light of the above, the CMA considers that the clear, upfront advertising of 
prices for residential sales and lettings services in local newspapers is 
beneficial to competition and consumers.960 The CMA considers that the 
prevention or restriction of such advertising would therefore have the following 
consequences on competition within such market(s): 

D.49.1. to reduce price competition between estate and lettings agents, 
and thus to reduce downward pressure on the Market Price961 
in the Three Counties Area, and/or 

D.49.2. to reduce price competition from potential competitors.  

Restricting price competition from actual competitors  

C.50. Previous research has demonstrated the importance of transparent pricing to 
active price competition in general, and the CMA considers that this is equally 
applicable to the market(s) for residential sales and lettings services.962  

C.51. In the absence of transparent fees, it is more difficult and time consuming for 
vendors and lessors to compare the various offerings available from agents 
and to determine which agent offers the best price for the service offered.963 

As a result, vendors and lessors may not be incentivised to look for better 
deals on fees and commission rates as the process may be too time 
consuming (increased search costs).964 

C.52. For example, where there is little or reduced price transparency, vendors and 
lessors may be less well informed about the range of available fees in the 
market.965 The CMA acknowledges that agents may offer a range of fees to 

 

 
960 See OFT market study: Advertising of prices (OFT1291, December 2010), paragraph 1.2. 
961 As defined in section 1.22.1 above. 
962 See Advertising of prices (OFT1291, December 2010), paragraph 1.3; see also The lettings market 
(OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 3.39. 
963 According to economic theory, when consumers have imperfect information on price and quality, they will 
have to spend search costs, including financial expenses or free time, to acquire the lacking information: K. Judit 
Cseres, Competition Law and Consumer Protection (2005, Kluwer Law International), page 179. The Which? 
2011 consumer survey noted that 43% of landlords considered that their lettings agents’ fees were not 
transparent, and some complained that they had to call around different agents to obtain information on fees, as 
they were not available on websites. This was noted to be ‘time consuming and made it more difficult to ensure 
they were getting competitive rates’ (Renting Roulette, Which?, November 2012). 
964 This is supported by research by the European Commission, which noted: ‘Advertising restrictions may thus 
reduce competition by increasing the costs of gaining information about different products, making it more difficult 
for consumers to search for the quality and price that best meets their needs.’ Communication from the 
Commission: Report on Competition in Professional Services (COM(2004) 83, 9 February 2004), paragraph 43. 
965 The CMA notes the OFT’s finding in 2010 that ‘of those who had used a traditional estate agent, 92% had 
compared fees, with 88% having found it easy to do so’: Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), 
paragraph 4.27. However, the CMA notes that research undertaken by iPostcode in January 2012 suggests that 
around 20% of agents had refused to disclose their fees over the telephone or via email, with only one of 250 
agents surveyed detailing their fees on their website (see www.propertywire.com/news/europe/uk-estate-agent-
fees-201201246041.html; for ease of presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document 
Reference CMA 70). It also notes that the OFT’s market study into the lettings market noted that the ability of 

http://www.propertywire.com/news/europe/uk-estate-agent-fees-201201246041.html
http://www.propertywire.com/news/europe/uk-estate-agent-fees-201201246041.html
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vendors and lessors, depending on a number of factors, including the value of 
the property to be sold or let, how quickly the agent feels it can sell or let the 
property, or the motivation of the vendor or lessor.966 However, past research 
suggests that there are ‘standard’ price points within the market(s) for 
residential sales and lettings services, around which the majority of agents 
cluster,967 and which a prospective vendor or lessor may accept as a 
‘standard’ quotation. 

C.53. The CMA considers that reduced transparency on fees would reduce vendors’ 
and lessors’ ability and incentives to ‘shop around’ for the best deal available. 

C.54. Even if the majority of agents would freely and unilaterally decide not to 
advertise their fees, having just a small number of agents advertising their 
fees (or an increase in the number of agents advertising) would provide 
prospective vendors and lessors with the knowledge that better deals are 
available, prompting them to seek a better deal, and therefore effectively 
constraining the pricing behaviour of the remainder of agents. 

C.55. In addition, without ready access to information on fees, vendors and lessors 
would be obliged to contact a number of different agents in order to compare 
the fees for selling or letting a particular property. This is likely to involve 
inviting a number of selected agents to their property for a valuation or rental 
assessment before being given information on fees, meaning they are only 
considering a subset of the fees available in the local market.968  

C.56. Moreover, with limited transparency on fees, it is more difficult for prospective 
vendors and lessors to benchmark and compare quotations, and to negotiate 
on price. Negotiation on price is important since survey evidence shows that, 
in cases of property sales, where vendors have successfully negotiated a 
lower fee, they have paid, on average, a lower commission rate by 0.4 

 

 
lessors to compare their overall costs are reduced if agencies’ fees are not made clear upfront (The lettings 
market (OFT1479, February 2013), paragraph 6.25.  
966 See, for example, letter from [Current Member L] dated 20 January 2014 to OFT (CMA Document Reference 
r_[Current Member L] 3), page 4. 
967 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.53 (93% of agents quote between 1% and 
2%, with clear evidence of pricing points in standard quoted fees, with a large majority of agents’ fees clustering 
at 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2%. See also the 2014 Property Academy Landlord Survey, which noted that around one 
third of agents charged 10% for a tenant find and full management service, with the majority clustered between 
10-12% (page 23, available at 
http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642. For ease of 
presentation information extracted and copied into CMA Document Reference CMA 68).  
968 Vendors/lessors would be expected to obtain several valuations to test the valuation of their chosen agent – in 
2009 almost 65% of consumers compared two or three estate agents before making a choice (Quantitative 
Consumer Survey Report, GfK, OFT1140, February 2010). See also the 2009 research conducted by the 
Newspaper Society, which identified that 71% of vendors contacted between one and three agents (with an 
average of 2.9 agents contacted by that 71%) (The property market and the role of communications in a 
recession, 2009, page 14 (CMA Document Reference CMA 67)). 

http://issuu.com/academyblog/docs/2014_landlord_survey_summary_result/1?e=1345703/8787642
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percentage points.969 As an example, this could represent a saving of almost 
£1,400 (or nearly 30%) on a property sold for £340,000970 with a fee of 1.4% 
reduced to 1% after negotiation.  

C.57. In light of the above, the CMA considers that less transparent fees can be 
expected to reduce downward pressure on the Market Price, which in turn 
would reduce agents’ incentives to engage in price competition with other 
agents, ultimately leading to consumers paying higher prices.971  

Restricting price competition from potential competitors  

C.58. Previous research has shown that establishing a reputation and winning 
business from existing local estate or lettings agents is a key barrier to entry 
for new businesses or those expanding into a new geographic area.972 New 
entrants may, initially at least, wish to focus on offering better value for money 
or lower or discounted fees to entice prospective vendors and lessors away 
from established brands. Therefore informative advertising (both in relation to 
fees and/or the characteristics of a particular product or service offered) is 
likely to be particularly important for new entrants.973 

 

 
969 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.68 found that sellers who successfully 
negotiate commission on home selling pay on average 1.4%, while those that do not pay on average 1.8%, with 
an associated consumer detriment. See also The lettings market (OFT1479, February 2013), which noted there 
is unlikely to be effective competitive pressure on fees that are not clear upfront (paragraphs 3.39 and 6.45) and 
that misleading or inaccurate descriptions of services or pricing may impede the operation of the market, as the 
lessor may have otherwise wished to negotiate on the price (paragraph 6.37).  
970 The average property price in Fleet (data from www.rightmove.com (accessed on 5 December 2014), based 
on data taken from the Land Registry (CMA Document Reference CMA 71). 
971 Whilst it does not constitute binding precedent, the CMA notes the dissenting comments of Justice Breyer of 
the US Supreme Court in California Dental Association v Federal Trade Commission 526 US 756 (1999), where 
he makes the following comment in relation to a restriction on advertising discounts: ‘Do each of the three 
restrictions mentioned have ‘the potential for genuine adverse effects on competition’?...I should have thought 
that the anticompetitive tendencies of the three restrictions were obvious. An agreement not to advertise that a 
fee is reasonable, that service is inexpensive, or that a customer will receive a discount makes it more difficult for 
a dentist to inform customers that he charges a lower price. If the customer does not know about a lower price, 
he will find it more difficult to buy lower price service. That fact, in turn, makes it less likely that a dentist will 
obtain more customers by offering lower prices. And that likelihood means that dentists will prove less likely to 
offer lower prices. But why should I have to spell out the obvious? To restrain truthful advertising about lower 
prices is likely to restrict competition in respect to price – ‘the central nervous system of the economy’ (United 
States v Socony-Vacuum Oil.Co 310 US 150, 226 n59 (1940). The CMA also notes the comment of US 
commentators Areeda and Hovenkamp that in simpler markets than that at issue in the above case, restrictions 
on price advertising would constitute a per se offence under US antitrust law (Areeda and Hovenkamp, 
Fundamentals of Antitrust Law, Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, Fourth Edition, May 2014, page 20-49), 
referring to United States v Gasoline Retailers Assn 285 F.2d 688, 691 (7th Cir 1961), which held it was per se 
unlawful and criminal offence for gasoline retailers to agree not to advertise their gasoline prices except by 
posting it directly on the pump. 
972 Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.19; see also C. Ball, The Paradox of Estate 
Agents’ prices, Centre for Competition Policy Newsletter, Issue 14, page 7 (May 2008).  
973 This is supported by research by the European Commission, which noted: ’It is also widely recognised that 
advertising, and in particular comparative advertising, can be a crucial competitive tool for new firms entering the 
market and for existing firms to launch new products’. Communication from the Commission: Report on 
Competition in Professional Services (COM(2004) 83, 9 February 2004), paragraph 43. 

http://www.rightmove.com/
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C.59. In addition, independent research has concluded that maintaining a presence 
in local media is crucial to winning new instructions,974 which implies that 
access to the local newspaper, and at reasonable rates, would be important 
for new entrants. 

C.60. In light of this, preventing agents from advertising their fees in local 
newspapers would make it more difficult for new entrants to access the 
market.  

C.61. A prohibition on advertising fees, such as that in this case, left new entrants 
(or simply smaller competitors) that may have wished to attract instructions 
through advertising lower fees (or some other value proposition such as an 
innovative charging structure) in the Star Courier with the choice of not 
advertising their fees in their chosen medium, or having to forego the 
significantly reduced advertising costs associated with joining Three 
Counties.975 Once the prohibition was extended to all agents wishing to 
advertise in the Star Courier, such businesses were left even without that 
choice. 

C.62. The inability of new entrants to advertise their fees has the consequence of 
reducing the threat to the ‘established players’ from potential competition by 
such new entrants. This, in turn, reduces the ‘established players’ incentives 
to compete, and reduces downward pressure on the Market Price.976 This can 
be expected to lead to higher fees or commission rates, less choice and/or a 
reduced quality of service for vendors or lessors.977 

C.63. Similarly, the CMA considers that preventing agents from advertising their 
fees makes it harder for agents that wish to offer new or innovative pricing 
structures (such as a fixed fee rather than a ‘flat’ percentage fee based on the 
value of the property to be sold or let, a stepped percentage fee, or an 
unbundled low cost service)978 to communicate their offerings and entice 
prospective vendors and lessors away from other agents on the basis of these 
features.979 

 

 
974 See Winning instructions and selling properties (survey conducted by Johnston Press, 2013) (CMA Document 
Reference CMA 14). 
975 See letter dated 14 January 2014 from [the Complainant] in relation to the 2013 Complaint (CMA Document 
Reference [Complainant] 1).  
976 C. Ball, Competition in the Estate Agency Market, Centre for Competition Policy Newsletter, Issue 14, page 4 
(May 2008).  
977 See, for example, Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.105 which notes that the 
emergence of low cost business models could sharpen price competition.  
978 I.e that reduces the extent to which consumers pay for a 'gold-plated' service that goes beyond their needs. 
979 The OFT’s 2010 market study into home buying and selling noted that ‘sluggishness in innovative effort, 
coupled with the, so far, limited penetration of alternative business models has meant that the traditional [estate 
agency] sector has to an extent been shielded from vigorous price competition’ (Home buying and selling 
(OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.79). 
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C.64. This is particularly acute in the market(s) for residential sales or lettings 
services, which, despite low concentration and low entry barriers, have long-
established pricing structures (based on a fixed ‘flat’ percentage of the value 
of the property for sale or to let) and business models.980 Consequently, 
prospective vendors and lessors are unlikely to expect an innovative approach 
to fees or business models, and if agents are unable to advertise new 
approaches using a key channel such as local media, prospective vendors 
and lessors are unlikely to be made aware of and/or search for such 
innovations.  

C.65. This has the consequence of reducing the competitive threat from potential 
competition from (new or existing) innovative market players, and thus 
reduces the ‘established’ players’ incentives to innovate to try and match or 
exceed other firms’ offerings. In turn, this can be expected to reduce pressure 
on the Market Price, resulting in higher prices and/or less choice for vendors 
or lessors.981 

  

 

 
980 See Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.75; and C.Ball, Competition in the 
Estate Agency Market, Centre for Competition Policy Newsletter, Issue 14, page 5 (May 2008). 
981 See, for example, Home buying and selling (OFT1186, February 2010), paragraph 4.105, which notes that the 
emergence of low cost business models could sharpen price competition.  
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ANNEX D: CURRENT MEMBERS 

D.1. According to Three Counties’ response to the section 26 notice issued on 18 
December 2013,982 the following agents were members of Three Counties as 
at that date: 

Name Company 
number 

Registered 
Address 

Principal 
business 
activity 

[Current Member A] [] [] Residential 
sales983 

[Current Member B] []  []  Residential 
sales and 
lettings984 

[Current Member C] []  []  Marketing and 
sales of 
residential 
property, letting 
services and 
financial 
services985 

Castles Property 
Services Limited 

05148441 Turnpike House 
1208-1210 London 
Road 
Leigh-on-sea 
Essex 
SS9 2UA 

Residential 
sales986 

 

 
982 CMA Document Reference 3C 15.5C.  
983 Section 26 response dated 6 January 2014 from [a Director] of [Current Member A] to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_[Current Member A] 3).   
984 Section 26 response dated 14 January 2014 from [the Group Managing Director] of [Current Member B] to the 
OFT (CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member B] 3).  
985 Section 26 response dated 20 January 2014 from Countrywide PLC to the OFT (CMA Document Reference 
r_[Current Member C] 2).  
986 Section 26 response dated 24 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Castles to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_CAS 3). 
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Name Company 
number 

Registered 
Address 

Principal 
business 
activity 

[Current Member E] []  []  Residential 
estate agency 
(purely sales)987 

[Current Member F] []  []  Residential 
sales988 

[Current Member 
G]  

[]  []  Estate agents, 
letting agents 
and chartered 
surveyors989 

Hamptons Estates 
Limited990 

02036215 32 Grosvenor 
Square 
Mayfair 
London 
W1K 2HJ 

Property 
services in the 
form of 
residential 
estate agency, 
residential 
lettings, land 
and new 
homes991 

[Current Member I] []  []  Letting agents 
of residential 
property992 

 

 
987 Section 26 response dated 16 January 2014 from [a Director] of [Current Member E] to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_[Current Member E] 4).  
988 Section 26 response dated 21 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of [Current Member F] to the OFT 
([CMA Document Reference [Current Member F] 3).  
989 Section 26 response received on 20 January 2014 from [Current Member G] to the OFT (CMA Document 
Reference r_[Current Member G] 2.1).  
990 Trading as Hamptons International. Hamptons International has been a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Countrywide Group plc (company number4947152) and Countrywide plc (company number 8340090) since 18 
June 2010. 
991 Section 26 response dated 21 January 2014 from Countrywide PLC to the OFT (CMA Document Reference 
r_HAMP 6.2).  
992 Section 26 response dated 9 January 2014 from [law firm 4] of [Current Member I] ([CMA Document 
Reference Current Member I] 4.1). 
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Name Company 
number 

Registered 
Address 

Principal 
business 
activity 

[Current Member J] []  []  Rental of 
private 
properties993 

[Current Member K] []  []  Estate agency 
services994 

[Current Member L] []  []  Estate agency 
services, 
residential 
sales and 
residential 
lettings995 

[Current Member 
M] 

[]  []  Residential 
estate 
agency996 

[Current Member N] []  []  Selling and 
letting of 
residential 
property997 

[Current Member 
O] 

[]  []  Estate 
agents998 

[Current Member P]  []  []  Estate agency, 
surveying and 
property 
management999 

 

 
993 Section 26 response dated 21 January 2014 from [a Director] of [Current Member J] to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_[Current Member J]5).  
994 Section 26 response dated 13 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of [Current Member K] to the OFT 
(CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member K] 11.1).  
995 Section 26 response dated 20 January 2014 from [a Director] of [Current Member L] to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_[Current Member L] 3).  
996 Section 26 response dated 28 January [a Director] of [Current Member M] to the OFT (CMA Document 
Reference r_[Current Member M] 3).  
997 Section 26 response, undated (CMA Document Reference r_[Current Member N] 2).  
998 Section 26 response (undated) from [Current Member O] to the OFT (CMA Document Reference r_ [Current 
Member O] 6.1). 
999 Section 26 response dated 13 January 2014 from [the Group Finance Director] of [Current Member P] to the 
OFT (CMA Document Reference r_ [Current Member P] 2). 
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Name Company 
number 

Registered 
Address 

Principal 
business 
activity 

[Current Member 
Q] 

[]  []  Management of 
real estate on a 
fee or 
contractual 
basis1000 

[Current Member R] []  []  Residential 
sales and 
lettings 
agents1001 

Waterfords (Estate 
Agents) Limited 

03089973 90 Park Street 
Camberley 
Surrey 
GU15 3NY 

Estate agency 
services 
including sales, 
land & new 
homes and 
lettings1002 

 

 
1000 Fame – company report of [Current Member Q] dated 23 October 2014 (CMA Document Reference CMA 
61). 
1001 Section 26 response dated 15 January 2014 from [a Director] of [Current Member R] to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_ [Current Member R] 2.1). 
1002 Section 26 response dated 6 January 2014 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords to the OFT (CMA 
Document Reference r_WAT 2). 
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ANNEX E: SUMMARY OF OFT/CMA’S INVESTIGATION 

E.1. In January 2013, the OFT received a complaint from a lettings agent, [the 
Complainant] (the 2013 Complaint), which raised a number of concerns about 
Three Counties’ T&CM. On December 2013, the OFT launched a formal 
investigation under section 25 of the Act, having established reasonable 
grounds for suspecting a breach of the Chapter I prohibition in relation to the 
Infringement. 

E.2. The OFT sent formal requests for information under section 26 of the Act to 
the Parties on 18 December 2013, followed by further requests to the 
remaining Current Members on 20 December 2013. Between 21 and 29 
January 2014, the OFT also conducted on-site inspections (with notice) at 
certain of the Parties’ and Current Members’ premises,1003 using powers 
provided by Section 27 of the Act. 

E.3. During these inspections, the OFT was provided with documentary evidence 
in both hard-copy and electronically. A copy of the hard-copy documentary 
evidence retained by the OFT was provided to the respective Parties for their 
records. 

E.4. In March 2014, the OFT conducted interviews with a number of individuals, as 
set out below: 

Name of Party Name of witness 
[Position at date of 
interview]  

Hamptons International []  Senior Manager []1004 
Three Counties  []  Chairman  
Three Counties []  Member of management 

committee 
TMS []  Head of Group Property 

and Regional Sales 
Manager 

Waterfords []  Managing Director  

 

 
1003 Inspections were carried out at the premises of Three Counties, Waterfords, Hamptons International, [Current 
Member O] and Trinity Mirror. Certain inspections were held at the premises of the Parties’ legal representatives. 
1004 [The Senior Manager] of Hamptons International is not listed as a director of Hamptons International at 
Companies House - see voluntary witness statement by [the Senior Manager] of Hamptons International dated 
13 March 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_HAMP 18.3). 
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E.5. In April 2014, the CMA held State of Play meetings or telephone conferences 
with each of the Parties and the Current Members. 

E.6. In June 2014, the CMA subsequently conducted interviews with the following 
individuals: 

Name of Party Name of witness 
[Position at date of 
interview] 

Castles  []  Managing Director  
[Current Member K] []  Managing Director  
Trinity Mirror  []  Commercial Director of 

[a Trinity Mirror group 
company] 1005 

E.7. In February 2014 and May 2014,1006 Three Counties and Waterfords offered 
to enter into discussions with the CMA to terminate the investigation by way of 
formal commitments, pursuant to section 31A of the Act.1007 In June 2014, 
Trinity Mirror also made a proposal for an offer of binding commitments.1008  

E.8. After due consideration of each offer, the CMA concluded that it would not be 
appropriate to accept formal commitments in this case.1009 In reaching this 
decision, the CMA took into account that in this case not to complete its 
investigation would undermine deterrence.  

Application of the CMA’s prioritisation principles  

E.9. During its preliminary stages, the investigation focused on the 19 Current 
Members of Three Counties, Three Counties itself, and the Star Courier.  

E.10. However, the CMA concluded that including each of the Current Members as 
individual addressees to the Decision would be very resource intensive and a 
disproportionate use of the CMA’s resources. In addition, it became clear to 
the CMA during the course of its investigation that certain members played a 
more active role in the management of Three Counties by serving as 
members of the Committee, contributing to oral and/or written discussions 

 

 
1005 Formerly General Manager and Director of [the previous owner of the Star Courier], the publisher of the Star 
Courier until 28 March 2010. See witness interview with [the Commercial Director of [a Trinity Mirror group 
company]] dated 10 June 2014, page 5, line 9 (CMA Document Reference r_TM 67.3).  
1006 Letter from [law firm 1] to CMA dated 7 May 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 61.1) and 13 May 2014 
(CMA Document Reference r_3C.65.1).   
1007 As inserted by the Competition Act 1998 and Other Enactments (Amendment) Regulations 2004 (SI 
2004/1261), Regulation 18. 
1008 Letter dated 19 June 2014 from [law firm 3] to CMA (CMA Document Reference r_TM 49.1). 
1009 Letter from CMA to [law firm 1] dated 31 July 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_3C 72a) and letter from 
CMA to [law firm 3] dated 31 July 2014 (CMA Document Reference r_TM55).   
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about the development, implementation or monitoring of the Infringement, or 
enforcing the Infringement. 

E.11. For reasons of administrative prioritisation, the CMA therefore carried out a 
two-stage scoping process involving a series of objective, transparent and 
non-discriminatory criteria in order to determine which of the Current Members 
should be included or excluded from the scope of the investigation. The 
process was undertaken by reference to the CMA’s Prioritisation Principles of 
impact, strategic significance, risks and resources,1010 and focused on 
identifying those undertakings: 

 which were involved in contributing to consumer harm as at the start of 
the investigation in December 2013, and 

 which were most actively involved in the Infringement over the 
Relevant Period, consisting of those that: 

o served as members of Three Counties’ management committee, 
and 

o contributed to oral and/or written discussions about the formation, 
development, implementation or monitoring of the Infringement, 
and/or 

o actively enforced the Infringement. 

E.12. As a result of the above scoping process and the ensuing administrative 
procedure, the CMA has addressed the Decision only to Waterfords, Castles 
and Hamptons International, as well as Three Counties and TMS. In addition, 
the Decision is addressed to certain parent companies which are considered 
to be part of the same undertaking as the legal entity directly involved in the 
Infringement.  

  

 

 
1010 See Prioritisation principles for the CMA (CMA16; April 2014).  
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ANNEX F: DEVELOPMENT OF RULE 21 

Table F.1: Development of Rule 21 of the T&CM and Rule 6(d) of the Committee 
Rules 

Year Reference Rule 

2005 Rule 21, 
T&CM 

‘Members shall not advertise sales commission rates 
whether directly or indirectly in the property paper.’1011 

2005 Rule 6(d), 
Committee 
Rules 

‘The Secretary shall monitor and ensure that Members do 
not advertise any sales commission rates whether directly 
or indirectly in the Members Property Paper and shall 
make decisions on whether or not an advert should be 
permitted which in any way contains or refers to a 
promotion, reduction, fee, special offer or discount.’1012 

2005-
20061013 

Rule 21, 

T&CM 

‘Members shall not, unless granted a waiver by the 
Committee in writing, advertise any sales commission 
rates whether directly or indirectly in the Property Paper 
and shall obtain the express approval of the Committee 
for any proposed advert (or alteration or amendment to an 
existing approved advert) which in any way contains 
reference to a promotion, reduction, fee, special offer or 
discount. A copy of the proof of any such advert shall be 
forwarded to the Committee no less than 21 days prior to 
the date that the member wishes the advert to appear. 
Any waiver by the Committee permitting the advertising of 
sales commission shall be at the discretion of the 
Committee and will only be granted in exceptional 
circumstances and only where the advertiser has no shop 
fronted premises at all in the area covered by the 
paper.’1014  

 

 
1011 CMA Document Reference r_CAS 3.16.  
1012 The CMA does not have a copy of the original Committee Rules but an email dated 15 July 2005 from [the 
Managing Director] of [Former Member 1] to [the Managing Director] of Castles and [the Managing Director] of 
Waterfords (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.66) noted ‘I believe that these were the original rules as issued’. 
1013 The exact date is not clear to the CMA but the change would seem to coincide with the July 2005 
amendment to the Committee Rules.   
1014 CMA Document Reference 3C 24.151.  
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July 
2005 

Rule 6(d), 
Committee 
Rules 

‘The Secretary shall monitor and ensure that Members do 
not advertise any sales commission rates whether directly 
or indirectly in the Members Property Paper and shall 
make decisions on whether or not an advert should be 
permitted which in any way contains or refers to a 
promotion, reduction, fee, special offer or discount. The 
Committee shall consider an application in writing from a 
Member whether they should grant a waiver to enable the 
member to advertise their fees. This discretion shall only 
be used in exceptional circumstances and is 
predominately intended to deal with advertisers who have 
no shop fronted premises at all in the area where the 
paper is distributed.’1015 

2006 Rule 21, 
T&CM 

‘Members shall not advertise sales or lettings commission 
rates whether directly or indirectly in the property paper 
nor refer to their commission rates or any other agents 
[sic] rates in any way.  

Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way 
whatsoever the committee will immediately inform the 
Property Paper to charge the non association rate for that 
advert and the member will be immediately contacted to 
discuss further action under clause 27.’1016 

2008 

 

 

Rule 21, 
T&CM 

‘Members shall not advertise sales or lettings 
commission rates whether directly or indirectly in the 
property paper nor refer to their commission rates or any 
other agents [sic] rates in any way. 

Should any member attempt to advertise fees in any way 
whatsoever the committee will immediately raise an 
invoice for the difference between the ‘association rate for 
page advertising’ and the non association rate for agents 
pages in that weeks [sic] advertising and this amount will 
be payable to the association within 28 days. The 

 

 
1015 CMA Document Reference [Current Member K] 11.12.    
1016 See CMA Document Reference 3C 24.150. See also a letter dated 27 January 2006 from [the Managing 
Director] of Castles to [an Employee] of [Former Member 40] (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.218) and a letter 
dated 3 February 2006 from [the Managing Director] of Waterfords (on Three Counties letterhead) to [the 
Managing Director] of Castles (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.217) for corroboration. This was still the 
wording in force in February 2008 (CMA Document Reference CAS 3.270). 
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member will be immediately contacted to discuss further 
action under clause 27 and membership suspension if fee 
not paid.’1017  

 

  

 

 
1017 This is the version submitted to us by [the Complainant] (CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 1 and 
CMA Document Reference [Complainant] 1.1). 
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ANNEX G: INDIVIDUAL PENALTY CALCULATIONS 

G.1. Castles 

Step Description Adjustment Figure 

 Relevant turnover [] 

1 Starting point as a percentage of relevant turnover 17% [] 

2 Adjustment for duration  x 8.75 [] 

3 Adjustment for 
aggravating and 
mitigating 
factors 

Aggravating: Involvement of 
directors or senior 
management  

+ 10% [] 

Aggravating: Role of the 
undertaking as a leader in, or 
an instigator of, the 
infringement 

+ 5% [] 

Mitigating: Cooperation - 5% [] 

 Mitigating: Termination of the 
infringement 

- 5% [] 

 Mitigating: Genuine uncertainty   - 15% [] 

 Total adjustment [] [] 

4 Adjustment for specific deterrence and 
proportionality 

[] [] 

5 Adjustment to prevent the statutory maximum 
penalty being exceeded 

N/A N/A 

 Total penalty  £19,275 

6 Settlement discount - 10% (£1,928) 

 Total penalty payable £17,348 
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G.2. Hamptons International/Countrywide 

Step Description Adjustment Figure 

 Relevant turnover [] 

1 Starting point as a percentage of relevant 
turnover 

17% [] 

2 Adjustment for duration  x 6.251018 [] 

3 Adjustment for 
aggravating and 
mitigating factors 

Aggravating: Role of the 
undertaking as a leader 
in, or an instigator of, the 
infringement 

+ 5% [] 

Mitigating: Cooperation - 5% [] 

Mitigating: Termination of 
infringement 

- 5% [] 

Mitigating: Genuine 
uncertainty   

-15% [] 

Mitigating: Compliance -5% [] 

Total adjustment [] [] 

4 Adjustment for specific deterrence and 
proportionality 

[] [] 

5 Adjustment to prevent the statutory maximum 
being exceeded 

N/A [] 

 Total penalty  £647,1721019 

6 Settlement discount - 10% - £64,717 

 Total penalty payable £582,455 

  

 

 
1018 Countrywide is liable, on a joint and several basis with Hamptons International, only for the 3.75 years 
attributable to its ownership of Hamptons International. 
1019 This represents a total penalty of £258,869 for Hamptons International, and a total penalty of £388,303 for 
Hamptons International, jointly and severally with Countrywide plc and Countrywide Group plc. See paragraph 
6.64 and Annex B, paragraphs B.17 and B.20. 
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G.3. Three Counties 

Step Description Adjustment Figure  

 Relevant turnover  [] 

1 Starting point as a percentage of relevant 
turnover 

17% [] 

2 Adjustment for duration x 8.75 [] 

3 Adjustment for 
aggravating and 
mitigating factors 

Aggravating: Involvement of 
directors or senior 
management  

+ 10% [] 

Mitigating: Cooperation - 5% [] 

Mitigating: Termination of 
the infringement 

- 5% [] 

Mitigating: Genuine 
uncertainty   

-15% [] 

Total adjustment £0 [] 

4 Adjustment for specific deterrence and 
proportionality 

[] [] 

5 Adjustment to prevent the statutory maximum 
penalty being exceeded 

N/A N/A 

 Total penalty  £100 

6 Settlement discount - 10% - £10 

Total penalty payable £90 
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G.4. Trinity Mirror 

Step Description Adjustment Figure 

 Relevant turnover [] 

1 Starting point as a percentage of relevant 
turnover 

17% [] 

2 Adjustment for duration  x 1.5 [] 

3 Adjustment for 
aggravating and 
mitigating factors 

Mitigating: Cooperation - 5% [] 

Mitigating: Termination of 
infringement 

- 5% [] 

Total adjustment ([] [] 

4 Adjustment for specific deterrence and 
proportionality 

[] [] 

5 Adjustment to prevent the statutory 
maximum penalty being exceeded 

N/A N/A 

 Total penalty  £101,397 

6 Settlement discount - 10% (£10,140) 

 Total penalty payable £91,257 
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G.5. Waterfords  

Step Description Adjustment Figure  

 Relevant turnover  [] 

1 Starting point as a percentage of relevant 
turnover 

17% [] 

2 Adjustment for duration  x 8.75 [] 

3 Adjustment for 
aggravating 
and mitigating 
factors 

Aggravating: Involvement of 
directors or senior 
management 

+ 10% [] 

Aggravating: Role of the 
undertaking as a leader in, or 
an instigator of, the 
infringement  

+ 10% [] 

Mitigating: Cooperation - 5% [] 

Mitigating: Termination of the 
infringement 

- 5% [] 

Mitigating: Genuine uncertainty   -15% [] 

Mitigating: Compliance - 5% [] 

Total adjustment []  [] 

4 Adjustment for specific deterrence and 
proportionality 

[] [] 

5 Adjustment to prevent the statutory maximum 
penalty being exceeded 

N/A N/A 

 Total penalty  £51,318 

6 Settlement discount - 10% (£5,132) 

 Total penalty payable £46,186  
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